
Abstract. 

A critical review of seven earlier Yoruba grammars (Chapter 1) 

leads to the conclusion that, in many ways pointed out, these 

grammars failed to provide an adequate grammar of the Yoruba Verb. 

This failure calls for a deeper and more meaningful analysis of 

the Yoruba Verb System which the analysis presented in Chapters 3 - 10 

attempts to provide. 

In Chapter 3, the syntactic status of the Verb Phrase (VP) 

is defined; and a distinction is drawn 

(a) between Auxiliary and Full Verb elements; and 

(b) between Bound Verbs and Free Verbs. 

Clause types and patterns relevant to the use of verbal elements 

—N_ 
In Chapters 4 to 8, the syntactic distribution of Full Verb 

elements is discussed in four separate subclasses: 

(i) Single Verb: a Free Verb occurring as the only verbal element 

in a clause (Chapter 4); 

(ii) Complex Verb: a sequence of two Full Verb elements - of 

which at least one is a Bound Verb - occurring within the same VP 

(Chapter 5); 

(iii) Compound Verb: involving the catenation of two Free Verbs 

within a single VP (Chapter 7); 

(iv) Composite Verb: a sequence of more than two Full Verb elements 

within the same VP and derived from Complex and Compound Verbs 

by operations described in Chapter 8. 

are defined and listed. _ 



Chapter 6 deals with the catenation of Full Verb elements 

with nominalized forms of other Full Verbs. 

In Chapter 9, the Auxiliary is discussed in three sub-classes: 

Pre-emptive, Intensifier, and Modal. The syntactic structure of 

Auxiliary clusters and the semantic use of Auxiliaries are also 

discussed. 

Chapter 10 discusses the Negation of the VP. Two Negators 

• 
are recognized: a Primary Negator, KO, and a Secondary Negator, MAA. 

Two syntactic (and semantic) features of Minforced Negation and 

Double Negation are described. 

Chapter 11 ("Conclusion") summarises the analysis and 

points out areas of the analysis that are seen as an original 

Lull 	iibutiun 	tu Uie 	Ludy- of - Yoruba-. 	 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

	

1.0 	A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The aim of the present work is a descriptive grammar of 

the Yoruba Verb. 

	

1.01 	Underlying this aim are two assumptions: 

(a) that the Verb is of sufficient importance to isolate 

for a serious study such as the present one may 

claim to be; 

(b)' that the Verb can indeed.be  studied in isolation from 

other constituent parts of the clause or sentence of 

which it forms a part. 

We believe that both assumptions are valid. 

1.011 	With regard to the first assumption, there is little or no 

theoretical problem: it is a question of one's judgment as to 

what is sufficiently important to engage one's attention. But 

our judgment is strengthened in the present case by two facts. 

First, that there are serious studies of the Verbal elements 

of several languages made by prominent scholars who must know 

what they are doing. A few examples may be given for English 

alone: A. Ota (1962); Martin Joos (1964); F. R. Palmer (1965); 

R. L. Allen (1966); and Peter S. Rosenbaum (1967)1. - Secondly, 

1
Throughout this work, references are made only by author's 
name, year of publication and, where applicable, relevant 
pages. Full titles of work, as well as names of publishers, 
are given in the Bibliography at the end. 
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that the present writer's own practical experience, in the 

learning of Yoruba as well as the teaching of it to foreign 

students (but particularly in the latter), shows beyond 

doubt that the mastery of the language depends to a great 

extent on the mastery of the structural details and stylistic 

uses of the verb forms. Someone else's experience is 

significant in this respect. F. R. Palmer states unequivo- 

cally 

"The most difficult part of any language is usually 

the part that deals with the verb. Learning a 

language is to a very large degree learning how to 

operate the verbal forms of that language . . 
 

That the Yoruba Verb is difficult not only for the leaner 

but for the descriptive linguist is probably the factor 

underlying the fact that the description of the Verb is 

always the weakest and most inadequate part of all existing 

Yoruba grammars. This inadequacy is spotlighted in the 

"Review" below and in other parts of the present work. 

1.012 

	

	The second assumption raises a theoretical problem. If 

the whole language is itself a system, with intricate inter-

relationship of one part to others, to what extent is it 

valid to describe just one of the constituent parts of that 

2
F. R. Palmer (1965), p.l. 
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system unless one already has a clear and adequate representation 

of the system as a whole? This question becomes more relevant if 

one assumed; as the present writer does, that no existing Yoruba 

grammar approximates in any satisfactory way to an adequate 

representation of the over-all system of Yoruba. The question 

asked here is, however, largely theoretical. Practical as well 

as theoretical answers can make it less relevant than it seems. 

A theoretical answer, for instance, is that eath component part of 

the system may itself be a mini-system with its own internal 

structure, much of which can be described without reference to 

other component parts. In that case, what may be difficult to 

describe, in the absence of an adequate over-all representation 

of the system, is the network of external relations of one 

component part to the others. In the practical sense, it can be 

argued that an adequate over-all representation of the entire 

system has much to gain from a deeper study of the component 

parts,which may, in fact, be only tentatively set up to start 

with. This question is explored with greater attention in 2.2 

below. 

1.02 	In summary, the scope of this work is the Yoruba verb as a.  

linguistic sub-system. As such, it has its own internal structure 

in addition to external relations to other sub-systems. The 

external relations, especially when one probes the semantic 
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aspects of the verb, could easily lure the analyst into 

greater depths of the other sub-systems than may be desirable. 

It must be conceded that it is difficult to define what limits 

are "desirable"; such limits may be imposed rather by practical 

convenience than by theoretical necessity. In the present work, 

an attempt is made to achieve a just combination of both. 

	

1.1 	A REVIEW OF OTHER STUDIES OF THE YORUBA VERB 

	

1.10 	There is no existing work known to us that is exclusively 

** 
devoted to the Yoruba verb. All grammars of Yoruba, however, 

contain statements (or chapters) on the Yoruba verb. In this 

review, works that do not claim by their titles to be "grammars" 

of Yoruba are also examined; this is because they devote 

1.111 

sections to the Yoruba verb or the A4.344notissal of most of the 
ciew-;.rt;oa,  

elements that are considered in the present work. 

SAMUEL CROWTHER (1852) 

Summary: Crowther's grammar of the Yoruba verb may be 

summarized in the following outline: 

I 	There are two principal types of verbs
3  : 

a) "Auxiliary and Defective Verbs"; b) Verbs*. 

3 Nowhere does Crowther commit himself so specifically. But by 
recognizing a set of "Auxiliary and Defective Verbs" (p.18), 
it is implied that these are different from other verbs (here 
distinguished as 'Verbs*'). It is to this other set of 'non-
auxiliary, non-defective' Verbs that his verb classification on 
p.27 of his work refers. 

We have seen the abstract of A. Oladele Awobuluyi's Ph.D. thesis : 
Studies in the Syntax of the Standard Yoruba Verb (Columbia Univ., 1967) 
A reyiew of this is not carried out here because the present study was 
completed berore we knew about the thesis. 



II (a) Auxiliary and Defective Verbs: 

"it is by them the principal verbs are conjugated" 

List: bt ('should, would'); gb?ddO; ibt ('should, would, 

had'); jl or j7ki; kl ("may');.1e; al 	ma?e; ma ('be 

doing'); ti; till7; yio or 0. 

(Crowther's spelling forms are given here; and his English gloss 

is given only in cases where they may be confused with other items), 

A participial form n is recognized. Though listed 

separately from "Auxiliary and Defective Verbs", it is linked 

to a verb of that set. After citing examples of the occurrence 

of n, Crowther goes further: 

"Es, one of the defective verbs, is also used instead of 

n in the second future time: Iwo yio ti ma lo ki 6 to' de, 

"Thou wilt have been going before he arrives . . ."(pp.19-20). 

(b) Verbs*. 

There are four types of 'Verbs*': (p.17) 

(i) Active: Verbs of this type "govern the objective 

case"; e.g. ri in 6 ri mi 'He saw me'. 

(ii) Passive: whichflare formed simply by prefixing a 

or nwon to the active verbs". 	• e • g A ri mi 

'I am seen'. 

(iii) Neuter: in this type, "the sense is complete, without 

any substantive following"; e.g. pbu in 

Mo subu 'I fell down'. 
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.(iv) Compound Active Transitive, "formed by the 

help of a preposition . . . The nouns or 

pronouns which they govern are always placed 

between them"; e.g. 	.. 	in "Eiabba bei ml wi, 

(My) father blamed me". 

Two major sets of paradigms are set up with no comment at all on 

why these have been considered the only relevant ones. Though 

he does not expressly state it, the paradigms show that his verb 

forms express "Mood" and "Time". 

Mood may be: indicative, imperative, potential or subjunctive 

for the verb nf to have' and it is further pointed out 

(p.27): "The conjugation of the verb ni is a 

sufficient example for any active verb" 

Earlier (p.18), Crowther refers to the "infinitive mood which 

expresses anything in a general and unlimited manner". The 

exponent of the "infinitive mood" is there given as ki. Unless 

Crowther intends to say that there are two distinct categories 

of 'mood' in the Yoruba Verb system, his idea on the subject of 

'mood' is confused. One cannot simply add a fifth term of 'mood' 

to the four given above because, apart from the fact that he 

does not list an 'infinitive mood' in his paradigms, the 

exponent of his 'infinitive mood' is again given as the 

exponent of the Imperative Mood in the paradigm on p.28. 



Time Ray be: Present, past or future and, in the subjunctive mood 

only, may also be perfect. 

In the indicative mood, two future times are recognized; and 

four 'Time' paradigms are given: 

Indicative Present: (no auxiliary) + Verb* form (e.g. Emi 

Past 	• 	aux. ti 	 II 	 II 	(e.g. Emi ti ni) 

	

1st Future: 	aux. o 	 tt 	(e.g. Emi o ni) 

" 	2ndFuture: 	aux. o + 	 (e.g. Emi o ti 

'Perfect Time', the paradigms illustrate: 

Subjunctive Present: bl + (no aux.) + Verb* form (e.g. Br emi ni) 

Past: hi + aux. bit + Verb* form (e.g. Bi emi 136 ni) 

Future: It + aux. 0 + 	
to 	 (e.g. Bi emi o ni) 

Perfect: 	+ aux. bd+ ti + Verb*form(e.g.Bi emi bit ti Dl 

There is no need to set out the other paradigms since these 

two sufficiently show the weakness of the grammar. But it should 

be pointed out that the Imperative Mood is not marked for 'Time' at 

all; while the Potential Mood (exponent = aux. le) is marked only 

for !Present Time' and 'Past Time'. 

Paradigms for 'Passive' verb forms are identical with those 

for the 'Active' forms as regards Mood and Time: the only 

difference between both sets of paradigms is the replacement of 

'emit and other pronominal forms of the 'non-passive clauses by 

a in the 'Passive'. 

-Paradigms are set up for 'Participal Forms' of which there 



are three types: 

1. 'Participial Form 	I; exponent: n before the 'Verb* form 

(e.g. Emi nni 'I am having') 

2. It 

	

	II; exponent: br 	n+bfi] + [n + Verb* form] 

(e.g. Bi emi n-bfi nni 'If I were having') 

3. III; exponent: bi + [n+bfi] + [n+ti] + [n+Verb* 
form 

(e.g. Bi emi n-ba nti nnt 'If I have 

been having). 

1.112 Criticism: 

Crowther's grammar is the first known grammar of Yoruba. 

All subsequent grammars, including the present work on the Yoruba 

Verb, owe much to it, howeverindirectly. The shortcomings pointed 

out below are intended not to underestimate its importance but to 

spotlight the deficiencies of its presentation of the Yoruba Verb 

in order to justify the need for an alternative presentation. 

On the credit side, it should be noted that it attempts to 

be explanatory even if the explanation of the syntactic build-

up of the verbal clusters as well as of the meaning is, by 

present-day standards, not sufficiently explicit. The explanatory 

nature of it may be seen from the following descriptions of the 

'Future Time' auxiliaries: 

"The first future describes time indefinitely, and is 

expressed by the sign All, often contracted to o 

prefixed to the verb . . ." 



"The second future which describes an action to 

be finished before another future action or event, 

is expressed by the auxiliary ti added to the sign 

of the futurezil, and sometimes tah, 'done', is also 

added to the verb . . .1  

Examples are given in both cases to illustrate the points 

made (p.21). His intimate knowledge of the language as a native 

speaker probably facilitates the 'explanation'; but no other 

native speaker writing on the Yoruba Verb has been able to see, 

like him, that ma (the 'defective yell) and n (the marker of 

'Participle Forms') are variant forms the distribution of which 

(as shown in 9.0 below) is syntactically conditioned. 

Bamgbose (1966) finds fault with 'traditional' grammars on # 

three main grounds: that 

(i) their categories are based on notional criteria; 

(ii) they transfer categories from other languages; and 

(iii) their categories are usually 'undefined and uncoordinated'.4 

He specifically mentions Crowther as guilty of the first two. 

For reasons given in 2.4 below, we do not consider Bamgbose's first 

4 
Bamgbose (1966), pp.3-5. In Bamgboe (1967), p.9, these faults 
are reduced only to the first two. This may be significant 
because in Bamgboe (1966), there is no strict definition, for 
instance, of the verb or of a preverb: examples are given but 
there is no reason given why those, and only those, elements 
belong to the sub-class, or why some of them are there and not 
in other syntactic classes. 
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objection as enough justification for rejecting a gremmsr as 

inadequate and unsatisfactory. We agree with Bamgbor, however, 

that, in Crowther's grammar of the Yoruba Verb, categories are 

transferred from Latin and from 19th century grammsrs of English 

to describe Yoruba. A few examples may be given here. 

(i) The inclusion of Wand ji kic 'let', in the class of 'Auxiliaries 
riENNI=11/11111/O 

and Defective Verbs' is not based on the facts of Yoruba syntax. 

The syntactic form of the clauses or VPs in which all the other 

'Auxiliaries and Defective Verbs' operate shows that they are 

immediately followed by forms of Crowther's other class, the 'Verb*.' 

But j..ir or jc ki is always followed by a clause (not a 'Verb*') which 

must have an initial NP. It seems that the 19th century practice of 

classifying let as an auxiliary element induced Crowther to include 

its Yoruba translation equivalents in the class of 'Auxiliaries and 

Defective Verbs'. (As late as 1931, English grammars were still 

classifying let as an auxiliary. Cf. George 0. Curme: Parts of Speech 

and Accidence., section 12 . 1 a, p.64; section 50.2a, p. 224; or 

Syntax, section 43,IA: le as a modal auxiliary; section 46: let as 

a causative awriliary). 

) Crowther's description of the 'Future Time' aultiliaries quoted 

above shows his reliance on a Latin model into which he moulds Yoruba. 

This model provides for a 'first future' and a 'second future'. That 

it is not a Yoruba model is plain: if there is a 'first future' with 

exponent yla and a 'second future' with exponent ;y4O ti  
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there is no reason why there should not be a 'third future' with 

exponent vio ma..., etc., until all auxiliary forms that combine 

With 	('first future, are exhausted. Nor is the model, as far 

as we know, provided by English: while 'will, shall...', Crowther's 

translation forms for ylla (p.18), have often been regarded in English 

grammar as 'auxiliaries', the sequence 'shall have' (Crowther s 

translation of NrIZ) ti, p.21) has never, to our knowledge, been 

regarded as 'second future' in English grammar. There is evidence, 

on the other hand, that in 19th century Latin grammar, there were 

two Future Tenses: Future I and Future II. Thomas Arnold's Latin  

Prose Composition (revised by (. G. Bradley) is an example of a 19th 

century Latin grammar that recognised Future I and Future II.4*  

(iii) Crowther's infinitive mood' is another evidence that he 

transfers categories from 19th century English grammar. The 

'infinitive mood' is meant to embrace all Yoruba forms that are 

translation equivalents of the English construction 'to + verb' which 

was commonly regarded as the 'infinitive' form of a verb. Since this 

example also well illustrates the next point, it will be more fully 

discussed below. 

We wish to express our gratitude to the Rev. E.C. Rowlands who 
read through this work and first pointed out to us Arnold's 19th century 
Latin grammar as a possible influence on Crowther. 
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Our second criticism of Crowther's grammar of the Yoruba 

Verb is that the methodology by which it is worked out is 

inconsistently applied, and the result contains many internal 

contradictions. To illustrate Crowther's methodological 

inconsistency, we take his treatment of the 'infinitive mood'. 

There are three exponents of the 'infinitive mood': 

a) k!:- Wi fun u ki o c.e e: Tell him to do it, or 

Tell him that he may do it. 

Nouns derived from verbs by the prefix i .., when two 

verbs follow each other'; e.g. Mo wa iwn nyin: I come to 

see you, or I come a seeing you. 

ati, 	Ojo npete 	The rain is about to fall.. 

.(pp.18-19. All examples and their translation forms from Crowther). 

Crowther describes the distribution of a) and b) as being 

syntactically complementary: 

'a)' occurs 'only when the second or third person is desired to 

act in the name of another'; 'when the first person expresses 

his own action', ki is excluded: and 

'b)' then occurs. 

There is a semantic connection in Yoruba between b) and c): all con- 

though not 
structions of the type b) may be paraphrased by the 14ti form of c),L 



vice versa. But there is no link at all between either (b) 

or c) on the one hand and a) on the other. The only link in 

Crowther's grammar is that they are all translated by the 

English 'to + verb'. This so-called English 'infinitive' 

form is matched in Yoruba by members of three different 

syntactic classes: in a), it is matched by a clause signalled 

by kf; in b) by a verbal form; and in c) by a noun phrase 

(henceforth shortened to NP). 

Crowther's methodological inconsistency becomes plain if 

we consider his anlysis in any of two possible ways. Firstly, 

we may complete the partially set-up paradigm in which Crowther 

allows only 2nd and 3rd person forms and it will become plain 

that 1st person forms are equally permissible: 

1st Person ki n le e (sg.) Id a ?e 4.(pl.) 

2nd Person kl o se e k( 9 se 9.  — 

3rd Person kf 6 se i , ki w;in se e 

(pronominal forms are underlined). 

It is not being hard on Crowther to take examples of 1968 Yoruba 

to prove the inconsistency of a mid-19th century grammar: the 

examples given by him actually include (on p.18) 'kr a, *that we 

may"...' which his rules of distribution affecting a) and b) 

deny in the two sentences that follow his examples. Similarly, 

(1st person pronoun) can be replaced by any other pronoun 
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vice versa. But there is no link at all between either (b) 

or c) on the one hand and a) on the other. The only link in 

Crowther's grammar is that they are all translated by the 

English 'to + verb'. This so-called English 'infinitive' 

form is matched in Yoruba by members of three different 

syntactic classes: in a), it is matched by a clause signalled 

. 
by ki; 	b) by a verbal form; and in c) by a noun phrase 

(henceforth shortened to NP). 

Crowther's methodological inconsistency becomes plain if 

we consider his anlysis in any of two possible ways. Firstly, 

we may complete the partially set-up paradigm in which Crowther 

allows only 2nd and 3rd person forms and it will become plain 

that 1st person forms are equally permissible: 

1st Person ki n se e (sg.) ki a se e"(pl.) 

2nd Person ki o se e ki c Te 4' 

3rd Person kf 6 se é ki min se e 
I...1.mm 

(pronominal forms are underlined). 

It is not being hard on Crowther to take examples of 1968 Yoruba 

to prove the inconsistency of a mid-I9th century grammar: the 

examples given by him actually include (on p.18) 	a 'that we 

may"...' which his rules of distribution affecting a) and b) 

deny in the two sentences that follow his examples. Similarly, 

ma (1st person pronoun) can be replaced by any other pronoun 



(or noun), 2nd Person or 3rd Person, singular or plural; and 

the substitute nominals will still be 'expressing their own 

action', Crowther's lack of methodological consistency may 

be demonstrated in an alternative way. Granted that he has 

to use the English model 'to + verb', however misguided that 

may seem to us today; one cannot say that it is the same 

syntactic element 'to + verb' that occurs in: 

a) Send him to call him; and 

b) I come to see you. 

(Crowther's own examples, pp.18-19). According to his own 

alternative English forms, Ito + verb' has two different 

meaning types. His English alternatives are: 

for a) Send him that he may call him; 

for b) I come a seeing you. 

These alternatives, in fact, have exactly the same syntactic 

structures as the Yoruba a) and b). Consistent adherence to the 

English model would have produced a more satisfactory analysis. 

There are many examples of internal contradiction in the 

analysis. Here, three simple and straightforward examples will 

be given. 

1. After carefully, and justifiably, avoiding the use of 'tense', 

talking of 'future time' rather than 'future tense', he remarks 

(as if succumbing to a pressure that makes the recognition of a 
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'tense''system inevitable): 

"I have used the word TIME instead of TENSE, because 

tense is a nicer distinction of times; which distinction 

I do not think can always easily be made in the Yoruba 

language. However, a little explanation about the use 

of the tenses may be serviceable. 

The present and past indefinite tenses are both alike ... 

examples given . 

From these examples it will be seen that some attention 

is required to know which tense is used." (p.20) 

The paradigms later set up have nothing to say about 'tense': they 

all illustrate 'mood 	d 'time'. It is contradictory to demonstrate 

that a system of 'tense' is not necessary in the description of 

the language and to proceed immediately to make a'servictble' 

'explanation about the use of tenses' in that language. It is a 

less obvious but equally bad contradiction to cite identical 

forms and say they belong to different 'tenses' with no further 

justification. 

2. Even more direct than the above is the description of 'Id a, 

'that we may'...' as an exponent of the 'infinitive mood' and the 

description in the next senteCe: 

"This mode of expressing the infinitive is used only when 

the second or third person is desired to act in the name 

of another." 
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The form a 'we' is, of course, first person. Though a is not 

listed among Crowther's pronouns, evidence that it was in use 

in his own time as a 'contracted form' of the 1st person, plural, 

pronoun is given by Bowen5. 

3. Another very simple piece of evidence of internal contradiction 

is the setting up of an 'infinitive mood' expounded by ki (p.18); 

the failure to recognize it as one of the terms of 'mood' which 

are listed as Indicative, Imperative, Potential, and Subjunctive 

(pp.22-29); and the assigning of its exponent, k, to the Imperative 

Mood without formally equating the Infinitive with the Imperative 

Mood. Of course, such equation would be impossible because 

• . ki o pe e  In Ran a ki o ph  (Crowther's example of the occurrence 

of the 'infinitive mood') is not a full sentence as the examples 

given for the Imperative Mood are. 

Our fourth and final criticism of Crowther's grammar of the 

Yoruba Verb is that it is descriptively inadequate. Two major 

examples of descriptive inadequacy may be given. 

1. The eleven 'auxiliary and defective verbs' listed by Crowther 

(P.18) may co-occur in various combinations to form clusters 

before 'Verb*' forms. In his paradigms illustrating 'Mood' and 

'Time', a few such clusters are listed: 

yio ti; 1:6 U.' bi ti; n-b6 n; n-b6 nti n. 

5 
T. J. Bowen (1858), p.18 of the 'Grammar of the Language' section. 



There are, and were in the 19th century, many more combinations 

of these auxiliaries. 

2. A fairly large number of Crowther's non-auxiliary verb (i.e. 

'Verb*") forms co-occur in clusters, with or without the 

auxiliaries. Crowther's 'Compound Active Transitive' verb class 

is one such type of combination. But there are other clusters of 

non-auxiliary verbs that do not, like the 'Compound Active 

Transitive', require to be fformed by the help of a preposition'. 

An example is found in sentences illustrating the second exponent 

of his 'infinitive mood', as he says, 'when two verbs follow each 

other'. This kind of cluster is not examined at all in Crowther's 

verb system. 

Much emphasis has been placed here on Crowther's work because 

it is the proto-type of a whOle class of Yoruba grammars that 

Bamgbose has appropriately labelled 'traditional:7. 

1.12 T. J. BOWEN (1858) 

1.120 	Bowen's reliance on Crowther's work is mainly in the 

Dictionary part of his work; and he acknowledges this in the 

Preface. Crowther's influence on the Grammar seems to be 

comparatively small: they reach the same conclusion on the 

'moods' (though Bowen is here more consistent than Crowther); 

and Bowen's ready adoption of the term 'compound active transitive' - 

7 
A. Bamgbo?e (1967), p.9. 
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Crowther gives the Impression that it is of his own coinage - 

to describe split verbs like b'a...je and pa...mf), makes it 

appear that Bowen accepts many points of Crowther's grammar 

(pp.32-33, parag.147-149). 

Bowen's grammar of the Yoruba Verb is, however, much more 

rigorously worked out than Crowther's; and if both share certain 

faults, it is not because Bowen's is, in part, a reproduction of 

Crowther's grammar. 

Bowen's methodology is distinct from Crowther. To start 

with, his approach to the language is that of a foreign scholar: 

"The grammatical principles here presented have been 

deduced from a multitude of sentences taken chiefly 

from the lips of the natives". (Preface). 

In the analysis itself, his procedure is consistent right through. 

First, he isolates the form he treats as a verbal element. After 

that there is no definite order in which the other processes are 

applied; but in all cases, they are kept apart. These subsequeht 

processes consist of an attempt to trace the etymology of the form 

or relate it to other forms he deals with elsewhere; an attempt to 

state the syntactic use of the verbal element; and an attempt to 

state its semantic use. Even if he is later on going to fit these 

elements into the traditional model of English grammar, he first 

takes them in their own right. In parag.127 (p.28), for instance, 
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before dealing with the 'Auxiliary Particles', he announces 

his procedure: 

"Before exhibiting in detail the forms of expression 

in Yoruba which correspond to our ideas of mode and 

tense, we will first examine into the nature and uses 

of each of the particles by the help of which these 

various accidents are denoted". 

1.121 	Summary: Bowen's grammar of the Yoruba Verb may be 

summarised as follows: 

I Verb: may be a 'verbal root' (parag.123, p.27) or 

an 'Auxiliary Particle' (p.28). 

cr'C.  
Both may Ge—eeeur in a fixed order: Auxiliary 

Verbal root (parag.125) 

II 'Verbal root': may be a 'Substantive Verb' or, by 

implication, a non-substantive verb. 

'Substantive verbs' are exhausted in a list 

of ten items, the characteristic of which is 

stated as 'expressing existence' 

List: 	w11, ya, si echiefly used in 

negative sentences'), rx (with meaning 'seem'), 

ni or li (with meaning 'BE'), gbe., di, se (with 

meaning BE), jf. (pp.40-43). 
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Bowen's grammatical model makes provision for the 

categories of Voice, Tense, and 'Mode' in the 'verbal root'. 

Voice is Passive or, by implication, non-Passive. (parag.147 -149). 

Tense has three terms: Aorist or Indefinite; Past; and Future 

(Parag.151). Aorist and Past are either Perfect or Imperfect; 

while Future is either First Future or Second Future - parag.151. 

(As in Crowther's case, this subclassification of Future into 

First Future and Second Future shows the influence of 19th 

century Latin grammar). 

Mode 'has five terms, the first three of which each have their own 

peculiar 'auxiliary particles'. The five terms are: 

Indicative, Optative or Potential, Subjunctive, Imperative 

and Infinitive. (Parag.150) 

III. 'Auxiliary Particles': These indicate the 'modes and 

tenses' that are set up in the grammatical model (parag.125). In 

reality, however, they are shown to be exponents of only three 'modes' 

and no tenses at all (pp.28 -32). 

(a) 'Auxiliary Particles' of the Indicative: n or m; 

('substitute for 6O o §i?'); ni or li (emphatic). 

(The double vowel sequences here represent a re-spelling of Bowen's 

because the diacritic mark used, by him is t..ypographicaily inconvenient 

in the present work). 

(b) 'Auxiliary Particle' of the Optative:  ma. 
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(c) 'Auxiliary Particle' of the Subjunctive: bA; ala or 

ibef('which appear to be derivatives of ba' - parag.142); ki. 

IV It should be noted that, in his paradigms, Bowen sets 

up paired Affirmative: Interrogative, as well as paired Positive: 

negative forms. The former, in fact, has nothing to do with the 

Verb: only the ultimate clause structure is affected by it; but 

this in a way underlineS his thoroughness. 

V Two-constituent verbal forms cited in Dictionary entries. 

I 1- IV represents all that Bowen has to say about the form of the 

Yoruba verb in the Grammar section of his work. In the dictionary, 

however, there is a large number of two-constituent verbal forms 

cited as if they were single lexical items; the fact that they 

may not be is shown by his orthographic representation of them 

as split forms. 

Examples:- bu...J1 	'to bite' 

'to bite severely, as a dog' 

(cf. the single lexical entries bil! .. to cut or 
break...'; 

de (our jq) 'to eat, to consume.' 

an (our san) '...to eat dry bread or yam') 

'bi...le-re (ii ere)...to question, interrogate' 

Ibi...16-hun (li Ohun)...to reproach for a fault' 

'bi...le-bi (Ii ebi)...to ask, inquire.' 
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(cf. the single lexical entries: 

bi 	Ito ask' 

;bi 	a question, interrogation 

'ire,...a question...' 

qhun,...the voice, speech, a sound'.) 

These entries represent sequences of verbal elements; while they 

may be rendered by single verbal forms in English, in Yoruba' 

they are not single forms, syntactically or lexically. 

1.122 Criticism 

Like Crowther's grammar, Bowen's tries to force Yoruba into the 

mould of a pre-fabricated model - more clearly 19th century 

English grammar than is the case with Crowther's. In spite of 

his methodological rigour, and with no apparent justification, 

Bowen easily sidetracks the unfamiliar (in the sense that it is 

non-Latin based) categorization to which his careful analysis 

would inevitably lead and easily adopts the Latin-based model of 

English grammar, with its paraphernalia of Voice, Tense and 'Mode'. 

When one finds such statements as 

(a) "In Yoruba, as in many other African languages, 

there is properly speaking, no passive voice. Various 

forms of speech, however, supply its place." (parag.147, p.32); 

or (b) "The Yoruba language has no participial words... The 

substitutes to be employed for participles depend on the 

nature of the sentence." (parag.172, p.39), 
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it is difficult not to conclude that this is an English- 

based contrastive analysis of Yoruba and English rather than 

a descriptive grammar of the Yoruba language. 

Like Crowther's grammar of the Yoruba Verb, Bowen's is 

descriptively inadequate in a number of ways. 

In the first place, like Crowther's grammar, it fails to 

describe the structure of verb clusters (clusters of auxiliaries 

as well as of non-auxiliary verbs). The failure to consider the 

structure of non-auxiliary verb clusters leads him to miss an 

opportunity for useful generalisation in his Dictionaryi thus 

reducing the economy of statement in the latter. The Dictionary 

is, of course, outside the scope of the present work; but it is 

pertinent to remark that a grammar which consigns to the lexicon 

what could be more usefully and more economically handled by 

syntactic rules is a poor grammar. In the examples quoted from 

Bowen's Dictionary at the end of 1.121 above, the split forms 

cited as lexical units are in reality composite forms based on 

stateable rules of syntax. The rule that produces examples like 

'bi...le-re' 

'bi...la-hun' 

'bi...le-bi l  

is a highly productive transformational rule. Bowen's inability 

to see that they are all composite forms constructed by the 

application of a common rule makes his grammar and the use of his 



Dictionary very uneconomical and weakens the generative capacity 

of the grammar. 

In the second place, Bowen's grammar is based on a limited 

corpus of data collected 'from the lips of the natives'. It is 

reasonable to predict that if the corpus falls short of what an 

average native speaker normally acquires as the corpus with which 

he fully communicates with the rest of the linguistic community, 

it would be inadequate. Any description based on an inadequate 

corpus, even when it exhaustively covers the data in hand, is 

bound to be inadequate as a representation of the whole language. 

In this respect, any description of a language, even when made by 

a native speaker, can only be more or less adequate. This seems 
_ 	 . 	- 

to suggest that a reasonable degree of tolerance of descriptive 

inadequacy is required in evaluating any particular grammar. But 

the inadequacy of Bowen's grammar leads to other faults which only 

underline the weakness of the grammar of the verb as a whole. Two 

such faults arising from the inadequacy of data or of observation 

are enough to illustrate this point. 

(i) The reader of Bowen's grammar is likely to be misled 

by some of his conclusions. For instance, recognizing the 

'participial' form, n, but unable to see that this is in complementary 

distribution with a ma form, he reaches a conclusion which may 

mislead the reader to believe that (!la ('future' marker) does 
toen-lakn.  

not eo—oecur with the 'participial' form. He expects that any 
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efornix ackt:4.0 
such ea-o4cuppenee. must be in the form of oo n, but when he finds 

that this is unattested, he concludes: 

"Although it is not customary to prefix 'n' to verbs 

in the future tense, no reason is apparent why this 

should not be done; as yi 66 110.qe, 'he will be 

working". (parag.129, 2). 

Adequate observation, or adequate data-gathering, or even a good 

reading of Crowther, would have easily shown that the combination 

of the 'future tense' with the 'participle' is in the form of zist 

ma. In a similar way, he expects the Yoruba equivalent of English 

'I shall or will have teen' to be 'emi 66 ti ri f e He 

actually cit4s this form in order to get a perfect paradigm (parag.126: 

'Indicative Forms. Simple'); but in a footnote (p.27), explains: 

"This form is scarcely recognised by the Natives". 

Adequate data-gathering and good observation would have shown 

that the verb form ri 'see' requires a following nominal in Yoruba. 

The reader may be misled in two ways. He may believe that, if 

native speakers do not recognize the example, it should be dismissed 

as nonsensical; this would only leave a gap in that particular 

paradigm with the obvious but misleading suggestion that the 'second 

future' (i.e. '66 + ti + verb') does not exist in Yoruba. He may 

also believe that the other forms are correct: in fact, all of 

them would be as 'unrecognizable' as the one on which the footnote 

is written provided a constant tone is maintained on the verb ri. 

I urm:Rsnry 
OF YORK 



as 
The forms 'emi ri', 'emi ti nri', etc. are nonsensical as the 

rejected 'emi a 	ti ri'. But 'emi ri', 'emi ti nri', etc. are 

easily recognized as normal sentences. The tonal change on ri 

also signals a syntactic change: 

ri = ri 	3 Pers. Sg. pon. object. 

The only circumstance that occasions his footnote is almost certainly 

the inadequate observation of the fact that, in this case, a mere 

tonal change also signals a syntactic change. 

(ii) Bowen's grammar is, in parts, confused. In parag.135 

(pp.29-30), for instance, he discusses the distribution and use of 

it 'shall, will', but confuses this with a 	which, in the 

examples he gives, may become a when i of a preceding ki is elided. 

A higher level of linguistic competence 4ould have made it plain 

to Bowen that these are two distinct items referentially, 

syntactically or even, in their basic forms, phonologically. 

Similarly, and with more serious consequences in the mis-

leading of the reader, two homophonous but syhtactically and 

semantically distinct items ma, are confused as one item. After 

assigning to ma the meaning 'will or desi e'(the same as he 

assigns to (la), his own example 

• 'nwon (ca ma lob, they will go' (parag.137, 1) 

should have made him ask why two forms with the same meaning 

occur together in a direct sequence before a verb. Is it to re- 

inforce the meaning? Why a sequence of these forms only, since no 
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coryaaZrte ? 
other synonymous auxiliaries so co-os.sup2 (e.g. no sequence 

‘). This might have led Bowen to the fact that ma which has 

the same meaning as (Ili is not the same item as ma which follows 

it and also occurs initially in Imperative clauses8. 

1.13 J. A. DE GAYE and W. S. BEECROFT (1922) 

This is a pedagogical grammar for 'students reading for 

the Yoruba Matriculation Examination of the Universities of London 

and Glasgow, and ... [for] the numerous Public Officers of Nigeria...'. 

(Preface). 

Although the authors make no acknowledgements of help, their 

debt to Crowther's grammar of the Yoruba verb as well as to Bowen's 

is clear in almost every paragraph: in the categories they recognize, 

in their examples of the exponents of these categories, and, in some 

cases, even in the order of setting out the categories and examples. 

1.131 Attempted Summary  

It is hardly possible to summarise this grammar of the Yoruba 

it 
verb without actually reproducing every sentence of/; for it has no 

definite form and its Only )linguistic goal seems to be no other 

than an outline presentation of traditional English grammar with 

traditional English text-book examples that are then translated 

into Yoruba sentences and, in many cases, non-sentences. (As 

8 

For fuller details of the distinction of the two a forms, see 9.0below. 
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examples of non-sentences, one may take all the 60 translations.  

of English forms on pp.42-44: 'Conjugation of the Verb FOAN, 

to love). 

The following summary is the best we could make of this 

grammar. 

I Verb: (a) 'expresses action of any kind'. (parag.55, p.54) 

(b) It is marked for Voice, Mood, Tense, Number and 

Person which have for their exponents 'Auxiliary 

Verbs and Pronouns'. 

(c) The use of the term 'Auxiliary Verbs' implies that 

verbs may be 'Auxiliary' or Non-/Auxiliary'. No 

further mention is made of Auxiliaries in the 

grammar and no single example is given. 

II The verbal sub-categories  

(a) Voice: Active only. 'The English Passive is 

rendered by the Active, thus: 

I am loved by God, is translated by, 

God loves me'. (Even the translations are not 

given in Yoruba) - parag.56, p.35. 

(b) Moods: (i) Indicative; features: 'assertion or enquiry' 

(ii) Imperative; 
	: 'command or advice' 

(iii) Subjunctive; 
	: 'supposition, uncert- 

ainty, purpose, wish' , 



(iv) Potentialfeatures: 'power, possibility, liberty, 

obligation'. 

(v) Infinitive; No features at all. 

(parag.57, p.35). 

(c) Tenses: (i) Present, Past, Future; each of them may be 

Indefinite, Incomplete, or Complete. 

'The past tense in Yoruba is of the same 

form as the present' (parag.60, p.55). 

(ii) Tenses are marked for 3 persons and 2 

Numbers (Sg. Plural). No examples. 

(iii) 'Formation of Tenses': 'CONTINUOUS ACTION 

is expressed by the prefixing of the letter 

ti expresses the 'PERFECT TENSE'- parag.62. 

(Note that no provision is made for this in 

(e,i): 'The Tenses are the Present, the Post, 

the Future.' - parag.58). 

'The Pluperfect is the same as the Perfect'. 

The verbal sub-categories of Number and Person (listed in I,b 

above) are not dealt with at all. 

III Towards the end of the book, the authors devote a section to 

'Word Building', under this, they have a sub-section dealing with 

the 'Derivation of Verbs'. Twelve rules are listed for the 

'derivation of verbs'; none of them is productive but one of then, 
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), is capable of explaining the syntactic use of a cetain 

group of verbal elements which is here tentatively called , 'split 

verbs' .9 

1.132 Criticism 

By any standard, de Gaye and Beecroft's grammar of the Yoruba 

verb is a bad grammar. In Bamgbose's words, 'there is an excessive 

preoccupation with English grammar'10: categories are set up which 

cannot be exemplified in Yoruba at all. When Yoruba examples are 

given for most of the categories that are exemplified at all, the 

examples are given Bast in English and then translated into Yoruba. 

It is a formless grammar made more unsatisfactory by its 

internal contradictions as, for instance, in the Tense system. 

1.14 I. 0. DELAN? 

1.140 	Although I. C. WARD (1952) is chronologically to be listed 

before DELAN9 (1958) and DELANg (1965), for the reason that it 

belongs to another 'tradition' of Yoruba grammar from that of the 

grammars so far reviewed, it is reserved for review in a later 

section. Both grammars by I. 0. DELAN2 belong to the Crowther-

Bowen tradition and deserve to be reviewed in this section. 

9 
For a full analysis of the verb-type to which this group 
belongs, see 5 below. 

10 
A. Bamgbose (1966), 
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1.141_DELAN9 (1958) 

As with Crowther (1852) and Bowen (1858), this is a 

grammatical appendix to a Dictionary, one major difference being 

that it is written in Yoruba. 

1.1411 Summary: 

I Verbs are 

(a) Transitive or Intransitive 

(i) Syntactically defined, a Transitive Verb is 

obligatorily followed by either 

1. a NP (Belemo does not say in what conditions); or 

n a U.-clause (b, b,l; p.xx) unless the subject 

of the verb in the ti.-clause is referentially 

the same as the subject of the Main Clause 

(6, b, 2i, p.xx). 

(ii) An Intransitive Verb is not followed by a NP. 

(b) Monosyllabic or Polysyllabic. (section 7, pp.xx ft) 

(i) Monosyllabic (no' examples). 

(ii) Polysyllabic may be composite or non-composite. 

non-composite: e.g. duro, tfle 

composite may be 

verb + verb: e.g. muso, rigb& 

verb + adverb: e.g. jorere 

verb + noun: e.g. kfrin, doro, sare 

verb + preposition: e.g. bfsi 
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His sole criterion for regarding these as verb units 

is that they are often written together (this is made 

very plain on p.xx, section 7, and in the third line 

of p.xxi). 

II A clause containing a Verb manifests three major 

categories: Person, Number, and Tense (p.xxii). 

The exponents of tense are the auxiliaries. Though these are 

not listed, it is clear from the conjugational paradigms that they 

are:0 'zero', ii, ti, 546, 4, bg, b1...b4, ma, a ma 

and the following combinations of them: 

bg 
	• 

 
bg, ti 	ylo ti, ylo mga, a ti mga, ti mga A. 

Two negative auxiliaries are given: 

mg, 

The latter combines with any of the auxiliary units or combinations 

listed above to make negative tense forms. 

It is particularly stressed that 'tenses' in Yoruba do not 

express Time: the exponents of 'tense' have no meaning.of their 

own and are used only to influence the meaning of the verb with 

which they occur. Time becomes evident only when one considers 

the full sentence and the expression of it is not necessarily to 

be found in the exponent of 'tense', the auxiliary. (section 9, 

p.xxii). 

III Conjugational paradigms are set out for 32'tenses': 

3 Imperative tenses; 
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15 	Positive non-Imperative tenses; and 

14 	Negative 
	ti 

1.142 DELAN9 (1965) 

	

1.1420 	This grammar is 'intended principally for students studying 

Yoruba in Nigerian schools' (p.xiv). As a pedagogical grammar, 

it may not be expected to have any strictly defined form which 

can lend itself to easy summarizing. However, its aim being to 

provide 'A Modern Grammar of Yoruba' (its title) for schools, it 

shows a fairly explicit form which, it is hoped, is reflected in 

the following summary. 

	

1.1421 	Summary  

I Verb: (a) Definition: 'If a word tells us what a person does 

or something about a thing, or explains or clarifies 

our thought concerning certain objects, that word is 

a verb' (p.7) 

(b) May be Transitive or Intransitive. 

(i) Transitive: 'A Transitive Verb denotes an 

action directed towards a person or thing; it 

requires an object to complete its meaning' (p.71). 

(Object is defined thus: 'What is called the 

OBJECT of a sentence consists of the word, or 

words, showing the receiver of the action 

expressed by the verb' - p.62). 
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Intransitive: No definition; but note: 

'The distinction between transitive and intransitive 

verbs in Yoruba depends entirely on the use of, or 

the meaning of the verb. It does not follow that 

because a noun follows a verb therefore the verb is 

transitive 	A noun or pronoun sometimes follows 

an intransitive verb'. (Chpt. 7.6-7, p.72). 

(c) Manifests 'Tense' 

'Tense is the form assumed by a verb for indicating time. 

There are three main divisions of time ...' - Present, 

;Past and Future; 'so there are in grammar three tenses, 

namely, present, past and future'. (Chpt. 7.18. p.76). 

A classification is made of tense forms showing the 

nature of time and action'. Even though the grammar 

formally recognizes only three tenses as the only tenses 

possible in grcznrmr, it ultimately outlines paradigms 

for 16 tenses - recognizing the category of Number 

(singular and plural) for all of them and Affirmative: 

Negative distinction for almost all. 

II Verb classes: There are four classes of verbs in Yoruba none 

of which is defined: perhaps the class labels and examples are 

expected to make clear what they are. 

(a) Double Verb: from the examples (p.94), this is a 

class of any two free verbal elements following each 

other. So considered, it is difficult to see why le 

'can' should be regarded as participating in this class. 
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(b) Negative Verb: Nothing unites all four members 

of this class: kg, Si, el, se. It is claimed that 

they are 'used in the negative sense', a claim that 

tbe 
cannoti validly made for si or Is. 

) Split Verbs: This like the Double Verb class, is a 

class of verbs occurring in direct sequence. It differs 

from the Double Verb only in that 'the object comes 

between them' (i.e. between its members). 

(d) Special Verbs: are of three types (the nature of each 

sub-class shows in what sense its members are 'special'): 

(i) Those that can be conjugated like other verbs: but 

do not by themselves express complete sense.' 

List: 134 fi, 

Those that cannot be conjugated like other verbs. 

All four members of this sub-class (d)11, 14, m?, 	- 

Chpt. 7.37, p.95 — occur only in the cited idioms. 

(iii) Those that are used with special meanings. Surprisingly, 

the author lists only nine members of this sub-class: 

he may just as well compile a full list of all 

metaphoric occurrences of verbal forms in Yoruba: 

III Auxiliaries: 

An auxiliary is 'A word which has no meaning of its own but 

is used to help form the meaning of another word ...' (p.11). 
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There are two classes of auxiliaries: 

(a) Verbal Auxiliary: 'reflects the tense form of a verb' (p.11) 

List: yio, ti, n. 

(b) Operative Auxiliary: 'operates on &noun to become a verb' 

. (p.11). This means that auxiliaries of this sub-class can 

become verbs if they are followed by the appropriate noun 

forms. 

1.143 Criticism 

The first of Delan?'s two grammars can be rejected straight-

away as a weak grammar on the ground of incompleteness alone. 

While it goes further than any previous grammar in considering 

clusters of 'auxiliaries' it has nothing at all to sayabout 

clusters of non-auxiliary verbals. Even in its treatment of 

'auxiliary' clusters, it is untidy, uneconomical, and incomplete. 

It is untidy in the sense that it represents three Imperative 

tense forms which have sentences that are completely different 

in structure from the remaining 29 tense forms and which have 

'auxiliary' forms which, unlike the other single-item 'auxiliaries', 

cannot form negatives by the prefixing of kso. The three so-

called 'Imperative tenses' have so much in common with one another 

and so little in common with the rest that they represent a 

distinct 'group'. Since it is mainly clause structure rather 

than the form of the 'auxiliaries' that distinguish9§ them, 

the 'traditional' treatment of these as exponents of an !Imperative 

Mood' would probably have been less unsatisfactory. It is 
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uneconomical in that the whole difference between Tenses 1 to 12 

and 19 to 32 is the presence of the negator kb in the latter 

set and its absence in the former. It would have been more 

economical to recognize a system of Positive : Negative 'polarity' 

as distinct from Tense, with k; as the exponent of 'Negative'. 

Finally, it is incomplete in two senses. First, considering 

the forms presented in the paradigms, there are 15 positive 

forms to 14 negative forms in the non-Imperative tenses. Of the 

14 negative forms, Tenses 20 and 21 negate 2 alone, while 

29 and 30 negate only 201. This leaves three positive forms 

with no negative forms at all; namely 13 (a mga) 14 (a ti ma) 

and 15 (ti ma 	all of which certainly have negative forms in 

Yoruba. Secondly, the forms presented in the parE,digms do not, 

by any means, exhaust all auxiliaries and 'auxiliary' clusters 

in the language. For instance, if there are Tenses Future I and 

Future II formed by zia and g, why not Future III formed by mLa 

which can replace either of them before any Main Verb? Or, 

taking only those forms listed in the work, if yio ti,  yio ma 

each mark a separate 'tense', why not g ti, g ma? Or, one may 

ask, if some 2-item 'auxiliary' clusters are Tense exponents, why 

not all 2-item, 3-item, and 4-item 'auxiliary' clusters in the 

language? 

The second grammar is bad in many ways. We here select only 
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three general faults and ignore the confusion and minor 

contradictions deducible from the summary made above. 

In the first place, Delano's criteria and verb classes are 

purely notional and, for that reason always imprecise. His 

definition of the verb clearly demonstrates this as much as does 

that of the Auxiliary as 'a word rwhich has no meaning of its own': 

it is not easy to determine when a word 'has no meaning of its own'. 

Secondly, the grammar is clearly based on the model of English. 

The author seems to have ignored his own warning on page I that: 

'The grammar of a language is the ... statement of how that 

language behaves'; 

'There is no universal grammar; grammar is not a rigid mould 

into which all languages must be forced'. 

He, in fact, forces Yoruba into the 'rigid mould' of a 'universal 

grammar' (e.g. when he states: 'There are three main divisions 

of time ...' - Past, Present and Future;' so there are in grammar  

three tenses, namely, present, past and future'. Underlining ours). 

Much of his confusion and the vagueness of his statements arise 

from his attempts to find Yoruba equivalents to categories and 

subcategories recognized for English by a Latin-based approach 

to grammar. In this way, his grammar is NOT, as the title claims, 

A Modern Grammar of Yoruba: it is 'traditional'. Even though he 

criticises 'early authors' of Yoruba grammars for presenting 'Yoruba 

in the grammatical framework of English' (parags. 1 and 2 of 
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Introduction, p.xi); even though he claims also in the Introduction 

(parag. 9, p.xiii) 'to classify accurately words in different 
parts of speech strictly according to their nature and behaviour 

in society of words in Yoruba', he tells the reader in the last 

two lines of the Introduction: 

'The various examples given aim at the DUAL ROLE of 

helping the student to learn good Yoruba and at the 

same time to learn good English'. 

At no time does he forget this promise. For no other obvious reason 

than that English has them Number and Person are considered in the 

Yoruba verb and their grammatical status (which is NIL!) is 

compared with English. Delano's grammnr of the Yoruba verb thus 

gives us the impression of an ill-worked out and poorly presented 

contrastive analysis of English and Yoruba verbs. 

Finally, Delano's study is incomplete. If in the 1958 study 

he dwells almost exclusively on the auxiliaries, ignoring the 

Main Verb itself, in this study he tends to neglect the auxiliaries 

and concentrate on the Main Verb. Even if both studies were taken 

to be complementary, the most interesting things about the Yoruba 

Verb System are still left unsaid. Clusters of auxiliaries and 

of non-auxiliary verbs and their syntactic as well as semantic 

uses are, in both studies taken together, given no more than 

perfunctory. treatment. 



1.15 I. C. WARD (1952) 

This is a grammar for the European learner of Yoruba 

and it is an 'Introduction' to the language rather than 

a complete study of it. The modest aims may easily 

obscure its real contribution to Yoruba grpmmnr. Almost 

exactly half of the 'grammar' part of the work is devoted 

to a study of verbal forms. 

A summary of this work is much more difficult to ynke 

than is the case with the other grammars. It is presented 

only in bits that would make the Yoruba Verb easier for the 

European to learn. However, the following summary is 

attempted for the sole reason that it may spotlight the 

main contributions of the grammar to a modern linguistic 

study of Yoruba, and show its weaknesses as well. 

1.151 simurnry:  

The Verb has two 'forms' (the term 'forms' is not 

defined): the Imperative form and the Simple form. This 

is the best that can be made of parags. 152-157. 

'The Imperative form is the stem of the verb with its 

inherent tone' e.g. bi 'cut'; f 'pull' (152). The 

Simple form is 'like the imperative and consists of the 

stem of the verb alone.' (155) 

In terms of the verb unit, this is an unnecessary distinction; 
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as it turns out, the 'Simple form' as well as the 'Imperative 

form' describe, not the verb type but, the structure of the 

clause in which they operate. 

II Verbs are Intransitive or Transitive. 

A Transitive Verb takes an object. Where the object is a 

personal pronoun, a characteristic form of the pronoun is 

selected: this form has its characteristic phonemic shape as 

well as a characteristic tone. These features are described 

(parags. 159-161, pp.80-82). 

III Tenses: Ward does not consistently use the term 'tense'; 

she seems to prefer the non-commital 'form'. But, in this 

respect, she equates form' and 'tense'; for instance, in 

dealing with 'The Progressive ... Form of the Verb', she 

writes: 

'This tense is formed by prefixing a nasal consonant oioeld.Col 

underlining ours); parag. 165. 

The tenses explicitly recognized are: 

(a) Progressive or Continuous:- exponent is a homorganic 

syllabic nasal on high tone, preceding the initial conso-

nant of the verb (165). Uses of the Progressive are 

discussed. Here the habitual is confused with the 

continuous; from talking of 'habitual' meaning and 

without explicitly recognizing a habitual tense, the 
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author later discusses the 'habitual' as a 'tense' form 

in the Negative. (196). 

(b) Perfect: exponent is normally ti, but til is used in 

the Interrogative and Negative. 

(c) Past Progressive: exponent is U A (i.e. 'ti preceding the 

continuous'.) (175). 

(d) Future: exponents are 119.  (176) and A (180). 

IePolarity': As well as a Positive form (which is implied by the 

separate treatment in Chapter VII of "The Negative of the Verb'), 

a Verb may have a Negative form. 

The exponents of Negativity are: 

MA in the Imperative and 'in two other types of sentences' 

(193), namely: (i) after gb9d in a sentence containing 

that element; (ii) in a noun-clause initiated by la. 

(In Ward% example: 

I 	• 	• 
0 nl ki. in ma 19 'He said I was not to go', 

the Id-clause is not described as a noun-clause; but it 

is clearly specified as such in 382 (p.168)). 

(ii) 
	

rk1. 

However, tense-forms apparently do not have paired positive: 

negative forms in Ward's grammar. Though anly four tenses are 

listed in the positive, six are listed in the negative; while 

three of the six have corresponding positive tense-forms, three 
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have sone, and one of the four positive tenses ('Past Progressive') 

has no corresponding Negative. The six Negative tense-forms are: 

(a) Simple Form Negative (194 ff.) No corresponding Positive 

(b) Habitual Form Negative (196ff.)It corresponding Positive 

(c) Perfect Form Negative (198 ff.) 

(d) 'Negative of the Form with the Nasal Consonant Prefix' 

(Progressive Form Negative?) - 202 

(e) Future Form Negative (203-207) 

(f) Negative Imperative (191). 

In addition to these, there is a special class of verbs called 

'Negative Verbs' - a purely semantic classification which, as 

noted in the review of Delano's second work in which this.classi-

fication is uncritically copied, does not have even the weight of 

the meaning of individual member items fully to justify it. 

'Negative verbs' are kf, ?e sf and ti. 
MOM* 

V Internal structure of 'clusters' involving at least one Main Verb: 

'These combinations take the form of verb + noun 

verb + verb'. (215) 

Examples of these are given and, while the first is not discussed, 

the second is. 

VI Verbs of Existence: A list is given of 12 Verbs of Existence 

or Identity. These are: wh, ni, jf, si, k6, e, 137 (always 

preceded by th), zbi, di (or dpi) 'to become', di (Interrogative Verb), 
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gbe 'to live', and rf 'to appear'. 

VII In many cases, Ward considers the semantic use of many of the 

verb forms. 

1.152 Criticism 

This represents the first serious effort to describe Yoruba as a 

language in its own right. For the first time, it seems that criteria 

of verb classification are based on the morphology and syntax of 

the language itself rather than on an English or Latin model. This 

is clearly stated, for instance in 226: 

'It will be seen that the first element of each of the 

verbal combinations behaves exactly as a verb in that 

it takes the different verb form particles. Therefore, 

though these express the relationship shown by prepo-

sitions or adverbs in English, they should be considered 

as verbs, since formally and functionally they are verbs' 

In Chapters XIII, XIV and XV, the author gives serious thought to 

the possible problems of homophony - a problem which earlier and 

later writers of Yoruba grammar ignore and which contributes a great 

deal to the confused analysis they produce. However, whatever 

'homophony' is covered in Ward's work is indirectly brought in: in 

all those chapters, the author's aim is to point out the 'various 

uses' of words which are written with a common spelling even if they 

are pronounced differently. 

In spite of these merits, Ward's study is an unsatisfactory study 
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of the Yoruba Verb for several reasons. 

In the first place, as Bamgboqe points out: 

In spite of Ward's awareness of the fault of 

transferring categories (i.e. from one language to 

another), her classification of certain items appear 

to be based on their English translation equivalence 

Regarding si'as a preposition (p.129) and si as a conjunction 

which 'is probably a verb in origin' (p.153) seems to justify 

Bamgbofe's criticism. 

Insufficient knowledge of the language or insufficiency of 

collected data leads to the citing of non-sentences to illustrate 

grammatical points; e.g. *Yio e01) ni 	Oni (179) 

*Fi qms, na l 	gbpn r", (231) 

*Mo nl9 s'oko fun igi (236) 

nub ? (239) 

*Ki l'ounj1 117nu? (246 

These are forgivable since the main points of grammar being 

illustrated do not rely on these examples only: the validity of 

such points being proved by other examples. But when insufficiency 

of data or of knowledge leads to a misleading analysis as in 205, 

it weakens the grammar considerably. In that section ni (spelt 

throughout our own study as nil) is given as the suppletive form 

10 
A. Bamgbofe (1966), p.3, point (ii 
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occurring in the 'Future' negative. This element is confused 

with the partially homophonous ni 'to have'; and several 

examples of the type - kb ni ile ilo - are given to illustrate 

the negation of the 'Future auxiliaries. The ni in this sentence 

and in three other examples cited in 205 does not express futurity 

at all; it is a Full Verb with the meaning 'to have'. As such, 

it can itself be preceded by the suppletive 'Future' form as in 

the sentence - kb nil ni il '17 ('Future' marker underlined). 

There is a difference of syntax between regular 'Future Negative' 

sentences and the other mistaken illustrations she cites for 

futurity. This difference may be seen in the following pair of 

sentences: 

kb nil 17 ile (Future Negative) 

kb ni il& 'lo 	(Ordinary Negative with Full Verb ni 'have') 

The author attempts to explain away the syntactic difference in 

a footnote: 

'The inversion of order of sOject and verb in these 

sentences indicates greater emphasis.' (fn.2, p.100). 

But, in fact, this is just a totally different structural pattern 

using several other non-auxiliary verbs of the type of ni; e.g. 

kb t6 ile '10
11 

Failure to come to grips with this type of problem is acknowledged 

in 207: 'The use of these forms ... needs furtherresearch 

11 
For treatment of this kind of structure, see 6.2232 below. 
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Ibis admission of descriptive incompleteness is further 

justification for the kind of work we here set out to do. 

The author also frankly admits the inadequacy of her grammar 

in 319 where she attempts an explanation of the use of nf: 

Ni 'is used with a number of verbs which can take two 

objects. The examples below illustrate its incidence, 

but I have not found it possible to say what this word 

is. It is frequently untranslatable ...'
12 

The author makes much effort to see that this introductory 

grammar is not meaning-based. But it is clear that the separate 

categorization of Verbs of Existence or Identity (cf. Bowen's 

'Substantive Verbs' all of which are included in Ward's) is only 

a semantic categorization. Syntactically considered, some of the 

verbs (e.g. 1„121 'to live', di 	become') do not behave differently 

from other verbs. 

Finally, we agree with the author that this 'does not pretend 

to be a complete study of spoken Yoruba'. Perhaps nobody can 

produce that, single-handed. But the fact that, as in earlier 

studies, clusters of 'auxiliary' as well as of non-auxiliary verbal 

elements are not investigated shows that this is nothing near a 

'complete study'. 

1.16 R. C. ABRAHAM (1958) 

1.160 	This is, strictly speaking, a 'Dictionary' of Yoruba and 

12 
This structure is fully explained in 5;241 below. 



probably need not be reviewed with studies of the Yoruba Verb or 

of Yoruba grammar. But it has a grammatical appendix, a part of 

which will be referred to in - pAz7tn-- of the present work. In 

addition to this, since there are few useful studies of Yoruba 

grammar, emphasis is sometimes placed on the sketchy statements 

that Abrham makes in this appendix to his Dictionary. For 

instance, though Bamgbo#e criticises him for transferring English 

categories into Yoruba, he is generally satisfied that Abraham's 

sketch of Yoruba grammar is good. Examples of such endorsement 

are found in his review of earlier Yoruba grammars when, for 

instance, he speaks of 'Abraham, whose classification of items is 

on the whole quite good'
13
. A few lines earlier on the same page, 

extolling the 'structural approach' to grammar, he writes: 

'In a structural appnach, the analyst starts from the 

position that certain formal contrasts can be observed 

between items and that these contrasts are regularly 

associated with differences in meaning. This 

0 
appriach is most in evidence in Ward and Abraham'. 

A close scrutiny of Abrhham's treatment of the Verb or verbal 

elements, indeed of the whole section on Grammar, does not show 

that his 'classification of items is on the whole quite good'. 

The following 'summary and criticism' may illustrate how bitty 

13 
Bamgbcp (1966), p.3 (last paragraph). 
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and ragged is his presentation of the verb in the grammatical 

ippendix. 

1.161 	Summary and Criticism  
j-ing 

I. The Verbal Noun: Without saganything about the nature of the 

verb in Yoruba, the 'Grammar' (section 'R', pp.xxvi ff.) opens 

with Verbal Nouns which seem to include any verbal cluster that 

includes a NP either as an 'Object' or a 'Qualifier'. 

All the explanation there is on the 'Verbal Noun' is: 

'Many compounds are separable and interpose their 

object between their two components. Thus:- In 

the case of the verb rigb.6., we say mo rf owo gba 

...' etc. (xxvi). 

II. The Internal Verbal Noun: 'The form which I call the Internal 

verbal-noun is one where a compound verb is converted into its own 

verbal noun by change of tone internally between the components of 

the compound'. (xxvi, 2a). 

By the definition of 'verbal noun' in I, it is impossible in 

Yoruba to have a verbal compound 'converted into its own verbal 

noun': the compound will, as required in I, need to interpose its 

object between its two components and, as required by II, must do 

this 'by change of tone internally between the components of the 

compound'. The examples he gives do not justify his definitions 

at all; e.g. in d stse A dide #12), 'he's beginning to make his I.*. 

way in the world', 
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there is no 'object', and none is possible. In 

'emun yii tOO (*) mun 'this emun is ready to drink', 

we posit '*' to show the position at which an 'object' is possible; 

but this is not an object of the verb compound: syntactically, 

it is an object of tO and notionally, it is the 'goal' of 65 and 

the 'actor' associated with Imun'. This kind of structure is 

transformatiOnally derived from simpler underlying structures.
14 

III. Imported Verbs: All that is done is to point out that 

'Most verbs introduced from other languages artificially 

proceed on the assumption that they consist of ... two 

elements' - i.e. Verb .4. noun. 

IV. The Tenses: Before listing what are presumably to be regarded 

as Yoruba Tense forms, the author observes: 

'Some verbs have both past and present tense'; e.g. mi), ni, 

With these examples, only his English translations are 

'present' or 'past', except in the case of n where the Time- 

adverbial nisisiyi, 'now', collocates with the verb. Since the 

author himself does not give this collocation as his criterion, 

it would be unfair to put it in for him because it is bound to 

expose his classification of Tense to the charge that it is 

largely semantic. But even if that were the author's intention, 

nisisivi does not mean 'now' only in the sense of 'the present 

moment': it may also cover the senses 'recently or 'soon' - 

14 
For detailed analysis of it, see 6.224Aelow 
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,i.e. notional Past or Future. 

List of Tenses: (Section 'Y', pp.xxx - xxxi). 

Past Tense 	exponent - ti 

Habitual 	 - 	ti (as in 'Ojd ado lad 

ti 	jc  gbasa ...); ni (as 'ad 

la 4 1?). 

15
Negative Habitual It - A,.(after kl) 

15Past Habitual . - ti A 

Future 	 yIo, ma, 4 

15 
Negative Future 	 n1 after ka 

NIMMI• 

. 15 
Future Perfect 	tt 	- yio ti15, ti maa 

16
Double Future 	 - a maa (why not, then, yio mL,nga ma?) 

Negative 	 - ki, ko, maa, al-, alai- 

Imperative 	 'This is the root of the verb':(p.xxx 

Subjunctive 	HK1 

Progressive 	 - n 

After these, it is difficult to know whether the aulahor 

intends the rest of the list to be 'Tense' forms; but certainly 

they are listed under 'The Tenses' and numbered serially with those 

listed above. If these others are supposed to be tense forms, then 

Abrahadsother tenses are: 

(a) Emphatic sentences 

15 These forms are given only in the body of the Dictionary after 
the individual entries, not in the 'Grammar'; so clumsy is 
Abraham's handling of the 'grammar'. 

16  Like others, Abrham fails to see that there are two syntactically 
and semantically distinct maa forms in Yoruba. If he noticed that, 
there would be no 'Double Future' at all. 
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(b) 'Prepositions inherent in the Verb': t • • • a 

preposition such as 'to', 'in', 'concerning' may 

be included in the sense of a verb'. The examples 

given, e.g. 

'wo NP' look at NP'; 'tS NP"sufficient for NP', 

show that Abrhham -never forgets the English 

translation equivalents and his classification, 

contrary to Bamgb”e's praise of it, is not a 

strictly structural classification based on Yoruba 

itself. 

(c) MUST; 

(d) Relative sentences; 

(e) Demonstratives; 

Cr) ONESELF; 

(g) ONLY; 

(h) VOCATIVE; 

(i) HOW MUCH; etc. etc. 

This is a ragged presentation of the Yoruba verb and would 

not merit any attention were it not that it is sometimes regarded 

as one of the few analyses of Yoruba that could be used for 

reference. 
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1.17 A. RANGBOF (1966), (1967) 

	

1.170 	Of these two, the 1966 work is the basic study. Bamgbose 

(1967) is a school grammar 'which contains all the essential 

points about the grammar of Yoruba (of the 1966 work) presented 

in simple and, as far as possible, non-technical language' 

(Preface). The only difference that we have noticed between 

BamgbOse (1966) and Bamgbose (1967), apart from the tabular 

'Summary of Tensesq(1967), p.39), is the use of 'Neutral' (1967) 

to describe what the earlier study considers as 'Unmarked' on the 

scale of Transitivity. 

Whatever general presentation is outlined here for Bamgbose 

(1966) also applies to Bamgbose (1967). In the same way, the 

criticism of the 1966 study applies in all ways to the 1967 grammar. 

	

1.171 	Summary: 

A. Clause types in which the Verb Group operates:-

I (a) A clause may be Free or Dependant 

(b) Either type may be Verbal or non-verbal 

Triis gives four types of clauses: 

(0 Verbal Free clause 

(ii) Dependent clause 

(iii) Noh-verbal Free clause 

(iv) Dependent clause 

Since the characteristic F of (iii) and (iv) is that they exclude 

the Predicator (which contains the Verb element), whatever the 
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demerits of setting them up (and there ARE such demerits), 

they are of no relevance to the scope of our present study. 

The Verbal clauses - Free and Dependent - are, however, of great 

interest. 

II The Verbal Free Clause: 

(a) Structure: 

Given the elements S (subject), P (predicate), A (adjunct), 

T (thematic element), X (post-thematic element), E (emphatic 

element), and I (clause initiator),
17 the structure of the 

Verbal Free Clause is specified (B3; PP. 32-49).(1n the 

following table, '( 
	
)1  means the bracketed element is 

optional; elements outside it are obligatory). 

(i) —> SP 

(ii) SPA 
- Basic Str.- 

P 

    

( ' ) 	PA 

    

      

FV Str. - 

     

--+ Them. Elem. (i)--+T X S P (A) 

Emph. Elem. (ii)--).(TX) (S) P (A) E 
-Subsid.Stm- 

-+ Clause Initiator(iii)11 (TX)EP (A)(E) 

Combinations of 
- ULU-09(th) 

TX ... 4/11 
I ego* E 

FV = Verbal Free Clause; Subsid = Subsidiary; Str. = structure. 

17 
There is here a deviation from Bamgboe's symbolization for Emphatic 
Element, etc. merely for typographical reasons; the categories and 
categorial labels remain the same. 
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No e: 1. Whenever 'T' or 'X' occurs, the other is obligatory. 

2. In Basic structure (i), SP is further subclassified 

as f+ overt subject'. This is of no great importance 

to the work as a whole; so the sub-subclassification that 

attends on it is here ignored. 

. It is further stated that T (thematic element) as 

well as X (obligatory post-thematic element) may be 

positive or negative. 

4. Exponents of the various clause-structure elements are 

listed. 

(b) Systems of the Verbal Free clause  

Mood : Imperative Or Non-imperative. 

Non-imperative may be Affirmative or Interrogative. 

i) Theme : 1. Thematic or Non-Thematic 

(Thematic clause contains 'Subject + ni(+...)) 

2. Thematic:- Negative Them. or Positive Them. 

(iii) Emphasis: 1. Emphatic or Non-Emphatic 

2. Emphatic:- Weak Emphatic (+ clause-final 6 ) 

Strong 

III The Verbal Dependent Clause 

There are seven kinds: 

(a) 'Id 	t66 ...' clause; 

(+ lengthening of 

final vowel of clause). 
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(b) ibSa. clause; 

(c) ibS clause; 

(d) kg nr clause; 

(e) tf 	LIS clause; 

zi.L.S. clause; 

(g) P clause (P = predicator). This is initiated by 

verbal group exponents: kaka tf, jl ... 19, 

B. Structure of the Verbal Group itself. 

(In this presentation, important faults whichiaci,)affect the 

general nature of the whole grammar are pointed out; while short— 

comings considered to be of a more general nature are reserved 

for 1.172 below.;) 

I The 'Verbal Group' consists of 

(a) 'Verbal elements whose exponents are verbs' 

(b) A nominal element, whose exponent is a nominal group 

(i.e. NP). ((b) is of no direct interest). 

II The 'Verbal elements' 

(a) The Verbal Particle: n. No criterion is given for 

isolating this form as a class by itself. 

(b) The Preverb: This class is expounded by verbal elements 

which 'must be followed by a free verb, and cannot be 

preceded by a free or a bound verb in verbal group 

structure'. (p.68). 
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Three sub-classes of Preverbs are set up, the first 

two on negatively stated criteria, the third on no 

stated criterion at all. These are: 

1. Restricted Preverbs: 'are mutually exclusive'; 

'do not operate in imperative clauses'; 'exclude the 

verbal particle'. (p.69). List of 12 is given. 

2. Unrestricted Preverbs: Unlike Restricted Preverbs, 

'do not exclude any preverb, nor do they exclude the 

verbal particle' (p.70). 26 are listed and sub-

classified on the criterion of their distribution with 

regard to A. 

3. Negators: No criterion is given for setting up 

this sub-class. There are three negators: 

kO/O; ki; ma 

(c) The Bound Verbs: These are 'verbs that must be followed, 

and can be preceded, by a free verb in verb group 

structure' (p.74). 

(d) The Free Verb: This is 'the class of verbs that may  

operate as the only verb in a verbal group' (p.75); and 

is sub-classified as Strong and Weak on the criterion of 

the tonal behaviour of the last syllable of a high-tone-

junction-contracting verb immediately preceding the free 

verb. (A high-tone-junction-contracting (henceforth HTJ) 

verb is a verb that requires a high-tone extra syllable 
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whenever it precedes certain free verbs; there are 10 

such verbs in Yoruba according to Bamgbofe's 'complete 

list'. (p.76). 

1. Strong Verb: Any free Verb 'before which an 

immediately preceding high-tone-junction-contracting 

verb always has a high tone'. (p.77). 

2. Weak Verb: Any free verb before which an immediately 
Verb 

preceding HTJt,'may have a high-tone junction or a 

zero junction'. (1).77) 

(e) The Post-Verb: 'the class of verbs which must be 

preceded by a free verb in verbal group structure'. 'In 

verbal group structure, a post verb is the final verb'.(p.78). 

There are only 5 members of this class.
18 

III Verb Sub-classes  

There are three sub-classes of verbs depending on whether or 

not they are, or can be, followed by a Complement (NP). 

(a) Transitive Verbs: 'must be followed by complement' in 

verb group structure UNLESS the complement which ought to 

follow is identical with an immediately preceding comple- 

ment, or a preceding Thematic Element, or a Nominal head. 

(p.79). All the exceptions to the simple rule are, in 

fact, cases of transformationally derived sentences or 

13 
Cf. 5.24 belowfor an alternative handling of these items. 
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phrases in which the 'transitive verb' operates. These 

exceptions to the rule would be unnecessary if such 

structures were handled as transformationally derived 

structures. Further to this, it is to be noted that the 

provision 'it is identical with' means 'referentially 

identical with' - a curious mixture of a notional with a 

syntactic criterion of classification in a work which 

strongly criticises earlier grammars for their use of 

notional criteria in classification. 

(b) Intransitive Verbs: 'cannot be followed by a complement 

in verb group structure. This sub-class includes all 

Proverbs, raga (which is said to be the only 'bound verb' 

that is intransitive), and an open set of free verbs.(p.79). 

Unmarked Verbs: ('Neutral Verbs' in Bamgboqe (1967). 

In the 1967 work, this is more clearly defined as any verb 

'that may or may not be followed by an object'. (10.31) 

It is hard to see why three (rather than two) sub-classes 

are Set up here: verbs can either be followed by the 

object (i.e. complement) or cannot. In other words, they 

are either Transitive or Intransitive. The 'Unmarked' or 

'Neutral' verbs can be followed by complements and are 
OMMIMI 

therefore Transitive. A sub-classification of Transitive 

may then be carried out on the basis of the obligatoriness 

or otherwise of the oomplement. Thus we should have a 
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.2-term rather than a 3-term rstem of Transitivity, Es follows: 

-- Obligatorily Transitive 
—Transitive — 

--Optionally Transitive ('Unmarked') 
Verb 

---- Intransitive 

The view taken here is further justified by the fact that 

both Transitive and Unmarked (Neutral) sub-classes have 

certain characteristics in common which the Intransitive 

sub-class lacks. The grammatical characteristics (tonal 

changes) are exploited by Bamgbo” to sub-classify each 

of his Transitive and 'Unmarked' (Neutral) classes. 

(1966, pp.82-84; 1967, p.31). 

IV The question of Verb-nominal collocations is dealt with; some 

collocations are separable by what turns out to be an application of 

certain transformations while others are 'fixed'. 

V Systems of the Verbal Group: 

amgbo” (1966) recognizes five separate systems in respect 

of which choice must be made whenever a verb group is used in 

Yoruba. The 1967 study puts emphasis on only one of these (Tense) 

but all the others are also implicit in the study of the clause 

and the Verb Group. The systems are: 

(a) Transitivity: A 3-term system: Transitive, Intransitive, 

'Unmarked'. (Note that all others have only two terms 

and compare with our suggestion in (III) above). 
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(b) Emphasis: A 2-term system: Emphatic or Non- emphatic. 

the exponent of the Emphatic is the preverb 

(c) Linkage: A 2-term system: Linked or Non-linked. 

1 The exponents of linkage are d and sl. Occurrence 

of a linked verb group 'presupposes a preceding 

clause'. (D8.3, p.90). 

The last sentence shows the weakness of the 

notionally based system of linkage. The preverb 

a often 'presupposes a preceding clause'; if 

Bamgbote's limited text had contained this, it 

would no doubt have been picked out as an expo-

nent of Tense because in distribution it is in 

no way different from 'Tense' elements like ZI,(2.  

a, and in meaning as well as the choice of 

negative form, it is identical with the exponents 

of his Habitual Tense. 

(d) Polarity: A 2-term system: Positive or Negative. 

(e) Tense: A 2-term_system: simple or perfective. 

Perfective tense-forms are marked by the exponent 

ti. 

1. Simple Tenses: 5 terms in the Positive, 4 in the 

Negative: 
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Positive 	 Negative  

(a) Future (marked by: zlit, 4 mAa). 	marked by: kb nil; k144:f 

it 	nn 

(b) Habitual (" 	" ma rh a ma). 

(o) Continuous (" " : gonly) 

(d) Unmarke4Past 	no marker. Neutral 
(4) 
kConditional Past (marked by: 'Dag) 

":t kb/ki 	kli ma 

: kb (or b) 

: kb; Abg ma; 
• 
1.13ei mat. 

In an attempt to explain the sequence of two Negators - namely kl 

and ma in the 'Conditional Past', the grammar postulates a 

'Double System of Polarity'. This is also used as an explanation 

of the occurrence of mat after kb within the same verb phrase when 

any one of the following five verbal elements are also present in 

the clause : lba, gbOdb, ki, le and ffr44%  It seems clear that 

these sequences of two Negators pose a special problem of description; 

19 but for reasons stated elsewhere in the present study , we think 

that the "Double System of Polarity" falls short of providing a 

satisfactory description or explanation of these sequences. 

2. The Perfective Tenses: The terms and markers are the same 

as for the simple Tenses, the only difference being that t 

the 'perfective marker' - is present in the 'perfective' tenses. 

9 
See 10.12 below 
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1.172 Criticism 

Two reviews of Bamgboge (1966) have appeared 

20 in print and we are to some extent indebted to 

both. These reviews are, however, of the 

Grammar as a whole; and because they do not 

concentrate sufficiently on Bamgboge's analysis 

of the 'Verb Group' we attempt the following 

critical review of the Yoruba Verb as represented 

in Bamgboge (1966) and (1967). 

In criticising Bamgboge's two grammars, it may 

be pointed out that he himself cannot entirely 

escape the charge he levels against others that 

earlier grammars relied on notional criteria. As 

pointed out in the above summary of his 'Transitive 

Verb' class, transitivity is to some extent 

notionally defined. Perhaps if a grammar ultimately 

has to account for the 'meaning' of an utterance at 

one point or another, it cannot avoid 'notions'; but 

Bamgboge is so hard in his criticism of others on this pgint 

20 E.G. Rowlands (1967); N. V. Smith (1967). 
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that one would not expect him to introduce 'notions', however 

indirectly, at the earliest stages of what promises to be a 

'structural' classification. Similarly, while he rightly 

accuses others of transferring categories from other language 

models into the description of Yoruba, he himself does the 

same thing in what is probably a worse way by fixing Yoruba 

into the mould of an artificial grammatic model (Scale and 

Category) — a model which has since then been rapidly expanding 

to cope with the expression of meaning in natural languages
23
. 

It may also be pointed out that both grammars lack 

precision of statement and economy of presentation. As an 

instance of the former, it is sufficient that in dealing with 

the 'verb group' at no point doe's Bamgbose make clear what 

the 'verb is. Smith's review has made much of this point 

24 
and there is no need to discuss it much longer here. But it 

may be pointed out that, in an incidental note on the verb 

(given as an example to illustrate structuralist description to 

non—specialist readers), Bamgbose (1967, p.10) points out: 

'For example, any word in Yoruba that can take the 

prefixes h, hl and A is a verb'. 

This is an illustration with a different purpose from rigorously 

23 
For evidence of this expansion, see M.A.K. Halliday (1966); 
1967 (a); 1967 (b); 1968 (forthcoming). 

24 N. V. Smith (1967), P.94. 
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_defining a 'verb': it would be unfair to take it as Bamgbose's 

clarification of the vaguely defined class which he regards as 

'verbal elements, whose exponents are verbs' in the 1966 study 

(p.67). The 1967 definition would exclude his 'preverbs', some 

of his 'Free Verbs' (e.g. A'be'), and all his 'post verbs'. 

As an instance of the lack of economy of presentation, it 

may be pointed out that the classes 'Strong' and 'Weak' Verbs 

could be avoided altogether if the syntactic rather than 

phonological structure of what Bamgbose regards as 'HTJ-Verb + 

High Tone + Vb2' had been considered; but N. V. Smith rightly 

observes 'the basis of categorization (in the Free Verbs) is 

phonological not grammatical'25  if by 'grammatical' Smith means 

'syntactic'. In a similar sense, there is no need at all for 

the system of Theme and probably for the Systems of Linkage and 

Emphasis. 

But if the above were all the criticism we could make of 

Bamgbose's two grammars, there would be no need at all to set 

out to write an alternative grammar of the Yoruba verb; for the 

above are faults that could be tolerated or put right without 

radically changing the grammatical description of the Yoruba 

verb. Bamgbor's grammar, however, fails in four Important ways, 

each of which in our view is enough to make it a bad grammar. 

25  ibid., p.94. 
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1. False, and therefore misleading, statements:- 

Two examples of false and misleading statements are enough 

to illustrate this fault. 

First, a 'Preverb' is defined as a verb 'that must be followed 

by a free verb, and cannot be preceded by a free or a bound verb 

in verbal group structure' (D3.2, p.68). Two important things are 

to be noted about this statement: first, that 'Preverb' includes 

the 'negators' - 	hi, mo:a (p.68); and second, that 'verbal group 

structure' includes a sequence of free 'Verbs - e.g. HTJ Verbs + 

free verbs (D3.421, p.76). There are well-formed and normally used 

Yoruba sentences that falsify the definition of the 'pm:verb' quoted 

above. For instance, ftlis a HTJ verb (a 'Free Verb') and Pi ld 

manifests 'verbal group structure'. But nothing bars the occurrence 

e e 	e 
of 	ft) 9 me 19 

as in: 

involving 'proverb' m4a) 

Mo ftii 4a 19 . (I would like to be going). 

Similarly, a 'proverb' (Ea) is preceded by free verbs in NPs like 

a-sOrO-ma-gbAs1 (one who talks and takes no reply) • • 

a-II-ma-al-0E1re (one who goes without bidding good-bye). 

Of course, these are NPs and not clauses. net  matters however, is 

that there are 'verbal groups' in these NPs 

'W s o - ma - glAA 

lo - ma - dit - gbetre 

to which the agentive a- is prefixed. These examples show that Bamgbop's 

statement about the 'preverb' is false and misleading: contrary to his 
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definition, Some of the listed preverbs are regularly preceded by 

free verbs in 'verbal group structure'. 

Secondly, his definition of weak verbs is 

'a free verb before which an immediately preceding 

high-tone-junction-contracting verb may have a high 

tone junction or a zero junction' (P3. 432, P.77). 

His listed examples are 	 ni. But the HTJ-contracting 
mm.m11 

verbs listed are, in most cases incapable of what he calls 'zero 

junction before these 'weak verbs'.' Thus, we never attest 

* Obr si J4/ 	9/ni 

* 0 • fg 	fUiVlo/ni 

* 0 • ge gilfun/Icyqd; etc. 

But his definition of 'weak verbs1  misleads the reader to expect 

or to form these non-grammatical structures. 

2. Irrelevance of Criteria:- 

Bamgboge makes an over-use of phonological criteria. A 

phonological criterion is not necessarily irrelevant to grammatical 

classification; and, as-we try to show in 3.111 (II), phonological 

criteria are to a considerable extent relevant to the definition 

and, perhaps, sub-classification of the Yoruba VP. Bamgboge's 
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use*of them is, however, not always relevant. Examples of his 

irrelevant and sometimes misleading use of phonological 

criteria may be seen in his use of them 

(a) to set up classes of Weak and Strong Verbs (D3.43); 

(b) to set up class I and class II Verbs (D4.4); and 

(c) to analyse the structure of a surface pattern of the 

type: 'verbal element 1 + high-tone syllable + verbal 

element 2'. (D3.42). 

There are two ways in which the phonological criterion is 

irrelevant and even misleading in the case of (c). 

(i) The high-tone syllable does not always represent the same 

grammatical phenomenon. For. instance, in 

	

0 lo 	s'ise t'a nf k'd mal se 'he went about doing the 

	

, 	 wsi, 

the kind of work he was told not to do', 

the high-tone syllable (in the underlined portion) represents 

n (the marker of the 'progressive' which in Bamgbose's 

grammar is called the 'verbal particle'). In another kind 

of sentence, ' 

4v nal Oro 6 $e 'The work is hard to d 

the high-tone syllable represents the remnant of a nominal-

izing prefix (after consonant elision and vowel assimilation). 

(ii) Whereas the high-tone syllable in the second sentence 

above represents a nominalizing prefix which is part of 

'verbal element 21  and is often attested as such in slow 
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speech, Bamgboe takes it to be a mere junctural feature 

between two Free Verbs and uses it as such to classify 

Free Verbs that may or may not precede and verbs that may 

or may not follow. As a matter of fact, all Transitive Verbs 

can occur in the position after verbs like soro. What 

decides that is a matter of syntactic collocability and 

not the high tone. In addition, the explanation of the 

structure, and the semantic interpretation, of sentences 

containing the structure given in (c) above would be much 

easier if the criterion of analysis were, rightly4syntactic 

rather than phonological. 

Another criterion that is over-used without any reason is 

the so-called 'verbal particle', A. Without giving any reason 

at all, Bamgbo?e creates a verbal class of one item (A) as 

separate from all other verbal elements. After creating this 

class by fiat, he usesit arbitrarily for sub-classification of 

Preverbs as well as of Free Verbs. We do not see anything special 

about z( and there seems to be no reason why it should not be 

classified together with the 'preverbs'. 

It is said that 

'The marked form of the first and second person pronouns ... 

occurs as subject only before the verbal particle' (D3.1, p.68). 

But Bamgbo”'s own examples for another class of verbal elements 

,shows the 'marked form of the first...person pronoun,' (plural() as 
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.occurring in 

Ab4 ratkon td w nfba (p.69). 

The fact is that the so-called 'marked forms' of the pronouns 

(including the third person pronouns) regularly occur before 

the'preverbsi bet4 and bal of our present analysis. The inaccuracy 

of Bamgbor's observation of the syntax prevents him from 

seeing these as minimal 'preverb' units before which ONLY the 

'marked forms' of the pronouns can occur
26
. Thus there is nothing 

special about the use of ri rather than any other preverbal element 

as a classifying criterion. 

It is our view that if grammatical patterns are to be set 

up in a way that adequately accounts for the meaning that 

ultimately emerges from their use, the criteria on which the 

setting up of patterns is based in our description must be 

ultimately relevant to the meaning conveyed by those patterns. 

A criterion that does not adequately show the productive 

patterns of a language is, to the extent that it fails to show 

these, an irrelevant criterion in the description of the 

language. An irrelevant criterion is hardly likely to yield 

pattern types or classification that are relevant to the 

expression of meaning in a language. To some extent, phono-

logical criteria are relevant in the description of Yoruba; 

but Bamgbose's use of them, as shown above, is not always 

26 
For further consideration of this point, see 9 . 0 below. 
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eelevant to the meaningful patterns of Yoruba. Less relevant 

still is his use of the arbitrarily set up class of 'verbal 

particle'. 

3. Lack of explanatory power: 

Bamgbo”'s grammar completely lacks explanatory power. 

This fault derives partly from the arbitrary nature and hence 

the irrelevance of the criteria of pattern classification. But 

more than anything it derives from the fact that the sentences 

in his corpus are approached from a point of view that shuts 

out meaning. The theory on which his grammar is based is only 

now being broadened to cope with the expression of meaning in 

the surface structure. (This seems to us to be the motive behind 

Halliday's recent essay on 'Deep' Grammar and Transitivity27) 

Since Damgbo”'s grammar is modelled to describe only 

surface structure, he has a difficulty in accounting for the 

different meanings of examples cited by him as 'Ambiguous 

Structures'. An instance is provided on p.41: 

eyin obIrin n6 id w 344 

(i) It 	you women that it is up to' 

'It's you women that are at her mercy' 

There are two different sets of underlying structures that 

explain the differente of meaning; but Bamgboe resorts to surface 

structural labels to account for the different meanings, For 

27 
See In. 23 above. 
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instance, 

meaning (i)' has the label T6XSPA 

meaning (ii) TsXSPA 

 

28 
to describe the same sentence. This is an acknowledgment that 

there are two distinct structures underlying the surface structure 

of the ambiguous sentence. But Bamgbose's handling of it fails 

to account effectively for this distinction. The use of 

modificational labels for T (e.g. Ta, Ts) which are interpreted 

as 'T in concord with A, etc.' (D3.231) is an indirect way of 

dragging 'notions' into the syntactic description; for the 

description 'in concord with' refers not to grammatical concord 

but rather to semantic concord: otherwise, the so-called 'Thematic 

Element' 'eyin obirin' should have a pronominal concordial 

element 'e' (2nd Person, pl.) rather than 6. In a more serious 

way, Bamgbose's structural labels cannot show each meaning of 

that ambiguous sentence as semantically related to 

(i) 6 wA 116w6 eyin obirin (label SPA) 'It's up to you women' 

(ii) eyin obirin w l'6w6 	(label SPA) 'You women are at her 
I I I 	 mercy' 

In fact, that ambiguous sentence is derived from each of these 

Interprete the labels as follows: 

TaXSPA = Them.Element-in-concord-with-Adjunct + X + Subj 
+ Pred + Adjunct. (eyin oblrin r166 	 ni 	6 

II 
wa 	1124 t) 

TsXSPA = TE-thm Element-in-concord-with-Subject + X + Subj + 
Pred + Adjunct 	(yin obirin n 	 ni 	6 

iv 	1'owc e) 

28 

I 	I I 
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sentences by the application of the same Transformation (T- 

zmphatic: see 4.22 below) to the constituent 	obirin' 

which is common to these two. Vihen, in the first line of 

Appendix III (p.154), Bamgbele says: 

'Many of the structures handled in this grammar could 

be handled as well in transformational terms' 

(underling ours), 

he is seriously overstating the claim to explanatory idequacy 

that anyone can make for his Scale and eategory description. 

Many similar examplescan be given of the failure of his 

grammar to provide a basis for assigning meanings to the catalogue 

of syntactic forms that his analysis is. 

4. Lack of descriptive thoroughness: 

Bamgboe has been criticised by one of his reviewers for 

basing his grammar on a 3-hour tape-recorded conversation
29 

 : 

this, it must be agreed, is not likely to provide enough basis 

for an adequate and thorough description of the whole language. 

But the lack of completeness in the description of what is 

actually attested in his text is even much more serious; and, 

more than any other single factor, calls for a more thorough 

study of the verb system in particular. 

In D3.25, a few lines set out the "Sequence of Preverbs': 

29 
E. C. Rowlands, (1967), p.736. 
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'Preverbs are found in the following sequence for which eight 

places have been set up': the eight slots are listed and slot-

fillers are set out accordingly. Nothing is said about the full 

range of syntactic combination of these and nothing indicates 

that all eight slots cannot be filled before a 'Free Verb' in 

verbal group structure'. In the reality of linguistiC usage, 

one finds that the 'Free Verb' is only a lexical item; its 

multiple shades of meaning within the utterance depend very 

much on a preceding preverb element or preverb-cluster. The 

construction of permissible preverb clusters in Yoruba 

(perhaps in any language) is not something simply left to 

chance: there are definite rules relating to the combination 

of preverbs and the outlining of these is no less important 

than the setting out of any other rules. In practice, it 

turns out that what Bamgbove dismisses in a few lines in 

D3.25 requires more effort than the description of the 

syntax of other verbal sub-classes. 

Similarly, though_Bamgboe's examples abound with clusters 

of Free Verbs', no attempt is made in the grammar to describe 

the structures of these. A page of Appendix III (pp.157-8) 

mentions something about this; and, again, this comes up only 

when the writer experiments with kinds of Transformation. 

More instances of this shortcoming can be listed. The 

above seem to be sufficient proof of the weelkness of the grammar. 
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But we would like to add the complete failure of the grammar 

to recognize that homophony creates a problem of description, 

especially with the preverbs. This failure results in the 

under-differentiation of syntactic units that are homophonous 

but distributionally distinct. Examples include mAat  ti, bfifi 

and other forms that are noted in the descriptive part of the 

present study. 

Underlying points (2) and (3) of our criticism is the 

fact that Bamgbose's two grammars are essentially data-classifying 

grammars; the meanings expressed by the 'data-classes are of no 

concern. In a statement of the theory on which his grammar is 

based, the expression of meaning belongs to 'the level of 

context (2.1) and nowhere in the statement or in the grammatical 

description that follows is any indication given as to how the 

catalogue of patterns is to be related to the level of context. 

Because 'grammar' for him is not concerned with the expression 

of meaning, the classificatory criteria used are often irrelevant 

to the way the language is used to express meaning. We regard 

it as an inescapable fact of the use of Yoruba that, apart from 

lexical items, there are syntactic f eters' (like Bamgbose's 

class of Ipreverbs') which have no definite lexical status but 

none the less express'meanings' which cannot be listed in a 

Dictionary. Similarly, certain pattern types do convey 'meanings 
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Bamgboqe's grammars simply list such "functors' and 'patterns' 

without any consideration of the fact that they express 

'meanings'. Men the grammars run into difficulty arising from 

their methodological limitations (e.g. the case of the ambiguous 

sentence considered above), BamgboTe tries to get out of the 

problem by a subtle appeal to 'meaning in a description like 

'in concord with ...' which really means'in semantic concord 

with ...'. 

The view we take in the present study is that a grammar needs 

to indicate how the linguistic forms and patterns classified are 

used and interpreted. A grammar that merely lists syntactic 

forms and arrangements, paying no attention to the meaning of 

the forms, is no more than an inventory of code forms with no 

clues as to how the code functions. This does not appear to 

be a highly controversial view in present-day linguistics
0 
 Nor 

is it contested by SCG theory which provides the model for the 

grammars reviewed. But the actual grammars produced by BamgboTe 

30 
There is, of course, no perfect uniformity of views on the 
depth of 'meaning' to represent in linguistic description. 
(cf., for instance, J.R. Firth's 'Situational approach' as 
summarised in 'F.P. Dinneen (1967)', p.306, and the 
Transformational Grammar representation of Imeaning'which to 
the best of our knowledge does not include Firth's 'context 
of situation': Noam Chomsky (1964), J.J. Katz and P. Postal (1964), 
Noam Chomsky (1965)). There seems, however, to be general agree- 
ment that theories of grammar and, by implication, the grammars 
of actual languages modelled by these theories, should provide 
a means of understanding how the forms used by human languages 
have meanings in the respective linguistic communities using them. 
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simply ignore meaning and the 'context' level to which it is 

supposed to belong. 

1.2 CONCLUSION  

We conclude that, in the various ways pointed out in the 

above review, existing grammars of Yoruba have failed to provide 

an adequate description of the Yoruba Verb. With the present 

study, we hope to contribute in a way to a fuller and 

explanatory description. 



2. GENERAL QUESTIONS ON PROCEDURE 

2.0 	The analysis of the Yoruba Verb presented in the following 

chapters raises a few questions which may seem important. These 

are questions on the general procedure of this study; and an 

attempt is made to answer them in this chapter. 

2.1 THE FORM OF THE DESCRIPTION 

In Bamgbope's view, some of the major weaknesses of earlier 

Yoruba grammars are due to a lack of theoretical foundation. He 

is of the opinion that the 'undefined and uncoordinated categories' 

of these grammars are 'a consequence of the ad hoc nature of the 

descriptions. A proper description must be based on a linguistic  

,theory,'. (Bamgboqe (1966), p.5; underlining ours). It seems 

then that there are linguists who may deny the status of 'proper 

description' to a grammar that is not rigorously worked out 

according to a given theory. There is a sense in which the 

description presented in this work is 'ad hoc' and, perhaps, it 

is necessary to explain why this is so. 

Chomsky (in N. Chomsky (1964)) makes a distinction between 

theory and 'analytic procedures' — 'systems of terminology or 

methods of investigation' (p.50). Defining 'competence' as 'what 

the speaker of a language knows implicitly' as opposed to 'what 

1 
he does (his performance) , Chomsky has shown in several articles 

1 
N. Chomsky (1966; p.3. 
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that the concern of Transformational Theory is the language user's 

competence, the most striking aspect of which is the 'creativity 

of language' - the ability to make and understand new sentences 

and to identify deviant ones. Any 'theory of language that 

neglects this 'creative' aspect of language is only of marginal 

interest'. (1964, p.51). The Grammar of a language is the 

system of rules representing the 'thorough competence' which 

'each normal human being' has developed in the use of his native 

2 
language. 'The problem for the grammarian is to discover this 

system of rules; the problem for linguistic theory is to discover 

general properties of any system of rules that may serve as the 

basis for ... the general form of language that underlies 

each particular natural language'. (Chomsky (1966), p.3). 

Chomsky regards Transformational Grammar (henceforth TG) as one 

form of 'generative grammar'. As such, it is 'a system of rules 

that relate signals to semantic interpretations of these signals'. 

We are of the opinion that the goal of Transformational theory 

is proper. To the extent that the present work aims at the above-

stated goal, it is based on Transformational theory. 

In an attempt to find a4cery/effective way of pairing signals 

with semantic interpretations, TG has worked out an elaborate set 

of 'analytic procedures' which have become part and parcel of the 

2 
N. Chomsky (1964), p.51; N. Chomsky (1966), p.3. 
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statement of TG. It is in the rather sparing use of TG's 

rigorous formalism that the following anlysis of the Yoruba 

Verb is 'ad hoc'. For several reasons, none of which is of 

fundamental importance to the goal of accounting for the 

language user's 'competence', we have chosen the 'ad hoc' path 

in methodology. 

The most important reason is one of personal taste: that, 

even when as flexible as the experimental stage of TG's formalism 

appears to be, rigorous formalism does not attract us. Inspite 

of this, we find that if we were to 'relate signals to semantic 

interpretations' in any effective sense, certain steps in Ter's 

methodology are indisputably convenient; and we have adopted 

these. Thus, although at no point do we formally distinguish 

three major components in this grammar, all elements of the 

phonological, syntactic and semantic components are present in 

the description. We also use TG's distinction between surface 

and deep structure and, hence, the distinction between underlying 

structures and derived structures into which they are mapped by 

Transformations. 

Another reason why we do not stick to the formal rigour 

of TG is that we are not convinced that a basic sentence in 

Yoruba is necessarily NP + VP which is accepted as a normal 

part of TG's Phrase Structure. Neither in Chomskyan grammar 
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,nor in the constituent structure grammars on which it is based 

(e.g. Z.S. Harris, R. S. Wells, or ultimately L. Bloomfield) 

is there a convincing explanation of why only a NP and a VP are 

necessary in the re-write rule for a sentence; or, indeed, why 

any of them is necessary at all. R.S. Wells' idea of analyzing 

each sequence 'into parts which are expansions of something', or 

Z.S. Harris' adoption of it (with the modification that he sees 

the utterance 'up' instead of 'down'), is only a matter of 

procedural convenience. Perhaps the only justification of taking 

a sentence as having the constituent structure of NP + VP is 

Bloomfield's remark, quoted by Seymour Chatman3, that: 

'Any English-speaking person who concerns himself with 

this matter, is sure to tell us that the IMMEDIATE 

CONSTITUENTS of Poor John ran away are the two forms 

poor John and ran away.' 

That not all English-speaking people see it that way is shown in 

the fact that Hallidayan Scale and Category Grammar (SCG) would 

describe the Structure of Bloomfield's sentence as 'SPA' (Subject-

Predicate-Adjunct) - an alternative view of sentence structure which 

in Bamgb”e's SCG description of Yoruba seems much more convenient 

than taking a Yoruba sentence to be NP VP. Another view of an 

English-speaking person shows that a case can be made for not 

Seymour Chatman (1955), P.377. 
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including NP in the structural description of a sentence. Thus, 

4 for Charles J. Fillmore, 

'The major constituents of a 'sentence' (S) are 'modality' 

(Mod), 'auxiliary' (Aux) and 'proposition' (Prop) ...'(p.22). 

His re-write rule for a sentence thus excludes NP altogether: 

S 	Mod 	Aux 	Prop; etc. 

Finally, we do not believe that sticking to the rigorous formalism 

of a particular theory necessarily ensures a 'proper description'. 

The formalization of either TG or SCG, to take two examples well 

known to us, is constantly changing because the formulation is 

only at a relatively early stage. Bamgbor's grammar of Yoruba 

was based on a linguistic theory that was only at its 'classical 

stage' of formulation when the grammar was produced. That this 

theory has since undergone an immense change is an indication 

that basing a description on a linguistic theory and all its 

formalism is no guarantee that such a description will be 'proper 

in the sense of 'exhaustive' or 'explanatory'. On the other hand, 

F. R. Palmer (1965) is an lad hoc' description of the English 

verb and it is probably a more 'proper' description of the 

English verb than any that has yet been formally produced on the 

model of any existing theory. 

2.2 STUDY OF THE VERB AS AN ISOLATED SUB-SYSTEM 

Since a Verb interacts with other constituents of the clause 

4 Charles J. Fillmore (1966) 
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or sentence in which it functions, the question may be asked: 

To what extent can the verb be studied in isolation? 

It is not easy to study the verb in isolation: it is 

debatable whether it has any absolute autonomy of its own. In 

fact, our view is that it is not possible to know what the verb 

is unless we see the sentence as a whole; and, in inflected 

languages for example, it is hardly possible to know if two 

forms represent the same or distinct verbs unless we pair 

several sentences to establish minimal contrasts and see 

whether one verbal form depends on the shape of a preceding NP 

or any other element within the clause or sentence. Confronted 

with this kind of question, F. R. Palmer (1965) states for 

English: 

'The point is that the recognition of took as the past 

tense of TAKE and equally of is taken as the passive 

of TAKE depends upon relating large numbers of 

sentences and specifically upon a statement of collo-

cations between nouns and verbs in the sentences. 

For it is not enough to base the anlysis simply uPon 

the verbal forms. This would certainly not establish 

went as the past tense of GO, and would not even 

permit the recognition of fought as the past tense of 

FIGHT, rather than FIX 	Take and took can be brought 

together only if it may be shown that the classes of 
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nouns c011ocated with these verbal forms in the 

functions of both subject and object are the same ...' 

(p.64) (sentence underlining ours). 

This, of course, does not mean that the verb canwit be 

isolated for thorough investigation. The implication is 

simply that one needs a good Knowledge of the structure of clauses 

and sentences of the language; for it is in these that the verb 

operates and its characteristics derive, to a very great extent, 

from its interaction with other constituents of the clause or 

sentence. 

There are three reasons why we believe that the Yoruba Verb 

can and should be studied in a degree of isolation that does 

not totally exclude a consideration of other sub-systems of the 

language. 

The first is that the structure of the Yoruba clause or 

sentence is, at this stage of linguistic study of Yoruba, fairly 

clear. Where we think modifications of earlier work are 

necessary, we carry out such modifications in a way that throws 

light on the verb. 

Secondly, the Yoruba verb, being uninflected, is less 

dependent on the non-verbal parts of the clause or sentence.and, 

therefore, more autonomous than the English verb to which the 

above quotation from F. R. Palmer (1965) refers. For instance, 

we do not have to bother much about the problems raised by the 



occurrence of several forms of the same verb; nor do we face the 

problem of any syntactic concord that affects the phonological 

shape of the verb. Of course, as will be seen in the Negative 

or'Progressive'form of WA 'BE', we may have to decide whether the 

suppletive elements used instead of WI represent a rather than 

a totally different word. But this all takes place within the 

verb group and owes nothing to changes in the non-verbal parts of 

a simple sentence. In derived sentences, however, changes in the 

'subject' position affect the choice (but NOT the form) of verbs 

that can function as the 'predicator' of the sentences; but this 

is no sufficient reason why the verb cannot or should not be 

studied in relative isolation, especially when our third reason 

is considered. 

The third reason is that the linguist may borrow from the 

physical scientist the very reasonable method of splitting up a 

problem into parts so that the parts may be more thoroughly 

considered. This method, which R. S. Wells recommends in linguistic 

study, is stated in one of his articles as follows: 

'Among the notable and distinctive features of science - 

and one that sets it in contrast with philosophy - is its 

policy, 'Divide and conquer'. The piecemeal method ... of 

considering problems in isolation is one secret of its 

,5 success 

5Rulon S. Wells (1954), p.238. 
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Where portions of a problem have the kind of autonomy here 

claimed for the Yoruba Verb, there is no reason why the policy 

of 'Divide and conquer' should not be applied. Its advantage 

is that it narrows the scope of investigation and, by focussing 

attention on a smaller area within the sentence, is likely to 

ensure greater thoroughness. Indeed, it seems that one reason. 

for the incompleteness of earlier Yoruba grammars is that the 

scope is too wide to enable the analyst to go deeply into the 

problems posed by the various subsystems of Yoruba. We are 

convinced that the linguistic study of Yoruba has now readhed 

a stage at which the overall problem of analysis has become 

elder: the grammars reviewed in Chapter 1 above present a 

bold if inadequate outline of Yoruba grammar and their failure 

also sufficiently (though only incidentally) spotlights the 

greater problems of description. As in science, we may nowEplit 

the problem into parts that can be solved with greater thorough—

ness than the wider scope of earlier grammars allowed; provided 

that, as in science; two things are borne in mind. First, that 

the parts into which we  split the problem are relatable to one 

another in such a way that each can profit by relevant advances 

in the others and yet not be held back by their difficulties. 

Secondly, that our results are tentative to the extent that each 

part we choose to deal with fails to be completely autonomous. 

The results of our study of the partially autonomous portions must 



be related to one another from time to time not only to be 

validated but also to contribute to a solution of the problems 

raised by the overall system. For greater thoroughness, the 

partially autonomous subsystems themselves (e.g. Verb, Nominals, 

etc.) may be further broken down for more concentrated study. In 

this way, there is a greater chance of eventually achieving an 

adequate representation of the overall system than by tackling 

it as an indivisible problem, all at once. 

2.3 THE CRITERIA OF CLASSIFICATION OF LINGUISTIC FORMS 

In 1.172 above, we criticise Bamgbor's criteria as irrelevant. 

This implies that criteriaof classification can be more or less 

relevant than others. The question may be asked: when is a 

criterion relevant or irrelevant? 

As indicated in that criticism 	e assume that the ultimate 

goal of formal analysis of a language is to show how the form 

patterns are used to express 'meanings' in the language. If this 

assumption is valid, then the criteria used in classifying the 

form patterns must be ultimately relevant to the expression of 

meaning in the particular language. A criterion is irrelevant if 

it does not lead to form patterns that are relatable to meaning 

patterns. Classification, by producing less classes than there 

are individual items, achieves an economy of representation. But 

if the aim of grammar is ultimately to show how the linguistic 

forms and their classes contribute to the expression of meaning, 
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then economy of explanation, rather than of representation, should 

be the linguist's aim. If economy of explanation can be combined 

with that of representation, there 	a positive gain. But if 

economy of explanation is sacrificed to that of representation, 

nothing is gained and the real purpOse of grammar is missed. 

In the analysis that follows, while keeping the criteria 

clearly formal, we attempt to ensure that meaning types are 

ultimately traceable to the pattern types set up. 

2.4 THE USE OF FORM RATHER THAN MEANING IN CLASSIFICATION 

Formal rather than semantic approach to grammatical analysis 

has become to established in present-day liguistics that there 

seems to be no need for an explanation why the choice is formal 

rather than semantic. In the present study, however - especially 

in the section on the uses of the auxiliary forms - after the formal 

analysis has been done, the forms are re-classified according to 

the meanings they express. We find this to be a practical 

necessity; but we also notice that the use of a formal rather 

than a semantic approach to linguistic analysis is itself a 

practical rather than a theoretic necessity. 

In theory, it would be possible to start with meanings and 

set up semantic categories and investigate how the forms fit into 

them. Indeed, if the linguist were out to discover a 'true-to-

fact, true-to-feeling' grammar of a human language, it may turn 

out to be theoretically more viable to proceed from semantic 

categories to forms than to go from formal categories to 'meanings'. 
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This is why, in 1.112 above, we do not go all the way with 

Bamgbo?e in totally rejecting grammars for basing their 

classification on notional criteria. 

In spite of the theoretic possibility of a meaning-based 

linguistic description, it is more practical to start with form 

and go on to meaning as the last stage of the investigation. This 

is partly because 'meaning' is less amenable to methods designed for 

precision than is form and partly because all formal elements in 

a language are, theoretically at least, well known while meanings 

and shades of meaning are not so well known. For instance, a 

mature native speaker who knows how the language operates can 

conceivably tell us ALL 'symbols' (formal elements) used in the 

language and their permissible conbinations; but he cannot tell 

US all 'concepts' that may be expressed by the language; nor can 

he predict how users of the language are likely to combine the 

concepts' he knows (not to mention those he does not know). It 

is only more practical to proceed from the known (the formal 

elements) to the unknown or less known (the 'meanings'). But this 

does not imply that this more practical procedure is the only one 

6 
that is theoretically possible. What we criticise in earlier 

We notice that Paul Roberts (1964) approaches analysis first from 
the point of view of 'meaning' as the following quotation shows: 

'In the classification of adverbials, as in other classifications 
we have made, we begin by simply distinguishing meanings. But 
the further we go, the more we find these differences in meaning 
supported and conveyed by differences in form. Ultimately it is 
the formal differences that make us aware of the meaning 
differences 	- parag. 517. 

6 
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grammars is not so much the use of notional criteria as the 

mixing of notional with syntactic criteria, apparently without 

knowing that they do so. To some extent, syntactic patterns 

are themselves carriers of 'meaning'; but description will be 

less confused and perhaps easier if the formal patterns were 

first analysed before a consideration of the'meanings' they 

express. Formal elements or patterns thus kept apart may, 

however,be seen to express the same type of 'meanings'. In a 

consideration of how forms express 'meanings', we see nothing 

wrong in re-classifying these forms or formal patterns on 

semantic criteria in order to have the most generalised state-

ments possible. This we sometimes do in relating forms to 

meaning in, 9.71 below. 

2.5 INFORMATION GATHERING AND THE NATURE OF THE DATA USED 

The three sources of information normally used by analysts 

in the writing of grammars are texts (preferably selected at 

random), native-speaker informants, and the analyst himself as 

an informant. 

The usual danger in using the first source is that the 

corpus may not represent contemporary usage either betause it 

is selected from an earlier period or because a contemporary 

writer's language is highly literary or influenced by some 

earlier writer. This is not a great danger in the description 

of Yoruba since the earliest texts date back to little more 
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than a century, a period within which syntactic change may have 

been negligible. The danger in using Yoruba texts is, however, 
Cifat 

no less great: writers are often in_doubt.-whether, or how, to 

represent features of elision and juctural tonal change which are 

so common in the language. In most cases, these are left out of 

the written form altogether. Where .these are of grammatical 

significance (e.g. the juncture between 'sentence subject' and 

the 'predicator' of the sentence; or the tonal phenomenon 

involved in FV vn.2 catenatives - see 6.22-L below), the analyst 

has no clue whatsoever to the true grammar of the sentence taken 

from the text. 

The second source is the more common in structural linguistics. 

One of its chief weaknesses is pointed out by D. L. Olmstead 

(IJAL XXVII, Oct. 1961; p.312): 

'the process of drawing the examples is crucial to the 

analysis and ... is a weak, possible fatally weak, link 

in the chain of investigation. Its weakness results 

from the fact that, where the linguist is not a native 

speaker of the language, the process devolves in an 

unstructured way upon the informant'.7 

7 Quoted on p.25 of Robert L. Allen (1966). 
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One other serious weakness is that, where the analyst is not a 

native speaker, or where a native speaker analyst unnecessarily 

ties himself to a corpus collected from native-speaker informants 

(as Bamgboie does in his two grammars) the /analysis can hardly 

be descriptively complete or explanatory in the most meaningful 

sense. The fact is that the corpus is bound to be limited and 

even the most thorough analysis based on it is bound to fall short 

of fully describing the subject language. It is probably not 

unfair to say that linguistic analysis became inevitably taxonomic 

when linguists stopped studying their native languages and relied 

on a necessarily linited corpus provided by a native-speaking 

'middle-man' to describe languages which the analyst did not know 

well. 

The third source also has its own limitations. As pointed out 

by F. R. Palmer and Robert L. Allen, there is the danger that the 

analyst with no fraudulent intentions, may invent some forms 

to fill some hole in his analysis and achieve a perfect paradigm. 

Both of them take =English VP of the type have been being scolded 

as an example 4, In the present study, we have attempted to combine 

the second and third sources after finding the first to be totally 

unreliable. We find no justification whatsoever for relying on the 

Palmer (1965), p. 57; Robert L. Allen (1966), p. 26. 
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second alone and are aware that much of the weakness of Bamgbose's 

two grammars derives from his acknowledged reliance on this alone. 

The third has of late been a fruitful source for TG. However, we 

have not relied entirely on it because other native speakers are 

readily available9  and examples of doubtful acceptability (arising 

either from the present writer's own speech or from the speech of 

ary of the informants) are easily referred to them: this has been 

very much the case with the multi-item Aux. sequences (9.3 below). 

E. C. Rowlands in his review of Bamgboge (1966) seems to be 

in doubt on the validity of claiming the Yoruba of educated native 

speakers as 'Standard Yoruba'. For instance, he writes: 

'The Yoruba of this typo of speaker tends to be influenced 

by English idioms in a my foreign to other Yoruba who 

V3 equally claim to speak standard YorUba'. 

We would readily concede that "the Yoruba of this type of speaker 

tends to be influenced by English idioms". It should be noted, 

however, that it is this type of Yoruba that provides the model for 

school children and the uneducated speaker who often does business 

outside his own dialectal region. 

The three informants most consistently used are Mr. and Mrs. 
A. Faloye (of Leeds) and Mrs. 0. 9ke (physician at Harrogate 
General Hospital). 

10 E. C. Rowlands (1967), pp. 736-737. 
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When educated Yoruba people speak of "Standard Yoruba", 

they mean the Yoruba taught and used by the schools. This 

'school Yoruba' shows slight regional varieties, especially in 

the spoken form; but the differences are often so slight that 

they do not impair communication. 

What we refer to as Standard Yoruba in this study is the kind 

of Yoruba taught in Nigerian schools and used by educated people, 

the government agencies and the broadcasting corporations. This 

is different from the "standard" once described by Ida Ward as 

"the pronunciation of the district of Oyel./  To the extent that 

speakers from every dialectal region (including 9y9) have to learn 

it at school and imitate it in formal social circles; to the extent 

also that all educated Yoruba speakers from whatever dialectal back-

ground use it (sometimes in a way foreign to 9y9 speakers); and to 

the extent that most of them pass it on to their children as a 

native dialect; we consider Standard Yoruba to be a separate dialect 

of Yoruba. As a social, rather than a geographical, aialect it is 

largely used by the group described by Rowlands as "highly literate 

in English"; and their form of it (although it sometimes appears to 

be influenced by foreign idioms) is what we attempt to describe in 

the chapters below. 

11 
Ida C. Ward (1952), pa, parez.6. 
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THE ELEMENTS, STRUCTURE AND 

CLAUSAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE 

YORUBA VERB PHRASE: 

A PRELIMINARY OUTLINE 

3.1 DEFINITION OF THE VERB PHRASE 

	

3.10 	The term ''Verb Phrase' as used in this study (henceforth VP) 

is not the same grammatical unit as the VP of, say, TG's Phrase 

structure. It does not represent a node dominating a Verb ( or 

verbal elements) and a possible NP. As pointed out in 2.1 (p.80) 

above, we do not think there is any convincing reason why there 

should be such a node in Yoruba syntax, and we think Bamgbo7e's 

view of a Yoruba sentence as poly—constituent in structure is 

methodologically more convenient. But the VP of this study does 

not correspond to Bamgbov's 'Verbal Group' which, by definition 

(D1, p.67 of Bamgbo'e (1966)), is made up of verbal elements' 

and a following complement which is a NP. VP as here used is 

very similar to the P (Predicator) of Bamgbose's clause structure; 

but we prefer not to,use that label because it includes several 

elements which cannot he included in our VP: e.g. — ki (p.69); 

wr b4, (p.78) — all of which we regard as clause initiators 

(subordinators) and not elements of VP. 

3.11 Defining characteristics of the VP 

	

3.110 	The defining characteristics of the Yoruba VP are essentially 

syntactic since the VP is not morphologically marked within the 
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structure of the clause. Of the syntactic features defining 

the VP, we shall refer to some as 'tone -syntactio' and the rest 

as 'pure -syntaotic'. The tone-syntactic features are those 

features of tonal ohange and, sometimes, vowel elision or 

assimilation that mark the junction of the different constituents 

of a clause. 

3.111 	The Characteristics are:- 

I. Pure-Syntactic  

(i) Occurrence as a single word in the position v in any basic 

clause of the type: 

'Non-emphatic Pronominal form +v+ NPIAdv - .1  

or the type: 

'Non-emphatic Pronominal form + v = Adv-Phrd 

(' 	Occurrence as a sequence in direct catenation of two or more 

members of v defined in (i). 

(iii) Taking g as any element that may intervene between a non-

emphatic pronominal and a v occurrence as sequence or cluster 

%a + v' in any affirmative clause of the type: 

Non-emphatic Pronominal form + +v INP Adv-Phrd 

provided that v in the cluster 2.42 has the same value as the 

v of (i) or the sequence defined in (ii). 

(iv) Whenever the Negator 16) octiurs in a clause, it always marks 

the on-set of a VP (i.e. whatever follows it is the first 

element of VP). 
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II Iona-syntactic' 

(v) In a clause without the Negator k, the on-set of the VP 

is normally marked by a high tone on the syllable 

immediately preceding the VP. With the exception of a few 

cases noted in 3.1123 below, this high tone is obligatory 

whatever the normal lexical tone of the item immediately 

preceding the VP, provided it is not the non-emphatic form 

of a Pronoun. 

(vi) The end of the VP is very difficult to define. However, in 

most cases, the VP terminates with the type of unmistakably 

verbal element defined in ( ) and (ii) above. The tono-

syntactic characteristics of these unmistakably VP-final 

elements may be used in turn to define the termination of 

VP II in general and to resolve the syntactic status of any 

doubtful verb-like elements withih the clause. These 

characteristics are: 

A. The VP is immediately followed by pause, or an adverbial 

complement, or a Nominal complement. 

B, Where it is followed by a Nominal complement, the complement 

is either a NP or a Pronoun. 

1. If it is a NP with an initial vowel, this means that two 

vowels are in direct contact; one of these is deleted and 

the following tonal rule applies:
1 

1 
E. C. Rowlands (1954), IIA, b, p.382. A. Bamgbose (1965), 1.22. 
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(a) If the verbal element ends on a high tone, this 

high tone is preserved on the surviving vowel; 

(b) If the verbal element ends on mid or low tone, this 

tone is deleted altogether and the tone of the initial 

vowel of the nominal is preserved on the surviving vowel. 

If it is a NP with an initial consonant, thenais no 

2 
elision; and the following tonal rule applies: 

(a) If the verbal element ends on a high tone, the high 

tone is preserved; 

(b) If the verbal element ends on a mid or low tone, it takes 

a mid tone before the Nominal complement. 

2. If, however, the Nominal complement is a Pronoun, only the 

objective form of the pronoun can follow In addition to these 

five major characteristics of the VP, there is a phonemic charact—

eristic which is no less relevant than the syntactic ones stated 

above. Thus, 

(vii) Except in a few cases, elements of the VP have the 

phonemic structure CV(CV...) 

	

3.112 	Discussion of the characteristics  

	

3.1121 	It seems necessary to clarify what is meant by 'a single word' 

in the defining characteristic (i). A rigorous definition need 

2 E. C. Rowlands (1954), HD; p.385. 

Ibid, p.381 
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not worry us because a mere listing of the characteristics of 

what we regard as 'single word' is sufficient. 

A single word in the position v in (i) cannot be split 

by a NP; thus, though a layman may regard ajf as 'a single 

word', we reject it as such because of sequences of the type 

baNP j7 'spoil NP'. 

Secondly, to be 'a single word', the verbal element 

occurring at v must not contain any element which can itself 

occur alone at V. 

Usuaily, elements having these two characteristics would 

be found to be monosyllabic in most cases: only in a few cases 

would they be longer than one syllable (CV), With most of thg 

ones that have more than one syllable, it may be found on further 

testing that they contain a verb and a noun: this is likely to 

be so 	if such elements were defined as VP by the environment 

'Non-emph. Pronoun form 	v 	Adv-Phr.' 

That they contain 'verb+nouni  and are, therefore, not minimum 

VP forms is of little importance at this stage: the material 

point is that the fused form behaves like a VP; the fusion of 

the verb with what may possibly be seen as a noun is a matter 

of detail relevant only in a consideration of VP types. Examples 

• • 	 1, - of such VP elements are bin 	'to be angry', jiya 'suffer' 

? ic5k, 

jeun 'eat'. 
4 
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3.1122 	It seems equally necessary to explain why the 'Non- 

emphatic Pronominnl form', rather than any other Nominal form, 

is used in the clause-frames in (i)-(iii). To use any other 

Nominn,  form (e.g. nouns or emphatic pronominnl forma like mi 

In 'you', etc.) would not fail to exclude non-verbal 
elements such as Adjectivals or Interrogative particles 

(e.g. i.ik4). The use of non-emphatic pronominal forms in the 

clause frame excludes all elements that are not VP from the 

position immediately after them; though it does not include 

all VP elements, neither would the substitution of any other 

nominal do. 

	

3.1123 	None of the VP characteristics (1)-( 	can alone define 

all elements participating in a VP: we may need to consider 

all seven characteristics if we want to define all VP elements. 

If we may borrow verb-class labels from later sections of this 

study, close scrutiny of the scope of the seven characteristics 

reveals the following facts. 

Characteristic (i) defines all single Free Verbs except ni 'be'; 

but fails to include any Bound Verbs. (ii) allows Us to 

recognise as VP only Compound Full Verbs and those Composite 

Full Verbs which contain no Bound Verbs; like (i), it fans 

to include any Bound Verbs in the VP and thus excludes 

Complex Verbs. (iii) only allows us to recognise Auxiliaries 

as VP elements; hence it includes as VP all sequences: 

Single Auxiliary + any Full Verb form allowed by (i) or (i 
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Characteristic (iv) confirms as VP elements all those defined 

by i-iii (with the exception of a few preverbs which do not 

co-occur with kb: e.g. bAA, bat.); and, in addition, it recog- 

nises the verbal status of at least the initial conaituents 

of Compleg Verbs ) all of which can be preceded by kb. It, 

however, fails to define the status of any elements in a ki= 

clause since kb never occurs in that clause type. Characteristic 

(v) has exactly the same scope as (iv): it confirms as VP 

elements all those already confirmed by (iv) and fails to recog- 

nise only those that (iv) cannot recognise. Before the elements a, zist, 

batiland bn as well as before any verbal element in a -clause, 

the syllable immediately preceding the VP does not take an 

obligatory high tone as before other VP elements' The fact that 

(v) has exactly the same scope as (iv) does not make either of 

them redundant; in fact they are necessary alternatives, (iv) 

defining the VP in a negative clause and (v) defining it in a 

positive clause. Characteristic (vi A) is not very useful if 

an element of disputable status is followed by a pause. It is 

however useful if it is immediately followed by an Adv-Phrase 

(e.g. rAA-ririA 'at all'; nAtS.-pAtil 'altogether'; girl-girl, 'in a 

rush'; ni agogo meji  'at 2 o'clock'; 	'yesterday'; l'61A 

tomorrow'; l'hc.6 'in Lagos'). This defines the end of all VP 

and as such, in conjunction with (iv) and (v), may allow us to 

define as VP all Complex Full Verbs, Compound Full Verbs and 

4For further details, see 9.51 below. 
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Composite Full Verbs in addition to the single-Item Full Verbs. 

This, too, is the purpose that (vi B) serves; but (vi B, 2) 

includes the 'special verb' ni 'be' as well. 

3.1124 

	

	Finally, it should be pointed out that the combination of 

(iv) or (v) with (vi B, 1) would define as VP any sequence Verb + 

4 
ni as for instance in the sequence (1): 

(1) Verb (NP) ni NP 

(a) ni 

(b) (...ri 	011. 

(c) mini' sile kan 

(d) ake 
• • 

'slept in Lagos') 

'saw you in the market place') 

'gave me a shilling') 

'stole my bicycle') 

Indeed this study regards Verb + ni  of lc, d as VP, wbile it 

excludes the same sequence as in la, b from VP. This is because 

we recognise two homophonous but grammatically ahd semantically 

distinct elements ni: ni of lc, d is a Bound Verb and Verb + ni  

is, in those phrases, a Complex Verb transformationally derived 

5 from other verbal elements; n1 of In, b is a preposition and not 

part of VP at all., Thiat ni of in, b is not an element of VP but 

rather part of a prepositional phrase may be easily shown by 

applying the Emphatic Transformation to the clause in which it 

occurs: it will become clear that ni is always linked to the 

following NP and never to the preceding verbal element? 

While the above case of homophony may indicate that our 

5  This is discussed in 5.241 belo 
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seven 'defining characteristics' include Non-VP elements in 

addition to VP elements, this should not detract from their 

usefulness in enumerating all VP elements and identifying with 

a fair amount of certainty that part of clause structure which 

is the object of the present study. It is hoped that procedural 

devices used in the later parts of this work havi-totallY 

excluded any non-VP element that the above seven 'defining 

characteristics' may have failed to exclude. One such device 

is the application of the Emphatic Transformation to which we 

referred above. 

3.2 CLASSES OF VERB PHRASE ELEMENTS 

3.20 	In this section, we propose to indicate in the barest 

outline the classes of elements that participate in the VP 

and state the criteria of classification. In Chapters 4 to 9, 

the distribution of these elements in the construction of the 

VP is discussed. 

Two broad types of classification are necessary. 

3.21 FREE ELEMENTS AND BOUND ELEMENTS 

A Free Verbal element is one that can occur as v defined 

in 3.111 above; when v defined in 3.111 is a single item, we 

shall call it the Free Verb of the clause. The occurrence of 

another verbal element with the Free Verb in a simple clause is 

optional. 

A verbal element that cannot occur as the only element in 

the position v is defined in 3.111 - i.e. which cannot serve as 



the only verbal element in the clause - is a Bound Verb. The 

occurrence of another verbal element with the Bound Verb in a 

simple clause is obligatory. 

3,22 AUXILIARY VERBS AND FULL VERBS 

Any Free Verb is a FUll Verb. But some Bound Verbs are 

Full Verbs while others are not; for this reason, it is necessary 

to indicate which Bound Verb elements are Full Verbs and which are 

A. Bound Verb is a Full Verb element if it can be immediately 

followed by a NP or an Adverbial Phrase; e.g. 

(a) followed by NP: 

.122 	as in be wa wo 'visit us'; 
e 	% 

as in duro de mi 'wait for me'; 

(b) followed by Adverbial Phrase: 
k  

p9 as in ko w9np9 ki&kia 'Put them together quickly'. 

In addition to these more easily defined Full Verb elements, we 

include a set of items such as k4k9', tlInb, etc., which may appear 

controversial when we consider that some people have classified 

them differently before. This is taken up in Chapter 5. 
One characteristic that clearly distinguishes the Full Verb 

from the Auxiliary sub-class is the ability of the Full Verb to 

combine with nominnlizing prefixes. The prefixes include: 

) The Agentive prefixes, the most productive form of which is 
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which oodurs in abgnij9 'one who lives on others' hospitality 

(<14,...j9 'eat with') 

(b) Ci- (i.e. consonant followed by i, where the consonant is 

phonetically identical with the initial consonant of the verb stem) 

e.g. j1j9 'eating' (<j9); flfi 9m9 f19k9 'the betrothal of a girl' 

(e_fi 9m9 f'91c9); 1i14 pa 'beating to death (<1u pa). 

( c) 	as in ‘ibinti ' anger' ( < binti); learti ' confusion' ( < a, • 

(1) 1- as in 122.2. 'the going of..." (<19); Imti4ere 1(of) a play 

thing' (<mi ere). 

There are several other nominalizing prefixes which, however, 

do not, in present-day Yoruba, have a productive pattern. 

SOW of these prefixes attach only to a Full Verb and never to 

an Auxiliary. Where elements in the Full Verb are more than one, 

it is usually the first element that takes the nominalization prefix. 

All verbal elements that are not Full Verbs are Auxiliaries; 

and these constitute a very small set to which we give attention in 

chapter 9. 

3.221 AUXILIARY SUB -CLASSES 

Partly for convenience (especially in the discussion of 

semantic uses) and partly for syntactic reasons we set up three 

sub-classes of Auxiliaries. These are the Pre -emptives, the 

Intensifiers and the Modals. (The class labels are unimportant). 
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(0 The Pre-emptives: In linear order, these are closest to the 

Full Verb and, when the VP includes members of the other 

Auxiliary sub-classes, farthest from the Negator, 03, 46 the tonal' 

feature Which initiates the VP. 

All members of this sub-class share with the Modals the 

characteristic of restricted occurrence in Auxiliary clusters; 

but they are syntactically separated from the Nodals by a class 

of Aux. elements (Intensifiers) that are relatively free from 

such restrictions (see Tablet]: in 9.2). 

(ii) The Intensifiers: In the sequence of verbal elements within the 

VP, members of this sub-class occur between the Modals and the 

Pre-emptives. Significant among the characterisitics of the 

sub-class is the fact that all its members may freely occur 

before the Full Verb in Secondary Pattern - a pOsition from 

which all Modals and all Pre-emptives (except M, 	and in the 

Negative, ti) are excluded. Its other characteristics are 

indicated in Chapter 9. Examples are si 	, an: the full 

list is given ib. 9.32. 

0 The Modals: In linear order, these are the farthest away 

from the Full Verb and are next to the tonal or Negator on-set 

of the VP. They form a sub-class of items that are mutually 

exclusive and combine only with items from the other two 

sub-classes or with the Full Verb. (The only exception to the 

rule of mutual exclusiveness is the rather literary sequence 

4S 

yio 1066,2: see 9.33). 
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There are syntactic links between some members of (i) and some 

of (iii); e.g. mAal  of (i) has the same Negative form as s, 

r lY of (iii); mAari of (i) is similar linked by Negation to a of (iii); 

(see 10.211,AII,1). There are also semantic links between these 

elements of (i) and (iii). But since they are syntactically 

separated by (ii); and since the Modal class has its own characteristic 

- its mule of mutual exclusion by its members - which it does . 

not share with the Pre-emptives, there is justification for 

separating them. 

5.222 	SUB-CLASSES OF FULL -VERB ELEMENTS. 

There are two major sub-classes of Pull Verb elements, each of 

which can in turn be sub-classified by various criteria. The criteria 

used here are selected in order to facilitate the statement of uses, 

formal as well as semantic. The two major sub-classes are distinguished 

largely by the occurrence or non-occurrence of an immediately 

following NP in, Dasic clause structure. We label the sub-classes 

as Transitive and Intransitive. 

TRANSITIVE Full Verbs. 

The principal feature is the occurrence (optional or obligatory) 

of (a form of) a NP immediately after the Full Verb (see 3.225 for 

further details). The various NP forms which may occur are: 

NP-obj. : the only way of knowing that a NP is in 'object* form is to 

substitute the object form of the corresponding pronominal. 

NP-poss.: as in the case of the object, verify by substituting the 

possessive form of the corresponding pronominal. 
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NP-Vnl: in this case, the NP is a 'verbal noun' derived from 

the Full Verb itself; otherwise, it is a semantic 

equivalent of the vn. V 

INP-place: the NP is a noun or a nominal phrase naming a place; 

otherwise, it is any of the substitute words ibe 'that 
• 

place', ibi 'this place', Iii*n 'that place', ihin 'this 
.i•11111••11•111 

place'. 

Other NP's: the NP is any noun or nominal phrase not listed 

among the above four, or a Bound clause initiated by 

ki or 

In all five environments, occurrence of the NP may be optional 

or obligatory. The Full Verb elements, too, may be Free or Bound. 

INTRANSITIVE Full Verbs 

The principal feature is the non-occurrence of a NP after the 

Full Verb in basic clause pattern. 

Intransitive Full Verbs may be either Free or Bound. 

This classification of Full Verbs is based on a close exam-

ination of all verb forms cited in the two dictionaries 'Belem? 

(1958)1  and 'Abraham (1953)'. Several verbal items have been 

added from our own sources. It is hoped that any possible addition 

to the verb-group lexicon provided in Appendix I will not materially 

affect the classification here presented. 

3.223 	TABLE 1: OUTLINE OF CLASSES OF VP ELEMENTS (see next page 

3.224 EXCLUSION OF THE TONAL AND NEGATOR ONSET FRON THE VP 

The Negator kb is considered by some analysts (e.g. Bamgboe, 

Delano) as an element of the VP in a class equivalent to our 



    

I : FREE; e.g. 

1aII: BOUND; e.g 

---1bI : FREE; e.g. 

---lbII: BOUND; e.g 

bi 'ask', bc; 'worship' 
. bd 'accompany', 1) (as in be wO 'visit) 

--1a (NP-obj. oblig.) 

 

 

    

    

    

bl 'vomit' 	'give birth' 
. kik (as in k4 'kiri/ IgbO), etc. 

--1b (NP-obj optional)._ 

--2a (NP-poss. obligatory) ; e.g. ddrilb4 'butcher', jink; 'endow with' 
	2bI :(NP-poss. oblig. pronominal) e.g. akf 'keep quiet' 	

- 2b1I:(NP-poss.= Noun or Pronoun) e.g. gbegbe 'forget' 
obligatory); e.g. 14 (as in 14 Me. 'dream deems') 

	313.1 	NP(vn.1 or other) oblig. e.g. f; 'blow (smoke)' 

3bII: (Any)NPoptional; e.g. jd 'dance'p. 
- (NP-vn.1 optiona 

--2b (NP-poss optional)__ 

- (NP-vn.1 

VP 

ELEMENTS 

A
ZI

V
II

I
N

fI
V

 

1 (+ 'T-3') 

/ e.g. sin 'crack', ta 5jng' 

ba 'hide', 0 'to be foolish' 

in de rd 'stand alone') 
••••••11111.111•IMMI 

dd (as 

e.g. 

e.g. 

see 9.0 ) 

'It 

INTRAN-
-SITIVE 

(alway
13  5 

INTRANSITIVE 

PRE-MPTIVE; e.g. ti, mda 	(For full list, 

% INTENSIFIER; e.g. si, d4, kn ( 

MODAL ; 	e.g. b6h, yPo 	( 

It 

3.223 	TABLE 1 : A TABLE OUTLINING THE CLASSES OF ELEMENTS PARTICIPATING IN THE YORUBA VERB PHRASE. 
ra.st 108a . 

TRANSI- 
TIVE--- 

---1 (+ NP-obj.) 	 

	2 (+ NP-poss.) 	

- 3 (+ NP- vn.1) 	 

4 (+ NP-place 

---5 (+ other Nps) 

'go to' 

'arrive', lo 'go' 

'become', je Ito be' 

'to be of greater quantity', re 'to be restless' 

r4a (NP-place obligatory); 

t-4b (NP-place optional);-

.75a (NP obligatory); 

5b (NP optional);  

e.g. re 

e.g. de 

e.g. di 

e.g. 14 

A 
---(optionally 	 

TRANSITIVE) 
	. 2 (+ 'T-1'); 

	 1 : FREE; 

	2 : BOUND; 

la :FREE---1 	1aI(± NP-obj.); e.g. f4 'break', wó 'crash' 

	1 	NP-poss.); e.g. bfre 'start', Oti 
) 	'dirty' 

1 b : BOUND 	. ba_ los k•I b;. • • • tie, 	
• I , zpvil 
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Auxiliary. In the present work, we do not regard kb as an 

element of the VP for the following reasons. 

KO is in formal contrast, within clause structure, with 

the tonal feature marking the onset of a VP; and, like this 

tonal feature, it is itself a marker of the onset of the VP. 

In this role, we see both the tonal feature (high tone, sometimes 

on an extra syllable) and kb as giving a signal that the VP is 

about to start. We notmalso that there is a suggestion that 

this high tone feature may represent an assimilation of 3 Pers. 
6 

Singular pronoun which is the form 6. We also note that in 

partial support of this suggestion, that k"o may be found in 

formal contrast with 6 in positive-negative pairs like: 

	

(2) 6 17 	'he went' 

	

Kb 19 	'he didn't go' 

The argument for taking kb as a verbal element is cettainly 

not weaker. For instance, it may be validly argued that there 

is no need to speculate in a formal analysis on the origin of 

the (extra) high-tone syllable at the junction between a VP 

and a preceding item: after all, this in no way affects the 

semantic interpretation of the clause, which is our ultimate goal. 

It may also be pointed out that if kb is excluded as an element of 

VP for the reason that contrasting pairs like (2) exist, yjç 

6 
Rowlands (1954), pp.385-6. 
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should equally be excluded because of pairs like (3): 

(3) 6 lo 	'he went' 

Ylo Is. 	'he will go' 

But xia cannot be excluded if only because of its close connection 

with maa
1  with which it shares not only a common suppletive form, 

ni
fi
f  ,in the Negative but also a common meaning. 

If, however, kso were included as a VP element, not only 

would we have to include the high-tone marker of VP onset, but we 

would also need to create a fourth class of VP elements because 

16 does not share the 'mutual exclusion' characteristic of the 

Lodals. It is no disadvantage to create such a sub-class because, 

if it is not created within the VP, it will be created somewhere 

else in the grammar of the clause. 

For two reasons, it is better to create a new system of 'Negation' 

elsewhere in the grammar rather than in the VP. In the first place, 

this will include other Negators like ma and kd (and 	- the 

negative noun-forming prefix h;- if our grammar were to include 

nominalization). mA .operates on the VP; but, unlike 16, has no fixed 

4 
syntactic position in the grammar of a sentence. ko, in this study, 1 

.is regarded as a negative qualifier in a NP. If we were to set 

up a VP sub-class for kiyand the junctural high tone, we would 
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,
still have to account elsewhere within the VP for the distribution 

of ma'; because it is unlike any other verbal element in 

distribution, a new (andfifth) VP sub-class would be required. 

This is a loss in economy of statement which, in addition, makes 

a statement of meanings more difficult at a later stage. 

In the second place, if a VP sub-class were to be created to 

include kl) and the junctural high tone, we would have difficulty 

in explaining the syntactie distribution of both members of the 

sub-class. The only thing they have in common is their syntactic 

position. While lc; co-occurs with all the Modals in Independent 

Clause Structure, the junctural high tone excludes all Modals but 

one (bSg2). In fact, the junctural high tone need not bother us as 

a syntactic (sub-)class. There are similar tonal featuresAm, for 

instance, the junction of %Pi + NP2 - qualifier' where there is 

no overt morphological element in contrast. In other words, the 

positional contrast of k; with a high tone (extra syllable) 

occurring between a VP and a preceding element may be of no 

grmmatical relevance. 

For these reasons, we regard lc; as an exponent of a system of 
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Negation with a grammatic function of negativising the VP. Like 

maa, which is another exponent of the same system, it is not a 

VP element. Similarly, we regard the junctural high tone as a 

non-VP feature. 

3.225 
	

TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE Va S 

The term 'Transitive' is used in this study to describe a 

verb 

(0 if that verb can be followed in basic clause structure by the 

object form of a pronoun or the 'NP-place' substitutes lid 

ibe; Ihin, Ohtin; or 

(ii) if it can be followed by a NP in such a basic construction as 

would permit the NP to be transposed to a syntactic position 

before the verb and leave the verb as a final element of the 

conbtruction. 

By (ii), bi ask' and jfml 'confess' are Transitive Verbs (Vtr. 

for shorter reference), though jfwci does not fulfil condition ( ) • 

The condition demanded in (ii) is met by both in the change from 

the structures in (4) to (5): 

(4) a. Mo bi I 
	

'I asked him 

b. Mo jIw6 re 
	

'I confessed it' 

(5) a. bun ni mo bi 'It was him I asked' 

b. bun ni mo jfwi'It was (the thing) I confessed' 

(The NP-Object f and its possessive :-.9,91Interpart in the examples 

(4) converge, in 5, in the common NP-subject form (emphatic), sun). 
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Another example is the change from (6) to (7) in the following 

examples: 

(6) a. na 471m9 	'cane (a) child' 

b. tgjti.  9mg 	'care for (a) child' 

(7) a. 9m2 mink 	'the caning of (a) child' 

b. 29  tftj 	'the taking care of (a) child' 

Though n'a 'cane' and tij4 'care for' belong to different verb 

sub-classes in more detailed classification (nh being marked by 

the feature + NP-object' while t4j4 is marked by '+ NP-possessive), 
111•1M•11.111••1 

they both meet condition (ii) and are both 'Transitive' verbs. 

'In the table in 3.223, class 2bI is the only class under the 

label 'Transitive' which does not express the semantic notion: 

'activity "directed at a notional 	al"'. It is, however, 

convenient to leave it in that position in the table because the 

surface structure of the clauses in which its very few members 

occur is closer to the rest of 'Transitive 2' class than to any 

other; and its members are not semantically closer to any other 

class or sub-class. 

'Intransitive B' is the only 	set of Full Verbs that 

cannot be used transitively: it is 'Pure Intransitive'. 

The distinction 'Transitive:Intransitive' is irrelevant to 

Auxiliaries. 

For the rest of this study, V r. stands for 'Transitive 

Verbs', Vintr. stands for 'Intransitive Verbs'. 

3.3 	STRUCTURE OF THE VP 

The normal structure of the VP is stated in the following Rule 
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'Ru 	VP --*(Aux.) Full Verb. 

The Auxiliary (Aux.) is an optional element; but the Full 

Verb is obligatory. Whenever an Aux. occurs in the VP, it 

normally precedes the Full Verb exceptions are noted in 9.40 

below). 

The Aux. and the Full Verb respectively have their own internal 

structure. This will be stated in Chapters 4 to 9 and will all be 

brought together in a co-ordinated statement in 9.4. below. 

	

3.4 	CLAUSAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE VP 

	

3.40 	In this section, we list the types of clauses that affect the 

distribution of the elements of the VP since we need to refer to 

them in the Chapters that follow. We also find it necessary to 

say something about sentence types not only because the, clause 

types here listed are ultimately relevant only in their relation 

to other clauses within a sentence but also because in accounting 

for the distribution and meaning of some of our VP elements we shall 

need to look beyond the limits of the constitute clause. 

	

3.41 	SENTENCE TYPES. AFFECTING THE DISTRIBUTION OF VP ELEMENTS 

For the purpose of this study, the only obligatory feature of 

7 a sentence is a Full Verb. If a single sentence includes more 

than this, the other elements appear in the following order relative 

to the Full Verb (bracketed elements are optional): 

(NP) (Aux) Full Verb '(NP) (Adv-Phr) (Adv-Phr) 

The structure of the Full Verb is discussed in 4.01 below. 
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All sentences are based on this structure; but since some 

of them involve the joining of two or more sentences based on 

this structure, and since not all such joined sentences are 

necessary for the study of the VP, it is necessary to specify 

which of the sentence types are needed. To study the VP, all 

that is required is what we shall refer to henceforth as the • 

simple sentence. (In a full discussion of clause types, this 

would be distinguished from the Compound Sentence which includes 

in it two or more Simple Sentences. This is of no relevance to 

our study because all verbal elements participating in it also 

occur within the structure of the Simple Sentence). 

A Simple Sentence is either Single or Complex. 

A Single sentence contains only one Free Clause. 

A Complex sentence contains at least one Bound clause and a 

Free Clause. 

	

3.42 	CLAUSE TYPES AND PATTERNS 

A clause has an obligatory Full Verb; other elements in its 

structure may be obligatory or optional, depending on the type of 

pattern (see 3.422). 

	

3.421 	There are two types of clauses: 

Free (Independent) Clause: The defining characteristic of a Free 

clause is that it can occur alone as a full utterance without any 

syntactic necessity to be followed or preceded by another clause. 
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Bound (Dependent) Clause: A Bound Clause is a clause that 

cannot occur independently as a full utterance; it is obligatorily 

joined to a Free Clause. In addition, it must include in its 

structure a clause-initiator. 

Clause Initiators in the structure of a Bound Clause:  

(i) LT: This is an obligatory low tone on the syllable immediately 

preceding the first verbal element in the VP. The only LT-clause 

type obligatorily contains •ba; e.g. b bi lo 'even if you got 

. 	' ) bi1  : e.g. Mo rad u bi ma se/ti dlojd le e8  

(I arrested him as soon as I saw him) 

,1 
In a bi -clause, ? 	U3  is obligatory (See Table 2, 5.11). 

11•••11=0,  

,2 
bi e.g. Mo 1? 	naL bi o  It 	le/ti ni Id Th 

(I ironed the clothes as you ordered me to do). 

,1 	 ,2 
As with a bi -clause, a bi -clause requires an obligatory e5 or 

But there are two major syntactic differences between them: 

(a) ihen T-Emphatic operates on the Complex Sentences in which 

they are constituents, there is a difference in the derived 

sentences. Thus: 

the example in (ii) becomes 

Bi oye/ti 	le e ni ma md u; 

the example in (iii) becomes 

Bi a le/ti ni ki n 1? a.(;, nA'a ni mo 
	

14 4- 
The difference is that the transposed Free Clause (after ni) 

8 In all the examples, the Bound Clause is underlined. 
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requires an obligatory le in (iii) while it does not in (ii). 

(b) The Free Clause in (iii) can be a clause of Secondary 

pattern while in (ii) it cannot. Thus, in (iii) the example 

can be 
, 

Lo aso nal bi mo ?e/ti ni ki o 19 9 
I 4 

(Iron the clothes as I order you to); 

while the corresponding construction in (i would be non- 

sensical: 

* Mi u bi o se/ti d'oj6 le e. 

This syntactic difference has a parallel semantic difference: 

01 	 ,2 
bi -clauses specify TILE ('as soon as') while bi -clauses specify 

CONDITION ('in the condition that'). 

'1 
(iv) bi /ti: The initiator of a bi3  clause can also be ti . 

e.g. BI/T1 o ba2  19, o Ob jiyh 

(If you go, you will suffer). 

(v) bi...bi... e.g. Bi w9n lo bi won 	I?, won a jlia 

(Whether they go or not, they will suffer). 

This initiator will be feferred to as bi4. 

(vi) kV: In a clause with this initiator, tori I(for) the reason° 

is optional before the initiator; e.g. 

funwa ni kaa (tori) k‘ a bZle le 19 

He gave us a car so that we could go). 

(2 
(vii) cl : e.g. A fl kl e mea qrd 

(de wish that you would come). 
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(1 There are two main syntactic differences between ki and ki 

(a) Except in a sentence derived by T-Emphatic, btfi is obligatory 

with kfl: it is not even possible with k12. 

(b) Clauses initiated by k1
2 
always occur in a syntactic position 

where they can be replaced by a NP. In addition to this, if 

the NP after kf in (vii) were any NP but a non-emphatic 

pronoun, the structure of the Bound clause may be 

kf NP (Id S) ma wS — 

i.e. with an optional kf S. None of these is possible with 

.1 
I. 

(viii) 1(13: e.g. kf wr tcS dS, a ti sA 

(Before they arrived, we had run away). 

As with la, if the NP after ki3  is any other than a nonoqemphatic 

prolioun the structure of the Bound clause may include an optional 

kf 6 as in the structure specified in (vii, b) above. The 

differences between a kf
2
-clause and a kf3-clause are: 

(a) A kg:clause includes an obligatory bound verb t6 which cannot 

occur in a ki 7  clause. 

(b) A k -clause cannot operate in the same syntactic position as 

a ki
(2  
-clause: i.e. where it can be replaced by a NP. 

(ix) k'a nf: e.g. 

(.1 
kqt nf o wA (ni), a baa riowO die glia 

(If you had come, we could have received some money) 

Of all the Dependent clause initiators k'a nf is the only one that 

is not a single morphological element. In its full form, ki a ni  
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'let's say that...', this initiator is a full cicuse with an 

obligatorily Transitive Verb whose object can only be another 

clause. It is treated here as a clause initiator because it is 

always used as a fused form which has, in this case, lost its 

significance as a poly-lexical sequence in the language. This 

initiator will be henceforth referred to as k15. 

(x) 22: e.g. 

(a) A gbo pe e maa wa 

(We heard Oat you would come 

(b) 1. O'bf wa 	pe e 

.(It annoyed us that you came) 

or 2. Pe e w6 yen bi wa n'ind 

(That you came annoyed us) 

A1-clause can be replaced by a NP as in (a) or (b2); or it may 

be in apposition to an anticipatory (5 it'. 

3.422 Types of Clause Patterns  

of 
A clause is eitherAa Primary pattern or of a Secondary pattern. 

The Primary Pattern  

The structure of a clause in Primary pattern s: 

(Clause Init ator) NP (Aux) Full Verb (NP.2) (Adv-Phr) (Adv-Phr). 

Its minimum structure is thus 'NP 	Full Verb' 

It is further required that 'NP' preceding a 'Full Verb' in 

Primary pattern be in 'Subject relation' to the '(Mix) Full Verb'. 

It is in 'Subject relation' if andonly if it is not deletable. 
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The Secondary Pattern 

The structure of a clause in Secondary pattern is: 

(kill) (NP) (Aux) Full Verb (NP-2) (Adv-Phr). 

Its minimum structure is thus only the presence of a 'Full Verb'. 

It is further required that the 'NP' occurring before the 'Full 

Verb' in Secondary pattern be in 'Hortative relation' to the 

'(Aux) Full Verb'. It is in 'Hortative relation' 

(a) if and whenever it is deletable; or 

(b) if as a non-deletable NP, it is preceded by kill-  as 

explained below. 

It is necessary to point out the following characteristics of 

the first two optional elements of Secondary pattern structure: 

(I) Id : As with ki2  and ki3  if the NP after kill' is any other 

than a non-emphatic pronominal form, an intervening Id o is 

optional between NP and '(Aux) Full Verb'; i.e. both clauses 

in the following example are well-formed: 

EY8,:bogbo yin ma 19 

Xi ghogbo yin Id' d' ma 19 
, 

If ki is deleted, ki o automatically has no part in the 

/4 structure of the clause. The difference between ki and the 

other two (ki2  and ki3) is that both it and the following NP 

can be deleted from the clause with no consequence for the 

grammaticality or the semantic interpretation of the clause; 

in fact ki occurs in a totally different clause type - a 

Free Clause. 

The occurrence of 1A. depends on there being a NP to follow 

it: it is only when the NP occurs that an optional ki comes 
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into the structure. 

(ii) NP: The NP (Hortative) is very often the non-emphatic 

form of the 2 person Plural pronoun, T. In phonological structure 
this creates ambiguity between a Primary patterAclause and a 

Secondary pattern clause, as in: 

• 
E wa : (1) You came. 

(2) Come. 

But contextually as well as in the phonological structure of the 

tlause when sit is replaced by other NP types (e.g. the emphatic 

pronominal Iwo, you (sg.), or personal names), there is no 

ambiguity. 

When NP (Hortative) is a personal name or iw? you (sg.), 

there is an obligatory pause between it and '(Aux) Full Verb'; 

and the NP may occur before or after the rest of the clause. 

All Secondary pattern clauses are Free Clauses. The 

distinction Free Clause and Bound Clause applies only to the 

Primary pattern. 

3.423 Basic and Derived Patterns  

The distinction Basic as opposed to Derived patterns is also 

made in this study. This, however, is not restricted to clause 

structure. 

A Basic structural pattern: is one that is not the result of the 

application of a transformation. 

A Derived structural pattern: is one that results from the 

application of a transformation. 
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4. THE SINGLE VERB 

4.0 FULL VERB TYPES 

There are four types of Full Verb: the Single Verb, the 

Complex Verb, the Compound Verb, and the Composite Verb. 

4.01 	Structural characteristics: 

(i) The Single Verb consists of one and only one Free Verb 

element from any of the non-Auxiliary classes of VP elements 

set out in 3.223. 

(ii) The Complex Verb consists of a sequence of two verbal 

elements one of which is a Bound Verb. The order may be 

Free + Bound, Bound + Free, or Bound + Bound. 

The Compound Verb has two consituents both of which are 

Free Verbs. The catenation is transformationally derived. 

(iv) The Composite Verb consists of any sequence of more than 

two verbal elements, the structure of which includes a Complex 

Verb or a Compound Verb. 

Each of these Full Verb types can occur in the position v as 

defined in the statement of VP characteristics in 3.111; this 

means that it can be preceded by the Auxiliaries, by the 

junctural high tone, or by the Negator a. 

For the rest of this Chapter, we shall be considering the 

distribution of the Single Verb. In subsequent Chapters, we shall 

consider the structure and distribution of the other three Full 
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Verb types before dealing 'with the Auxiliaries. 

4.1 PRELIMINARY NOTE 

As outlined in 3.223, there are two broad classes of Single 

Verbs: Transitive and Intransitive with the various sub-classes 

that are indicated in that table. 

4.2 TRANSITIVE 

4.21 	TRANSITIVE CLASS 1: 

All verbs in this class may be followed by the Object forms 

1 
of the personal pronouns. 

There are two sub-classes of Transitive Class 1 verbs. 

(a) Obligatorily Transitive: Verbs belonging to this sub-class 

must be directly followed by an object NP in basic clause 

pattern. The sub-class contains a very large set of verbs of 

2 
which only a few examples are here given. 

Examples: 

bi 	'ask t; bo 'worship.; db,  'tie.; gan 'scorn.; 

gtin 'pound.; gbOn 'scoop out liquid' 

(b) Optionally Transitive: Verbs in this sub-class are only 

optionally followed by an object NP. Grammaticality and, to 

a great extent, the semantic content of the constitute clause 

are not affected by the deletion of the object NP. It is only 

LTor a statement of the object forms of the pronouns, see, Appendix II 

2W here an indication is given that the examples for a verb class are 
not exhaustively stated, see Appendix I for a fuller set. 
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when it becomes situationally necessary to state any detail 

about the object NP that it cannot be deleted. This is a fairly 

large set of verbs and only a few examples are here given. 

Examples: 

bi 'vomit'; bi 'give birth'; da 'vomit (children only)' 

fa 'skip, j p ; gba'admit, receive'; kl 'refuse'. 

4.22 
	

TRANSITIVE CLASS 2 

Verbs of this 	. -class are characterised by the feature 

+ NP-possessive'. NP-possessive means 'a qualifying Noun Phrase'; 

where it is pronominal, it is always the Possessive form of the 

pronoun3. 

It is difficult to determine what to regard as basic verb 

forms of this type because, of the many items of that type which 

are commonly regarded by informants as lexical units, many are 

obviously sequences of 'verb 4.'noun' in which the constituents 

are recognizable; korin 'sing' (= k? 'crow'? + orin 'song'; 

   

k? occurs freely as a Transitive 1(a) verb), sr 4 'run' (= sA 'run
1 + 

er4 'race'). On the other hand, there are verbs cited as lexical 

units by the informants (and in the dictionaries) which behave 

as sequences of 'verb + noun' but whose constituents cannot be 

recognized in present-day Yoruba; e.g. gb4b4 'forget'; jwo 'confess'; 

For a statement of the possessive forms of the pronouns, see 
Appendix III. If a qualifying non-pronominal NP is consonant-
initial, an obligatory mid-tone extra syllable intervenes 
between the qualifying NP and the final vowel of the qualified 
NP. The extra syllable has the same quality as the final vowel 
of qualified NP. 
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kW, 'pass by'. Between these two types are others whose 

meanings suggest what the constituents may be but which are 

however difficult to analyse as 'verb + noun' sequences; 

e.g. dUrS 'stand'; jakd'sitl. 

In order to reduce the arbitrariness of membership of this 

class to the barest minimum, we classify as Transitive Class 2  

verbs any elements that cannot be split into constituents either 

by any intervening elements or by an application of either T-

Emphatic or T-Relative. The transformational test consists of 

the following operation: 

Given the verb 'win 'sing as suspect, either of the 

above-mentioned transformations should split it into its 

constituents in the following manner: 

NP1 + VP (if VP = 'Verb + noun') 

ni > noun + ti,  + NP1 + Verb. 

kyrin 	 Orin ni/ti 
, 

Orthographic (and informants') 'words' like binu 'to be angry'; 

it& 'to pay respects'; 	'boast'; and awe'. 'runt are 

excluded by this test. An item like binl; is also easily excluded 

because the sequence bi NP nlialannoy NP' demonstrates that 
, 

binu is a sequence of 'verb + noun'. 

A considerable number of VP elements are irreducible to 

'verb noun constituents by any tests, but are nevertheless 
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followed by possessive forms of the UP. These are here regarded 

as Transitive Class 2 verbs. Most members of this class are 

foreign loans treated in Yoruba as if they were 'verb + noun' 

sequences. But some of them are not foreign and probably 

represent fossilized 'verb + noun' sequences. 

There are two broad sub-classes of Transitive Class 2 verbs, 

one of them capable of further sub-classification (only a few 

examples are given here): 

(a) VP-possessive obligatory: 

Examples: 

dabarti'confuse' 	dib 	'butcher' 

jinki 	'endow with' 	juwe 	'point out' u 

ktineun 
	'cherish (sweet mEmsi 
	mess up' 

things 

(b) NP-possessive optional: 

This can be further sub-classified by considering the type 

of possessive nominal that follows the verb. 

I: The 'NP-poss.' is obliBatorilv pronominal. There are only 

six single verbs in this sub-class: 

dAkil 	'stop noisy activity' 	dide 'rise' 	dalrO 'stand' 

j6;k(1 'sit' 	 simi 'rest' 

P, 	Ito be late only in idiomatic k, pg re... 'Not long after 
—1-1* 	that... 

One reason for this is that such words are borrowed into Yoruba 
in a phonological form that involves two syllabics in direct 
sequence. In Yoruba verbs where phonological structure is 
normally CV(CV...), an occurrence of two syllabics in direct 
sequence indicates word junction. If the loan-word is used as a 
verb, .it is';interpreted as necessarily involving a junction of 
verb and noun. 
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In Abraham (1958), there is a sentence: 
. 

Okci dun 16ti j‘ 	'it is pleasant to sit' 

This is not possible in my usage or in that of any of the 

informants. If it were a Yoruba sentence, this sub-class would 

exclude jak“hich would in fact be a 'verb + noun' sequence. 

Abraham however adds: 

"The word bk6 has no independent existence, but has been 

created for this usage out of a word J6k6 'sat'." p.144. 

No doubt, the informant who 'created' it did so on the kind 

of analogy we noted in 'foot-note 	of this Chapter. 

As pointed out on p.113, this sub-class of verbs is some-

what different from other Transitive sub-classes. It is 

pseudo-transitive in the sense that its members are followed 

by a form of a NP; but syntactically at least, the language 

treats them as if they were 'verb + noun': 

6 dna re 	'He kept his silence' • 

Mo rora dide mi 	I quietly got myself into a standing • 
position' 

(ti)-14 j14 'He quietly kept his (standing) posture' 

6 j6k6 (ti)-4 'He stayed on his seat' 

dsimi (ti)-4 	'He kept his peace'. 

But there are no recognizable verb and nominal constituents in 

them. 

In the idiomatic k p r 'Not long after that 	the 

monosyllabic verb p6 normally of Transitive class 1, behaves 

like verbs of this class. 

II: The 'NP-poss.' may be a Noun or a Pronoun. (A few examples 

are here given). 
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Examples: 

gagb4 	'forget' 	 jiwl 	'confess' 

k9j4 	'pass by, surpass' 	mdra 	'be prepared' 

Both Transitive sub-class 2bI and 2h11 may occur in basic 

sentences with the same surface structure as in the pair (1) 

sentences: 

1 (a) 

NP1 + verb + NP2-poss. 

6 	jakd 

6, 	gagb‘ 	/^ 

Verb = 2b1 

 

(b) = 2bII 

     

In such cases, our syntactic distinction of 2bI from 2bII verbs 

corresponds to a semantic distinction between sentences 1 (a) 

and 1 (b). All 2bI verbs assign to the pattern given above 

the meaning: 

'NP1 is referentially identical with NP2'. 

On the other hand, all 2b1I verbs assign to the same pattern the 

meaning: 

'NP1 is referentially different from NP2'. 

4.23 	TRANSITIVE CUSS 3 

The characteristic of this - 	class of Transitive verbs is 

'+ NP-Vna'. 'NP-Vna' is a verbal noun derived from the classified 

5 Full Verb element itself. 

5 
The verbal noun is characterised as Vna to distinguish it from 
other Vn types that are relevant to the distribution of Single 
Verb elements in Catenative Pattern 1 (Chapter 6). 
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There are two sub-classes of Transitive Class 3. 

(a) 'NP-Vh.1 1  is obligatory 

There are four members of this sub-clans (verbal nouns underlined): 

fi OR fin : 

go 

1‘. 
54 Is 

Although their 

Mo fl eefAn) avyn 

Mo gef ‘e_gg nlibi b011a 

0' 31 114 
q‘zi 

'I blew spoke at them' 

'I dribbled at football' 

'He dreamed a dream' 

'He lived in poverty' 

occurrence is normally with their nominalized forms, 

the first two, fi(n)  and IL may be followed by NPs other than the verbal 

nouns derived from them. In the case of fi(n),  apart from the lin. 

eefi'.(n)  'smoke' the NP may be the object producing the smoke (e.g. iner 

'fire'; or ewiri !bellows') or the object on which the smoke is blown 

e.g. eku 'rats'). In the case of Li, apart from the Vn. 	'dribbling', 

the NP may be the person beaten to the ball in the process of dribbling; 

e.g. 	

Mo go AAbi 	'I beat Alabi to the ball' 

(b) 'NP-Vn. 11  is optional  

As with d(n)  and ,aL members of this sub-class may be followed by 

NPs other than their own nominklized forms; but these other NPs that may 

follow them have meanings that are substitutable for the Vn. For instance, 

NP after j' 'dance' may be ag 'dance' or bl,t4, 211,111, eta., which are 
specific types of dance. 

'NP' optional. 

'dance' 

'weak' 

'laugh' 

'run' 

'grumble' 

'urinate' 

Mo id ii.ja n&a. da-da 'I performed the dance well' 
• • 	, „ 

Mo rin irin pup9 'I walked a long distance' 

Mo r‘n .4rA kee-kee 'I laughed heartily' 

Mo sA 1.salt 	'I ran to safety' • 

6 s?  9.a• 	'He made a fuss about a good turn he did' 

6 t?'1.0?  00 'He passed much urine' 
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Almost any monosyllabic Free Verb can be followed by 

its own nominalized form if we were to consider nominalization 

of the type CI-Verb. Similarly, almost any Transitive verb 

can be followed by itw own duplicative nominalized form if we 

were to consider nominalization of the duplicative type (pattern: 

i-vb-kd-vb  as in Imu-kd-mu  'reckless drinking';4.mu 

We exclude these nominalized types because they constitute no 

good classificatory criteria if all (or almost all) verbs are 

characterized by them. 

4.24 
	

TRANSITIVE CLASS 4 

The characteristic feature of this class of Transitive verb 

is 	'+ NP-place'. With the exception of kin i and r, all members 

of this class are optionally followed by the Bound Transitive 

Verb si which intervenes between them and 'NP-place'. The 

resultant sequence verb + si  is a Complex Verb (Chapter 5) and 

not a Single Verb. Thus, it may be argued that most of the 

members of this class are directly followed by a 'NP-place' 

only after an optional Deletion Transformation has operated on 

the Complex Verb sequence 'verb + si". This would have the 

effect of making most of the verbs (e.g. 19 'go', A 'come') 

Intransitive. 

This, however, does not argue against the setting up 

of this Transitive Class; for there are verbs which are 

followed only by 'NP-place' and which do not permit an inter- 
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vening sig. In addition, all the verbs, like 17, we, fulfil 

both conditions of Transitivity in 3.225; and they are taken 

in this study as Transitive. This, of course, does not bar 

them from participating, like many other Transitive verbs, in 

Complex Verb structure. de regard the alternative syntactically 

'fuller' but semantically identical Complex Verb form (Trans-

itive Class 4 verb + Si') as a stylistic variant of the verbs 

listed below. This prodedure makes it unnecessary to derive 

'verb + NP-place' from 'Complex Verb + NP-place' by means of an 

additional deletion operation. 

There are two sub-classes of Transitive Class 4  verbs 

(a) 'NP-place' obligatory  

The only examples of Free Verbs in this sub-class are: 

to be through' 
	

j4 (si) bdeRFIN 

re 	'go off to' 	 re IkO/114,2byinb4/0ko/7ja,etc. 

(b) 'NP-place' optional 

Examples: 

de 	'arrive' 	 Mo d4 ( 	tia 

kin i 'roam' 

lo 	Igo # 

sun 	'sleep' 

0 wt 	'come' 

. ! • • 
Mo 	E o fun 00 kan 

Mo 17 (si) Lk4 

, 
Mo sun (si) _gator 

Mo 
t f % 

wa (si) Ek 
•o 

 

 

     

('NP-place' are underlined. They are all deletable; but when-

ever they are, si is automatically deleted. Brackets show that 
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si is deletable even when NP-place occurs). 

4.25 	TRANSITIVE CLASS 5 

This class of Transitive verbs is characterized by the 

occurrence after a verb of a NP that is not of any of the 

types that characterize Transitive Classes 1 to 4. These can 

only be Nouns or the emphatic form of the pronouns occurring in 

a post-verb position in which they cannot be replaced by a 

place-nominal, a verbal noun formed from the preceding verb, 

the possessive form of a pronoun, or the abject form of a 

pronoun. Verbs of this type are very few and the following 

list exhausts the whole type: 

There are two sub-classes. 

(a) NP obligatory 

Examples: (Superscripts are for distinguishing homo-

phones; see Appendix I) 

ea, di 	'become' 	fOnl  'fetch' (+irZ 'fire)  

gbh3  march upon' (+ertiA, iyM 'mud') 

glA5 
	

(+Iynjli 'effort' > gb‘iYanjil ry?) 

hu 
	

(-1-iwa 'manners' > 	'behave') 

I to be' 

pa3 	'set up, create' (+agbo 'gathering'; g4'hut'; 

‘a‘ale 'magical charm for protection of property'; 

'ate 'display counter in the market-placet), 
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si is deletable even when NP-place occurs). 

4.2.5 	TRANSITIVE CLASS 5 

This class of Transitive verbs is characterized by the 

occurrence after a verb of a NP that is not of any of the 

types that characterize Transitive Classes 1 to 4. These can 

only be Nouns or the emphatic form of the pronouns occurring in 

a post-verb position in which they cannot be replaced by a 

place-nominal, a verbal noun formed from the preceding verb, 

the possessive form of a pronoun, or the Object form of a 

pronoun. Verbs of this type are very few and the following 

list exhausts the whole type: 

There are two sub-classes. 

(a) NP obligatory 

Examples: (Superscripts are for distinguishing homo-

phones; see Appendix I) 

ea, di 	become' 
	

'fetch' (+inS 'fire 

gb0 'march upon' (+erte7, iyp 'mud') 

glA5  

hu 
	

(+1Wa 'manners' 	hirA 'behave') 

'to be' 

pa3 	set up, create' (+agbo 'gathering'; ag9 'hut'; / 

N.M1 ' a 	magical charm for protection of property'; 

‘at7 'display counter in the market-place'). 

(+1y6j4 'effort' 	gb*iianj4 'try') 
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e a sound' (+ariwo 'noise'; 	'clapping'; 

'feet' - pa's‘e = tap a rhythm with one's 

feet to attract the attention of a crying baby; 

lye/.  'noise made by sucking the lips in frustration') 

'apply to' (as in Mo as lug- a 'I did my best') 

yi5 	Ito be exposed (to source of heat)'; e.g. Mo yitt n.sf 

II warmed myself by the fire'. 

The verb lo; used in greetings belongs to this sub-class and 

there is virtually no restriction on the choice of NPs following 

it. When used with a NP-Hortative '1', however, (e.g. 4 kli), it 

may Seem that a following NP is optional. It should be noted, 

however, that in that usage, the greeting is idiosyncratic in its 

clause structure: there is an obligatory lengthening of 9; and 

this lathe only instance of it in Yoruba. 

(b) 	NP. optional  

There are four examples of this. 

ku 	'remain' 

'to be of greater quantity'as in 6 le; (m64).): 

'It has increased (by two)'. 

r:O1 	'to be restless' (as in 6c z; 014) gi 'He is 

exceedingly troublesome'), 

run 'smell' (as in Ofnirun eja 'It smells fish') 
•••••••••••••••••••OMMILMn. 

Two verbs, jc: 'allow' (which is normally followed by a Noun 

/1 	/3 
Clause initiated by ki ) and ni 'say (used for immediate reporting) 

are Transitive Class 5 Verbs. They are different from all other 
Transitive Verbs in that they are not normally followed directly by 

a Noun or the object form of pronouns. 

çsç  
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4.3 INTRANSITIVE VERBS 

	

4.31 	INTRANSITIVE CLASS A 

	

4.310 	This class includes all Single Verbs that are Intransitive 

in basic clause structure but can become Transitive when 

certain Transformations operate on the basic clause structure. 

Thus, it is a class of Potentially-Transitive Intransitive 

verbs. 

Two broad sub-classes may be distinguished on the 

criterion of the charactkistic Transformation operating on 

them and on no other verbs. 

4.311 5US-CLASS Al 

The characteristic Transformation distinguishing this 

class from other Single Verb classes is the 'Causative 

Transformation 2' (labelled as 'T-31on the table in 3.223 

for easy reference but referred to in the descriptive parts 

of this study as 'T-Caus.29. 

The operation of 'T-Caus.21  may be stated as follows: 

NP1 4. Verb ===> NP2 4- Verb 4- NP1 - obj./NP1 - poss. 

e.g.i 0 	wo 	NP2- w4 	 (NPI - obj )  

(It crashed' 'NP2 crashed it') 

ii 	br '4 11 	)>NP2 	br 	r 	: (NP1 - poss.) 

('it started'. NP2 started 0) 

(Since we distinguish only the Object and Possessive forms 

of NPs, the remaining form of NP as distinguished, for 
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instance, in the Pronouns, is that which normally functions 

as subject. We think there is no need to mark it INP-subj.° 

as we always mark INP-obj.', 'NP-poss.' Thus the NPs that 

are not marked before the 'Verb' are to be understood as 

'Subject' forms 

There is no special syntactic reason for taking 

'NP1 + Verb' as the basic form and thus implying that the 

Intransitive use of the verbs is basic while the Transitive 

use is derived. If the Transitive use is taken as basic, 

verbs in this sub-class will be members of Transitive Classes  

1 and 2. But nothing is gained by doing this; since in 

Transitive Class 1, for instance, we must also sub-classify to 

distinguish this as a 'potentially-intransitive' sub-class, the 

number of classes is in no way reduced. By taking the Intransitive 

use as basic, we have, quite frankly, been influenced by the view 

that the grammar should ultimately be capable of explaining 

the meanings of the structures in which the verbal elements 

participate. When verbs of this class occur '+NP' the 

clause structure is different from that in which no NP 

follcws; and this difference of structure is always matched 

by a semantic difference that may be characterized as 

'causative'. The 'causative' meaning is probably a product 

of the kind of clause structure used; but the material point 

is that thiA clause structure is matched with another which 
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produces a non-causative meaning because and only because 

there is a class of verbs that participate in both clause 

types. 

Our classification ignores the possibility that there may 

be verbs which are basically '+NP' (e.g. of Transitive Class 1) 

but have come to be used in the kind of clause that is 'minus 

causative' in meaning (i.e. NP1 + Verb). In other words, 

there is a possibility that analogy may be at work creating 

'minus causative' meanings out of Transitive Class 1 verbs. 

An example of this is bl) 'cover' which occurs in 'NTI + Verb' 

in only a few sentences; 

A9iri r? bo 
	

'His secrets are hidden* 

or 'Ile is well protected' 

Enu won kif 1)1) 	( lit. 'Their mouths are never covered') 

*They talk excessively'. 

The verb .b is mostly used transitively - i.e. in the type of 

clause (UP2 + verb + NP1 obj.) which we treat as derived. 

But, in our view, this is not really crucial in a synchronic 

analysis. What matters is not the statistical frequency in 

a given clause type but the fact that there LI a given 

verbal element that occurs in two different structural types 

with different but related meanings; and that when all such 

elements are examined the relatedness of meanings is 
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consistently the same. In the case of bb, for instance, the 

meaning in Transitive usage is 'causative' like in all other 

cases. 

This sub-class may be further sub-classified on the 

criterion of what kind of NP follows the verb in the derived 

clause structure: this may be INP-obj.' or 'NP-pogs.' 

(a) NP-object after the verb. 

Most of the verbs in this Intransitive Class are followed 

b 'NP-objet in derived clause structure. Only a few examples 

are listed. 

Examples: 

'pour' 'cut' 

dt24' 'snap' 11 di 'block' 

f61  'break" gbi3  'fry' 

ji' 'shake, swing' wo 'crash' 

(b) RP-possessive after the verb. 

There are three members of this su c a: 
1/4  .1 
bare 'start' 
It , 

pari 'finish' 

ejyti. 'to be dirty' 

A fourth verbal element which shares the syntactic privileges of 

occurrence that are characteristic of this sub-class is gbidUn 

'to be pleasant'. Thus, we have the following syntactically 

related structures (a) and (b): 

(a) 	dgbgean 	 'It is pleasant' 
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(b) Mo glAdan rk 	'I find it pleasant; I enjoy it'. 

The structure of (b) is derived from that of (a) in exactly 

the same way as specified in our statement of 'T-Caus.2' at 

the beginning of this section. This is, however, an exception 

(the only one known to us) to our suggestion that the relation-

ship between the basic and the derived structures in the 

operation of 'T-Caus;2' is semantically'minus causative': 

'plus, causative'. 

4.312 S'J6-CLASS A2 

The characteristic Transformation distinguishing this 

class of verbs is what we label as 'P-Transformation' ('T-l' 

in the table of verb classes, 3.225; but referred to in other 

parts of this work as 'T-P'). The operation of T-P may be 

stated as follows: 

(Transformational Operations are listed here as A, B, C, for 

easy reference) 

(A): NP1 + NP2-poss. + Verb (+Adv-Phr) 	NPl •Verb+NF2-obj(+Adv-Phr) 

e.g.Or‘ 	mi 	sin (w-w?) 	)Ori sin mi (414-wA4) 

(lit.'Head 	my 	_split 
	

'Head split me 	• • • t ) 

Ty head ached badly'. 

In all cases, 'NP1' is a Noun designating a physical 

portion of NP2; while NP2 is always animate, usually human. 

The product of Operation 'A' may serve as input for the 

application of T-Caus.1 (Causative Transformation 1), the 
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operation of which is as follows: 

(B) 	NP1 + Verb + NP2 obj. ( + Adv - Phr) 

=4>NP3 + fi + NP1 + Verb + NP2 - obj (+ 

e.g. On sin ml 	 fi on sin ml 

('My head ached badly' 	'Smoke made my head ache badly') 

As part of the operation, any auxiliary (sequence)attached to "'verb' 

in the input sentence attaches to fi in the output sentence. This 

further possible operation applies to input sentences containing 

any of the examples listed below. 

It is a further characteristic of this class of verbs that 

the optput of Operation 'B' may, in turn, serve as input for the 

operation of another Transformation which in this study is 

labbelled as1T-n(1! 	IT -ni 1' operates as follows: 

(a) : fi + NP1 + Verb + NP2 obj. (Adv. - Phr) 

e.g. fi or. sin mi (w`a.-wW (product of 'BO 

'caused my head to ache badly' 

=i)Neril + NP2 obi. + rd+ NP1 ( + Adv Phi') 
/ 

e.g. sin ml ni on (lag.-wai) 

lit. 'ached main the head ...1) 

provided that NP1 is not a non-emphatic pronoun'. 

Thus, from  

/ 
1Zefin fi on sin ml waa-wla 

produced by Operation 'B', we may derive by Operation 'C': 

/ 	e 
'Eefln sin ml l'ori wlaa-waal. 

The semantic connection between this last sentence and the 
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initial input,  sentence 'On. ml sin Ag-All' is derived , 
through the operations 'A', 1B' and 	all of which 

produce actual sentences of the language at their different 

levels. Only verbs of this sub-class allow the functioning 

of this sequence of transformational operations. 

Sub-Class A2 :verbs may be further sUb-classified 

into two sub-classes. First, there are those that permit 

, only fixed NP]. lexical items (label these „119:as against 

those in which there is a relatively free choice of lexical 

items to servo as NP]. (label them as 

All the exemplificatory sentences below are products 

of Operation NV; exemplification can similarly be made of 

any of the other two operations. 

- Examples: (In II1, the fixed 'NP].' are given in 

brackets after the verbs). 

02 	• 
fo (ori 'head) 

gb43  (in4 'guts') 

ja (aya 'chest') 

Ori tar 	(1414-A4) 
'I had'a"throbbing head-ache' 

Ind gb4 mi-(0-dW 
'I had a fooling of nausea' 

Aea jg mi (Ar'i-Arl) 
'1 was frightened' 
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kanl  Cars 'body' 

ind 'breath' 

(are. 'body!, It.y& 'chest' 
A 

or. 'head')  

, Ara kan ml (go-go) 
'lily nerves were on edge'. 

1mi icZ) ml 
'I felt satisfied and relaxed'. 

Orf l ml (whg-lag) 
'I had a splitting head-ache'. 

4 
19 	'guts 	 Intl 3_6 ml (k6r66) 

'My st8Maoh churned badly'. 

.2 	.1 sln /san (on i head', 

et! 'ear') 

ya (ara 'body') 

, 
Ori sin nd (Neag-va) 

'I had a splitting head-ache'. 

Axa yg mi (gg-a) 
'I had a feeling of exhilaration'. 

2 un Ara htin 
-- ,Ny body 

(Tilg-1,41) 
ched all over'. 

Ni3 
ja 94 j  mi 6,110 

'My hands stung'. 

Ara An mf (ginAn-An) 
'I felt as if something was 

crawling all over me'. 
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Aptt ro uiJ. (fitit) 
'I had a feeling of strain on my arms.' 

Ara ro ml 	wq0 
'I felt relaxed'. 

ta5 
	

'nu ta mi'(fOO, yllt) 
'I had a smarting pain in my mouth'. 

Va w t. (AA.-larl) 
'My heart was pounding'. 

(Adverbials are added only there sentences of the basic 

structure woad require them in order to be 'idiomatically 

complete'. A sentence is not 'idiomatically complete' in cases 

where, although it is syntactically well-formed and semantically 

acceptable, it is stylistically odd.) 

DOUBTFUL CASES 

There are four verbs which in my speech belong to this 

class but which result in sentences that are not readily 

acceptable to some informants. The ready acceptability of such 

sentences to several other people questioned suggests that these 

verbs regularly belong to this class in at least one dialect and 

not neóessarily in 'Standard Yoruba'. 

(ara 'body'): Ara •  ml (v4.1‘!-wIlq) 
'I felt relaxed'. 

gb4 ( " 

wa ( 

It : Ara gbi ml (tkl`g-te;1) 
'My body itched all over'. 

: Ara (ti le) wA je. 
'You are very restless'. 

1/74 : Ara w4 ml (k6rd6) 	'I was agitated'. 

Some of the verbs listed under Ia and lb participate in a 
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clause in which the syntactic roles of the two NPs in the output 

sentence of operation 
	

(p.133) are reversed. The structure of 

the output sentence is: 

(i) NP1 
	

Verb 	NP2-obj. (+Adv-P? ) 

, 
Aya 	 0111 	'Olu was afraid' 

The structure of the sentence in which syntactic roles of the K.Ps 

are reversed is: 

(ii) NP2 	+ Verb 	NP1-obj. (+Adv-Phr) 

0111 Oa 	 ty‘o, 	'Olu was afraid' 

The only semantic difference is that the content of the verb is given 

emphasis in the structure of (i) while (ii) gives no emphasis. 

Sub-Class A2 verbs that permit the reversibility of NP roles described 

here are: 

Jo/ , ya? • la only when NI) = ara. 

Of the Doubtful cases listed (p.142): 115'.2. 

4.32 	INTRANSITIVE CLASS B 

This is the class of all verbs that are always Instransitive. 

There is only one class of Single Verbs that are always Intransitive, 

since the Bound elements indicated as Intransitive Class B2 in the 

table (3.223 above) are not, by definition (4.01, (i)), Single Verbs. 

This class is a fairly large set of Full Verb elements. Only a few 

examples are here given. 
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Examples: 

ba 'hide'; ddra 'to be good'; du 'run fast'; 

0 'to be foolish'; h 	'flee'; subd 'fall'; , 

tObi 'to be pig'; yan 'march'. 
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5. COMPLEX VERBS 

5.0 DEFINITION OF THE COMPLEX VERB 

	

5.01 	As defined in 4.01, a Complex Verb is a sub-class of 

Full Verb in which a Bound Verb combines with(g_nother)Full 

Verb element. The constituent partner of the obligatory 

Bound Verb may be a Free Verb or another Bound Verb. 

Before examining the structure and possible sub-

classification of the Complex Verb, it seems necessary to 

examine problems that arise in determining what are, and what 

are not, constituents of the Complex Vert, and to suggest a 

practical solution. 

5.02 THE DIFFICULTY OF PRECISELY DETERMINING WHAT IS A BOUND VERB 

A Bound Verb is an obligatory element in the structure 

of a Complex Verb. As defined in 3.21, a Bound Verb is a Full 
kq 

Verb form that cannot occur in the position v as defined in 

3.111; i.e. it cannot serve as the only verbal element in a 

clause. In fact, 3.21 and 3.22 fully define the syntactic 

status of the Bound Verb but still leave a practical problem 

when we examine not verbal units but sequences of them. The 

following difficulties arise. 

	

5.021 	The first arises from the occurrence of elements like ler 

and1 in the following type of sentences: 

1. 14 : (a) 6 1ertente 	 'It perched conspicuouslycn a tree' 

(b) 0 ddri 	igi 	'It stood on a tree'. 
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2. Li : (a) 	Mo 	4 
	

'I beat him' 

(b)(i) Mo jsubii 1U 
	

'I fell on him' 

(ii) 6 f lu Ogiri 	'It flew against a wall' 

In 1(a) and 2(a), le 'stand out clearly', and 111 'beat' 

are Free Verbs. In 1(b) and 2(b), the syntactic status of le' 

and 1U is disputable. They are fully homophonous with the 

Free Verbs and have a vague semantic similarity to them; but 

they are not indisputably Free Verb elements. Are the homo-

phonous elements in the (a) and (b) sentences to be regarded as 

instances of distinct verbal elements? Or are they to be considered 

as different occurrences of the same Free Verbs even though the 

occurrences in 1(b) and 2(b) are not obviously relatable in meaning 

to those in 1(a) and 2(a)? 

The solution could be syntactic or semantic. Precision 

is impossible with a semantic solution: an arbitrary decision 

has to be taken as to how widely unrelatable to each other the 

two items have to be before we stop regarding them as the same. 

For this reason, we prefer a syntactic solution. 

If items like le and 1U were Free Verbs, then verbal 

sequences like the ones cited in the examples would be Compound 

Verbs (see Chapter 7 below). As such they have to be derived 

from underlying structures in which each of them is indisputably 

a Free Verb. Where no such underlying structures are plausible, 
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we regard the sequence as a Complex Verb. Thus, for instance, the 

sequences cited above are Complex Verbs and 14 and 14 are Bound Verbs.* 

5.022 

	

	In Complex Verb structure, the obligatory Bound Verb may precede 

a Free Verb partner. But Auxiliaries are also Bound Verb elements, 

preceding, for instance, Free Verbs. It seems reasonable to ask: When 

is a Bound Verbal element preceding a Free Verb non-Auxiliary? In 3.22, 

the distinction between Aux. and non-Aux. is fairly clearly drawn; but 

this does not put ALL cases beyond doubt. 

On this question, we offer the following suggestions. 

1. In our view, one criterion that puts the non-Aux. status of 

verbals beyond doubt is nominalization. In this respect, the most 

useful among the nominalizing prefixes are 	W- which are 

never prefixed to Auxiliary elements. By far the most helpful of 

them is W-. 

Mainly because earlier grammars had made little use of the 

rare morphological evidence available in Yoruba, a large number of 

verbal items, when they have not been totally ignored, have 

been classified as adverbials or prepositions apparently 

because their translation equivalents are regarded as such in 

English. Bamsbole (1966) has drawn attention to the verbal 

status of most of these but has left them inadequately classified 

* Since the writing of this thesis, B.C. Rowlands has (by private: . 
correspondenceg) suggested the setting up of a verbal subclass of 
elements that occur sometimes as Free and sometimes as Bound verbs 
to deal with the distribution of elements like le and 1U. By this 
subclassification, the analysis can avoid the kind of lexical over- 

• differentiation to which our present approach may lead. 



'early; quickly' "httith-shn 	htbtb-jin 'early to bed 
Y' 	 H 

 
(is)early to rise' 

• *AA 

*00 
*thth 

d4d4 
*gbeyt i2 

jo(jo)/jijo 'together' 

rfjintentionally' 

"Chance to 	: bath; 	'suddenness" 

(Syntactic marker, associated with NP-plate) 

Wko-jo 'that which is eaten 
on the farm'' 

, 	 a hereditary custom' 

hjhjk-b4r1 tan effort that just 
, managed to succeed' 

hjo-je, 	'fellowship' 

hjbm1?-qe 	,'communal effort' 

h4k4 	'first time" 

'first-born child' 

h1444-di 

'together' 

'first' 

'manage tol 

'in spite of 

'havejust' _ 

'that which is intentionally 
createdqe.g. kollA 'sin') 

	

knikan-A 	'roaming about all alone' 

	

"hphph,gbi: 	llt-cjh" 	the market- 
god that one serves in 

. spite of ones earlier 
reluctance to do so) 'a 
responsibility which_sne 
ultimately accepts'.' 
. 1 newly  sprouted' 

mm 

* nlkan 

Pit(Pb,) 
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under his blanket term 'Preverbl. Most of the 'proverbs' listed 

on'pp.69 -70 of Bamgbocie (1966) are here classified as Bound (Full) 

Verbaon the basis of their ability to takethe h„... nominalizing 

prefix. (In the following list, '0 marks Bamgbo;e's 'proverbs'). 

repeat'' 
	

ktinb 	'rebirth' 

*t4470141''further' r 	htd(n)O-tdn''laststage of man's life' 

• *gbOdb 	'must' 	I Agb00-fe 	must' 

h: While this item is normally used:by many speakers of the 
Yoruba Standard who have an Eastern Yoruba background, 
it is-rejected as aubstandardsby some people and is unknown 
to a few others. 
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*gbOdi? 	'must' 	hgbOd(He 	'a must' 

(This element has a dialetal variant — gbde? — from which 

the widely used noun tig*0 'prohibition' is formed). 

NOTE: 'aba.mc) 'regret may suggest that bggi  should be included 

in this list. In fact, it is not derived by prefix 	it is 

a full clause meaning 'Had we known'. 

2. Nine verbal elements cannot be classified specifically as 

Aux. or Full Verb by any of the criteria we have defined. All 

but two of them are restricted to specific structural patterns. 

(a) Elements restricted to specific structural patterns 

The following verbal elements are restricted to certain 

structural patterns described below: 

fi3; fi4/04; (gbe4/ti2 
	

e3; e5/ti ; td . 

(Notation: %/' indicates that items on both sides are in free 

variation; gbe4,/ti2  are enclosed in brackets because, although 

their occurrence in clause structure is restricted like those 

discussed here, they are easily classified as Full Verbs on the 

criterion of nominalizing prefix, h—, discussed above). 

With the exception of fi3 and to 	all these elements are 

syntactic markers1 found in the 4mphatic Transformation of four 

basic sentence types which are distinguished by the kind of use 

they make of the Adverbial elements participating in them. The 

transformation is described in (a) 	(d) below. 

1 
A 'syntactic marker' is a syntactic element that cannot be glossed 
like lexical items and its occurrence in the clause, while required 
to make the construction syntactically well—formed, does not to the 
best of our knowledge affect the meaning of the following verbal 
element or of any other constituent of the clause. 
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(a) 1i4/sa4:  

Basic Sentence: NP + FV (Full Verb) + Adv-Reason2  

+ T-Emph. 

(e.g. ro 	lo 
went 

Adv-Reason 

e.g. Nftorf 1)4 

for 
+ ni 

ni 

I nitori bes) 
that reason;  
+ NP + fi/se + FV 

mo 	fi/le 	lo 

'It was for that reason that I went.' 

(3) gb44/ti2: 

NP + FV + Adv-place3  

e.g. Tkin sun 
	

Moko 

'They slept 
	

in the farm' 

+ T-Emph. 	Adv-place + ni + NP + gbe/ti + FV 

e.g. L'oko 	ni min gbe/ti 

'It was in the farm that they slept' 

14dv-Reason' (like 'Adv-place', etc.) is merely a mnemonic 
label for a syntactic class. 

f 
 'Adv-Reason' in a basic clause 
+ NP (VP 	

i 
is the prepositional phrase ni 	r 	itor*

d tori
1 
 + NP- 

qualifier; itorf = 'cause; reason'). ',',(hen the prepositional 
phrase is transposed by T-Emph., ni is optional before tori and 
the NP tori'may be replaced by idi 'cause', ohun 'thing', or 
ab6js 'no wonder'. Whenever'abdj?' replaces 	ori', NP-qualifier 
is obligatorilydeleted., 

3 
'Adv-place: in a basic sentence is always the prepositional 
phrase ni + NP-place. In the derived sentence, ni is only 
optional. 
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(0) §e3: 

NP 	+ FV + Adv -purpose 

e.g. A 	lo 	ldti riw9n 

(We went in order to see them) 

+ T-Emph. ===-2) Adv -purpose + ni + NP + se + FV 

e.g. 	Lgti rf wen 	ni 	a 	e 19 

'It was in order to see them that we went' 

(a) s,e5/ti3: 

NP 	+ FV 	Adv -manner
5 

e.g., A 	ya 	baayi 

(We turned aside like this) 

+ TEmph. ===t),, Adv -manner + ni + NP + p/ti + FV 

e.g. 13:Vayi4'  ni a se/ti 

'This is how we turned aside' 

5 3 /ti also occur in basic clauses whenever the clauses 

are initiated by bil  and be (3.421).. 

'Adv -purpose' in a basic sentence always has the structure 

liti + verb; otherwise it is a clause initiated by kii  (see 
3.421). The elause'constituent lgti + verb  is an 'Adv -purpose' 
if and only if it can be transposed to sentence-initial 
position by T-Emph.; otherwise, it is a verbal noun in catenation 

with the preceding Full Verb (see 6.11). 

5 There are three different types of syntactic structure making 
up "Adv -manner': (a) 13i+ NP. When NP is tyf (this', lygn  that 
or two 'which', bl'+ NP results in by  'thus', betygn'in  that 
way', and bdIwo 'how' respectively. (b) Reduplicated or Rartiely 
reduplicated adverbials; e.g. wSmd-weind 'completely'; 	 

or AAA  'noisily (of dragging)'. (c) The NP kf (in questions) 
whenever it is substitutable for bglwo 
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(The Relative Transformation - T-Rel - also applies 

to Basic Sentences (a) and (b) with the replacement of ni by ti 

and, in the case of (a), the replacement of Adv-Reason by a 

NP selected from the list in 'footnote 2'). 

Five of the above seven VP elements (i.e. all except 

4/  .2 gbe 	) cannot be definitively classified as Aux. or Full 

Verb by any of our criteria. If they were auxiliaries, they 

could only be Preemptives since they can be preceded by Modals 

and all Intensifiers (see 9.1 and 9,34 below). One argument 

against classifying them as Pre-emptives is that they would be 

a sub-class of Pre-emptivesIthe only ones )whose occurrence is 

totally restricted to the structural pattern outlined above. 

But, in a sense, this argument against regarding them as 'Aux 

is also an argument against regarding them as Full Verbs; for 

if they would constitute a special and syntactically irregular 

sub-class of Pre-emptive elements, they would similarly constitute 

a special and irregular sub-class of Full Verb elements restricted 

to the kind of structural environment described above. There 

seems to be justification, therefote, for setting up a third 

sub-class of VP elements. For two reasons, however, rather than 

set up a third sub-class, we consider these VP elements as Full 

Verbs. 

Firstly, in a statement of the syntactic uses of VP 
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elements, auxiliaries (of undoubted status) are distributed in 

relation to these elements in exactly the same way as they are 

in relation to the Full Verbs ILIA, 

Secondly, if such a third sub-class of VP elements were 

set up, za and ti2 would be among its members. But these 

have been shown to have the Full Verb characteristic of 

nominalization by h-: a characteristic which they do not share 

with the other VP elements under present consideration. This 

would have the effect of placing juke and ti2  in two classes 

that are supposed to be distinct. 

In our view, all these elements are probably historically 

related to present-day homophonous Full Verb elements. That 

pat 	and ta
2 
 , for instance, are restricted to co-occurrence 

with place nominals or Place adverbials strongly supports our 

view that they may be historically related to the Full Verbs 

'live'; 'inhabit', and ti' from' which always have place-

nominals as their object. In a synchronic description, these 

are not very important factors to consider; but where, the 

syntactic status of VP elements are so difficult to decide, 

diachronic considerations would probably have been of use if 

historical evidence were available. 

The elements fi3  and te are also restricted to certain 

structural patterns. Both could be identified semantically 

with other more easily classified elements: by relying on 
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syntactic rather than on semantic criteria, we are led perhaps 

to over-differentiate homophonous elements. 

The element IA3, for instance, has the same meaning as f12  

'use', a Bound Full Verb that always requires a following NP in a 

simple sentence. We here distinguish fi from fi2 because it 

occurs in only one type of clause; and in that occurrence it is 

not easy to relate it syntactically to fi2  for two reasons: 

(i) The UP-obj associated with fi3  is always a Time-nominal; 

whereas the object of fi2  can be NP of any type. 

(ii) The object of fi2  may be transposed. to clause-initial position 

by an application of the Relative Transformation to the basic clause 

in which fi2 occurs. This transformation produces what may be 

labelled as a Relative-clause or ti-clause. The element fi3, on 

the other hand, occurs only in a : ti:clause; and what would be 

its basic clause is not grammatically acceptable in the way that 

the basic clause of the ti-clause containing fi2 is acceptable. 

Thus we may compare the following pairs (a) and (b): 

(a) (i) Derived: O
i miti:o fi2  la won 

'The hand with which you gathered them' 

(ii) Basic: 	0 fi2  owe Ice won• • 

'You gathered them with your hands.' 

(b) (i) Derived: 10)11. 	o ma fi3  de 

'By the time you will have arrived' 

(ii) Basic: 	*0 mita fi3  IgIAL de 

'You will spend time arriving'? 
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While a (ii) is a Yoruba sentence, b(ii) is not. The fact that fi3always 

occurs in a ti-clause, however, marks its status beyond any doubt: a 

clause always always involves the pre-positioning of a '11P-object' before the 

3 	2 Transitive Verb to which it is related, and this makes Pi, like fi, a V-tr. 

(On pp.166 ff., there is further discussion of the difference between these 

two and other 	forms used in this grammar). 

As for 	Bamgbofe (1966) cites it as 

Itd'or 'reach (preverb after kr) - p.69. 

Abraham (1958) includes it under the lexical entry 't(i'D'; but treats 

I this particular element as 'Ica. toe  before' (toeD, 7). There is a free verb 

to which may be glossed as 'reach; be sufficient: It could be argued that 

it is this same element that occurs after ki and that the distinction we 

make here between trI(Free Verb) and te(Beund Verb), like Abrahams 

description of it or Bamgbofe's classification of it as a "proverb after 

ki ", is a case of over-differentiation. For two reasons, however, we 

think there is justification for making the distinction tc51,/td First if 

our analysis recognized only a Free Verb td, we would still have to describe 

tcras a special kind of Free Verb which can precede or follow itself in 

the sequence tO to' as in: 
e 	e 	. 

Ka o to to 9i0 meta 'before three days% 

Secondly, the sequence tcl + Free Verb would be a Compound Verb; but this 

again would be a Compound Verb of a special type in view of the fact that 

there would be no plausible underlying clauses transformationally joined 

into a sentence containing two Free Verbs tc + Verb. 
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, 
If to

2 
 were regarded as an auxiliary, it would be a 

Pre—emptive because it can be preceded by members of the 

Intensifier sub—class. In this study, we regard it as a Full 

Verb for the following reasons: 

(i) As an auxiliary, it would be the only Aux element that is 

homophonous with a Full Verb to which it bears a partial 

semantic similarity. 

(ii) As an auxiliary, it would be the only Pre—emptive restricted 

to a Dependent clause — a fact that would destroy an important 

generalization in the statement of syntactic uses of auxiliaries. 

(H.) As a Full Verb, on the other hand, its distribution in 

relation to elements that are clearly established as auxiliary 

is identical with the distribution of the Full Verb 'Akan in 

relation to these auxiliaries (see 5.11, Table 2). 

(b) Elements which are not restricted to specific structural patterns  

There are only two of these: feree. 
I 	es - 	t  

, 
The element fer

6
ee is here regarded as a Full Verb for 

the following reasons. 	irst, if it were considered to be an 

Dowen 1853) cites this item as 'fere, adv'almost'...'. Abraham 
(1958) cites it as 'f0- 	(verb'uged adverbially in the sense 
of 'almost')...'. There is definitely an error of phonetic 
recording in Abraham (1953) and, unless the pronunciation of 
this form has changed in the past century, almost certainly in 
Bowen (1353). This error is repeated in Delen9 (1953) where the 
form is cited as 'fer4...adv (2)...'. 3amgboe (1966) cites it 
as 'f*“ almost', an 'unrestricted preverb'. Whatever the 
origin of this element, which is almost certainly a fusion of more 
forms than one, it is difficult today to see what its parts are 
and we record it as 'fdre' and not 'fqW. 

6 
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auxiliary element, its polysllabic nature would make it a 

suspicious element. Furthermore, it does not behave like 

auxiliaries when the clause in which it occurs is negatived. 

All auxiliaries which may be negatived in Free clauses of 

Primary Pattern normally co-occur with the Primary Negator Kb  

(see 10.211, All). aile the element fqrie may be negatived 

in clauses of this type, it never co-occurs with KO (10.211, Al); 

it always selects the Secondary Negator, MAX (10.211, BI). 

e.g. Positive: 4On feree le dide (They could nearly stand) 
s 

Negative: W(in fqrle ma le (fide (They could hardly stand) 

*W9n kb ferel dide. 

If feree were to be classified as an auxiliary, it would be the 

only auxiliary that is syntactically irregular in this respect. 

On the other hand, if classified as a Full Verb, it would be 

- found to share this syntactic distribution with the Full Verb 

elements jjh and 
.•••••11•1. 

The element sebb cannot be tested as a Full Verb or an 

auxiliary by any of the criteria we have used so far7. It 

seems to be a foreign element in the language and is recorded 

7Bamgboe (1966) cites this element as "s6bA4  'usually" (p.70, 
and notes that it cannot be followed by 'the verbal particle' - 
i.e. a. We follow Abraham (1958) in regarding the element as 
sgbb because we attest seiba unfurl and sgbb ri. The final g of 
Jiamgboe's form seems to be, in fact, an assimilated rt. 
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in Abraham (1958) as a loan from Hausa. There, are, however, three 

reasons why we classify it as a Full Verb rather than an Auxiliary. 

First, if classified as an Auxiliary, it mould be the only Aux. 

element that cannot occur directly before a Full Verb; an intervening 

M or man Is obligatory. Secondly, it can be preceded by M which is 

normally the last element in a sequence of auxiliaries; sWa. cannot 

be regarded as an Aux occurring after M in a sequence of auxiliaries 

because of the frequently attested sgb‘a rir + FV in which it also 

precedes M. Thirdly, if regarded as a Full Verb, the syntactic 

distribution of sAt‘a, in relation to auxiliaries is identical with 

the distribution of such easily classified Full Verb elements as  

e etc. (see 5.11, Table 2). 

5.023 	What may be regarded as a third difficulty in precisely defining 

the elements of our Complex Verb group is the fact that some of the 

elements regarded in this study as second Bound Verb elements in 

Complex Verb structure have been traditionally classified as prepositions. 

For instance, Delane (1958) includes siand ni in his class of 

prepositions (p.lxvi). There is need to explain why re break with this 

ype of descriptive tradition to classify these as verbal elements. 

Regarding them here as Bound (Full) Verb elements is not to 

deny that some of these elements can have prepositional use. However, 

we think it would be useful if we clarified which occurrence is regard-

ed in the present study as prepositional and which is regarded as verbal. 

For us, the syntactic status of such elements is in doubt only when 

they occur between a verbal element and a NP as in: 

Vb 
	

NP 

(i) Mo simi 
	

London II rested in London' 

(ii) NA gb‘ e 
	•ner 	'I put it on the fire'. 
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If we label the underlined elements and others occurring in that 

position in clause structure as 
	

then the seouence 

'Verb... + x + NP' 

in the above sentences may be analysed as 

Verb + x + NP 

or 

Verb+ + NP) 

where verb + x is a Complex Verb and x + NP is a prepositional phrase. 

As a test of the structure of such a sequence, we suggest the 

application of -Emph. to a simple clause in which it occurs. If the 

sequence verb + m cannot be split by the operation of -Emph, then the 

sequence is a Complex Verb and x itself is a Bound Verb. But if 

T-Emph. split's the sequence in such a way that there is a resultant 

x + NP in sentence-initial position, then x is a preposition, not a 

verb. As an illustration, if the sentences (b) can be derived from 

the corresponding sentences of (a), then the elements underlined in 

(a) are NOT verbal elements; if, however, they cannot be so derived, 

then and only then are., the underlined elements verbs; and together with 

preceding verbs they constitute Complex Verbs. 

(-)) (±) Ko simi ni London 

(ii) ho 19 ZLondon 

(iii) lo gbel e 

(b) (i) Ni London ni no ti simi 

)*Si
e 
 London ni no 12 

• 
(iii)*Ka 'na mi no gbe e 

. not grammatical 

By thi,,  demand, ni in a ‘a is 

	

	 and k prepositional element while si 

na 

'I rested in London' 

'I went to London' 

'I put it on the fire' 

in 	 re verbal elements N? may be deleted 

deletion is only optional. 

b 	but its 
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This test by T-EMph, however, does not resolve 

decisively in all cases the status of ni. From the 

sentence: 

,(a) (iv) Mo ftiri 0j6.  ni  obi 'I gave Ojo cola', 

T-EMph produces: 

(b) (iv) Obi ni mo ftn 0.16 

in which ni is obligatorily deleted. The element ni cannot 

be easily classified as either preposition or verb, given that 

neither of the following sentences is vell-formed: 

' *Ni obi ni mo fun 6je- 

*Ohl ni mo 

Any rule stating that ni is obligatorily deleted in 

of an acceptable sentence cannot support the verbal 

than the prepositional status of ni. 

the forming 

anymore 

In this study, we classify 	as a verbal element in the 

verb group of a iv and similar sequences because, as shown in 

5.244 below we consider the verb group of all such sequences to 

be transformationally derived from verbal bases. Thus 

derives from 	 han...ni...  (e.g. in hIn 	Qya) from 

	  etc. Vie find support for our classification of ni as a 
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verbal element in Bamgbop (1966) which regards ni as a Post-

verb (p.78), and in E.C. Rowlands (1967), p.737. Even as a 

verbal element, however, as E.C. Rowlands(1967) notes on p.737, 

ni'is special in the senses that 

(a) while it is transitive, it cannot be followed by 

object pronouns; 

(b) it is obligatorily deleted after the operation of T-Emp . on 
is 

the simple clause in which it occurs and soLnever used 

without a following object. 

5.1 STRUCTURAL SUB-CLASSES OF THE COMFY./ VERB 

5.10 	DEFINING THE SUB-CLASSES 

Characteristically, as pointed out in 5.01, a Bound (Pull) 

Verb is obligatory in the structure of a Complex Verb. The other 

verbal element may be a Free Verb or another Bound (Full) Verb. 

This means that there are three broad structural sub-classes of 

Complex Verbs: 

1. Bound + Bound 

2. Bound + Free 

3. Free + Bound 

There are two kinds of patterns in the combination of the 

verbal elements. These are: 

Free Pattern: When the verbal element combining with the 

obligatory Bound Verb is chosen from an open set of verbs. 
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Fixed Pattern: When this verbal element is fixed by usage and 

there is no choice. Sometimes the fixed partner of the Bound 

Verb is selected from a• small set of items. This, however, does 

not raise a practical problem; for instance, it is not nece arY 

to ask: 'how many verbal elements must there be in the set from 

which the partner is chosen before we regard it as a free rather' 

than a restricted choice?' In the few cases in which the partner 

of the Bound Verb is chosen from a set, all elements in the set 

are semantic variants; e.g. -1:,rf and ta in gb5:/ta 	both mean 

'to move in a menacing way'. 

The pattern differentiation, Free/Fixed, does not apply to 

sub-class 1 (Bound + Bound); but (2) and (3) may be sub-cla sified 

as 

2(a): Bound + Free ; in Free Pattern. 

(b): 	II 	; in Fixed Pattern. 

3(a): Free + Bound"; in Free Pattern. 

(b): 	 ; in Fixed Pattern. 

These four andsub-class 	e the Complex Verb sub-class structures 

recognized in the table of Complex Verbs below. In the table 

it-elf, we further break down these structural sub-classe., on various 

criteria; e.g. whether the obligatory Bound Verb in (2) 
	

(3) are 

Transitive or Intransitive; or, in the case of(2,0, what Auxiliaries 

are permitted to intervene between the Intransitive Bound Verb and 

the Free element. 
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5.11 	TABLE 2 : SUB-CLASSES OF COMPLEX VERBS 

	--m 	 
2 BOUND VBS. ONE BOUND VERB IN COMBINATION WITH ONE FREE VERB. 

1. BD + BD 2. BOUND + FREE u 	3. FREE + BOUND 

n a. Free Pattern, b. Fixed Pattern 

vb + 

vb + 

✓I) + 

vb + 

vb + 

a.Free Pat.  

• sc2 vb + de 
vb + 

Aa 

144/ka 

vb+ 

vb+ 

vb 

vb 

vb 

vb 
vb 
vb 

vb 

vb 

vb 

vb 

vb 
vb 

vb 
vb 

vb 
vb 
vb 
vb 
vb 

vb 

6 	4 

k94...164/13/1 

.05  

de0...a6  
.10u.a .40f3 

7 	.6 pa .44.da 7 	.2 pa ...4mo 
: pa7  ....p 39 

•4 	• 3 tu 	p9 
1.. si3  

da 	+ vb 
mO4mq + vb 

*dede + 

Irak= + 

to 	-+ 
,2 

*1 Orii + 

fi3 	+ 
fi4/13434 + 

2 041u2 .1.  

gagx + 

plpl, + 

03 	+ 
ee5/ti3  + 

+ 
*3 gbock  + 

..4, J90?) + 

1 

4 jimi,c, 	.4.  
k(k6) + 
oga + 

If tet1 + 1 
1 	tl.c(oe?  + IL ir 

b.Fixed Pelt. 

di13  

kma2  
'2 si 

Aih#2  

ta5  

.0.1.1•••••••••••01•60.111111111 

.1 	2 tif ...ba 
ke/ee..k6 

kan2 

lo.1  .3  

1,3112/y1...po 

+ v-tr 

+ v-tr 

+ v-tr 

+ vb 

+ vb 

+ vb 

+ vb 

+vb 

vb + 

v-ti? + ni • 

-11 

1. The superscripts marking the verbal elements in this Table are those used in 
Appendix I. When these Complex Verbs are cited in the rest of this study, the 
superscripts are included only where omission may cause confusion. 

2. NOTATION: In 2a(B), all starred groups permit Aux. between their verb elements 

* permitted Aux M only; *1 : permitted Aux 

MO all Pre-emptives, except ti, fi. 
•••••• 

* 3 ; 	m, 1, ti; 	permitted Max 

• 5 	. all Pre-emptives 
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5.2 NOTES ON THE COMPLEX VERBS LISTED 

5.21 	1. BOUND 4. BOUND: 

These are divided into two sets: 

(a) ea...4.., and k9...14(sf.... in which both verbal 

elements are Transitive; 

(b) the rest in which only the first verbal element is 

Transitive. 

5.211 In the first set, (a), each Bound Verb element is obligatory 

followed by NP in basic clause structure. The NP following 

the first Bound Verb is limited  to the words 211 'eyes, face' 
and 2, subject to the qualification to be given for k9 si  

The NP following the second Bound Verb is usually a NP-place. 

e.g. (a) 0 da ojWorfk9 	London 
'You turned in the direction 

(b) 0 k9 ojt.Vorf le ii.n1 London 
of London' 

(c) 0 kg ojtVorf sf 41)124 London 

(ea. (ojtVorl) kg and k9 (ojti/orl) le/si'may be interpreted as 

'head for'). In sentence (b), k9 ojti le  is sub-standard; but it 

is attested. 

Both elements of k9...81... have freer choice of a following 

NP. Any part of the body that is capable of being physically 

oriented may serve as NP after k9; while personal pronouns as 

well as concrete nouns may serve as NP after si, 
e.g. 0 k9 9hin si wa 	'You turned you back on us' 

'0 k9 eti didi sf aya r9 'You turned a deaf ear to your wife' 

5.212 	In the second set, (b),the Complex Verbs 	pa...el, and 

pa...0 are different from the others in that, the first Bound 

Verb of each belongs to Intransitive class Alb (3.223); that 
is b‘a and 22. are potentially Transitive; e.g. 
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'Aso mi b'a ji 	'My dress was spoilt' 

0 	a?o mi j( 	'You spoilt my dress' 

(Cpa ea (sf burgkg) 'It returned to a bad state' 

Wkin pa g a (sIburlIti) 'It was turned to a bad state' 

pa.. .p?: 
	

WOn pa pli) 
	

'They merged' 

- A pa min p's) 
	

'We merged them'. 

The others occur with their first elements obligatorily 

Transitive; e.g. 

dg...sf 'spare' 0 d 	*ginal sf 'You spared the tree' 

dA...n1 'hold' 0 a ?gba nt !If 'You held the cane' 

pa...msf 'keep' 0 pa ?gba nam 'You stored the cane away' 

'Scrape together' 	0 tu owd d4 

'You scraped some money together' 

4...81 	'honour' : 63/ mi 	 honoured me' 

5.22 	2(a). BOUND t FREE: FREE PATTERN: 

5.221 Bound Verb. '+NP': In the first set in which the Bound Verb is 

followed by an obligatory NP in basic clause structure, there 

are two sub-sets: one in which the Free Verb is V-tr only 

(+ V-tr), and the other in which the Free Verb may be Transitive 

or Intransitive (+ Vb). We consider first the case with V-tr. 

In the structure 'Bound Verb + NP + V-tr', the NP inter-

vening between the two Complex Verb constituents is the pre-

posed 'object' of V-tr. The interpretation of the sequence 

definitely involves the re-positioning of NP after the Free 
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Verb element. The relationship of the Bound Verb to the 

following NP does not involve transitivity in spite of our 

requirement in 3.225 that a verb should be considered as Transitive 

if it can be followed by the object form of a pronoun. This is 

because we consider this to be a sequence derived from a basic 

sequence 'Bound Verb + V-tr + NP'. There are two points in 

support of this. Firstly, in the semantic interpretation of the 

sequence, there is no connection between the Bound Verb and NP; 

rather, NP is semantically connected with the Free Verb. Secondly, 

in two of the three instances of this sequence, the sequence we 

here postulate as basic in fact exists and has the same meaning 
	7 

as the sequence where the NP is pre-posed to the Free Verb. The 

reason why we deal with 'Bound Verb + NP + V-tr' as syntactically 

separate from 'Bound Verb + V-tr + NP' is that in the case of 

bu...V-tr,  there is no corresponding bu V-tr  (+NP) as an actual 

sequence; while in syntactic description we may regard it as the 

form underlying the actual sequence, we cannot cite it in a list 

in which all other sequences are actual. 

Examples:  
• 't 
0 ti bu iwe naa ko He has nearly finished writingthebook' 

I 
(Cf. non-grammatical : *Cti 	ko 	e nat.) 

,2 
da...V-tr 0 dS igi y9n gbe 	'You lifted that log all alone' 

(Cf. 0 dg gbe igi y9n 'You alone lifted that log') 

tiln...V-tr 0 ttin aso yen 1,0? 	'You re-adjusted that dress on you' 

(Cf. 0 tin w9 as,9 yen 'You wore that dress again 
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In the structure of 'Bound Verb... Vb', it may be 

necessary to explain the difference between the forms of fi 

:we are using hero, especially between fi1 and the other fi forms. 

The verbal element fi occurs in the following sentences: 

(i) Oft fi iwe mi pa mo. 'He put my book away' 

(ii) 6 fi 1176' na 	won 'He gave them the book' 

• (iii) d'fi eatl, gbA a 	'He kicked it with his boots' 

(iv) d'fi ?gbion gbl 	'He cleverly got it' 

(v) ti mo fi w l'oko 'When I was on the farm' 

(vi) T'orl ly9n l'Oun fi ktiAl 'That's why he left'. 

In our view, there are four different types of fi in the above 

examples. The fi occurring in (vi) has been described as fi4  on 

p.150 above; while that occurring in (v) has been described as fa. 

on pp. 154-155. The occurrences of fi in sentences of the types (i) 

(iv) have so far not been described in this study. 

The fi occurring in (iii) and. (iv) can be glossed in English 

as fuse'; the NP following this occurrence of fi is, in notional 

terms, an instrument used to do what is specified in the following 

Free Verb. This is the occurrence of fi that is referred to in this 

study aS fi. 

The fi occurring in (i) and. (ii), however, cannot be glossed 

as 'use'; and it is indeed difficult to gloss it as anything in 

English. Its meaning may be roughly given as 'put, take'. This 

verbal element is labelled fil  in this study. 

The distinction we are making between fi and fi2  has the 

implication that in sequences like 	 and 	 we need to 
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recognize two different Complex Verbs in each case: one in which 

fi1 occurs and the other in which fi2  occurs. This may appear to 

be a case of over-differentiation. But, in view of the following 

pairs of sentences in (1) and (2), we do not think this, in fact, 

is a case of over-differentiation. 

1. (a) Ta l' 6 fi 	1)1 4 	'What business of his is it?' 

	

(b) Ta 1'4 fi ow8r Wl 9' 	'Who bribed him with money?' 

2. (a) Ta l'O'fi 114-ki.ko rn e 'Who asked you to write books?' 

(b) Ta 	fi ow6 rEln q 	'Who sent the money through you?' 

In the first pair, fi...b‘q in (a) is semantically different from 

12:11121 in (b). Similarly, the two occurrences of fi...ran in the 

second pair have two different meanings. 

Anomalies in the occurrence of "fi1' and 'fi2' 

Fi1 and fi2 are anomalous in the sense that when their object 

is a non-emphatic 3 Pers. _Singular pronoun, it is not expressed; 

: 0 fi pa m4 	'e put it away' 
(cf. 0 fi md'pa rati 'He hid me') 

: 0 fi s'obeln 'He used it to make medicine' 
(cf. 6 ri w6:1 s'o'oein 'He used them to make 
medicine). 

Fi1 is further anomalous in the sense that it shares the 

privilege of occurrence of Free Verbs in two ways. First, it 
, 

occurs before 14 and si (which are normally preceded by likPOIL Verbs) 

to produce the Complex Verbs fi...14... and 	 Secondly, 

as noted on p. 247 below, it can occur before the non-splitting 

form of pa m4 to produce the Composite Verb fi(VP) pa 

In these two positions, no other Bound Verb occurs. 

e.g. 
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The Individual Complex Verbs 

inc. • 6 bg mi ko 1t mi 	'He wrote my letter for me' 

6 bit mi j9 iqu 	'He ate yam with me' 

6 bg mi 19 	 'He went for me' 

He went with me' 

e examples show, the Complex Verb bg'...Vb  has two 

meaning types: one is paraphrasable by the Complex Verb Vb 	(3a) 

and the other by the Compound Verb Verb + 01tL  The ambiguity is 

lexical and is traceable to bg. The two mem-ling types are 

represented in the following paraphrases: 

(d'19 f1.61 mi 	'He went for , 
0 ba mi 19 

0 19 016 mi 'He went with me' 

When Vb in bg...Vb is either sun or non-Transitive, 
=MEM 	 11MIIMIMIIMOMM•1•10 	 ,••11=1 

this semantio two-way pattern does not hold; the Complex Verbs 

bg...san  (lit. sleep with') and bg...qe (lit. 'do with') mean 
4=MEN•011110 

'have sexual intercourse'. 

fil...Vb:  

Vb as 'V-intr.': e.g. 0 fi is` 'ix; 'You had a scratch on your foot' 

Vb as 1V-tr.': e.g. 0 fi iwg ft.in mi 'You gave me a book' 

Sometimes when Vb of this pattern is V-tr., T-ni 1 operates 

as follows: 

(HP+) ti' 
	

+.V-tr. + NP2 

(NP-0 V-tr. + NP2 + n1 + HP1 

e.g. Mo 
	

fun 9 	Mo fun o ni iwe 

(I gave a book to you) (I gave you a book). 
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Even though this Transformation is somewhat unproductive, 

there are several pairs of expressions distinguished only by 

fil...V-tr  and V-tr...rdwhich  are freely substitutable for each 
other in everyday usage; e.g. - 

fi...4... : Ta 11 dr fi ?jqr 14¶? 

Ta 116 14 4 11 
 ?id? 'Is it any business of his?' 

fl.. .fun... 
 : Mo fi Iwg fn e II gave you a book' 

Mo fun e n° Iwo 

 	Ta 11  6 fi 	rgn ?? 

Ta 11  g rein ? 	i94? 
'Who asked you to do it?' 

Ward (1952) is the only study of the Yoruba Verb that notes 

that the verbal sequence Vb + ni raises a problem (parag. 319, 

p. 144); but the author stops with the following statement: 

Ni "is used with a number of verbs which can take two 

objects ..but I have not found it possible to say 

what this word is. It is frequently untranslatable. 

The usage with fun 'give' is the commonest example..." 

As we show below (5.421) Vb + n‘can be derived from at least 

three underlying structures by the use of different Transformations. 

One of these underlying structures is a clause containing the 

Complex Verb fi...V-tr.  
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...+ Vb:  e.g. 6 fi 09 Ja 	'He fought with a knife'  

, 
W6 fi on iya-9m9 bi 	'They appealed to him in 

the name of all mothers' 

Wcin fi 	gbig e 	'They lifted it with a machine'. 

mu ...Vb: 	e.g. bOgiin y9n mu mi sun 

'That drug made me sleep' 

6 mi Wagbe 	mi 

'It made me forget my suffering' 

ia ...Vb:  e.g. 	-min ti London we'. 

'They came from London' 

Win ti 12htin 	etO won 

'They made their arrangements from there' 

5.222 	Bound Verbs  '-NP' 

The only point of syntactic interest in this pattern is 

presented in the Table of Complex Verbs (5.11 above); namely, 

that certain Auxiliaries of the Pre-emptive sub-class may 

occur between the Bound Verbs and the partner Free Verb. This 

section is devoted to exemplification in order to provide the 

semantic interpretation of the Complex Verbs, especially since 

most of their Bound Verbs do not express meanings that we can 

gloss like the other verbs in Appendix I. 
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,2 
da + Vb 	Mo dd yan 'I marched alone' 

Mo de se is nda 'I did the work alone' , 

(Tbis Complex Verb was postulated as the basic 

form of da... + Vb  in 5.221 above). 

mbdelo Vb 	Mo mcimii du 	'I intentionally fled' 

Mo m0m4 	 'I deliberately broke i 

dtdt + Vb : :6 d6d6 h? 	'He simply fled (i.e. while no-one 
expected him to)' 

.Mo dede ri i 	All of a sudden, I found it 

feree + Vb : Mo feree kd 	'I nearly died' 

0 feree 1U ml pa 	'You nearly beat me to death' 

ni%.  kan + Vb : 0 nikan g? 	'You hid alone' , 

0 'Akan ?e 6 	'You did it unaided' 

,2 
to + Vb 	ki'. 6 td kd 	'before he died' 

ki o td se 	'before you do it' 

+ Vb 	: igba ti won yie fi tObi 'by the time they will have 
grown big' 

titi ti
. 
 wo
,
n fi pa a 	'until they killed it' 

+ Vb 	Tori bee ni 6 fi/se sen 'That was why he slept' p. 

AbAjo tie  win fi/se 1.12 i 'No wonder they beat you' 

gbe4/ti2  + Vb: N'ibi tiw4n gbe/ti A sin 

'While (lit, where) they were sleeping 

London ni win gbe/ti se e 

'London is the place where it is made' 

jaja + Vb : 	0 jeje sun 	'You managed to sleep' 

0 Sajh se 'ken yi 'You managed to do this one' 1 

fi4/„4 
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+ Vb : O'p'a/p'ap'a d6ra 'It was good after all' 

0 pVID'al, le e 'You did it after all/in 

spite of our warning' 

: ki a baa le ri w9n ni a ye y 

'We turned aside in order that we might see them' 

lAti Aran ni mo 9e san lye owO'y'n 

'I paid so much in order that I might watch the show' 

By( ni a ye/ti 

'This is how we turned aside' 

B61wo ni e se/ti ye e 

'How did you do it?' 

4t  
Vb Min 40 y9 

'They have just escaped' 

A AO ye 4 

'We have only recently done it' 

gb04 + Vb : A gbWi) y9 	'We must escape' 

A gbOA 	'We must finish it 

J?/ili?/4J7 Vb; A 4/Sii?/i9j? Y? 'We escaped together' 

A 	 par. r'e 'We finished it fogethert  

jinni) + Vb : Won j114 y9 (nin4 ewOn) 
1 	 I 	I 

'They escaped together (from prison) 
.N A A jum9 gb'ero rq 

'We plotted it together 
, 

4/44 * Vb : 0 k9/1*6: funfun 'It was white at first' 

O14/41c(5,, bl olArin 'She first had a daughter 

13 
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sgb& + Vb : Wen sgb'L 63,9 	 'They often escape' 

, • 
Won saba n se e 	'They often do it' 

tet + Vb : KO tete dtidti 	 'It did not turn blackcmickly' 

Mo tete e e 	 quickly did it' 

tti(n)bZ? + Vb : Mo tU(n)bi? sun 	'I moved further away' 

Mo tU(n)e9 lb 	'I gave him more beating' 

tUn + Vb : 	A ttin yo 	 'We escaped again' 

A tun se .44.  na 	'We did the work again' 

(This Complex Verb was postulated in 5.221 above as the basic 

form underlying tun...V-tr).  

5.23 	2(h) BOUND + FREE : FIXED PATTERN 

5.231 Bound Verb, '+  

b...0/ti 	'fail to achieve' : 0 ba otinj9 yi kb/ti 

'You failed to finish this food' 

be...w4 	'look at; visit 
' 	. 0 be wa wo 'He visited us' 

(As with dgn...w'a  below, and with 	 

and tUn...V-tr  in 5.221 above, it is necessary here to postulate 

a basic structure Bound Verb + V-tr  in order to relate the 

intervening NP to the Free Verb wZ), even though there is no 

actual sequence b wO NP or dgn wb NP) 
0 

dg...dUrg 'cause to stop' : Mo da a dUro stopped it' 

(The Bound Verb dg is a Verb of Intransitive Class Al(b) 

(3.223). Thus: 0 dg dire 'It stopped'). 
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dcf....kia, 'to stride over' 	Mo dd. a k9jcil  

'I strode over it' 

den...wO Itotest' 	 Mo dal won 

'I tested them' 

'to draw together : Mo pa 'lkUn yln de 

'I shut that door' 

(Ea  is a verb of the Intransitive Class Alb (3.223); thus, 

114kUn y?n pa de' 

'That door snapped shut' is also graranntical) 

pa...de is synonymous with pa...pi) dealt with in 

5.212 above. 
, 

iU...j9 	'scrape together' ; 0 tu owo di? i9 

'You scraped some money together' 

tu...j9 is synonymous with t11....p in 5.212 above. 

304,e4, 	 'change...to (another form)' has a different pattern 

from the above 2(b) Complex Verbs in that the Free 

Verb constituent is followed by a NP: 

Win s9 	Ope 

'They made a fool of him' 

In this Complex Verb di is the more common of the 

Free Verb variants* 

50232 Bound Verb, '  

p 	se 'to be finished': 

III yb.z pan. 'This work is finished' (Abraham 1958, p.1181 

" bit ?e 

'faint': Omo yen dA kd 'That boy fainted' 
I 	I 	f 
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5.24 	3(a) FREE + BOUND : FREE PATTERN 

5.241 Bound Verb, '+  

Vb + de... : Ma rin de mi 	'Keep walking till I come' 

, 	. 6 se ijangban de bilb4 r1 'He causedtrouble before his 
father's arrival' 

Vb + fin...: Old w fin mi 	'Olu supports met(lit.Olit existsfbr me) 

O wdis fin won 'You found them a job' 

Vb + ka... : d ri be k4 'le 'He is bounding about in the house' 

d fin 01 ey n6 kd 'gibe 

(He sprinkled the bird's blood over the bush) 

(kd is a verb of Transitive class lb (3.223); hence the 

NP following it is optional). 

Vb + 4... • • • 0 to le ori-aga 	'You jumped on the chair' 

O la lwe Ic agogo mi 'You put books on my watch' 

Vb + 	is a variant of Vb 	le...  whenever Vb is the 

element gbe 'lift, put'. Thus, 

O gbe e le ori.'--ega 
'You set it on top of the chair' 

ka tf 

This Complex Verb, however has its most frequent 

occurrence in the fixed form ka 'le 'right on the 

ground': e.g. 

6 fi 9 ka '11 	'He smashed it all on the ground' 

o puri ka '11 	'He multiplied his lies' 

(lit. He spread lies on the ground) 

V-tr 
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Vb 	1U... : Mge 4ubli 1U ml 

ju ektita lu u 

Vb 
	

6 so nui w9n 

6 we geltad eti- 

Don't fall on me' 

'I hit him with a stone' 

'It stuck to them' 

'She tied the scarf around 
her ears' 

4 Vb 	54 
 

i : Si expresses the meaning 'in the direction of, 

towards' when Vb involves 

otherwise, it expresses a 

.1 
is not easy to gloss. Si 

the notion of movement; 

notion 'locative' which 

is always followed by 

NP-place or a NP describing the state of a thing; 

e.g. 6 pade. sf 	hidgra 	It returned to a had coddition' 

0 19 si 

% 

0 mu fere si enu 

'You went to Lagos' 

'He set the flute to his lips' 

,2 	f2 . 
Vb 4. Si ... 	si is a Bound Verb of Transitive Class 1 (a) and 

is always followed by object pronouns or nouns other 

than NP-place. 

91d re ta si wa 'His affluence favourably affected us' 

(lit. '...was dispersed to us'). 

0 s9 eke, si i 'You threw a missile at it' 

f2 
AL. with a 3 Pers. Sg. object (si i) also has 

idiomatic use with 

roughly put as 'in 

f e.g. Rin die si . 

f % 	I 
No j9 die si 

. 

Mo bh sii i 

an znglish meaning that may be 

addition to; more'. 

'Do a little more walking' 

'I ate a little more' 

'I added to it'. 

an  
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The 3 Pers. Sg. pronoun may, of course, be 

replaced by the noun it stands for (with 

unchanged meaning); but whenever it is not so 

replaced, the semantic interpretation of si i 

is fixed in the sense indicated above. 

Vb + ti... : • Mo duro ti i 
	

II stood by him' 

No gbe e ti giri 	'I rested it against a wall' 

(Aenever Vb in this Complex Verb is V-tr, the 

NP afterti is optional). 

V-tr +  

6e are treating this separately because it is different 

from the others in three ways. Firstly, it is the only 3(a) 

Complex Verb in which the first element is obligatorily V-tr. 

Secondly, in all Complex Verbs, T-Emph. and T-Rel. have the 

effect of bringing into clause-final position the second 

verbal element whenever the NP following it is transposed to 

initiaLpoition in the derived structure. Thus, the following 

basic clauses (1) become (2) by T4mph., and (3) by T-Rel. 

(Complex Verb constituents underlined): 

(1)(a) Mo bg a je iqu 'I ate yams with him' 

(b)  0 ko 11.1 'You stumbled against me' 

(c)  0 scs) Oki) 	si la 'You threw a missile at us' 

(2)(a) Isu ni mo bg a je 'It was yams I ate with him' 

(b)  Eau ni o ko li 1 'It was me you stumbled against' 

(c)  Alva ni 0 so Oki) si 'It was us you threw a missile& 
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(3) (a) Thu tit mo b‘. a j 
A 

(b) Emi tioko li  

(c) Awa t o so bk sit' 

'The yams I ate with him' 

on whom you stumbled' 

'We at whom you threw a missile' 

In the case of Vb + 	however, the Bound Verb ni is obliga- 

torily deleted in final position in derived structures like 

(2) and (5). 

In the third place, the Complex Verb Vb + 	is not, like 

the others, a basic structure; it is derived from three different 

underlying structures which determine the three different 

meanings attributable to it. The underlying structures are: 

I. fi + NP1 + V-tr + NP2 
I / 

e.g. fi awo fun mi 

'give me money' 

+ NP2 + 	NP1 

fun mi ni owo 

The lexical items that may fill the slot V-tr here constitute 

only a restricted subset of the long list of Transitive Verbs, 

This Transformation (which we label as T- 1) has been 

exemplified in 4.312 and 5.221 above. It is necessary, however, 

to point out here that this constitutes a meaning type that is 

totally different from the other two because the meaning can be 

traced only to the underlying structure described here. 

V-tr + NP1 + NP2-poss. 	V-tr + NP2-obj + rd. + NP1 

e.g. a aya 'ore' lit 	%, fe Ore" r ni gya - 	• 	• 

'court his friend's wife' 
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0 
We label the Transformation involved here as T-ni 2. The 

constituents INP2-poss' andINP2-obj' in the above operation are 

to be interpreted as 'Possessive form of NP2' and 'Object form 

of NP2' respectively. It is only in the pronominal forms that 

there is any phonological difference between these two; but the 

distinction is marked in the nature of tonal link with forms 

immediately preceding them. 

This is a very productive Transformation, since almost 

any basic clause containing the underlying structure stated above 

can be transformed by T-ni 2. 

Examples,: (Vb + ni  underlined in the examples) 

0 14  mi it hwo 
	

'You broke my plate' ((0 fci bwo mi) 

6c fe ()re r l'aya 	'He is courting his friend's wife' 

(46 A 	aya 4r4 

viin 	mi ni kk 
	

'They stole my cycle' (cW(in ji kik4 mi) 

III, 	V-tr + NP1 + mi + NP2 ---). 	V-tr + NP2 + ni + NP1 

e.g. fi 	kbme? mci mi 	 f4 	( mi ni Id* 

'Struck a club-blow on me' 	'struck me with a club' 

We label this Transfomation as T-ni 3.  Its basic structure 

involves the use of a restricted sub-set of the Complex Verb 

verb + mei... • V-tr of the basic structure consists of verbs 

meanineto strike, hit'. 

List: 

VP-tr = dg, fi, gbg, gbO, jg, jan, kan, ku, 1A/le lb, nh, nl, ro, 
„ s6, san, ti, wo, won # 
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These expressions are fixed and all describe different forms 

of 'striking' or 'hitting'. In a few cases the NP occurring 

after the listed verbs (i.e. the instruments used in 'striking') 

are also fixed; where this is so, we list the lexical items 

that can occur as the NP. Fintilly, this list is not presumed 

to be complete because we have attested a form like fir (NP = ggba 

'lash') which is acceptable to two informants with a common 

dialectal background and not to others; this suggests not only 

that the method used in this case in judging what is sub-standard 

(i.e. a concensus) may be rather arbitrary but also that if there 

were more informants with a wider range of dialectal background, 

this list may be longer. 

Examples: (only sentences with basic structure are cited; the 

derived structure is given only in the first example 

but applies to all other basic sentences as well). 

dEt' 	d'dg'igi 	mi 
'He struck me with a stick' 

dt mi n'igi 

f(f 	0, fcigi mIr  mi 	'He struck me with a stick' 

(NP = heavy object) 

gbd" 	dgbg'periPS mci'mi 	'He struck me with a baton' 
, 	,,, 

gbd' : 	0 gbo ggba 4.mi 	'He struck me with a lash' 

(NP = ?gba, 'lash', '91)/1 'staff') 
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ja 	• 	CijS egba 	idi mi 	'He struck my buttocks with a lash' 

(NP = light object) 

jan 
	

d'jan Ad6 m9 qtu nah 	'He struck a heavy blow on the 
antelope with a matchet 

(NP = heavy object) 

1(61 	d' ka andel' m6 mi 	'He struck me with a baton' 

(NP = iko 'knock on the head'; kciridei 'baton') 

kU 	• • 6 ku 	 on mi 	'He struck my head with a whip 
with many lashes' 

(NP = aso 'cloth'; .4rImi? 'whip with many lashes') 
I 

1W4 : d la igi It4 mi 	 He struck me with a stick' 

1U 	: 	0 lu igi mi mi 	'He struck me with a stick' 

nU 	6 na igi mi mi 	'He whipped me with a stick' 

(NP = light object wielded smartly) 

ni • • 	0 nI Ud‘ml mi 	'He struck me with a matchet' 

(NP = '4dA 'matchet'; 9gbe 'matchet-blow') 

r6 	• rd' OA mci mi 	'He struck me with a staff' 

(NP = v5,ba 'lash', OA 'staff, stick') 

se 	: 	Mo setkilmL mc5 o 	'I struck him heavily with a club' 

(NP = heavy object) 

WO set hd 6? 	'They struck a matchet blow on him' 

(NP = hdA 'matchet'; 904 'matchet-blow') 

6 sAn inn mci mi 	'He flung an iron rod to hit me' 

ti • 	• 	lora sada'. m4 4 	 'He struck it with the blunt edge of 
a matchee. 

wet 	d wc 114 m? eti. mi 	'He crashed a blow on my ear with 
a book' 

(NP = heavy object) 
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• won 	• 	Yo won igi md o 
P 

'I flung a stick at him and hit him' 

'  Sentences using verb + ni...  derived by T-ni3  are unlikely 

to be confused with sentences derived by T-ni 1 or T-ni 2, 

especially because of the restriction on membership of V-t . 

But there are a few cases of ambiguity as exemplified by the 

following: 

d kdh kdrid6 mi 'He broke my baton' 
6 kdh mi rdkchidti 

6 	kdri dd mci mi 'He struck me with 
a baton' 

T-ni 2 and T-ni 3  may operate on parts of the same basic 

clause to produce a derived sentence in which there is a combi- 

nation of what look like two Complex Verbs each of which is 

1 
Vb + ni....  In that case, the operation of T-ni 2 strictly 

precedes that of T-ni' 3.  The basic sentence must have the 

following two elements in its structure: 

i) A Complex Verb with structure V-tr + md... where V-tr is 

one of the Verbs in the above list; 

a NP with structure NP1 	NP2-poss  occurring immediately 

after Tra of the Complex Verb specified in (i). 

An example of such a basic sentence is: 

0 	1 	
— 

0 We 1We
0 
 md  eti mi (see wo above). 

T-ni • 2 operates on this to produce: 

6 wd Iw md mi Pea 

T-ni • 3  operates on this derived sentence to produce: 

0 wd mi nilwe 
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In fact, we do not accept this final product of the operations 

as involving a combination of two Complex Verbs for the following 

reasons. 

In the product of T-ni 2 (i.e. the in-put for T-ni 3) 

014 lwe mi 

if the ni before eti were indeed a Verb, the verbal sequence in 

the sentence should be wO...m4...ni... (a three-element verbal 

sequence is possible as a Composite Verb: Chapter 8 below). 

But when T-ni 3  operates on this, ni is not at all affected. 

This may seem insignificant since T-rd 3  operates on clauses 

with Vb + 	only; but the fact that ni is in close syntactic 

link with the following NP should raise doubts about its verbal 

status. These doubts are confirmed by the application of T-Emph 

or T-Rel. 

If T-Emph or T-Rel were applied to the product of T-ni 2, 

the sequence ni eti would be found to behave like an 'Adv-place' 

(a prepositional phrase). For instance, T-Emph operating on 

wd lwe md mi l'eti 

produces 

(L') eti ni 	gb4(ti wo iwc mg mi. 

This means either that Vb + ni...  produced by T-ni 2 is not a 

Complex Verb since ni may be the (prepositional) initiator of 

an 'Adv-place' or that not all instances of Vb + ni...  produced 

by T-ni c Complex Verbs. Ie are inclined to the latter view. 

   



In the underlying structure on which T-ni 2 operates 

(V-tr + NP1 + NP2-poss), there is a need to sub-classify NP1 on 

the basis of its semantic rather than syntactic relation to 

'NP2-pose. We note that T-ni 2 is applicable to an 

underlying structure containing the Complex Verb V-tr + 	+ 

the structure NP1 + NP2-poss if and only if NP1 is 	notiono 

terms a physical portion of NP2. Where NP1 and NP2 are 
0 

distinct physical entities, T-ni 2 is not applicable. Thus, 

while T-ni 2 is applicable to 

d 	lwg, 	etf Old 

(where NP1 + NP2-poss = eti Old 'Olu's ear), it is inapplicable 

to 
6'14  iwe rat; aya 014 

(where NP1 +Jip2,-poss =,gya ol 'Olu's wife'); though: it normally 

applies to dfiaya 014 	(761  ff Old llaya) in which °V-tr + 

is not involved. 

There is needy:therefore, to, sub-classify the structure 

underlying the operation of T-Z2 as 

(a) 1V-tr + NP1 + NP2-poss in which NP1 and NP2 are distinct 

physical entities'. This is the underlying structure that 

produces Complex Verbs V-ti' + ni ..  

(b) 'V-ti' + NP1 + NP2-poss in which NP1 is a physical portion of 

NP2'. The operation of T-ni 2 on this structure produces 

'Adv-place' rather than Complex Verbs. If the underlying 
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syntactic structures and the transformational operation were 

not the same in both cases, a case might be made for recognizing 

two different Transformations, one of which (operating on (b)) is 

locative. 

A fourth type of Vb + ni...  sequence resulting from the 

operation of a locative Transformation is that in the following 

examples: 

NPI + NP2-poss + V-intr   NP2 + V-intr + 	NP1 

e.g. Est Old tad  	Old tObi 
	

ese 

'Oluls legs are fat' 	 101u is fat in the legs' 

2 idi .k?kb na f9 
	

IkOkO 	fo' 
I. 

'The bottom of the pot cracked' The pot cracked at the bottom' 

We may label this Transformation as T-ni 4.  It is very similar 

to T-ni 2 operating on (b) above. Firstly, NPI must be a 

physical portion of NP2. Secondly, application of T-Ehloh or 

T-Rel to the product of the operation of 	4  similarly 

shows that ni is linked to NPI rather than to V-intr and that 

the resultant sequence 'V-intr + ni + NPI does not involve a 
A 	 1 

Complex Verb V-intr + ni  but an lAdv-place' ni+NP1. For instance, 

T-Emph applied to 

Old tObi l's 

produces 

(LI) 	ni Old gb4/ti tObi. 
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5.242 Bound Verb, '-NP'  

Vb+p?? 	A rin pr;t 	'We walked together' 

A so wgn pp 
	

'We tied them together' 

5.25 	FREE + BOUND : FrZED PATTERN 

5.251 Bound Verb, '+ NP': 
/ „ 

gba7ta 	 0 gba/ta ko mi 'He sprang at me' 

(lit. He swept/scattered at me) 

akknAdn/s12... : M thrkan/ktirVel ml 'Don't interfere with me'. 

5.252 Bound Verb, '-NP' 

t4...ba 	: 	0 to or ml ba 	'You forced me to succumb' 

Mo te iri ba 	'I bowed' 

(NP after t4 = eektin 'knee; on 'head') 

k4/s4...kO 	Mo ka7 irin na ke, 'I bent the iron rod till 
one end touched the other'. 

(Ic' and 	are Verbs of Intransitive Class Ala 

(3.223). This means that the exemplificatory 

sentence - and any of its type - may be: 

Ii-in na ktt,/§i ki5 'The iron rod bent till...') 

Vbs...Pa: ten verbs are involved in construction with m. 

We include Vb + pa in the 'fixed pattern' because 

(a) all these ten are variants of the same meaning, 

'to tighten'; and 
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(b) The choice here is restricted only to the 	ten verbs. 

(c) If these verbs were not treated as Verbs of Fixed Pattern 

3b they would alternatively have to be treated as Verbs 

of the Free Pattern 3a: V-tr + pa. As demonstrated in 

8.1 below, the position Vb or V-tr in Complex Verb sub-

class 3a may be filled by Complex or Compound Verbs in 

Composite Verb construction. In the case of V-tr + pa, 

however, this capacity for expansion is impossible since 

the choice at V-tr is limited to only the Single Verb 

items listed below. 

de...pa 'cover tight' 	Mo de e pa 	'I rendered it air-tight' 

	

'screw tight' : No da d pa 	'I screwed it tight' 

di...pa 'tie' 	 No di i pa 

k&l...pa 'hammer tight' : No lain an pa 

pa 'pull tight' 	No fiin °kiln nga pa 'I pulled the rope taut' 

14...pa 'twist' 	: Mo 	n&1 pa 

so ...pa 'tie' 	: No so O' pa 

ti...pa 'shut tight' 	: Mo ti ilkn na pa 'I shut the door tight' 

we...pa 'fold tight' 	: Mo we e pa 	'I folded it tightly' 

yl...pa 'turn/twist' 	: Mo yi i pa 

Mo 	T po 	'I bent it round' 

No yi i po 
	

'I turned round it' 

(4 is a verb of Intransitive Class Ala and as such the 

NP following it can become the sentence subject). 
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6 CATENATIVE PATTERN1 

6.0 CATENATIVE PATTERNS 

The term 'Catenative Pattern' is used in this study to 

describe a VP in which a Single Verb is directly followed 

either by another Single Verb or by the nominalized form of 

another Full Verb (Single or non-single). The only possible 

intervening element is the NP that is obligatory if the first 

Single Verb is a V-tr. 

There are two Catenative Patterns in Yoruba. When a 

Single Verb is followed by a nominalized form of a Full Verb, 

the sequence is Catenative Pattern 1.  When it is followed by 

a simple (i.e. non-nominalized)form of a Single Verb, the 

,sequence is a Catenative Pattern 2 

Each non-nominalized Single Verb in a Catenative Pattern 1 

is a 'catenative verb' (henceforth FV in structural statements). 

The nominalized form of the Second Full Verb element is hence-

forth represented by the symbol 17114 while a 'Catenative Pattern' 

is referred to as CP. 

Each Catenative Pattern is transformationally derived 

from underlying structures. We refer to the process as 

'catenation'. 

	

6.1 	STRUCTURE OF CATENATIVE PATTERN 1 

	

6.10 	The structure of CP1 in derived sentences is FV + Vn. 
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In the rest of this chapter, the Vn. will be exemplified 

only by those derived from Single Verbs (see 6.4). 

6.ii 	3 RINDS OF PARTICIPANT Vn. 

.Three types of nominals participate in CP 1. These, 

of cours are not the only nominals derived from verbs. One 

type (Vn.1) was used in the sub-classification of Full Verb 

elements in 3.223 and 4.23 above. To discuss the derivation 

of any other verb-based nominals (e.g. the derivation of 

agentive nouns by a-) will, however, take us beyond the 

limits of the Verb and into the grammAr of Yoruba nominale. 

The three relevant 'Vn.s are described in this study as : 

1.11,2, which consists of a prefix CI- (consonant 4,  high tone i) 
and a verb the consonant having the same quality as the 

first consonant of the verb stem; e.g. *4e, from ;c1 'do', 

bial,which consists of a prefix 'ati- and a verb. (In writing 

this Vn. and 2112L0  we shall follow orthographic 

convention and. write the prefix. and the verb as two 

words; : e.g. ati-lo, fromIa.  'go'). 

lgti 4. verb,  as in: lti lo from 1.2 'go 
however 

Not all attested sequences 1Sti vb wilV.be  considered 

- in this study as involving CP t catenation. There are 

There are at least 4 different syntactic forms represented in 
the Yoruba orthography as 21,110  all of them representing a fusion 
of n14,-"ati. One such form has the constituents prenosition'nf'.1- h 
the latter of which is, in turn, derived from the Bound Verb ti:11from, 
as may be seen in : 

ti: 0 ti Eke; dg London (You arrived in London from Lagos) 
)xti tadg London (the distance from Lagos to London) 

ni +7713. (= ].ti): lgti tkS dd.London (from Lagos to London) 

_ • contd. on p.1903 
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two types of FV lgti +-vb that we do not regard as involving 

CPI catenation and, therefore, exclude from the Instrumental 

and Non-Instrumental patterns listed below : 

(a) We exclude any sequence FV +- Lai-verb whenever it is possible 

	

. 	• „ 	, 	; 
to separate FV from lgti - verb  by'T-EMphaticl. Thus, the 

• sequence 

Ade lgti 19 'rise up to go' 

does not involve CP i catenation because, in any sentence in 

'which it may occur, dide can be separated from lgti 19; e.g.-
. 

'0 .de 1ti 19 	'Lgti 19 ni o 90 Ade 
_ got up togo.';'It was in order to go that you got up' 

.(b) We exclude any sequence FV + llti - verb  whenever that 

sequence is derived (by'T-n( 1') from the Complex:Verb 

fi,.. + FV. Thua„ $he sequence 4... lgti ;.in 'taught ... 

,to walk' does not involve CP catenation because it is derived 

by'T-nf 1' from fi 'att. 	as in: 

	

0 fi 	 0 kiwi l‘ti z1n (ldtidcn(lti) 
(lit. You took walking teach me) 'You taught no to walk' 

The structure of 	 An here is: V -tr + ni + 11P. 

All other sequences FV +-lgti - verb are considered in this 

study as involving CI' t catenation. The lErti - verb constituent 

of it is, for easy reference, labelled here as Lui. 

•••/(footnote 1, contd.) 

Another has the constituents Bound Verb I ni' nominalisation  
prefix ')ti-'as in (b) on this page. A third one has the oonsti- 
tuents Preposition'al  nomina1isation prefix 	as in (a) 
on this page. The fourth is the Vnd+- of the present study. 
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6.12 	In the structure FV + Vn, FV may be Transitive (V-tr) 

or Intransitive (V-intr). Similarly, Vn may be derived from 

V-tr or V-intr. 

Thus FV + Vn may be any of the following four: 

(a) FV-intr + Vn intr (i.e. Vn derived from V-intr) 

(b) + Vn 	tr 	( 	tt 	tt 
 

(c) FV-tr 	+ Vn 4. intr 

(d) + Vn c. tr 

Since by definition (3.225), V-tr is associated with a NP 

which normally follows (but may be transformationally pre-

posed), whenever FV or Vn is marked 'tr' in the following 

structural statements, the feature 1+ NP' is automatic. 

(Where either element is not marked with 'tr', it is to be 

interpreted as Intransitive). 

	

6.13 	USE OF UNDERLYING STRUCTURES IN SUB-CLASSIFYING CP1 

It is possible to sub-classify the catenative verbs 

(FV) of CP1 on the criterion of the Vn-t*pe by which they 

are followed. Thus we shall have three classes: FVs 

that precede Vn2 those that precede Ala and those that 

precede 	This, however, is a most uninformative classi- 

fication; for it obscures the meaning expressed by any 

particular type of FV + Vn and, especially, the fact that 

whenever the same word occurs as FV before more than one 
MONION••• 

Vn-type, if all other parts of the clause remain the same, 
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there is a close similarity of meaning. Similarly, it 

obscures the fact that, even when the same FV + Vn occurs 

in two clauses that are apparently identical, it signals 

different meanings (i.e. such sub-classification fails to 

reveal ambiguity). 

Since our aim is ultimately to show how form 

expresses meaning, we think it is more informative to sub-

classify FV + Vn types on the basis of their underlying 

structures which determine the meanings they express. This 

meaning is actually due to the relation of FV or Vn to some 

other constituent element in the clause in which it occurs. 

This no doubt underlines the point that the VP cannot be 

studied in isolation - a point we conceded in 2.2.above. 

	

6.2 	STRUCTURAL SUB-CLASSES OF CP1 

	

6.20 	In this sub-classification, the Rules by which actual 

sentences (the surface structural patterns) are derived 

from the postulated underlying structures ar4 omitted since 

they are of no direct concern to the distribution of the 

verb forms considered. These Rules are, however, listed in 

Appendix IV in order to demonstrate the plausibility of the 

underlying structures postulated.. 

	

6.21 	TWO MAJOR TYPES OF CP1 

There are two major types of CP1: Instrumental and 

Non-Instrumental. 
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The Instrumental pattern is chracterized by an 

. 	. 	. 
obligatory fl 

2 
 In Its underlying structure. The Non- 

Instrumental is not so characterized. We discuss first the 

Non-Instrumental. 

	

6.22 	NON-INSTRUMENTAL CATENATIVE PATTERN 1 SUB-CLASSES 

	

6.221 	Non-Instrumental pattern 'A' 

Underlying structure: [VP + FV.]* V-tr + 

Derived surface structure: NP + FV +Vn 

Types of Vn occurring in this pattern: Vn2, /12, 

(Whenever the sets of catenative verbs (FV) preceding 

Vn are not identical for the Vn-types occurring, we list the 

sets separately). 

Cat4native Verbs of this pattern, with sentence examples: 

(i) + Vn2: 

Unless otherwise stated in this description, Vn2 prefix 

has the following phonetic shape. The consonant of the prefix 

2
No 	n:- '[]' marks off a different construction. 

filet 	marks the relationship that enables constitutes 
or items immediately preceding and immediately 
following to co-occur in order to form the surface 
structure after application of all 'Rules'. '*' 
is automatically deleted when the last obligatory 
'Rule' of structural derivation has been applied. 
Interprete as 'is followed by'...' within the 
constitute'. 

In the translation of the examples, '() means the enclosed 
English translation follows the pattern of the Yoruba example; 
a free translation into English is given between single inverted 
commas: ' 
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Ci- is elided; and the vowel is assimilated, with its high 

tone unchanged, by the final vowel of the preceding word, 

Where the preceding word ends in a consonant (as in a 

foreign name e.g. 'Nat' - borrowed with foreign pronunciation 

as sometimes in the speech of the 'highly literate' informant), 
• 

Ci- retains its full phonetic value. In all examples given 

below, where consonant elision and vowel assimilation take 
0 

place, we spell the remnant of Ci- as I-; e.g. 

0 

ná a pq wa I-le (where I- stands for a phonetic 

dgra : iwg dgra 

Books are good to read). 

dUnl—  Iwe din I-lea 

CBooks are pleasant to read). 

se
1  : iwen 	e I-kh 

(The book is possible to read). 

sew° : iwe nal Oro I-kilt 

(The book is difficult to read). 

td 	: lwe yqn td I-pani 

!It is time that book was completed'. 

Omo yen to' I-1/4 

'That child is old enough to beat' 

02 
ya 	Odnj 	I-jq (n'iwbyl) 

'It is too early to eat (at this time)'. 
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Ili ye'. 	o 

(Work is ready to do) 'Come, let's start working'.3  

Iwe ygn yg I -kh 

'That book ought to be read'. 

If the elements nira to be difficult' and rgriln 'to be 
...1~1111•010 

easy' are accepted as Single Verbs, they belong to the class of 

verbs occurring as FV in this pattern. However, in view of 

such sequences as ni mi l'ara 'is difficult for me', r mi l'9 

'is easy for me', it is clear that ni and ri are separate 
0.1110110, 

V-tr elements. Further proof that ri? is a V-tr with salin as 
.1•1111MMENNW 

NP-obj. is supplied by the fact that the tonal feature marking 

the juncture between xi and 9r4n is that normally found between 

a low-tone V-tr and a following NP-obj. For these reasons, we 

regard ni and 1..1) (see 4.312 above) as separate V-tr elements 

(ii) ,+  

kers cm? yi. ken; 

'This child is too small/young to be caned' 

2 
/. 4 3The distinction 2a a, is made (i) on formal grounds because 

za collocates with a certain set of Time-Adverbials (those initiated 
by n1) with which i- does not collocate; and (ii) on semantic grounds 
because in a sentence like 	ygn yg I-ge o', there are two meanings: 
'That work was quickly'done"and It is time to do that work' (That work 
is ready for doing). These tw92meanings 'quick' and 'ready' correspond 
to the two formal types with ma having the meaning 'quick' and zgf 
meaning 'ready'. 
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(iii) + Vn4: 

buru 	 yen bumf 16ti so (s1 lye! r?) 

'That is a bad thing to say (to your mother)' 

dra 	• Iri 'iy7n, (A) dSra 16ti ff 

(That type is (not) good to marry) 
e Atj:'  Ay9 yi d9ti lati w9 

(This dress is jog dirty to wear). 

eln/ 	• • Qro yen dun lati s9 

(That affair is pleasant to relate) 

gbSdan 	Ounj7 yen gbLitIn lti j7 

(That food was delicious to eat) 
, 	. 	. kere' 	: Omo yi

0 
 kere lati na . 	. 

(This child is jog young to beat) 

'bro . IA yi I  • . Aro 16ti kl. 

(This book is difficult to read) 

sune9n : Omo y‘sunwOn lAi fe 

(This girl is beautiful to court) 
. 	 , o 	- 1w4 ye n to Ikti par! 

'It is time that book was completed' 
. 	 .  won 	ly7n won lati ra 

(That is jog costly to buy). 
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w4wo 	Igi yi'velwo 	gb‘ 

(This log is too heavy to lift) 

Otinj9 	isit 0 

(Food is ready for eating) 

d'y? 14ti le 

(It is fit to do) 

It should be noted that some catenative verbs occur 

in more than one sub-type of pattern IA'. Where a catenative 

verb occurs in two such sub-types (i.e. with more than one 

Vn-type following it), provided that all other elements of 

actual sentences are the same, the sentences in which they 

occur are synonymous in spite of the structural difference 

created by the occurrence of different VII,. For instance, 

+ Vng/ILA produces synonymous actual sentences: 

yln din I- s9 
(That affair is pleasant to relate). 

lati-so 

Catenative verbs are common to the sub-patterns as 

follows: 

(a) Common to structures with 1 Vn21  and those with I Vn41 : 

dare, 	90r0, to, ya 	y9 

(b) Common to structures with 'Vn2'and those with'Vn30 : 

None 

(c) Common to structures with 'Vn3' and those with 'Vn4': 

kere 
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One semantic feature shared by all the catenative verbs 

listed as 1 + Vn4' is the expression of something about the 

'state' or 'quality' of a thing (as opposed to 'activity', etc., 

13x a thing). This, admittedly, is very vague; but it is 

something present in all these verbs. We may call it 'attri-

bution'. 

Will all FVs listed as + 	eexcept yi and ye, the 

verbal element At1 'exceed' may intervene between them and 

ThoughTV + j4 is regarded in this study as a Compound 

Verb; and though the sequence FV + ji + Vn4 is not, by our 

definition, a CP1 sequence, FV + j4 may be introduced at 

this point since it occurs regularly beforelai. The set of 

Single Verbs possible as FV in FV + j6 + Vn4 is a considerable 

enlargement of that occurring directly before !4:  it 

includes every verbal item having the semantic feature vaguely 

characterized above as 'attribution'. 

Examples: d 'soft' 	t 	ko yi de ji 1Sti je 
4 

(This VICo is too soft to eat) 

4ti 'dirty' • '49 yi dtL j.i lai 

(This dress is too dirty to wear 

• j r4 'tough' 	Iyan yi rcl ju latl e 

(This iySn is too tough to eat) 
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6.222 	Non-Instrumental pattern 'B' 

Underlying structure: 
	

[NI) + 	[NP + V-intr 

Derived surface structure: NP + FV + Vn 

Types of 'Vni occurring in this pattern: Vn2 122, 1E6. 

Catenative Verbs of this pattern, with sentence examples: 

(i) + Vn2 

• • 	0 fi I-dide 

(You want to get up) 

la? 	0 0 I-ba 

(You know how to hide) 

0 1:4 I-dide 

(You were late to get up) 

to/ 	cra 

!It's time it started' 

34 
	

Ki 6 ye I-dun 

'Let it stop sounding' 

The Complex Verb mdra si occurs in this pattern. Though 

not a catenative verb by our definition, it may be brought in 

for consideration since it participates in the pattern where 

the Single Verb milra is syntactically excluded. When mdra si  

occurs in this pattern, no consonant elision or vowel 

assimilation is permitted in Ci-. 

mdra si : 0 mdra si 1119 

(You persisted in going) 
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(ii) +  

The structure of Lill (ati + Vb) is slightly modified in 

this pattern. After all the catenative verbs listed, except 

• gbagbeglo,), kerd, 	.4 and tiara an interveni ,im 	 ng Auxiliary 
VMOMIN 

is obligatory between ;.ti and vb. For the listed exceptions, 

an intervening M is optional. M in this position is realised 

2 
as man . 

bel4 	fir bH 	mAa gbd 
4 

!It started to bark' 

dikun 	Ajd mu deekun 	max Or d l'u 
le 

'My dog ceased to bark at night' 

fgrZin 	Aj mu fir6 hti mAa gbd l'Oru 

'My dog is fond of barking at night' 

gbSdIn 	'Ajd ml gbAdiin hti ma gb6 1t4ru 

,my dog enjoys barking at night' 

glAgbe 	Mo gbgb ti (ma) wS 

'I forgot to come' 

gbimC! 	• 	A gbimO hti (mAa) 	'Oru 

'We planned to hide/be hiding at night' 

kere 	 Ajd kli kerthti 	(man) gbd 

'A dog is never too small to bark' 

.1 ko 	 0 kd (ti mAa) we (ninti ibtl) 

'You learnt to swim (in the deepest parts)' 

kVA 	 Mo kojd hti m6a. du bek yen nligboro 

'I am too mature to run like than on the street' 
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Mo 	4ti du; ?Ugbin 

(I know I could flee; but ...) 

mdra 	 0 mdra "a.ti du 

'You have got ready to flee' 

(iii) + Vn4 

bikita 	• 	0mi? 	k4 bikit4 lgti dide 

(The boy did not care to stand) 

bra 	 Mo !Ara lgti h 

(I vowed to flee) 

Ebh 
	

Mo gb Igti dide 

(I agreed to stand) 

gbhgbe 	 No gbAgbe lgti ji l'Asik; 

(I forgot to wake up at the right time) 

•
k4 	 Mo 	lgti ji 

(I refused to wake up) 

mura 
	

0'd mgra lgti kg 

'It is about to lose its freshness' 

pl 	 0 14 lgti 

(You were late to wake) 

pinnu 	 No pinnu Igti nth 

(I made up my mind to dive) 

W7n to lAti ji pike: 

They dare not move' 
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Catenative Verbs are shared by the sub-patterns as 

follows: 

(a) Common to structures with Vn2 and those with /0.: m9  

i, to
,  

p  

gb4gbe,udra 

(b) Vn2 

(a) 
	

ti 
	

!La 

	

6.223 	Non-Instrumental patterns 'C' 

	

6.2231 	Non-Instrumental pattern 'Cl' 

Underlying Structure: 

Derived Surface Structure: 

Types of 'Vn' occurring in 

Catenative Verbs of this pattern: 

(i) + Vn2 

Mo fi I-ri 9m9 na 

(I want to see the boy) 

pd 	Mo pi I-ri 9mo na 

(I was late to see the boy) 

to" 
	

cmg na 	134 r4 

(The boy is (o10/...) enough 
• 

ye
.  

(ki o) ye' I-le waheaa 

'Stop worrying'. 

The Complex Verb bkri si also occurs 

b9re si : Mo b7re.  si I-na win 

(I started to cane them) 

The set of FV in this sup-pattern is 

to look after his mother) 

in this sub-pattern: 

largely the same as 

ttipi + LW] 	+ NP21 

NP1 + FV + Vn + NP2 

this pattern: Vn2, 
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for Non-Instrumental pattern 'B' (6.222). The exception 

from the pattern 'B' set are mb and milra Si; but there is 

an additional member here: 1391-'9 si. 

(ii) + Vn3  

FV items: same list as .for Non-Instrumental pattern 'B' 

ii (6.222). All examples are as given in 6.222, with 

substitution of V-tr + NP-obj for V-intr element after 

`ati•  (mg:a). 

+ Vn4 

FV items: same list as for Non-Instrumental pattern 'B' 

iii (6.222). All examples are as given in 6.222, with 

substitution of V-tr + NP-obj for V-intr element after 

14ti. 

Catenative Verbs shared by the sub-patterns are as follows: 

(a) Common to Structures with 'Vn2' and those with 'Vn24.': 136 td" 

(b) U 	 'Vn3 	 If 

6.2232 Non-Instrumental pattern 'C2' 

Underlying Structure: 	4131 + Fy7 * g-tr + N1327 

Derived Surface Structure: NP1 + FV + NP2 + Vn 

Types of 'Vn' occurring in this pattern: Vn2, I/L14 

This pattern has the same underlying structural pattern 

as Cl; and where the same FV elements occur in Cl and C2, the 

sentences containing them have the same meaning. It might have 

been sufficient to make a simple note of the reversibility of 
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order in the sequence '...Vn + MI ending the derived 

structure in Cl; but this is not satisfactory because not 

all FV elements of Cl are permissible in C2 and a large 

number of FV elements permissible before Vn2 in C2 cannot 

occur before Vn2 in Cl. Yet they are not totally different 

patterns because: 

(a) they have a common underlying structural patter4; 

(b) while 211.2 does not occur in this pattern, it is 

noticeable that 'C2' sentences with Vn2 are synony- 

mous with 'Cl' sentences with Ini2 if they share a 

common FV. 

e.g. 0 gran ise I-e (C2, with Vn2) 

mga se 4i (C1 with Vn3) 

'You are fond of working' 

Catenative Verbs of this pattern: 

(i) + Vn2 

Those shared by 'Cl' andfC2' 

fe 	Mo g im9 yin I-ri 

(Cf. Mo fc I-ri imi yin: pattn. (C1') 

'I want to see that child' 

9mg to iyg I-1(4 

(Cf. 0m9 nit'a to I—k4 
• 	

lyg 	pattn. 'C1') 

'The boy is old/... enough to look after his 

mother' 
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ye 	: 	0 ye wahala 

(Cf. dye' 	wAhglA: Pattn. 'CI') 

'He stopped worrying' 

Those not shared by 'C1' 

I6 	• 	Win b lr4 	9 ti I -mu 

(Cf. Win *4 Ati ma mu 9ti: pattn.C1,1-11.,n3.) 

'They started drinking wine' 

diikun 
	

Aja mi dkun 9ran I-pa 

(Cf. 	 Ati mAa pa Irian: C1, +ATI) 

'My dog stopped killing animals' 

firan 	• 
	

Ajg mi f4rAn ologbb I-le 

( C f . 	11 	It 	iti na4a le' olcigbii: C1 , +.171_21 ) 

My dog is fond of chasing cats' 

gbildtin 
	Ajgmi gbgdAn olgga 1-le 

(Cf. 	It 	ft 
	

ati ma 	olOgb6: C1, + yla) 

'My dog enjoys chasing cats' 

0 ki mcitb I-wh 

(Cf. " 	hti (ma) wa mItb: Cl, 

'You learnt car driving' 

k9ja 	 Mo k9jg wit?) 

(Cf. 	" 	hti ma wa mitt!): Cl, +Ia2) 

am too old to drive' 

4 , zs.  does not occur in this pattern in our material; we owe 
this example to Abraham (1958), lexical entry xi. 

k
ii o 
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Mo mc: mita I-wa 

'I know how to drive' 

(Cf. Mo mg hti (ma) wa mita: Cl, 

Literally, this means 'I know how to drive 

cars but in usage, it is not synonymous with pattn..C2, 	Vn21  

It is restricted in usage to the meaning: 

I could drive if I wanted to 

mire 	0 mdra ere. I-e 

(Cf. 	hti (ma) Se ere: Cl, 

'You got ready to play games' 

ni 	 Mo ni ife yen 1-16 

'I need to use that cup' 

,3 
wa 	 Mo wg W I-e 

(I am looking for work to do) 

The Complex Verbs bkrk si and mAra si occur in paten 'C2'. 

b7r1 si : Mo b6re si won I-nh 

(Cr. 	 I-na win: pattn. 'Cl, v 

  

I started to cane them' 
, 

mitre si 	Mo mura si iwe I-ka 

'I increased my effort at reading' 

+ Vn4 

fe 
	

Mo A fl ife ken 14ti la 

'I want a cup to use' 
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• mo i wa 	 se n'ti se 
1 1 

(I am looking for work to do) 
, 

Catenative  Verbs shared by both sub-patterns: fe, w
3

a . 

.224 	Non-Instrumental pattern 'D'  

Underlying Structure:  ZWP2 + V-tr + NP17 * 271TP1 + FV-tr NET] 

Derived Surface Structure: NP1 + FV + NP2 + Vn 

Types of 'Vn' occurring in this pattern: Vn2 .1121 yaL. 

Catenative Verbs of this pattern: 

(i) + Vn2 

ni : 	Iwe yl ni i ra 

'This book is difficult to read' 
e 	N. p4 : 	1,7  naa pT  yin I-e 

'The work has taken you a long time to do 
0 	 % 

: 	Iwe yi r? run I-ka 

'This book is easy to read' 
0 

su • Iwe yi su ml I-k‘a 

'I am tired of reading this book' 

tto': 	9t1 yi to
, 
 ml I-mu 

'This wine is enough for me to drink' 

9m9 nA tO ly. r'? 

The child is enough for its mother to look after' 
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val 
/ 

• Oti wu mi I-mu 

(Wine delights me to drink) 

'I wish I could have some wine to drink' 

,2 
ya 	• • Ounj? ya yin 	(n'iw6yr) 

'It's too early for you to eat (at this time)' 

3,64 Oü'nj yg yin I-jq (rOly7n)? 

'Does that mean you are ready to eat?' 

(ii) 4 .17U1 

ni 	 Owe ni ra hti ri (bA ygn) 

'It is difficult to get money (like that)' 

Ow; (kO) rç 	hti ri (bce ycn) 

'It is not easy to get money (like that)' 

(iii) + Vn4 

As for Vn2 above. 

For the examples, substitute prefix lati for prefix I-. 

Catenative Verbs shared by the sub-patterns are as follows: 

(a) Common to'Vn2' and'Vn4': All Catenative Verbs listed 

under Vn2 above. 

(b) Common to 'Vn2', 'Vn3', 	ni, rC!. 

A Note dn'nif and'W in this sub-pattern: 

Whenever the'NP-obj' following the FV ni r'o is any NP 
NONNI. 

other than that occurring in the fixed phrases ni ira and rcrrim, 

the actual sentence contains: 

ni NP l'ara 

r? NP 12.9rUn. 
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The element ni is an Intransitive Class A2Ta verb; while 

r‘c? is a verb of Intransitive Class A2IIb (4.312 above). 

These sequences are products of the operation of 'T-ni 1' on 

ara ni NP 

tr 9ran r?? NP 

which are themselves ultimately derived (via the operations 

of 'T-Caus 1' and 'T-P') from 

ara NP ni 

()rim NP 

The derivation is fully explained in 4.312 above. 

	

6.23 	INSTRUMENTAL CATENATIVE PATTERN 1 

	

6.230 	GENERAL STRUCTURAL PATTERN 

Underlying Structure: NPx (<fi2  + NP1 + Vb) + FV. 

The underlying structure is NPx + FV; but NPx is a 

NP derived from the sequence fi2  + NP1 + Verb by the nominali- 

zation of the verb f12. 

e.g. NPx = fffi b`ata /An; from fi b‘at rin 

In this structure, FV may be Transitive (optionally or 

obligatorily) or Intransitive; Vb may be Transitive or 

Intransitive. 

Derived Surface Structure: NP1 + FV + Vn 

Corresponding to the underlying structure, FV in the 

derived surface structure may be Transitive (optionally or 
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obligatorily) or Intransitive; and Vn may be the nominalized 

form of a V-tr or V-intr. (Note that whenever a verb is 

Transitive in basic clause pattern, it is automatically marked 

by '+ NP-obj). 

Tyus of 'Vn' occurring in this pattern: Vn2, 

	

6.231 	SUB-CLASSES OF INSTRUMENTAL CPI 

On the criterion of whether the FV element participating 

in its underlying structure is Transitive or Intransitive, the 

following sub-classification of this pattern is made. (If Vb 

is Transitive, a 'NP-obji follows it in underlying structure as 

well as derived structure). 

	

6.2311 	INSTRUMENTAL PATTERN 1 'A':- FV = Intransitive. 

Catenative verbs (FV) of this pattern, with sentence examples: 

+ Vn2 

dAra 
	

Bhth d4ra 	r:In/gbd' bOlh 

(Boots are good (to use) for walking/kickingfootball) 

Bt h din I4i) 	gbA bOlh 

(Boots are pleasant(touse)forwalkindkickingfootball) 

gb4dhn • 	I14 gbSdhn I-(fi) j7 ebh 

(Okro-sauce is nice (to use) for eating ebh) 

se 	• 	Bhth-onigi 7e I-(fi) rin/gb4 bOlh 

(Wooden shoes are possible (touse)forlinlking/ 

kicking football) 
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Oro 	 Idsdn Oro I-(fl) rin/gb6 1404 

(Bare feet are difficult(to use)for walking/ 

kicking football) 

Yi 	 I'd'yq 1-(fi) j7 iya'n 

(Okro is the right sauce (totme)for eatingiy  

Vn4 

AlIFVs of (i) with exception of se may occur in this 

sub-pattern. All the examples used in i (+ Vn2) above are 

also appropriate in this sub-pattern, provided that the following 

two changes are made: 

(a) Substitute lAti for I-; 

(b) Ii is obligatory in this sub-pattern and not 

merely optional as in (i). 

6.2312 	INSTRUMENTAL PATTERN 1 'B':- FV = Transitive. 

In this sub-pattern, the FV may be optionally Transitive or 

obligatorily Transitive. 

1, Optionally Transitive  

Catenative Verbs of this pattern, with sentence examples: 

(i) + Vn2 

9w4 	fi 19 gI 

'It takes (me) too long to grind corn by hand' 

to' 	Bt 6 es kan td (mi) I-(fi) 	gbA 1:1(!!'91h 

(A boot on one leg is enough(for me) to walk/kick football 
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ya 
	

ath-a149 y( (mi) I-(") rin , 

can walk fast when I use canvas shoes' 

edd yg"(wa) I-(fi) dE( na 

'We make fire rather quickly when we use coal' 

(ii) + Vn4 

All the three FVs listed in (i) occur in this sub-pattern; 

and all the examples given apply as well in this sub-pattern 

provided 

(a) 14ti is substituted for I-; 

(b) fi 	is obligatory and not merely optional. 

2. Obligatorily Transitive  

Catenative Verbs of this pattern, with sentence examples: 

(i) + Vn2 

	

ni 	Igsgn 	ni 'ra I-(fi) rin/gbg b0lli 

(Bare feet are not difficult(toe)for walking/ 

kicking football) 

	

ro 	lAth r9 	I-(fi) rin/gbg b441h # 

(Shoes are easy (to use) for walking/kicking football) 

BataI-(fi) rin/gbg 

'I would be pleased to walk/play football in boots' 

(Note that, because of their class membership (Intransitive 

Class A2), ni and 14.) have fixed 'NP-obj' (ara and Irtin 

respectively) but can take any nominal as 'NP-obji if 

T-ni 1 is applied). 
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(ii) +Vn4  

All the three Verbs listed in (i) (for + Vn2) occur in 

this sub-pattern; and all the examples given apply as well 

provided that 

(a) 14ti is substituted for I-; 

(b) fi is obligatory and not merely optional. 

6.3 FORMAL PATTERNS AND MEANINGS 

The above analysis of formal patterns helps to show how• 

sentences with CPI in their VP convey divergent meanings even 

when they have the same surface structure. For instance, 

Non-Instrumental Patterns 'A' and 'B' as well as the 

Instrumental Pattern have the surface structure NP + PV + Vn. 

But the meanings they express are very different; e.g. 
1Pata. din I-ra 	'Shoes are nice to buy' (Non.-Instr, 'A') 

Bata dun I-rin 'Shoes are nice to walk in' (Instr 'A') 

(Lit. Shoes are pleasant to use for walking). 

However, while a common surface structure may express 

different meanings, different surface structures may express 

similar meanings. For instance, in the examples given for Non-

Instrumental Pattern 'C2' (6.2232) and Non-Instrumental 

Pattern 'D' (6.224), one actual sentence is common to both 

patterns and actually expresses different meanings: 

'The boy is... enough to look after 
his mother' (Pattern C2) 

Omo nrd to lya re I-ke 
I 	 'The boy is enough for his mother to 

look after' (Pattern D) 
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On the other hand, a different actual sentence produces the 

same meaning as expressed by 'C2'. Thus, 'Cl' produces 

	

Omo n tO 	ly6 r+ 

	

'The boy is 	enough to look after his mother' 

In our view, the sub-classification of catenation using 

the criterion of underlying structures has effectively estab-

lished a link between the formal catenative patterns and the 

meaning types they express. Similarly, it has established a 

pattern for matching paraphrase equivalents. Granted that 

Vn2, Vn3 and Vn4 are different nominalizations of the same 

verbal element, if they occur in catenation with the same FV 

in actual sentences that share a common underlying pattern, 

then these sentences are paraphrases of one another. Thus, 

taking examples from Non-Instrumental pattern 'A', each 

sentence in the following pairs is a paraphrase of the other: 

Pair (i): 	01.1) yen dun I-s9 	 + Vn2) 

" 	" ldti so 
e 

Pair (ii): 	Omo yi kere ati na 

It 	" 14ti n'a 

(It+ Vn4) 

(kere + Vn3) 

( " 	+ Vn4) 

6.4, OTHER FULL VERB TYPES IN GATENATIVE PATTERN 1 

In this chapter, we have examined only Single Verb instances 

of'Vn' in CPI. This is a matter of convenience: the other 

Full Verb types that may occur as 'Vn' (the nominalised verb) are 
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the Complex Verb, the Compound Verb and the Composite Verb 

(Chapter 5, 7, 8 respectively). In these cases, the nominal-

ization prefixes are attached to the first element (Bound or 

Free) of each Full Verb type. 

6.5 CP1 IN EARLIER STUDIES 

Of the three CP1 types discussed above, only that containing 

Vn.2 has received attention in earlier studies; and in all cases, 

attention has been paid only to its phonological feature of a 

high tone intervening between two Free Verb elements. 

Abraham (1958) describes this phonological feature in the 

section 'The Verbal Noun' (p.xxvi). There he refers to a para-

phrase equivalent of our CP1 structure which may be represented 

as: 
0 

FV 	Vn.2  : 	= FV 	ni Vn.2 

means : 'paraphrase as') 

Example: (quoted from Abraham (1958); we underline the CP1 and 

its paraphrase form). 

0 	 .1_ 
,"Ojtas9nmon to ly i/ e) = OJUU ssmmon 

, 
pre ni fifo 

'The expanse of heaven is the proper place for birds to fly in'". 

Abraham's paraphrase form is not accepted as a Standard Yoruba 

form; although informants admit that it is not nonsensical. 

E. C. Rowlqnds (c)5 and Damgboe (1966)
6 

also draw attention 

5  E. C.'Rowlands (c)  is an unpublished paper presented at a West African 
Languages Conference, perhaps that of March 1964. We substitute '(c)' 
for the year of publication becasue we are not certain Of the date. 

BamgboSe (1966), D3.421, p.76. 4 
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to the phonological feature; but neither in these nor in 

Abraham (1958) is a syntactic description attempted. Nor 

has any study of the Yoruba Verb drawn attention to the 

sequences FV + Vn.3  and FV + Vn.4. 
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7. CATENATIVE PATTERN •2 
COMPOUND VERBS. 

7.0 STRUCTURE OF A COMPOUND VERB 

A compound verb is a type of Full Verb with two 

Free (or single) Verb constituents (4.01). 	The two 

Free Verb constituents are linked by "catenation"; 

thus the sequence of Free Verbs in a Compound Verb is 

labelled as "Catenative Pattern 2" to distinguish it 

from another two-item sequence of (forms of) Free 

Verbs (6.0). 

In the FV + FV  cltructure of a compound verb, either 

FV may be Transitive. 	When the first FV is Transitive, 

there is an intervening NP between both FV constituents 

of the Compound Verb. 	This means that both Flit s are 

not always contiguous in the sentences in which they 

occur. 

7.01 THE ESSENTIALLY CATENATIVE NATURE OF COMPOUND VERBS. 

FV + FV sequences have rarely been given any consideration 

in Yoruba grammarsy 	But the Dictionaries have always 

included them as lexical entries. 	As such, they are 

either treated as if they were single verbs (e.g. Delano 

(1958): f4.an, 1.°ajet) or as sequences of single verbs in 

which each sequence is comparable to any single word 

cited (e.g. Abraham (1958): gejA, gejp, geklirO, geklirA, 

gepa - all of them, in fact, containing the FV Es:L 'cut' 
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In catenation with another FV). 	It is no concern of 

this study to examine how Compound Verbs should be cited 

in a Dictionary; but it might be noted here that it is 

wrong analysis to give the impression, as the Dictionaries 

do, that the compositien of FV + FV sequences (Compound 

Verbs) is an aspect of word-formation. 

Ida Ward (1952), in one of the rare comments on 

FV + FV sequences in any grammar of Yoruba gives another 

impression. 	Ward comments: 

"What in English may be expressed by one verb 

consists frequently of a series of actions: in 

Yoruba ... the separate actions into which the 

Idea may be analysed are usually expressed by 

separate verbs" (Para. 216, D. 106). 

The impression we have from this is that FV + FV sequences 

are a direct product Of concept formation in the Yoruba-

speaking community: an "idea" is analyzable into 

"separate actions" and the Yoruba language expresses 

each separate action by a separate verb. That this may 

be the ultimate explanation of the use of FV + FV 

sequences in Yoruba is a proposition we are not 

competent to contest. 	But we note: 

(i) That what constitutes "a series of actions" into 

which an "idea" is analyzable is a matter of 
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personal opinion and may be impossible to test. 

For instance, taking one of Ward's examples -- 

6 Asia' 19. He is dropping asleep (p. 114), 

we fail to see how FV + FV (slim 'sleep' and lo 

'go') expresses a series of separate actions. 

(ii) That FV + FV, may or may not be required when a 

series of manifestly separate actions is to be 

expressed in words; e.g. 

fo igi nah (IW) 'He jumped over the bar' 

to fo igi nAh (FV + FV) 

(iii) That the direct source of FV + FV  sequences in 

Yoruba is less remote than a method of concept 

formation: it is to be found in the catenation 

of two separate sentences that have certain non-

verbal constituents in common. 

In Appendix III (c), Bamgbo?e (1966) gives a 

transformational sketch of "Verbal Groups Having More 

Than One Free Verb". 	That single page of experimental 

transformational analysis appended to a SCG grammar 

that makes no mention of Free Verb clusters is too 

limited to exhaust types of Free Verb sequences (Com- 

pound as well as Composite) in Yoruba. 	But the approach 

in that analysis is basically the same as we use here in 

the description of Compound Verb structure. 
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The analysis of FY + FY that we present below 

claims, in effect, that these Compound Verbs result 

from the synthesis of two clauses mapped into a single 

sentence by a Synthetic (or Conjunctional) Transformation 

(henceforth 'T-Synth.'). 	This seems to be a valid claim 

for the following reasons. 

(a) In many cases, the actual sentence containing 

the Compound Verb is only a stylistic variant 

for a sequence of two actual sentences each con- 

taining one of the FV's of the synthetic sentence. 

Thus, 

Mo bd gèdè n6a j. 'I peeled the banana 

and ate it' 

may, in a narrative where there is a sequence 

of several actions, be: 

Mo bá ôgèdè n. Mo 39 
	

'I peeled the 

banana. I ate it'. 

(b) The Compound Verb in the synthetic sentence may 

be split by what is always a clause initiator, 

yhgbiin 'but'; as in 

Wciin 116 o jg (They peeled it off and ate it) 

as against 

1176n b.d o; Ogbsin w9n kb j, 	(They peeled it; 

but did not eat it) 
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(e) Either FV in the Compound Verb may be syntacti- 

cally negated by kb (though both cannot be separately 

negated within the same sentence); e.g. 
, 

W9n sa de Ibf (They ran and reached here). 

Won kO se; 9ugb4n min de 	(They did not 

run; but they got here) 

Min se; sUglacin won kb de- Ibi (They ran but did 

not reach here) 

Thus, in order to negate only one FV without 

negating the other, the synthetic sentence has to 

be split up into its underlying constituents. 

7,02 NATURE OF THE TRANSFORMATION PRODUCING IFV + FVI  

The process involved in the application of T-Synth,  

is conjunctional and involves NP-deletion (see 7.21). 

T-Synth.  has sub-classes depending on what underlying 

structures it is applied to. 

Secondly, T-Synth.  provides the machinery for 

explanation of the structure of a Compound Verb, and 

hence its semantic interpretation, in an actual sentence. 

But it does not offer an effective machinery for the 

generation of new Compound Verbs since most Compound 

Verbs are more or less fixed combinations of some PV 

elements. 	Rules generating grammatically correct 

Compound Verbs are also bound to generate a large set 
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of ungrammatical FV + FV sequences. Thus, the Rules 

will generate the grammatical sequence 

fo dide as in 6 f6 eide 'He sprang to a standing 

position'; 

and also the ungrammatical 

*eo dtIrci and *f6 laoo kc5 

although 1il.r6 'stand' and 166k(S, 'sit belong to the 

same Verb class as Ade. The underlying structure 

from which the grammatically correct 

o fO dide 

is derived involves two sentences; 

6 fO. 0 dIde (He leapt; he stood up). 
There are no plausible syntactic rules to bar the 

generation of the ungrammatical FV + FV sequences from 

a similar sequence of grammatically correct sentences. 

Nor will there be any to bar the generation from: 
. 	0  
0 sun. 0 jooko jee (He moved. He sat still) ft 

of the ungrammatical *sun jooko. For this reason, 

we list examples of Compound Verbs in the sub-classes 

set up below. The list is probably not exhaustive; 

but it is based on Compound Verbs cited in Abraham (1958) 

and supplemented by material from a story book, cdlinj? 

(1964). 
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7.1 SUB-CLASSES OF COMPOUND VERBS. 

7.11 SUB-CLASS 	: Generated by T-Synth. 1  

Structure of Underlying Sentences: NP1 + FV1 + NP2] * 

OTP1 + FV2 + NP2] 

Structure of Derived Sentences: NP1 + FV1 + NP2 + FV2 

Examples: 

(a) Mo b6.40 ngh. Mo jq c)0(11 ath I peeled the 

banana. I ate the banana) 

=40-Mo bc>Z.)g0 ra j9 (I peeled the banana and ate 

it) 

(b) Mo fi eku ra. Mo pa eku n66. (I smoked the rat hole. 

I killed the rat) 

Mo fi eku nall pa. (I smoked the rat to death) 

List of Compound Verbs generated by 'T-Synth.1' 

Jp/66 

j /ffiri 

pin 

dg... pa 

1.6 

'peeled and ate/cooked 

(cut and ate) 'bit ...' 

cut and shared 

threw down and killed ...' 

(turned over .. and thought CI 

pondered ...' 

fi/fin ... pa 	'killed ... by smoke' 

Wf9n ... mu 	suck' 

gba 	bi;ipa/tN/tci; took over ... for breeding/killing/ 

selling/training' 
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FV after E121 'receive' may be chosen from the long list of 

Transitive Free Verbs of Classes 1 and 3 and Intransitive Verbs 
of Class A 1 a. The general meaning is 'to take over and do 

something that is not normally one's responsibility'. 

gb4 	d; 	 'tie ... (in chains, like a prisoner)' 

gb4/glin/se/s ... mu 	(took (drugs)/ pound (herbs)/boil/sieve 

for drinking) 

	

s9 	 (hear ... say) 

j4 	0311 	 (tore 	and got)'snatched' 

ji/ri
,  

gb4 	 (stole/saw ... and lifted) 'stole' 

Jo 	... mu (leaked ... for drinking) 

k4 ... di (folded ... tied) 	'folded ... up' 

de/so (gathered ... for tying up) 

14 ... 104 (chased ... and caught up with ...) 

m4 ... so 'put ... in chains' 

1.11. s4 (stretched ... to dry) 	(NP after first 

FV = clothing material) 

pa ... Wje/run/tA 	(killed ... and hid/ate/destroyed/sold 

pi) ... mu 	 (mixed ... and drank ...) 

Vb (bought ... and vb) Vb in this Compound 

Verb is selected from an open set of 

Transitive Verbs 

'cheated' 

ri 	Vb 	 (found ... available to Vb) Vb in 

this Compound Verb is selected from 

an open set of Transitive Verbs 

ro 	j?/Mu 	 'mixed ... for eating/drinking' 

rb ... 39 	 (thought ... and said it) 
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sun 	lb 
	

carefully used • • • 

0 ... WisO/yan 	l ate/considered/chose ... selectively' 

12)/mule/wO t used/dran4/didflooked .. watchfully' 

wb 	kWye 	'copied' 

Vb 	j, 	 (Vb ... and ate it) 

First PV in this Compound Verb is 

selected from an open set of 

Transitive Verbs. 

Vb ... pa 	 (Vb ... and killed ...) 

First FIT is selected from the 
4 3 7 

following list: loci ; bd ; dg ; 

	

2 	 3 	2 	3 
de ; fi; gun ; glo& ; kin ; 

	

12 	 3 	,2 	2 
; 1U; pe; rA ; ri ; 	; 
4 	,2 	5 	2 

ygn ; yi ; ta ; t ; we>. 

Vb 	 (Vb ... and sold ...) 

First FIT is selected from the 

following list: bil; di 	din ; 
2 	4 	2 	2 	2 

gba ; gb4 ; ji ; kU ; 14 ; 

	

5 	2 
pa; se; tu ; yo; yc 

Vb 	wO 	 (in ... to examine ...) 

First FIT is selected from the 
2 	4 3. following list: de • glA ; gbg 

Y  

,2 	3 	1 	
I 	

3 
ji ; rb ; so ; T6; td ; 

yd.1 
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7.12 SUB-CLASS 'B': Generated by T-Synth.2. 

Structure of Underlying Sentences:  NP1 + FV174 
1 + FV2 Rai 

Structure of Derived Sentence: UP 1 FV1 + FV2 + NP2 

Examples  

(a) Mc to. No w9 	e na (I hopped. I entered the house) 4 

=4.. NA ti w? ini-ile na ( I hopped into the house) 

(b) Eeyan bilburd A. Win j )gbf (Evil people are many. 

They exceed weeds) 

Eeyan bibure. 0 Sit Igbf (There are more evil people than 

there are weeds) 

(The postulated underlying sequence of sentences 

in (b) is more commonly used than the derived form 

because it is part of a well-known proverb; as such, 

the non-synthetic sequence has become fixed and is 

attested together with the synthetic form). 

List of Compound Verbs generated by T -Synth. 2. 

Vb. jilitcr... 

(e.g. burl( jilt.... 	 'worse than' 

burig 	 'as bad as') 

Vb. + J;ite is always used in the 

comparison of the quality of two 

things. jIL 	'exceed': to 	'reach'. 

An open set of FV elements 

denoting what was described as 



"attribution" at the end of 6.221 

may occur as the first FV of this 

Compound Verb. 

Vb kiri/k0g/v9': 

(e.g. 1% kin.., 

koj‘ 

1% 41? ... 

lay about' 

'fly past' 

'fly into') 

In the above Compound Verbs kin 

'roam, go about' and 4 'enter' are 

followed by BP-place only. The 

first FV of the Compound Verb is 

, selected from the set: b 2e ; 

Al; 1,41 • I al;  onl;  

te; 	42; y92. Since kin i and keji 

are verbs of Transitive class 4h, 

and 2b respectively, a following NP 

is only optional; thus these 

Compound Verbs of which they are 

second elements may occur in derived 

sentences with the same surface structure 

as in sub-class 'C' below. 

(drop and burn ...) 

(cry and reach to) 'come crying to' 
• 

(cry and call ...) 'shout to ...1 
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kh 	 (stir and lift ..) 'lift ... with a 

burst of strength' 

ktin 	 (was full, and covered ...) 'full to 

the point of covering ...' 

sg bg/t(1) 	 (ran, and reached/followed ...) 

ran to ...I  

b2;) 	 (bent, and entered into ...) 'pierced' 

Since t6 is a verb of Intr. Class 

A 1 (which is potentially Transi-

tive),this Compound Verb may also 

belong to Sub-Class 'F' below. 

Vb 	 (do something with ...) The first 

PV may be selected from an open 

set of Intransitive or optionally 

Transitive Verbs. 

Vb sggjli 	 'do something before ...' 	The first 1 
FV element in this Compound Verb may 

be selected from the whole range of 

Intransitive or Optionally Transi-

tive verbs. 

7.13 SUB-CLASS 'CI: Generated by T-Synth. 3  

Structure of Underlying Sentences: NP + FV17*I0 +.FVq 

Structure of Derived Sentence: NP + FV1 + FV2 
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Example: 

Mo s4. Mo 19 	(I ran. I went) 

Mo s4 19 	'I ran away' 

List of Compound Verbs generated by T-Synth.  

dide dtird 	 (rose and stood) 

fo dide 	 (jumped and rose) 'sprang to a 

standing position' 

j. vb 	 (struggled/fought and ...) 

The second PV of this Compound Verb 
1 

is selected from the list: bcF ; 
1 	2 
; Va. ; w6. 

bqeyjkii 	(lost grip and fell from a height/ 
2 

crashed down/fell to death) .E 

is a verb of Intr.Class A 1; as 

such it is 'potentially Transitive'; 

but of the three Compound Verbs in 

which E is first PV, only 14 bg 
belongs also to Sub-Class f Et  

below) 

lo Vi) 	 (went and ...) 

The second FV of this Compound Verb 

is selected from an open set of 

Intransitive Verbs. 	Generally, 

it expresses the meaning 'went and, 



pin ya 

141:Z/fa 

rin 19/w6 

sA 19/ws'. 

st;n kx5. 

se ku 
II 

se kh It 

ta ji 

wa Vb 
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as a consequence, did something' or 

went for the purpose of doing 

something'. 

(stretched and stood)'stood straight' 

Since nh is a verb of Intransitive 

Class A 1, it is 'potentially 

Transitive'; thus, this Compound 

Verb may also belong to sub-class 

IET  below. 

(were complete and were assembled) 

'fully assembled' 

(divided and parted) 'went/drifted 

apart' 

(fell off and dropped/broke) 

(walked and went/cane) 'walked away/ 

towards us' 

(ran and went/came) 'ran away/towards 

usi 

(flung and died) 'died suddenlYt  

(snapped and died) 
	

If 

remain' 

(shook and woke) 'woke with a start 

(came and ...) 

The second FV of this Compound 
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Verb is selected from an open set 

of Intransitive Verbs. 

Vb 	 (done something to a finish) 

The first FV is selected from an 

open set of Intransitive Verbs. 

7.14 SUB-CLASS I D': Generated by T-Synth.4. 

Structure of Underlying Sentences: @T1 + F111 + NP2 

TPl + FV2 

Structure of Derived Sentence: NP1 + FV1 + NP2 + F112 

Example: 

(01L1 ate yam. 0.111 felt satisfied) 

=>0111 j?±u yo' 

List of Compound Verbs generated by T-Synth.4. 

iq 

 

yo' 	 (eat one's fill of ...) 

mu ... yd. 	 (drink ,.. to satisfaction) 

ri 	sa 	 (see ... and run away) 

ti 	dor 	 'found a settlement at ...I  

Vb 	 (do something to the point of death) 

'Vbi  in this Compound Verb is a 

member of an open set of Transi-

tive Verbs. 

Vb 	19/w4 	(do something while going/coming) 

'Vb' here is a member of an open set 

of Transitive Verbs. 
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Vb 	ye 	 (do something to the point of survival) 

'Vb: here is a member of an open set 

of Transitive Verbs. 

This list would be longer if we considered the 

nominalized forms of this class of Compound Verbs used 

in the clause pattern outlined in 7.22 below. 	For 

instance, though there are no corresponding Compound 

Verbs in present-day Yoruba, the following nominalized 

forms derived from sub-class 'D' Compound Verbs may be 

cited as examples: 

... le) as in/poetic expression: Iya 

avto. r j?, ?ijcla ni. 

	

aj?,p(') ( j? 	'eat ... to the point of being sick') 

	

el h ( ?e 	'do ... to the point of survival', 

or I to the point of becoming rich') 

7.15 SUB-CLASS l Et: Generated by T-Synth. 5. 

Structure of Underlying Sentences: [UP1 + FV1 + NP2] * 

LNP2 + FV2 

Structure of Derived Sentence: NP1 + FV1 NP2 + FV2 

Examnle: 

Agin bi igi 	Igi n61 wO. (The wind pushed the tree. 

The tree fell.) 

At4giln bi igi n6.e wd (The wind blew the tree down.) 
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List of Compound Verb, generated by T-Synth.5. 

bi/g6/r 	Tibu/wo (Pushed/cut/sliced ... to fall) 
. „ 

• r1.1 	 caused ... to be unsettled' 

• Vb 	 (pulled ... to a state described 

by the Vb.) 

(Vb in this Compound Verb may be 

	

, 3 	3 
any of the set: di; gun ; ja ; 

2 	1 
le; ro ; ya; 

glo6 	ga 	 (lift ... high) 'exalted' 

Sloe' ... 1.6 	 (lift ... to standing position) 

supported' 

(pluck ... to fall) 'brought ... down' 

NP = debt or something borrowed 

'incurred a bad debt'. (We record. 

this as Compound Verb only on the 

authority of Abraham (1958) citation 

of th  as a Free Verb: OwO 

'the money owed me has become a bad 

debt' - see paln D 
	)). 

ra/run 	(ate 	to ruin) 

ib ... gbd/kWp 	(use ... till it is worn/partially/ 

for long) 

mC,) 	y?tt 	 (know ... to be different) 
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rci 	 (make ... to stand upright) - cf. 

nh rd.  in sub-class 'ct  

pa ... ki5,/run 	(kill 	dead) 

p9n ... mu 	 (whet ... to a sharp point) 

so ... r9 	 (tie ... in a hanging position) 

On/in/WfC? ..mo (rinse/rinse/wash/wash ... clean) 
. 

ye ... pani 	(do ... to completion) 
, 

tt; ... ri 	 (bend ... to drown) 

w9 .. . sn/ye 	(look after ... to improvement/ 

survival) 'cure' 

In the following Compound Verbs, "Vb" is selected 

from an open set of Transitive Verbs. 

Vb 	j9 	 (to assemble ... in the way specified 

in the first Vb) 

Vb 
	

(to do what is specified in Vb only 

partially; idi = 'remain') 

• • • 
	ro 	 ( e. g. gbe e 	 take it 

Vb 	lo 

Vb 

••. pe 

off (from here)' je oAje yid  kiirO 

(n'ile) 'eat off all this food'; etc.) 

(e.g. Mo 14 won 19 'I drove them off) 

(to lose or dispose of ... in a way 
1 

specified in Vb; nu = to be lost) 

(to bring .. to completion in way 
1 

specified in Vb; pe = to be complete; 
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'7.16 

Vb 	t4:n 

Vb 

SUB-CLASS 'Ft:  

(to do ... to completion in way 

specified in Vb) 

(e.g. 0 le wyn wg 'you chased them 

to this direction' Ohun tt O tl e 

w4 'whatever urged you to come') 

Generated by T-Synth. 6  

     

Structure of Underlying Sentences:  [PP1 + FV1 + NP21 * 

.T:E0  2 + FV2 + NP31 

Structure of Derived Sentence: NP1 + FV1 + NP2 + FV2 + NP3 

Example: 

Atgn dd igi. Igi pa Ojo;. (The gale blew down the tree. 

The tree killed Ojo) 

igi pa Oid. (The gale blew down a tree 

which killed Ojo) 

List of Comr)ouncl Verbs aenernted by T-Synth. 6. 

b6 
	

(spread 	to cover • • • ) 

dc4/Wg 	. Da . •• 

fl/fin ... pa ... 

'u ••• bh ••• 

(crashed down ... to kill ...) 

Since cl4 and Wg are verbs of Intrans. 

Class Al, the Compound Verbs of 

which they are constituents may 

belong to sub-class 'Bt. 

(blow (smoke) on ... till it dies) 

(throw ... to hit ...) 
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kV1Vs9/wi 	ye,..(read/explain/say/speak ... to the 

understanding of ...) 

7.17 SUB-CLASS I G': Generated by T-Synth. 7 

Structure of Underlying Sentences:  UP1 + FV1 + NP2]* 

R11'1 + fi + 	FV2 + NP31 

Structure of Derived Sentence: NP1 + FV1 + NP2 + F912 	NP3. 

Exannles:  

(a) 9ba n1 te; 'we% 9ba neTh fi qw4 cript) ;y_p6-oye. (The 

king stretched his hand. 	The king 

used his hand to receive the staff of 

office) 

=.>9ba na21 tc vid gba Op4-oy6. 'The king stretched 

out his hand and received the staff 

of office'. 

(b) Mo bu omi. Mo fi omi la emu net. (I fetch3d water. 

I used water to spait the wine). 

,7>Mo bu omi is emu n6a. '1 diluted the wine with 

water' 

Note: Although the surface structures of sub-classes 

and 'G' are identical, they produce totally distinct typer  

of moaning because of the distinct underlying structures 

Postulated here. 
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List of Conr)opmd_ Verbs rrenert-vted by T-Synth- 7.  

.crea e 000 by 00• 11  

 

'dilute ... with 

bia ... 11 ... 

bu/se 	w6n 

4140 we 040 

••• 

'mend ... with ...' 

sprinkle ... on ...I  (NP after 

the first FV = liquid object) 

'wind ... to fold round 

fl 	• • • eft/cYlVgb(5/ 	(stretch 	to pull/receive/carry/ 

rmi e • • 

OWO 
I 	4 

...) 	(NP 

I hand') 

ter the first PV 

pa (hill 	in worship of ...) 'sacrifice 

949 to 

(spread ... to block ...) 

(spread out 	to receive/carry ...) 

NP after the first ?V = on 'head'; 

ow4 'hands'. 	The sentence 'CC td 

'ri b' asc in which 	PbN  

occurs is an idiomatic expression 

with the meaning 'He is dead' - 

used only to br ik the news of a 

king death. 

7.18 SUB-T*1'11S 	': Generated by T-Synth.  

StrItcture of  Underlying  Sentences: b.01 + FV1 + NP2 s. 

L.13  1 Isti NP2 + FV2 + 
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3tru:3tur of Derived  Sentence: ITP1 + FV1 + NP2 + FV2 + 1:P3 

:xnmple: 

ohl. 

=e> kq 

(1114 
I I 	

0111 w9 	(9k? chased 01u. 9Re 

and Olu entered the room) 

0111 wci ,yr:4. I 0ke c_lased Olu into the room' 

Tote: The surface structure of I HI  is identical with 

and IGI. 	Its underlying structure is, however, totally 

difrerent from 'GI ; and hence they are semantic-Ill- very 

different. 	Hoviever, the underlying structure 
	'Ft 

very similar to that of 'Fs ; the only di.L erence between 

them is that while NP2 is in construction uith I PV2 + NP3I  

in I FI , the syntactic position of the "NP2" of '2" is 

filled by a conjunctional phrase in which NP1 is linked 

by 71ti 'and' to NP2. 	The structural difference between 

NP2 and NP1  ti NP2 creates a semantic difference with the 

latter meaning 'NP2 in addition to somethinp.  else'. But 

tho fact that NP2 shares a common privilege of occurrence 

with NP1  ti NP in the unferlying structure seems also 

to lie at the root of the semantic similarity of sentences 

generated by I T-Synth. 6' and I T-Synth. 3I. 	Sentences 

generated by I T-Synth. 3 are ambiguous. 	For instance, 

the sentence in the above example means either: 

01:( chased Olu; and 'Olu  entered the room alone, 

or - 9ke chased 01u; and both of them entered the room. 
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The first meaning may be traced back to the underlying 

structure of 'Ft ; while the second derives from the 

underlying structure of IF'. 

List of Oomound Verbs _enerated b 'T-Svnth.8t  

Sb4 

Vb 	w6 

(carried 	to mount ...) 

(Vb 	into ...) 

Vb in this Compound Verb is 
2 

selected from the list; f ; 
3 	3 	,2 	,1 	5 04 ; 14 ; mu ; sun; ti; 
1 

w9 ; yi. 

7.2 FURTHER NOTES ON TT-17, UDNPOUND VERB SUB-CLASSES 

7.21 THE USE OF DELETION IN THE OPERATION OF  'T-SYNTH' 

In all the sub-classes t A' to /li t , there is always 

a deletion of any NP that occurs a second time. 	That 

it is the second occurrence of the NP that is deleted is 

conclusively proved by the following two facts: 

(a) In sub -classes A, B. C, D, G and H, the deleted 

items are not in doubt. 	For instance in A, the 

surface structure does not include the two NPs 

occurring, before and after FV2 in the underlying 

structure. 

(b) In E and F where the underlying structures have two 

consecutive Nip2 in our structural statement, there 

may be a doubt as to which one is deleted. 	The 
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deleted NP2 is the second one because 

±) the tone between NP2 and FV2 in the derived 

sentence is clearly not that between a NP-

subject and a following VP; in the occurrence 

of FV2 in the underlying structure, the tonal 

relationship is clearly that between NP-subject 

and a following VP; 

if the instances of NP2 in the underlying struc-

tures were Pronouns, NP2 occurring after FV1 

would be the object pronoun whi1eNP2 preceding 

FV2 would be the subject pronoun. 	In the 

derived sentence, it is the object (and not the 

subject) pronoun that is retained. 

The Principle underlying the operation of 'T-Synth.' 

and, hence, of the formation (and use) of Compound Verbs 

seems to be the elimination of redundant grammatical 

elements. 

7.22 EMPHATIC  USE OF NOMINALIZED COMPOUND VERB FORMS. 

Compound Verbs may be nominalized like other Full 

Verb elements; the nominalization prefix attaches to the 

first FV only. 	The prefix N - produces Compound Verb 

nominals which are used in a construction in which the 

VP pattern is: FV1 (NP1) + ni + ?1-FV1-FV2 (NP2). 
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This means that the first constituent of the Compound 

Verb is isolated and immediately followed by a prepositional 

phrase containing the nominalization of the full form of 

the Compound Verb. 	If either FV is normally followed 

by NP, this NP is not affected. 

Exf.,mPles: 

(a) 'love ... completely' -2: 	ni'afta'n 

(love with complete love) 

(b) re ... 'run to ...' 	sa" 	asa're 

as in: Esin n611 c..sf-  a 	 (The 

horse ran the race in a final home-

ward burst) 

(C) 
	

(fight and die) .i>ja 	ajakif 'fight to death' 
The semantic significance of this, from our point of 

view, is to emphasize the meaning of FV1 by the syntactic 

isolation and later repetition of it in the comnound, and 

exaggerate the consequence of the content of that first FV 

by converting FV2 (which normally expresses the consequence 

of FV1) into a constituent of an Adv-IZanner. 

Not all the Compound Verbs listed in sub-classes 'Al  

to 'H' participate in this alternative pattern, whereas, 

as noted in 7.14, some forms occur in the Pattern (e.g. 

71 ... 	as s  ni a9q_1?1) which cannot be attested as 
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Compound Verbs in the derived sentences described in 7.1. 

The only sub-class that seems to be totally excluded is 

'B' (7.12). The pattern descrfbed above is productive 

with all other sub-classes; though some very common 

Compound verbs (e.g. pin ya, se' kii) are often used as if 
At 

they were single lexical items and they sound funny though 

syntactically well-formed when used in the alternative 

pattern outlined above. 
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COMPO0 	VMS 

8.0 NITINITION 

A Composite Verb is a VP containing more than two (forms o 

Full Verb elements. It is not random strirr of Full Verb 

elements; rather it is regularly derived from Complex Verb and 

Compound Verb bases. Theoretically (as one may expect in the 

case of class I Composite Verbs - 8.1 below), there should be 

no limit to the number of Full Verb elements occurring in a 

Composite Verb; but in practice, we can rarely find anything 

more than a sequence of five Pull Verb elements: anything more 

than a five-item sequence is probably the analyst's own fabri-

cation and is most often lirmly rejected by informants. 

Example of the Composite Verb are shown in the following 

sentences: 	Verb elements underlined 

Le P S  1.w6, ycn w4 'Co and bring that book' 

0 mm so bkA-adlq 1116 m4b-061.T4 k4 gboro 

'You deliberately tied dead chickens to the police vans 
all over the town' 

One of the weaknesses of all earlier gralmaars is that none 

of them even so much as recoc,rized the existence of VPs of 

thic• type. 

8.01 TYPE OF•  CONPOSITi.; 

In all cases, the Composite Verb is an expansion of either - 

Complex Verb or a Compound Verb. y expansion', we mean the 
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substitution of a multi-item sequence for the normal one item in one 

of the two structural positions of a Complex or Compound Verb). In 

the following discussion, we shall often refer to the 'Complex 

Verb base' and the 'Compound Verb base' of the Composite Verb. 

On the criterion of what base the Composite Verb hasrecognise 

two broad types of Composite Verbs: 

(a) Composite Verb with a Complex Verb base: henceforth, Class I 

(b) Composite Verb with a Compound Verb base: henceforth, Class II. 

The attached Table (3) sets out all the sub-classes of Composite 

Verbs and is a summary of the analysis that follows. (Table 3 next 

page). 

8.1 CLASS I COMPOSITE VERBS 

8.10 NATURE OF THE COMPLEX VERB BASE 

Since the Composite Verb of 'Class 	is derived by a substitution 

of a multi-item verbal sequence for one of the two items of a Complex 

Verb (8.01 above) the structural nature of the Complex Verb base 

obviously affects the possibility of Composite Verb formation. As 

evident on Table 2 in 5.11 there are two broad types of Complex Verbs: 

those of Fixed Pattern (where the constituent elements are invariable) 

and those of Free Pattern (in which there is a position marked "Vb" 

which allows the occurrence of different (types of) items). Since 

both constituents of a Fixed Pattern Complex Verb are invariable, no 

substitution is permitted; consequently, Composite Verbs cannot be 

derived from a Complex Verb of this type. On the other hand, because 



r—vb in 2a -- fWgieltem 
t—vb in 2a -- complex vb. 

—vb in 3a —3. Complex 
Vb. 

r—Complx vb = Fixed 
Pattn. 

  

2b 
11 	

3b 

 

  

11 

   

   

     

Pattn. = 2a 
---Complx vb . Free- 
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	 II 
(Compound Vb Base) 

pt 24+ a • 
8.02 	TABLE 3 : OUTLINING THE STRUCTURAL DERIVATION OF COMPOSITE VERBS. 

—Complex, vb = Fixed Patt. 
-ern 

". Free Pattn. 

r-Complx vb . Fired Patt 

11 	= Free Pattn.  

sub-class 1 Complex Vb. 

2b 

3h 

Free Pattern . 2a 
t1 	 = 3a 

sub-class 1 Complex Vb. 

2b 
tf 3b 

Free Pattern = 2a 

= 3a 

Bd vb in 2a 
Transitive 

vb in 2a --Ph Complex 
Vb. 

--Bd vb in 2a = 
2a- 
	 Intransitive 

Based-- 

11 

11 

	

Bd 
--vb in 2a 	Compound 	

vb in 2a = transitive 

	

Vb. 	 = Intransitive 
11 	 = Transitive 
11 	 . Intransitive ---vb in 2a -4,  catn. 

Pattn. 1 

(Complex Vb Base) 

COMPOSITE 
VERBS 

3a - 
--Based 

r--sub -class 1 Complex Vb. 

  

Pattn. 

 

tl = 3a 

9B,  in 3a -40Compound Vb. 

 

      

1. Expansion by Complex Vb. 

2. 1i 	" Compound Vb. 

1. Expansion by Complex Vb. 

2. n 	" Compound Vb. 

(i.e. vb in Compound Vb. Base —> Complex Vb.) 
ft 
	

Compound Vb) 

- Complex Vb.) 
tf 	 - Compound.Vb) 
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substitution is permitted at the position marked "vb" in Free Pattern 

Complex Verbs, this type can serve as a base for the kind of expansion 

by which Composite Verbs are derived. Complex Verbs of the Fixed 

Pattern, of course, participate as constituents in Composite Verb 

construction, as we show in several sub-sections of this chapter: 

they are substitutable for the "vb" of Free Pattern Complex Verbs but 

cannot themselves serve as the base for expansion. 

There are only two Free Pattern sub-classes of Complex Verbs: 

sub-classes 2a and 3a - see 5.11; these two can serve as the base for 

the derivation of 'Class I' Composite Verbs. 

Complex Verb sub-classes are themselves further sub-classified as 

'A' (with the obligatory Bound Verb as Transitive) and IBI (with the 

obligatory Bound Verb as Intransitive). Like the distinction 2a/3a, 

this A/B distinction is relevant to Composite Verb construction and 

classification. 

The broadest classification of class I Composite Verb structure is 

in terms of the Free Pattern Complex Verb on which it is based: 2a or 

3a. 

COMPOSITE VERB BY EXPANSION OF A 2a COMPLEX VERB BASE. 

Preliminary Notes: 

In a 2a Complex Verb, the structure is 

Bound Verb 4- vb ("vb" position allows an open choice), 

In this structure, the constituent of immediate concern i vb't. 

The position "vb" can be filled by what we shall henceforth call 

EXPANDERS; these are Single Verbs, Complex Verbs, Compound Verbs, 

and Catenative Pattern 1 sequences. The filling of that position by 
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Single Verb expanders is of no interest to us here (see 5.22 for the, 

treatment of this); and we shall deal only with the substitution of 

Complex Verbs, Compound Verbs and Catenative Pattern 1 sequences for "vb". 

It is important to note also that the 2a Complex Verb sub-class is 

further sub-classified as 'A' and 173'. 

8.111 	EXPANSION BY COMPLEX VERB EXPANDERS. 

8.1110 Where the Complex. Verb Base is 2a(A): i.e fixed Bound Verb is Transitive. 

The expander may be a. Fixed Pattern Complex Verb (i.e. from Complex 

VP-rb sub-class 1, 2b, or 5b) or. a Free:Pattern Complex Verb (i.e. from 

sub-class 2a or. 3a). 

1. Expansion by Fixed Pattern Complex Verbs. 

The structure of the Composite Verb resulting from. this may be: 

(i) Bound. Verb (morphologically fixed) + sub-class 1 Complex Verb 

(ii) 2b 

(iii) tt 	 5b 	!! 

(i) + sub-class I Complex Verb 1  

Of the eight verbs of 2a(A), three: are not capable of expansion. by 

sub.-class 1 Complex Verbs. These are:     1  and 

	 . Four of the remaining five can be expanded into Composite 

Verbs by any Complex Verb of sub-class 1. 

Examples (with sub-class 1 verb as "dh...k9..." • 

2a(A) = b4...+vb : Mo bg, won d' or k9 tpah-EkO 

' I headed for Lagos with them'. 

1Because hundreds of examples may be necessary in this chapter, we are 
restricting exemplification only to cases where an example might not 
be apparent even to someone who knows the language well. In the examples 

, given, Composite Verb elements are underlined. 
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a+ vb : Mb Li igb6i6 d ori.  Ipah ka 

'I headed for Lagos with courage'. 

a 	410.040 g 	mi dbrf ko 

'It made me head for Lagos'. 

.4-vb 	Ho ti 	d'orfkR ?jail kia 

'From there, I beaded for Lagos' 

The Complex Verb fil...+vb  can be expanded into a Composite Verb 

by only one of the five sub-class 1 Complex Verbs in which the first 

element is of Intransitive Class A 1 (i.e. which are only Potential 

Transitives). When this serves as the expander in this environment, the 

Complex Verb cannot be split by an intervening NP. The Composite Verb 

so derived is: 

Li 	p a rtui 'hide 

(ii) +sub-class 2b Complex Verbs  

As in (i), the three 2a(A) Complex Verbs with 'Vi-te cannot be 

expanded. The Complex Verb film*,  is also excluded from expansion. 

The position "vb" in the remaining four -- 

eZ/zaz.b p 112  .,.vb  p Frefeelek  p and til  

-- may be filled by all the Complex Verbs of sub-class 2b(A) with 

the exception of 	which cannot substitute for "vb" after 	 

(i.e. there is no Composite Verb: 

(NP) bIL (NP2) 
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Of the two Complex Verbs of 2b (B),1114e/pari cannot substitute 

for "vb" at all in this type of pattern. The other, dg lull  is an 

expander only after m9... and ti'... as in: 
i•Mm••.11 ••••••••••• 

*6 

0 m4 mi dg kd 	"It made me faint" 

No ti ib dg kd "I fainted right there" 

(iii) + sub-class 3b Complex Verb 

AB in (ii) above, the Complex Verbs that can be expanded are 

bg...vb fi2...vb, md?...vb, and ti ...vb. With these, the position 

"vb" can be filled by ANY 3b Complex Verbs, whether 1.11  or 1BI. 

2. Expansion by Free Pattern Complex Verbs. 

The structure of the Composite Verbs resulting from this may be: 

(1) Bound Verb (specified Morphological item) + sub-class 2a complex vb 

II 	3a 

The Nature of Expansion by a Free Pattern Complex Verb Expander:- 

Theoretically, when an expander is 2a or 3a, the process of 

expansion may be expected to be infinite as shown in the following 

illustration. If we had a complex Verb of Free Pattern (e.g. 2a = 

'Bound Verb + vb') to expand into Composite Verb by another Complex 

Verb of Free Pattern (e.g. 2a), the processes would be as follows: 

Processes: 
	

('Bound Verb' is abbreviated as Bd.V) 

Bd.V + vb 

Bd.V + vb} 
fs t 
.pdoV + vb} 

4/ 
kBd.V + vb} 

1:. 1 
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( 	' stands for laewrite Ivb1  as 	; 'IL 	' embraces 

the expander at each stage. ;In' stands for an undefined stage in 

the operation after (iii)). 

In deriving a Composite Verb from a 2a or 3a Base and by means 

of _a 2a or 3g 	_s., it is essential to note the following points. 

(a) While the expansion is theoretically an infinite process, 

Composite Verbs are hardly ever longer than 5 items in speech. The 

5-item sequence is produced by only 3 successive expansion operations 

of the type: 

"vb" 	 Complex Verb 

This means that, of the infinite number of possible repetitions 

of the expansion operation, the language rarely uses more than three. 

(b) A given Base may be recurrently expanded by one and the 

same Complex Verb expander; i.e. each time "vb" occurs in the product 

of the initial expansion and its successors, the same expander is 

substituted for "vb". Whenever the expander recurrently applied is 

a 2a Complex Verb, the Composite Verb produced has a string of initial 

Bound Verbs. Whenever the expander recurrently applied is a 3a 

Complex Verb, the Composite Verb produced has a string of final 

Bound Verbs. 

(0) The recurrent application of a given expander is, however, not 

obligatory. At every new occurrence of "vb" after an expansion, there 

is always a choice among the rules: 

	

(1) 	"vb" 	 Single Verb 

	

(ii) 	"vb" 	 Fixed Pattern Complex Verb 
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(iii) "vb" 	----4. 	Free Pattern Complex Verb 

(iv) "vb" 	 Compound Verb. 

("vb" 	'Catenative Pattern it  is permissible only in a few 

cases of the initial operation on a 2a Base: see below). 

Whenever the choice is (i)„ (11) ormost cases. of (iv), the operation 

automatically ends since there is no "vb" to replace. But whenever 

the choice is (iii), the operation continues; and in the position 

ts vb" where substitution takes place, there is an open choice between 

Complex Verbs 2a and 3a. It is this open choice that makes the 

application of a given expander a variable rather than a constant 

process: there is, at every position "vb", a choice as to whether 

to make it constant or variable. 

Since only three expansion operations are required to produce the 

usual maximum of a 5-item sequence, the 'variability' in which we 

are interested is that afforded at "vb" after the first or the 

second expansion operation. The position "yb't after the operations 

makes possible any further expansion by a Free Pattern Complex Verb 

expander. 

(d) Given the same Base, a sequence of operations using Free 

Pattern expanders, whether 2a or 3a, will produce the same Composite 

Verb no matter in what order the expanders are applied during the 

process of derivation. For instance, given a 2a Base  , the following 

different sequences of expansion operations produce the same Composite 

Verb. (Notation: 'X' stands for the expansion operation in which the 

Verb type following it -- 2a or 3a -- replaces "vial' in the particular 
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sequence to which the operation applies). 

2a Base X 2a X 3a t 

X 3a X 2a f 

 

'I 
Bd.V + Bd.V + vb + Bd.V 

e.g. 0 bd wa fl 9gbc5n so fun won 
•••=m• 

1]Eou cleverly informed them on our behalf'. 

OR 2a Base X 2a X 2a X 3a 

X 2a X 3a X 2a 	= Bd.V + Bd.V + Bd.V + vb + Bd.V 

X 3a X 2a X 2a 

e.g. Wcin Vete bi ml fi ogbIn a S ti Ogiri 
I 	....m..• 	ammo 

1  They quickly used their cleverness to help me drag it against the wall'. 

Each sequence of expansion operations in each set consists of the 

same expanders in a different order of application; but the 

differently ordered sequences result in the same Composite Verb. 

More examples of such convergence are given later on in this Chapter. 

(e) In some cases, different sequences of expanders operating 

on different bases produce the same Composite Verb. For instance, 

2a Base X 2a X 3a 1 

3a Base X 2a X 2a 

e.g. 0 1)4 wa Ii 9gbcin s9 	wp 
41.11•11.1. 

0 t' chum f' ip4 f4n qn k4 gbo 

(Right there, he sprayed it all over the bush by force.) 

There are several other examples of this type of convergence in, 

for instance, 8.121. 

The points made in (d) and (e) are of interest because if we were 

Bd.V + Bd.V + vb Bd.V 
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to make a systematic description of all expansion operations used 

in the derivation of Composite Verbs, such a description would be 

uneconomical: the derivation of one and the same Composite Verb 

would be given under several expansion operations. In fact, almost 

all Composite Verbs produced by expansion operations on a 3a 

Complex Verb are also produced by different or similar operations 

on 2a base. There are only two actual instances of 3a Composite 

Verb types which are not also produced by operations on a 2a 

Base. These are: 

(i) the expansion of a 3a Complex Verb Base by a 3a expander; 
(see pp 286 - 287 below) 

the further expansion of the product of (i) by a 3a 

expander. (see pp. 289 below) 

In the following analysis, therefore, after a full outline of 2a-

based Composite Verbs, we shall describe fully only two 3a-based 

Composite Verb types and merely point out the 2a-based equivalents 

of the others, the structures of which will, of course, be outlined. 

Theoretically, 28 expansion operations are involved in the 

derivation of all the Composite Verbs from 3-item to 5-item ones. 

As set out below, 14 of these apply to a 2a Composite Verb base and 

14 to a 3a base. For easy reference, we label these as in the 

following diagram. 

PLEASE SEE NEXT PAGE 
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Base = 2a Composite Verb. 	 Base = ja Composite Verb. 

(Structure of Base = Bd. V 4. Vb). 
	 (Structure of Base = Vb 	Bd. V). 

Label = 	A 
	

Label = 

or 	 ja 	 vb = 2a 
	

Or 
	

3a 

	

All 
	

BI 
	

BII 

Expansion:  
vb = 2a 

(i) 	 Label = Al 

\\\ 

3a 	 2a 	3a 
BIIa 	BIIb 

	

vb = 2a 	 3a 
(ii) 	Label = Ala 	 A I b 

vb = 2a 	3a 
(iii) Label =_AIa1 	AIa2 

2a 
Ana 

2/\a 
AIIa1 A1Ia2  

3a 
AIIb 

2/\ 
Alibi AIIb2 

Bib 

vb = 2a 3a 	2a 	3a 	2a 	3a 	2a 	3a 
Mal BIa2 	3Ib1 BIb2 BIIa1 3IIa2 BIIb1 8IIb2 

vb = 2a 
BIa 

/ \ /\ \  

In the above, the four operations I, II, produce 3-item Composite Verbs; 

the eight operations distinguished by the labels a , b , produce 4-item Composite Verbs; while 

the sixteen operations distinguished by the label 1, 2, produce 5-item Composite Verbs. 

- 253  - 
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) Expansion of 2a(A) by sub-class 2a Complex Verbs. 

This implies expanding sub-class 2a(A) by itself as well as by 2a(B). It 

would be easy to focus attention on the labelled operations (p.253) by which 

the Composite Verb types are derived. However, since the labelled 

operations refer to expansion by tree Pattern Complex Verbs only, we find 

it more convenient in this study to describe the derivation of Composite 

Verbs in terms of the number of verbal items in each derived Composite 

Verb because this kind of description can be applied to expansion by Fixed 

Pattern Complex Verbs as well. When expansion by 2a or 3a (Free Pattern 

expanders) is involved, we shall need to refer to the operations by the 

labels given on p.253. 

Derivation of 3-item Composite Verbs. 

The operation involved is WI and may be summarised as02a Base x 2a'. 
_ 

Only four of the eight 2a(A) Complex Verbs can be expanded into Composite 

	

Verbs. These are: bg...vb     , and til...vb.  
: Expander -- any 2a(A) Complex Verb except 	V-tr.  
e.g. d 	a be: a de ilk) 

(He joined me in razing it to the ground). 

0 bg mi ttlnun 0. 'You repaired it for me'. 

fi2...vb Expander -- all 2a(A) Complex Verbs except 1)11...V-tr.  Thus 
"vb" here may be replaced by fi2...vb  itself. 

e.g. 6 fiibinu fi igi 	o 
(In his anger, he smashed it with a stick) 

Wsin fioiguibg a 13.. 'They fought him with magical 

/ 
mu

3
r...vb Expander --- all 2a(A) Complex Verbs except pu. 	itself. 

e.g. 0 unl. mi 	‘9r‘e? ygn 	o to dg si i) 
'You made me say nearly everything(before coming into the matter 

ti1...vb 	Expander -- any 2a(A) Complex Verb except til..tvb  itself. 
e.g. 0 ti Ohin dg a RI 'You did it by yourself right there'. 

- 
The Complex Verb bae...vb  excludes any 2a(B) Complex Verb as expander; 

WIATMR1  
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but the other three permit a few 2a(B) Complex Verbs. Thus 

(a) in fi
2...vb, "vb" may be 2a(B) Complex Verbs d6'. + V-itr, nikan + vb, 

tete + vb, and tifnb4) vb ; 

(b) in me...vb,"vb" may be dd+ V-intr, mWmq +vb, d4a4 +vb, nikan + vb, 

tete + vb, and tlinb + v . 

(c) in ti1  ...vb, "vb" may be d + V-intr, nikan + vb, and tUnb;) + vb. 

,3 In the Composite Verbs in which mu occurs,(in this and other sub-classes 

,3 
an alternative pattern exists in which u is directly followed by a 

2 -clause (see 3.421 above). In place of a 4-item Composite Verb, this 

alternative pattern seems to be more commonly used. 

Examples(with 3-item Composite Verb): 

0 mil mi bu pr.Y) yen se 	 (with Composite Verb). 

/2 
(alternative)..Ormi ki ng bu Pri5 yvn 59 	(id i -clause underlined). 

Derivation of 4-item Composite Verbs. 

In the examples discussed above, "vb" in the expander was obligatorily 

replaced by a Single Verb only in the derivation of a 3-item Composite Verb. 

Alternatively, "vb" may be replaced by another Complex Verb. In this way, 

4-item Verbs are produced.. In the following discussion, we set out the 

4-item sequences so derived. 

The 3-item Composite Verb operation described above (with the result : 

'13d.V + Bd.V +via') yield 41 different Composite Verb types as follows : 

	

7 based on 	bg...vb  

	

11 based on 	fi
2...vb  

,3 

	

13 based on 	mu  

4.41 

	

10 based on 	u.J. ...vb. 
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the followinz 15 are no c pible o fu-ther 

expansion 	e. 	b in thei:(: structure is obli,  

3iri 10 Verb): 

b6...b- .vb 	 bA. 

b6...d6...vb 	tl5n 

rep1c 

fil .vb 

.fi• .vb 	 .vb 	Li 	.d6...vb 

.tAn. 	o 	fi.. .d6 vb. 

m113...tAn •vb. 

til .fil  .vb; ti 	.vb 

Two others may 
	fuxther e.)sn .ec1, but the ComporAte Verbs o derived 

produce devi:mt t cu3i intellizible sentences. Thew at: 

• m43...d6 vb;  and ti...dá vb. 

In sentences contain? the expanded 4 item forws of these, parallel 

forms with the synonyncus Akan al.e used. One of to rumainino 

mu).. 	vb 

con be expuirled only by na m6 of Complex Verb sub-class 1, as in: 

6 	ni mi f I NP -oa me) 

e mr.70 je hide I 

rou ronAnin 	cm Conl:o,ite Verbs are expanriable into 4-item 

om)osite Verbs. Thoe.2nders opin. en the 3-item bvse ma. be 

:Fixed Pattern or Pree Pattern Con,?lel: Verbs. In Vie follcwinL; sateme 

these two different types of ocja.crs are han,fled toethP.r for cconomy. 

Whenever tlis expancle.r 	a 2a Conr)le7z Verb 

the operaLion i a 'Ala' xperglion and may be sltimarize 

statemet, 

  

2a x 2a 

 

    

But whenever 
	

Complex Verb, the c,i)or'.1.tion is a 'AIb' ecpT.nsion 
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and may be summarised as 

'Base 2a x 2a x 3a'. 

Those that may be expanded by Complex Verbs of all 
sub-classes 1 - 3b:- 

ba,...fi2  ...vb 	Expander-- any Complex Verb of ub-classes 1, 
2a(A) (except fi2...vb, me...vb, til...vb, and 

	 2b(A) (except bl....k4A1), 

3a and 3b. 

e.g. Orbarml fi agb‘ra fa ti ogiri 

He helped me use force to drag it to the wall.' 
2 
...ba,..vb : Expander--any Complex Verb of sub-classes 1, 

2a(A) (except bh...V-tr), 2b(A) (except b...0/t1) 

3a and 3b. 
.2 	A 	 naer -- any Complex Verb of sub-classes 1, 

2a(A) (except me...vb and 	 2b(A) 

(except Wt...k4/t1), 3a and 3b. 

11...vb : Expander -- any Complex Verb of sub-classes 1, 

% 2a(A) (except f12  ...vb..., ti1  ...vb, and bu...V-tr) 

24A), 3a, and 3b. 
% 

e.g. 0 fi iwara ti lb T ba 

'He spoilt it there by his impatience'. 

Md 4000bgefliOVID : Expander -- all of sub-class 1; 2a(A) except 
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.3 li&&dia, mu 	*t...v-tr,  and d‘...v.tr),  

2b(A) (except lish...kb/i1),  3a and 3b 
, 

e.g. Ibind 1' o'cni mi 136 win a 4 if 

(it was anger that made me join them in wrecking it) 
# mu3  ...fi2  ...vb 	Expander - all sub-class 1 (except dh...k?...  

and ko...14/sf...), 2a(A) (except fi2...vb.  and 

me...Nik  and ba...v-tr),  2b(A) (except ba...k4/A),  

3a, and. 31). 

Expander - all sub-class 1, 2a(A) (except 

me...vb, and bli...v=tr),  2b (except Vis geipar  ), 

3a, and 3b. 

mu ...d4divb : As for "ne..4** vb" 

me...akan vb • Expander - all sub-class 1, 2a (A)(except 

m4 ...vb1  ba...v-tr),  2b(A) (except IA...aka/a),  

3a and yb. 
mu ...tete lib 	s Expander - all sub-class 11  2a (A) (except me...vb  

and ya...v.tr),  2b(A) (except blt...kli/t1),  3a, 

and 3b. 

vb 	Expander - all sub-class 1, 2a(A) (except 	 

ba...v-tr  and ,di...v-tr),  2b(A) (except 

111,...ka/t1), 3a and 3b. 

til...bS...vb 	Expander - all sub-class 1, 2a(A) (except 

yjiLtsyl, 	bL.v-tr  and damv-tr).)  
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2b(A) (except  	3a and 3b. 

Expander -- all sub-olass 1, 2a(A) (except 

..vb, t11...vb 	nd 	 , a 	 ) 2b(A), 

foil= soloVb 

3a, and 3b._ 

: Expander -- allsub-class 	2a(A) (except 

I) ...vb, 	...vi)), 2b(A) (except T)",„ 

3a, and :Th. 

...nikan vb 

vb 

Expander -- all sub-class 1, 	A) (except 

. 
t1 
	

.vb,  	and d4..  -4r) 2b(A) - 

(except TA..,Wt1), 3a and 

Expander -- all sub-class 1, 2a(A) except 

ti1...vb and -tr), 2b(A) (except blz- 

 

  

.;,a, and 3b. 

Three others can be expanded by Complex Verbs from all sub-classes 

but the choice of elanrIers is much more restricted. These ere: 

fi2 ...Akan vb 	: Rxpan(ler can be 

frrya subclass T: 	 .ni 

TV 	2a("_):b4„vb; fil ...vb; 

ti1...vb.; tiln...V-tr; 	OsioVbe 

TV 	 If 2b(A): b...wb; d ..d15.r6 d6..k9j6; 

d6n...1_Tb; pa. 

tt 
	

" 3a  : All 

Vt 
	

" 3b 	All 

fi2..,ttinbb vb : Expander can be any from sub-class l and 3a 
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from sub-clasF! 2a(A) 	..vb; 

2b(A) : 

	

	 dan...wb; 

pa, • .d6 

31) 	: 	kb; v 

(I • 	 : Expander can be all of .,ub-class 	3b• 

from sub-class 1 
	

ko...14/s1; 

.81;  

2a(A) 	: 

'I 2b(A)  : 	 .d&6; 

dom...wb; pa. 0_4; 

S(2•,, 
	di... 

Those that mn,v 0 e:;arda(3. V on1r some of the Complex  Verb sub-classes:-

Excludes sub-class1 altogether. Among other 

sub-classes, the expander may be all in sub- 

class 2a(A) (except til...vb, 	 2b 

except 1Z1...121/tI,bh sLti-09,ri) 
	

and 

MA3 IPOOdgill4,41Vb 
	

: Excludes 3a altoL,ether. Among the rest, expander 

can only be: 

from : bb...j4: 

2a: b6...vb; fil...vb; fl ...vb; 

" 2b: bi. ..wb; (16a...0); pa.. .d4. 

" 3b: ka Tf...1;b; vbs. J. - 11 	 .po. 

I, 
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vb 	 : Excludes 3a and 3b altoothor. Amon Co;Iplex 

Verbs of otber.suh-classes, the ccwider m 

be all in sub-class 1 2a() (except 

..vb and ..v and 2b(1.) (except 

   

.d4 .vb 	 ExcluZles expansion by 

pcmder can only be: 

• • from 2a: 

“ 2b:  

In Composite Verb sequences featurinP nlkan there 3 

which is caused by the fact that nIkan may be a VP element or an Adjective; 

Ue alone foueht them with coureEe 6 fl 1.136yh"nlkan bit wcn 
Couraee was the only thin,. iith which 
he fought thorn 

Application of T-Emph. would clearly reveal Viet it is the dual syntactic 

role of nIkan in the laneuace that create., this ambisuity. T.Emh. pre-

posin Ifb&A would crete two different seL.tenses: 

3b a_ 	ethe 

arobir.mity 

(nikan = verb) 

Lb6yh nIkan ni 6 fi b4 w9n jh 	nlkan = adj. 

perivation of a 5-it 1 Cop%)o:i.e Verb. 

Of the 4-item Composite Verbs outlined above, on o e derived by 

irrb(Syb, ni 	nIkan b w9n 

2a and 3a exandrs are capable of further expansion. Thus the 

immediate 4-item base of the 5-item Composite Verbs here considered must 

have thestructure: 

(1) Bd.V + Bd.V Bd.V + vbi derived by a 2a csandor am with the 
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'history' "2a BaaA X 2a X 2a");or 

(ii) 'Bd.V + Bd.V + vb + Bd.Vb' (Derived by a 3a expander and 

with the 'history' "2a Ba-e X 2a X 3a"). 

To derive a 5-item Composite Verb from any of these 4-item bases, 

the position "vb" in each case is theoretically replaceable by a 

2a or a 3a expander; so that the 'history' of the 5-item Composite Verb 

would be any of: 

I, (a) 2a Base X 2a X 2a X 2a 

(b) 
	

It 
	

" X 3a 

(a) 2a Base X 2a X 3a X 2a 

(b) 11 
	

" 	" X 3a 

i (a) and ii(a) are not permitted unless the 2a Base is a Complex Verb 

12a(13)1  -- which is outside the scope of this section. By contrast, 

(b) and ii(b) are productive. Since there are hundreds of underlying 

4-item bases to consider, it is necessary to do a commutation test on 

all these with all the 12 3a Complex Verbs listed in 5.11. Here, 

we think it is enough merely to establish the possibility of these 

Composite Verbs and to illustrate only with those 4-item bases ultimately 

derived from b4...vb. (This is the smallest group of 4-item Composite 

Verbs here concerned). 

(b) Type. 

4-item base  2 ba...fi ...ba...vb 

  

11.1•101 111.0•••••1101•••• 

  

i 3a expanders 	: 	vb + d...; vh+ Din.; vb + k4...; vb+ s l...; 

vb + pa). , 

Examples 	 Ba mi fi dtuiril b' omo yi 	el.4 de iya 1.. , 	, -- 	 - 
(Help me attend patiently to this baby until its 

mother's arrival) 



b4 ni fi IsO kNn 4. 

vb + p2). 

,fb gbo 1111 

a Exnrmders:  vb + 	vb + 

Tarn 1,. es 

He helped me nail it to trees all over the town 
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b a b6 'ai 904n 	9m9d4 yi o 	1 	,p4.. 

'Can you help thiA obi3d to31 	s 	thst.. 

4-item be  : 1)4.. .f12. J111. vb, 

3a Expr.n0ers: vb + 	.; vb + fin...; vb + m 	vb + p. 

(,) 
Exan2les 	Bt ml fi shth tn un se 4 Pim w9n 

Help me repair it patiently pending their arrival/for them 

ml f' 	un so it 

'Help ne re-fasten it with a thead' 

	

The third 4-item base -- b4.. .f12. 3 	vb 	cannot be further 

expanded by 3a. 

ii(b) Type. 

4-item base  : b4...fi 	.vb db.  

Exnanders vb + fin...; vb + 1(6.. vb + kb 14. 	vb + 

vb + sfl 	vb + ti. 	vb + 

Examples 	B6 mi fi 906n :12fUn 1Dfsf 	9k9 r7; 

elp me relay the message cleverly throuch Bisi to her husband 

(T' 6 b44 to WzOkb) 	Lmi•  fi 11;b1zb yf cb' omi k/16 'n 

(when it is time), help me boil some water in this pot 

:nm4, 

pending mohlwr's arrival 

A-iten b.vle 	 .vb kA. 

'ni ft 9cb6n s9 fir w9n ki CbObO IIU 

Help u uio your cicvrnes to tell evcryone in town 
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4,1 2 4-item base : 	...vb...mo... 

3a Expander. : vb + p. 

Example 	wa fi 	ri jZo glaky4kgyi: 

(Help us with your machine to weld it to this bicycle). 

, 	.2 	'1 4-item base : 	...vb...si  

3a Expander : vb + ti... 

Example 	: No bg w9n fi agbgra 	t i s' ara-Ogiri 

(I helped them use my strength to drag it agailt the wall) 

4 2  4-item base : 	4. ...vb...ti...  

3a Expander : vb + 

Example 	: 	bg win fl IkWo -1,g291 e ha/14 ing ti lyg-Agbh„ 

(I helped them Yarlth it in a pot. on the fire 
near grandmother) 

4-item base : 

3a Expanders vb + 	vb + 	 vb + 

vb + m4 	
,2

... ; vb + si 

Examples 	: Orbg wa f' ogbdb so Ain win ps:. 

(He cleverly informed them together on our behalf). 
, 

0 ba wa fi bko le win mO' 'gip? 

(He helped us stick them together on a tree with 
a paste of 

1 	1 

Other 4-item Composite Verbs are not further expanded by 3a. These are:  

d i2  .aO 4D OVID1b.Ofdh b 	al 	 .041 
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:ilmf.:nni on of 2a(A) by sub clar,  7a Complex Verbs. 

Dorivrtion of403-item Com:osito Verbs  

This involves the alternative 'All' to the choice of a 2a expander 

at the first stc:e of the expnn ion of a 2a Comnlex Verb (e p 253). 

The operation may be summarised as 

iBp,se 7a x 3af. 

Only five 2a(A) Complex Verbs cfm be expanded by 3a. These Fre: 

136. + vb 	 &pander -- any 3a Complex Verb. 

h 6tibciri 

'Help me pull it arainst the wall'. 

+ vb 	 b,rpander -- only 	.db...; vb...k4 .; 

1 vb...f6n. 	b.. 

+ vb 

	

.mu 	 + vb 

	

ti 	+ vb 

e 	110 	omi nM 3.vir6 

I waited for him with the water. 

A fi 14 na weL Q 1:4 114 

'They were looking round the house to 
show you the book. 

Expander may be any 3a Complex Verb. 

tt 

Dori vot ion 	4-iten Com)osite Verb 

The structure of the above set of 3-item Composite Verbs is 

"BLV + Vb + Bd.V". For further expansion into a 4-item Composite Verb, 
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a choice is permitted at the position "vb". The expander may 

be a 2a or a 3a Complex Verb. Alternatively, it may be a Fixed 

Pattern Complex Verb. 

When the choice of expander is 2a (i.e. when the operation 

is IAII0 or I2a Base x 3a x 20) the Composite Verb derived is 

exactly the same as the product of Alb (the operation 12a Base x 

2a x 30 on pp.257 261 above). The structure of the Composite 

Verb is 

Bd.V + Bd.V + Vb + Bd.V 

Thus for instance, the Composite Verb 	i 	. i.. as in 

No ba'. a fi agbara fA. a ti giri 
(I helped her use force to drag it to the wall) 

is derived from the 2a Complex Verb base b‘....Vb through two 

different operations. One 	I2a Base x 2a x 

produces the intermediate 3-item Composite Verb baL..fi2...Vb  

on which the expander 3a (=Tb...ti...) operates; while the 

other - I2a Base x 3a x 20 - produces the intermediate 

3-item Composite Verb 	 on which an expanaer 2a 

(= 	 operates. All Composite Verbs resulting from this 

operation have thus been covered earlier in the treatment of the 

I2a Base x 2a x 30 type. 

When the choice of expanaer is 3a (i.e. when the operation 

is 	or 2a Base x 3a x 3a), the Composite Verb produced has 

the structure: 

Bd.V + Vb + Bd.V+ Bd.V. 

Since this is different from any structure described so far, we 

shall give fuller details here of the Composite Verbs derived. 

The 3-item Composite Verbs that serve as the immediate base for 
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the expansion operation fall into five types. We specify the 

derived 4-item Composite Verbs according to these five different 

types. 

1. 	Base ultimately 	+Vb. 

Immediate 3-item Composite Verb Base :- 

bg...Vb...dh : Expander - vb...funj...; 

vb...mo.••; vb.••si•••; 
	‘2 	vb...ti...; 

vb...p4. 

e.g. Ba we so filn Bisi de oko r4 
Help us relay it through Bisi to her husband) 

Lo be won rIn in mi'14 de olOpg 

(I helped them hold him down pending the 
policeman's arrival). 

Expander - vb. • • Ain. ; vb. . . 	. . ; 

vb•••11.••; vb•••mo'.••; vbmsi.2.•; vb•••tl...•; 

vb...ni...; vb...po. 

e.g. Or  h4 we s9 fun 1911 kg 'gboro 

(He helped us telll)eople on the streets) 

TZ;mirlbg' won 	ni Zibe kg tboro-kkci 
Tommy has joined the gang inflicting knife 
wounds on people all about Lagos), 

bg. .. vb... 	: Expander - 	ptl? 

e.g. Bg mi kci won pZis mci tir 
(Help me collect them with yours) 

Expander - Vb.. 	. ; vb... a.. 

e.g. ND bg won ddr6 ti 1 s,  kbg - 
(I joined them in standing by it at the 
road side 

Expander - 
I e.g. 0 be nu. ills e 1.2/1g )nEt ti 

(He helped me put in on the fire near 
her mother). 



1)4 .vb...ni. 

The first and 

b4...vb. Si 

b4...vb.. 

c...st of them seem to be excluded in order to avoid 
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The seven other 3-item Complex Verbs caGnot 

71n. These nre 

b4...vb...f6n. 	 e. 

redundancy b4 is synonymous, in a sense, with fn both meaninP on 

behalf of' and, in another sense, with 	(both meaninp. 'in the company 

of'). 

2. 	7,3:4. 	ultimate:1y:Li1.. .vb  

Darted:tate 3-item Composite Verb base  

fil 	 xpander - vb.. 	b. 

0 :N. 1w4 	n cbc4bo won 1c '16 a f 

He showed the book round to all of them in 
the house before your arrival 

i 	.vb. 	Expander - vb...db.. 	b...ti. 

6n Ci 	-arc, (347:15 
	

4 

(They are waiting for you in aos with your 
own present 

The other 3-item Complex Verbs of this tpe cannot be furthcr exptmded 

 

fi. 	 Expander - 

vb...si 	vb.. 

Vb.. .ni. 

14• 

Vb...t1. 

0 Ci icla5lyh so f4n emoD olona 11*1 ON 1N4 
He borttr inJ.omod 	polleimn neirirrrs. ins rather .arrivdl 
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114h fl IkEinjA 4(5 K 	 ml o 

Don't hastily brine it down from the fire before 
I come back 

fi...vb. 	un.... Expander- 

1 vb.. , ;vb.. 

7 
	V 	• •Pi. 	.; 

7 

b()n 

   

   

I cleverly broadcast news of the affair for 
them all over the town 

Pi 94 pb6 a l'oju 	ml 
,p him in the face for me with your hand 

: Expander - 	 vb...14. 

vb...nf...;vb 	p2.). 

461.6b"& tatkaa sf 	k 	b6 

He is using a catapult to shoot atones at 
all over the bush 

. ; 

them 

fi...vb. Expnder - 

0 fi 12kenjilwb, 	w9n 	g tine?, 

u .c-ceedily gathered them with yours 

ddro a yin s'etf-odb 
patiently waited for you at the river-bank 

fi .vb...ti. 	. Expander - 

11 	Lap  T Pbe e 	le a, A 1.14.-ciA. 
I set it on the fire in a clay Pot near 
Grandmother 

The other 3-item Composite Verbs cannot be further e )anded by 

These are : 

fi.vb.. 	16. 	 .vb. 

.vb...nf. 
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Base ultimately mu ...vb. 

Immediate 3-item Composite Verb base :- 

IDLOOVb4WOOd'600111,  

mu'.. .vb• • p un... 

mu... vb. Ica: • 

Inti• • • Vb• • •11:146 • • 

11 Expander - 	 vb...si ...; 

e.g. bun T 	ni s ail2/14 ori-4ga de yin 
(That's what made me bring it down on the 
chair until you came). 

Expander - 
•2 ...;vb...si ...; vb...ti...; vb...ni...; 

e.g. iff?'n mti ml 	lo9n 14 ti ft.in 
(They made me shoot at it for them) 

Expander - 
:2 vb...si ...; vb...ti...; vb...ni...; vb...p?. 

e.g. 	r 0' la' muf  1 jakd.  ler'ri-aga ld 'le? 
(What makes you shift from one chair to 
another all about the room?) 

Expander - 

e.g. Min md mi so cS pa mO' apO 
v..... 

(They made me tie it to a post) 

Expander - vb...ti... 

e.g. ki P o mu 	e ti Ogiri s' iVe? 
(What made you rest it against a wall there?) 

Expander - 

e.g. WO:n xm ml s4 4 21.4 	ti igi ye,n, 
(They node me bring it dawn near that tree) 

Expander - vb. . kh/14.. ; vb... sil  

e.g. 	4  1,  o'xml w?ri 1? sl htin p? 

(It was poverty that made them go there 
together). 
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The five other 3-item Composite Verbs cannot be further 

expanded by 3á, These are : 

; 	 ; 	 ; 

mu...vb...ni... 

5. Base ultimately ti...vb 

4-item Composite3Verbs derivable from this base are slightly 

deviant; although they are acceptable, with some reluctance, to 

informants. Since our practice is to reject forms that are not 

considered normal by concensus, we leave these 4-item Composite 

Verbs out. An example is eti...vb...$ 	(derived:from 

a 3-item base 	 as in: 

A ti i so min 2.2.* mcitra 

(From there, we tied them to each other) 

The form used instead consists of a Place-Adverbial preposed to a 

clause containing the remaining three verbal elements, as in 

Lati ibe ni a ti so Ian pO mcPra 

The Place-Adverbial is itself derived from the verbal element ti 

and its 'NP-place. object. This construction is also more 

frequently used by some informants in place of the 3-item Composite 

Verb based on 	 

DERIVATION OF A 4-ITEM COMPOSITE VERB BY FIXED PATTERN VERBS. 

In the position nvb" in all the 3-item Composite Verbs expanded 

by Free Pattern Complex Verbs in the above section, the expander 

may also be Fixed Pattern Complex Verb sub-class 1, 2b, 3b. The 

following is the list of such permissible Fixed Pattern expanders. 
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1. Base ultimately ba...v  . 
/ 	 Expander - Sub-class 1:  de...si; da...ni; 

pa...da; 	y7...si. 
Sub-class 2b: 	de...dtirO; 

den...w;; pa...de; 

Sub-class 3b:  de s  

vbs...pa; 

: 	Expander - Sub-c-laqs 1:  ba. j; di.,  

Sub-class 2b: 

Sub-class 3b:  Bone. 

Expander - Sub-class 1:  blx ...ji; de...m(4 111‘04,41,Vbild.;01#'41, 60 

pa...p(1). 

lai%olkIrbOsOS11,14,4, 

Sub-class 2b: 

den...me.; pa...de. 

Sub-class 3b:  vbs...10a. 
Expander -  Sub-class 1:  dA...si; 

ria...pCI. 

Sub-class 2b:  dEt...dx1r4; 

Sub-class 3b: 	 vbs...pa 

: Expander - Sub-class 1:  pa...4. 

Sub-class 2b:  d‘...dUrd; 	•. 

Sub-class 3b: Bone. 

Expander - Sub-class 1:  1:)...ji; 	• 

Sub-class 2b:  None. 

Sub-class 3h:  gbi/ta k;.. 

ka1/44...k.5; 

1.1  
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2. Base ultimately  

Expander - Sub-class 1:  pa...mc% 

Sub-classes 2b, 3b:  None. 
el 

fi ...vb...si IRO* 	Expander 	Sub-class 1:  pa...mi. 

Sub-classes 2bt  3b:  None. 
Base ultimata' f12 

fi...vb...de... 	Expander - Sub-class 1:  All, except dt...k?...; 

ko...1e/si... 

Sub-class 2b:  All, except  

e/par(; 

Sub-class 3b:  All, except .0.11...ba. 

Expander - Sub-class  2: All except 

ea...k?...;  

Sub-class 2b: 	dg...d6r6; 

d6.n...w4G; pa...dS; 

Sub-class 31).:  All, except 

gb6/ta 

EXpander - Sub-class 1:  Wi...J4; 

V.44.4,111,LAA41, 

Sub-Class 2b: 

pa...doe.; '01..49. 

Sub-class ,311:  di sl... 

fi...vb...m6... 	: Expander - Sub-class 1: 

Sub-Class 2b:  

Sub-class  kL ‘ ..ko. 
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fi...vb...si 

fiee0V10000t141.00 

Expander - Sub-class 1:  bL..je:; 

Sub-class 2b; 	tu... 

Sub-class 3h:  WO...1a); vbs...pa. 

: Expander - Sub-class 1:  bL...j1; 

Sub-class 2b:  d4..dtird; 

Sub-class 3b:  

Expander - Sub-class 1: 

Sub-class 2b:  None. 

Sub-class 3b:gb‘/ta  

4. Base ultimately u ...vb. 

Expander - Sub-class 1:  All, except 

Sub-class 2b:  All 2b(A), except 

 

Sub-class 3b:  da Si...; t...ba; 

vbs...pa; i7/yi...po. 

: Expander - Sub-class 1:  All, except dA...k9.-
, 

Sub-class 2b:  All 2b(A), except 

Sub-class 31): 	All 

mu•••vb•••Ji..a••• 	Expander -  Sub-class 1:  All, except 

ko...14 

Sub-class 2b:  bi...11TO; 

tu... j?. 



• • 
MUsloalVbsoloMO.res 

MIL • 

MILOS.Vbe4,00 

mi...vb...nf... 

• • • 
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Sub-class 5b: ta kb.; da si, 

• .ba; 

Expander - Sub-class 1: pa...p4. 

Sub-class 2b: 

Sub-class 5b: kg...kb. 

Expander Sub-class 1: bk... 	el; 

dd...nf; pa...m4; 

Sub-class 2b:  dg...dUre. 

Sub-class 5b:  kg...kb; vbs...pa. 

Expander - Sub-class 1: pa...A. 

Sub-class 2b: pa...de% 

Sub-class 5b: kg...kb. 

Expander - Sub-class 1: ba... e; dg...ni. 

Sub-class 2b: None. 

Sub-class 5b:  gbi/ta kb.. 

k/.. .k. 

DERIVATION OF 5-ITEM COMPOSITE VERBS. 

The 4-item Composite Verbs considered in the above section 

(those derived by Free Pattern expanders) can be further expanded 

by 2a and 3a expanders2 This expansion involves all eight operations 

at the bottom of the IAI section of the diagram on p.253. 

They are: 

al 	2a Base x 2a x 2a x 2a 

" 2 	 a 	• x 3a 

2. Theoretically, these' 4-item Composite Verb bases Should be 
expandable by Fixed Pattern Complex Verbs as well. But we 
find no actual Composite Verbs of this derivation. 
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AIb3 = 2a Base  x 2a x 3a x 2a. 

(iv) " 2 = 	 It 	a 	x 3a. 

(v) Mat = 	x 3a x 2a x 2a. 

(vi) " 2 = 	 x 3a. 

(vii) Alibi = 	 3a x 2a 

(viii) " 2 	 x 3a 

We shall not specify the derived 5-item Composite Verbs in 

any detail because of the amount of space that it would inevitably 

take up. To give an idea of the enormity of the number of 

Composite Verbs that may theoretically be expected, it is enough 

to point out that the 4-item Composite Verbs specified above (and 

they do not include those derived by the operation of a 2a expander 

on a 3-item base) number 77 (21 ultimately derived from be"...vb,  

4 from fil...vb, 27 from f12...vb, and 26 from m ...vb).  Each of 

them, like each of the larger set derived by the operation of a 2a 

expander on a 3-item base, is a potential 4-item Composite Verb base 

on whioh a 2a or 3a expander may operate. Each 5-item Composite Verb 

thus derived will have its 'history' specified by one of the eight 

operations listed above. As pointed out on pp.250 - 251 above, SWIM 

of these different operations actually 'converge' in their result. 

Thus, operations (i) - (viii) above actually produce only four different 

types of Composite Verb. We think it is enough to outline these four 

types and give a few examples to illustrate them. The derivation of 

all the aotual Composite Verbs resulting from the operations is done 

by a commutation test in which the position "vb" in the underlying 

4-item Composite Verbs is, in turn, filled by all 2a and then all 3a 

expanders. 
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The four types are : 

1. Alai (4) in the list of operations 

The structure of the Composite Verb resulting is: 

'Bd.v + Bd.v + Bd.v + Bd.V + vb' 

This structure is possible only if the "2a Base is a 2a(B) 

Complex Verb.. 

e.g. Xo k4kcibg" w?n fi2  1k6;.ntifi Okti 4gb9n rhIn 

(At first I showed him, on their behalf and with great pity, 
his brother's corpse 

2. ( iii) and (v) on the list [i.e. 'AIa2', 'AIblf, and 'AlIall 

all produce a Composite Verb with the structure: 

'Bd.v + Bd.v + Bd.v + vb + Bdor' 

It is to be noted that after the initial 2a Base, the same 

expanders are used, although in different order, in all three operations. 

As was observed earlier (p.2.50 ), a sequence of operations using 

2a or 3a expanders will always produce the same Composite Verb no 

matter in what order the expanders are applied during the process of 

derivation. 

e.g. Ignd 	mi bg w9n fl2  kr9 mi w9.  9 ti 6giri 
(It was sympathy that made me use my machine to drag 
it against the wall for them 

3. (iv), (vi) and (vii) on the list [i.e. 'AIb21 	2''AITh1 IJ 1  

all produce a Composite Verb with the structure: 

Bd.v + Bd.v + vb + Bd.v + Bd.v 

As in 2, different orderings of the same expanders operate on the 

same 2a Base to produce the same Composite Verb; e.g. 

No ba" won fi2 okiin so cf,  Ib ml temi 

(I helped them tie it to mine with a rope) 
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4. tAIIb2t  [i.e. (viii)on the list" 

This is similar to (1) above : while (1) has a sequence of three 

2a expanders operating on a 2a Base, (4) has a sequence of three  

3a expanders operating on a 2a Base. 

The structure of the Composite Verb thus derived is : 

Bd.v + vb + Bd.v + Bd.v + Bd.v 

e.g. K1 l'o'mti so fg.. tiwa pc mei tiwin kStboro? 

8.1111 
	(What made you tie our flags to theirs all over the town?) 

WHERE THE COMPLEX VERB BASE IS A 2a(B) (i.e.Ikmami Verb = Intrans.). 

The expander may be a Fixed Pattern Complex Verb or a Free 

Pattern Complex Verb. 

1. Expansion by Fixed Pattern Complex Verbs. 

The processes are exactly as in 8.1110,1,and all the Composite 

Verbs derived by those processes can substitute for "vb" in 2a(B) 

Complex Verbs. . 

2. Expansion by Free Pattern ComplexVerbs. 

The processes are also the same as in 8.1110,2; similarly, all 

the Composite Verbs derived by those processes can substitute for 

"vb" in 2a(B), subject to the following condition. Any 8.3110,2, 

Composite Verb containing any of the Bound Verbs of 2a(B) cannot 

substitute for "vb" in 2a(B) if the 2a(B) Bound Verb in it does not 

normally co-occur with the Bound Verb in the 2a(B) base as set out 

in (3) below. Five-item Composite Verbs are thus regularly derived 

from a 2a(B) base. 

3. Expansion by combination of two 2(a)B Bound Verbs. 

Two Bound Verbs of 2(a)B Complex Verbs may precede or follow 

each other in the formation of Composite Verbs; e.g. dede nikan vb. 



fi3: 
fise:+ 

gbeVti2:+ 

jaja: + 

+ 

Telte: 

!ff. 

gb44004. 

j909):+ 

% 
jUni9 . • + 

; pp ; gb44d4 ; 
ttin. 

gb6 /ti2  ; se3 • 
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The position Nib" in this case is not often filled by a 4-it= 

Composite Verb (perhaps because the sequence is too long in speech). 

Strictly speaking, and as indicated in the Table in 8.02, " 

this is expansion by Free Pattern Complex Verbs since the position 

Nib" permits an open choice of Full Verb types. 

In the following list of co-occurring Bound Verbs, the verbal 

element before '+' can be followed in Composite Verb formation by 

any of the elements listed after. 

dg: 

m°44* 
d4d4: 

f4rW: 
nikan: 

,2 to  

• (No,  Bound Verb) 

• dg ; 

• dg ; 

• dg ; 

• (No Bound Verb) 

; dede ; nikan ; jaja ; 	; j7 ; An° ; 

Akan ; tete ; 
44m4 ; Akan ; j?. 
nikan ; j9 ; tUnh??. 

kk ; ttin ; 

dg ; nikan. 

All 2(a)B Bound Verbs except the clause-bound 

ones: te ; fi3  ; fi)'014.  ; gbgj4i2  ; 	; ?elf i3. 

dg ; Akan ; jc? ;Simi!? ; tete ; ttinb'? ; tun. 

dg ; Akan ; fi3  ; gb44/ti2. 

All 2(a)B Bound Verbs except: d4d4 ; fi3  

; laWa 
All 2(a)B Bound Verbs except the clause-bound ones. 

mffe? ; dede ; 	; nikan 

jt* ; k6k6 ; tete ; tU6b4. ; 

Akan ; tg4; fi3  ; 	4.  

jtu 	; ttinb'? ; tn. 

Akan ; fi4.,/se4  ; gb64/ti2  ; 

ji.14 ; kskvif. ; tete ; ttinb,l) ; 

444 ; fr ; 	; tvin14. 

(No Bound Verb). 
; f0.4 ; Akan ; tc;1; dS ; moomo ; ded4 

5,/ti3 ; gb40Cie ; j9 ; ji4 ; (16)...sb11. ; tete ; 



bd....vb. e.g. 

2 4.,t  
Ai ...vb. e.g. 

,43  ...v.,. e.g. 

..vb. e.g. 
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sWa: + at ; de ; ?Akan ; fi3  ; 4 	/ /ti3  ; J? ; 

Am.?: ; th; ; tanb6 ; 
• 4 '4 tete: 	da ; =ken ; fi /cm ; j? ; 414,, ; sVa. 

+ de. ; 444 ; 'Akan ; 	 gb6 jti2  ; 
ie iti ; q79442 ; j?. 

ttn 	+ All 2(a)B Bound Verbs except : te"nbZi); 

8 112 EXPANSION BY COMPOUND VLMB EXPANDERS 

8.1120 Where the Comdex Verb Base is a 2a(A) (i.e. Bound Verb = Trans.) 

The position vb" in the 2a base can be filled by Compound Verbs 

from any of the Classes A - H (7. 1 above) if and only if the 
Complex Verb base is one of the following: 

Mo IA" a 212: o A(vb = bd...sbo  Class A) 
(I helped him peel it off for cooking) 

Mo fi ipS b4w, 1é (vb = btf; 	Class B) 
(I leapt into the house by force) 

6/A mi tc2.  9122 (vb = f) Ade, Class C 
(It made me jump to a standing position 3 
Mo t' 	 (vb = mu...y4 Class D) 
(I 'got myself drunk from there) 

he Complex Verb base is a...V-tro  the Compound Verb 

expander is selected from sub-classes A, Do  E only - i.e. the three 

Compound Verb sub-classes in which the first verb is followed by a 

NP and the second by no NP at all; e.g. 

.mo a4 .1)1)6 nhilt el() ritf (Vb = gbe...ro; Class E) 
(I erected the post all by myself) 

In this Composite Verb type, there are two Transitive Verbs (the first 

and second elements) both having the same 'NP-object' in basic structure. 

In the Composite Verb the common 'NP-obj.' follows the first Transitive 

Verb and precedes the second. 

With other 2a(A) Complex Verbs (fi 	bil...V-tr and 

	  no expansion is possible. 

; 

When 
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A 3-item Composite Verb with a 2a(A) base may also be 

expanded by a Compound Verb. Thus, in the 3-item Composite Verbs 

listed for further expansion in 8.1110, 2, (pp. 254-  5 ), the 

position "vb" may be filled by Compound Verbs from any of the 

sub-classes A - H provided the 3-item base does not include the 

sequence da'...vb.  In the two instancesthat include da'...vb 

til...c1‘...vb), any possible Compound Verb expander 

is selected from sub-classes A, D. E. 
8.1121 

Where the Complex Verb Base is a 2a(B)  (i.e. Bound Verb = Intrans) 

The position "vb" can be filled by Compound Verbs from any of 

the sub-classes A - H. 

In a 3-item Composite Verb with a sequence of two 2a(B) Bound 

Verbs (outlined in 8.1111, 3 above), the position "vb" may similarly 

be filled by Compound Verbs from any Compound Verb sub-class. 
8.113 

EXPANSION BY CATENATIVE PATTERN 1 MPABDEBS. 
8.1130 

Where the Complex Verb Base is 2a(A)  (i.e. Bound Verb = Trans.) 

, In mu3  ...vb  and til...vb,  a Catenative Pattern 1 sequence may 

be substituted for "vb". 

mu ...vb  : "lib" may be Catenative Pattern 1 sequence of any 

of the patterns (Instrumental or Non-Instrumental) outlined in 6 . 2. 
.1 tl ...vb  : "Vb" may be Von-Instrumental Catenative Pattern 

or 'C'. Non-Instrumental Pattern 'A', with the 

exception of the vn.3 sub-pattern, may also 

substitute for "Vb". 
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8.113 
here the Complex Verb Base is 2a(B)  (i.e. Bound Verb = Intrans. 

Not all Catenative Pattern 1 types can substitute for "vb" in 

a 2a(B) Bound Verb. Since the restrictions do not appear to be 

subject to any general rule, we list below all the permissible 

Catenative Pattern 1 expanders after each Bound Verb. 

dg 	vb: + Non-Instrumental (Non-Instr.) A only. 

ra,:i4m44 vb: 

d4de vb: 
fire4.  vb: 

nikanvb: 
.2 to 	vb: 

fi3  vb: 
fit/M: 

gb4rti2  vb: 
jaj a vb: 

PlaIA vb: 
e3 vb: + 
?e5/ti vb: 

44 vb: + 

gbcgdc). vb: 
J9(j9) vb: 

oums) vb: + 
4)(4) vb: 

s6b1, vb: 

tete vb: 
tinabg vb: 

tun vb: + 

e.g. Iwe' tire l'd'dg dim 	 gbogbo w9n. 
(Of all the books there, his was the only one 
that was pleasant to read). 

Non-Instr. B, 0.1, C.2. 

B, 0.1, 0.2. 
B (vn.3, vn.4 only), C.1 (vn.3, vn4), 
C.2 (vn.2), D. 

A, B, 0.1, 0.2. 

A, B, 0.1, 0.2, D; Instrumental (Instr.)A. 
e.g. K' 	mi I 	(vb = Catn. Pattn. D,Non -Instr. 

(Before I became disgusted with reading it). 
Non-Instr. B, C.1, C.2. 
• B, 0.1, 0.2, II; Instr. A, B. 

A, B, C.1, C.2, D; " A, B. 
• C.2. 

e.g. O  jej  k at4t6 

(Ere managed to learn car driving at last) 
Non-Instr. A (vn.2, vn.4), B, 0.1, 0.2, D; Instr. A. B. 

B, 0.1, 0.2, D. 
A (vn.2, vn.4), B, 0.1, 0.2, D. 

A, B, 0.1, 0.2, D; Instr. A, B. 
A, Bp C.1, 0.2, D; 	A, B. 
A, B, 0.1, 0.2, D; 	A. 
B, 0.1, 0.2. 

A (vn.2, vn.4) B, C.1, 0.2, D; Instr. A. B. 

A, B. 0.1, 0.2, D; Instr. A, B. 

B, C.1, C.2, D. 
A (vn.2, vn.4), B, C.1, C.2, D. 

A, B, C.1, 0.2, D; Instr. A. B. 

ft 
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8.12 COMPOSITE VERB BY EXPANSION OF A. 3a COMPLEX VERB BASE 

8.120 	The structure of a 3a Complex Verb is Vb + Bound Verb  

The Bound Verb constituent is a morphologically specified element 

(see Table in 5.11). The position of potential expansion is "vb"; 

and it may be filled by a Single Verb, a Complex or a Compound 

Verb. In the derivation of Composite Verbs, we are interested only 

in the expansion of 3a by Complex or Compound Verbs. Since the 

Complex Verb base is 3a, re are interested, too, only in the operation 

type labelled 'B' in the diagram on p. 253. 

8.121 Expansion by a Complex Verb. 

As in 8.11, we shall distinguish between expansion by a 

Fixed Pattern Complex:Verb and expansion by a Free Pattern Complex Verb. 

DERIVATION OF A)-ITEM COMPOSITE VERB  

Expansion by a Fixed Pattern Complex Verb 

(i) + sub-class 1 Complex Verb 

The structure of the Composite Verb resulting from this 

is 'sub-class 1 Complex Verb + Bound Verb'. 

She Composite Verb thus derived is a 3-item sequence. 

All sub-class 1 Complex Verbs can substitute for vb in two 

of the eleven 3a Complex Verbs. The two are : 

	

vb 	; vb 

	

All, except 	 and k9...16/si...0  can substitute for vb in 

vb 

Four other 3(a)Complex Verbs are expanded by a restricted set 

of sub-class 1: 
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ka... "vbft pay be da...ni. 

ba..4;  pa...14; t 
: vb 	2  

 

vb 
, 	. 

da...ni; 

The remaining four 3a Complex Verbs cannot be expanded by 

sub-clasp i 

(ii) + sub-class 2b Complex Verb. 

The structure of the Composite Verb resulting from this is 

'sub-class 2b Complex Verb + Bound Verb's  

and it is a 3-item Composite Verb. The possibility of expansion 

is as follows: 

vb. 	 : Expander may be any 2b Complex Verb except 

	 dcf...k9jd; and bia...ie/Par 

vb 	+ 
	 As for vb + • 

• • ft 

vb 
	

- Expander - any 2b Complex Verb except 

Vh...14/1i; def...k9j4 bil...qe/pa4 and a. kli% 

vb + 	 Expander - any 2b Complex Verb except 

	 and bil...qe/Parl. 

fi vb 	si 	Expander may be: da'....dtirci; 

d‘.101. 

vb 	 : Expander may be: til...j?; 

vb 	A 	: As for vb + 

The following 3a Complex Verbs cannot be expanded by 2b Complex 

/2 
Verbs:- vb + 	vb + 	vb + si ...; vb + ni... 
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(iii) + sub-class 3b Complex Verb 

The Composite Verb derived by this is a 3-item verb sequence, with 

the structure: 

'sub-class 3h Complex Verb + Bound Verb'. 

The possibility of expansion is as follows: 

vb + de.... : Etpander - any 3b Complex Verb except gbg k; 

( though its alternative, ta 	is possible ): 

dg ka21/ktIn/s12....:  and $..ba.  

vb + 	Expander - all 3b except dlt k6/kUn....,  though their 

variant form dg si ...  is also a possible expander. 

vb + 	: As for vb +  

vb + 	: Only expander possible is kg/i1'....k;.  

vb + mo.... : Expander - vbs. .pa  only. The sequence te...ba + 

occurs in a line of a school-children's song. 

"Ea ki kyin obi mi ( I pay respects to you, my parents, 

130:11'4 - ri - ha - mi 	with a bow right to the 

ground). 

We have no other instance of the Composite Verb $..ba...mci 

vb + si 	: Expander - kg/14...k; vbs....Pa : 	po. - 
ti... 	 '1 vb : As for vb + si  

vb + gbe' 	: Expander - all 3h, except: gbg/ta i‘004,0 69 

Although dg 	is a possible expander, its variant 

forms dg 
	

are not. 

vb + p7 	: Expander - all 3b, except vbs....pa  and da k6/ktIn 

though their variant form da si... is a possible expander. 
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The following 3a Complex Verbs cannot be expanded into 

CompoSite Verbs by 3b :- 

vb .+ kL.. (though not so with its variant, vb +  

. a 
vb + 	 + sa. 	vb + ni... 

2. 	Expansion by a Free Pattern Complex Verb. 

'Expansion by a 2a Complex Verb :- Using labels from the diagram 

on p. 253, the operation involved here is 'BI (i.e. 'a Base x 2a). 

The Structure of the Composite Verb so derived is 

'Bd.V 	vb' + 

as in - 

b4 a so iqu na el) mt. 
(She helped him cook the yams before my arrival) 

This ComPosite Verb is also derived by operation 'AII'; and since 

this has been dealt with above (p.265), it is of no further interest 

hero. 

Expansion by a 3a Complex Verb:- 

The operation involved is 'BIT' (i.e. 3a Base  x 3a). The 

structure of the derived Composite Verb is 

'Vb + Bd.V + 

as in : 

Mo 	e 	le' '114 do a 
(I place it on the fire pending your arrival) 

This is a new structure and 	following further detail is necessary. 

.3a. Bases and 3a Expanders  

vb de... :Eipander - All 3a, except vb d ; vb 31.axic 
/ 

e.g. Ma 1e e fun won de ml 

(Keep doing it for them till I come back) 
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vb - 	 All 3a, except vb 

vb 
	

10•• It 
	 Expander - only 	 vb + 

e.g. Mo d'a 6 nu!w k le 

'I mixed it with beans while cooking it'. 

Yb 
	

Expander - All 3a, except vb de..., vb 

vb.si  

vb 
	

Eacionnier - vb p‘o only 

vb 
	

Expander vb  

vb 
	

Expander "'All 3a, except vb j . 

DERIVATION OF A 4-ITEM COMPOSicE VERB 

1. Expansion by a Fixed Pattern Complex Verb  

Since 3-item Composite Verbs derived by operation 'BI' are of 

no further interest (their forms and longer Composite Verbs resulting 

from #1.04-,02cp 	ow having been covered in the treatment of certnir 

1.0 type operations), the expansion of interest here is that of 

3-item Composite Verbs derived by the operation 

-All 46 Composite Verbs derived by the operation 'BII' are of 

the structure: 3  

Bd.v. 	Bd.v'. 

Each of them is expandable by Fixed Pattern Complex Verbs 

(Sub-classes 1, 2b, 3b) subject to the following restriction: 

• The total of 44 is reached as follows: 
vb 	9; vb flip..., 10; vb 	vb 	6.064, 
vb 	2; vb aft.. 2; 	vb il...1; vb pb 10. 

2 each; 
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All Fixed Pattern verbs are excluded as expanders if they do not 

normally co-occur with the Bound Verb following "vb" in the immediate 

3-item base. (Such co-occurrence is outlined in Subsection 1 of 

'Derivation of a 3-item Composite Verb' above - pp.283 - 286 ). 

Examples of 4-item Composite Verb thus derived: 

a) 3-item Composite Verb base : vb 

4-item Composite Verb derived : 

(vb = s?...dh/di...) 

e.g. WO so 	mlta fun 0111 de mi 

(They made it three for Olu before I arrived) 

(Expander - 2b Composite Verb). 

% b) 3-item Composite Verb base : vb le...ti... 

4-item Composite Verb derived : kg...kO 

e.g. ho kg a kO le 'ri=aga ti w4n 
(I coiled it on the table near them) 

2. 	Expansion by a Free Pattern Complex Verb. 

Expansion by a 2a Complex Verb 

If the immediate 3-item base has been derived by operation of 

the type 'Br, the derivation of the 4-item Composite Verb is by the 

operation labelled 'Ma' on p. 253 (i.e. 3a Base x 2a x 2a). The 

structure of the Composite Verb is 

'Bd.v + Bd.v 	vb + 3d. v.' 

Since this structure is the same as that derived by tAIbl and 'AIIa' 

above, it is of no further interest. 

Similarly, if the 3-item base has been derived by an operation 
/Dr the 

of the type I3I1', the derivation/4-item Composite Verb is by the 

operation 'BIIat (i.e. 3a Base x 3a x 2a), yielding a Composite Verb 

with the structure : 
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• 'Bd. v vb + Bd. v Bd. 

This Composite Verb is identical with that produced by 	which 

has been dealt with. 

Expansion by a 3a Complex Vert).  

If the immediate 3-item base has been derived by an operation 

of type 'BI', the derivation of the 4-item Composite Verb is by the 

operation labelled 'BIb' (i.e. 3a Base x 2a x 3a); and the structure 

f the derived Composite Verb is : 

'Bd. v + vb + Bd. v + Bd. v' 

This is identical with Composite Verbs derived by 'AIIb' and 

Mat which have already been deSliwith. 

If, however, the immediate 3-item base has been derived by an 

operation of the type 'BII', the derivation of the 4-item Composite 

Verb is by ,BIIb' (i.e. 3a Base  x 3a x 3a) and produces Composite 

Verbs of a new structure

•  

	: 

'Vb + Bd.v + Bd.v + Bd.v. 

To produce Composite Verbs of this structure, all the 46 3-item 

Composite Verbs outlined on p.287 are theoretically expandable 

by 3a expanders subject to the following restriction : 

3e expanders are excluded if they do not normally co-occur 

with the Bound Verb following "vb" in the under-lying 

3-item base. (Such co-occurrence is outlined in sub-section A 

of 'Derivation of a 3-item Composite Verb' -pp.283-286 above). 

In reality, however, though they may all seem syntactically well-

formed, only a few of the Composite Verbs thus derived are actually used. 

Spoken language prefers a less synthetic style which breaks up the 

thought expressed into different phrase sequences. There is a strong 
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tendency not to pile up Bound Verbs after the Single Verb element 

occurring in a clause. This fact, however, cannot be formulated 

into a rule since informants find some of the resultant 4-item 

Composite Verbs more acceptable than others. The following 

sentence 1( 	for instance, has a build-up of three Bound Verbs 

after Single (Free) Verb so 'tie' and is no less acceptable than 

its variant 1(b) in which the post-Free Verb sequence of Bound 

Verbs is reduced : 

1( 	0 so OpO: 	'gi fifn mi 

(You helped me tie it to a stick) 

Compare the synonymous but structurally different 

1(b) 	0 bg mi so O.  pc mcr I gi. 
•••••••• 

On the other hand, the following occurrence of the same Composite 

Verb structure (as in 2(a) ) is regarded as forced and is even 

firmly rejected by some informants, while 2(b) - the structural 

equivalent of 1(b) - is preferred : 

2(a) 0 sr si won nix' wa de bbA , 	, 	4 

Cf. 2(b) 0 bg wa st?r,) si won de bbg 

(You helped us speak to them on behalf of father 

DERIVATION OF A 5-IT EK COEPOSITE VERB 

1, Expansion by a Fixed Pattern Complex Verb:- 

The only 4-item Composite Verb base that is of interest since 

it has not been covered in earlier parts of this description, is 

that derived by the operation 'BIM' and described in the sub-section 

above. In fact no further expansion of that structure vb Bd. v 

+ Bd.v + Bd.v) by a Fixed Pattern Complex Verb is possible. 
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2. 	Ekpansion by a Free Pattern Complex Verb. 

Given a 4-item Composite Verb base with the structure 

'vb + Bd.v + Bd.v + Bd.v', 

eight expansion operations are theoretically possible as shown 

on the diagram on p. 253 . 	Seven of these are merely alternative 

operations for deriving Composite Verbs which have already been 

described in earlier parts of this chapter. These seven produce 

three types of Composite Verbs : 

(a) 'BIal' (i.e. 3a Base x 2a x 2a x 2a) uses a Complex Verb 2a 

expander to produce a Composite Verb with the structure: 

'Bd.v + Bd.v + Bd.v + vb + Bd.1,0 

This is the same as is produced by 'AIa2, 'AIbl and 

'Anal' (see Type 2, p. 277). 

(b) 'BIbl' (i.e. 3a Base x 2a x 3a x 2a) : expander - 2a; 

'BIIali (i.e. 3a Base x 3a x 2a x 2a) : 	-2a; 

'BIa21  (i.e. 3a Base x 2a x 2a x 3a) : 	- 3a. 

All these three operations produce identical Composite Verbs 

with the structure : 

'Bd.v + Bd.v + vb + Bd.v + Bd.v' 

These are identical with 5-item Composite Verbs produced by 

'A1b2', 'AIIa2', and 'AIM' (see Type 3, p. 277). 

(c) 'BIIbl' (i.e. 3a Base x ja x ja x 2a) : expander - 2a; 

'BIb2' (i.e. 3a Base x 2a x 3a x 3a) : 	U 	- 3a; 

'BIIa2' (i.e. 3a Base x 3a x 2a x 3a): 	- 3a. 

All these operations produce identical Composite Verbs with 

the structure : 

'Bd.v + vb + Bd.v + Bator + Bd.v' 
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These are identical with 5-item Composite Verbs produced by 

'AIIb2' (see Type 4, p. 278 ). 

The eighth operation (which would be type (d) here) is 'BIIb2' 

(i.e. Base 3a x 3a x 3a x 3a). 	This does not produce any Composite 

Verb in Yoruba, since there is no Composite Verb with the structure 

derivable by this operation : 

'21112 + Bd.v + Bd.v + Bd.v 

In summary, there are only four types of 5-item Composite Verbs 

derived by Free Pattern expanders in Yoruba. Three of these can be 

derived from a Complex Verb 3a base by the (a) - (c) grpups of 

operations here specified or alternatively from a Complex Verb 2a 

base by the (2) - (4) groups of operations specified on p. 277 - 278 

above. The fourth type is derivable only from a Complex Verb 2a base 

by the operation specified as Type 1 on p. 277 . All four types 

are exemplified on p.277 - 278. _ 
8.122 

EXPANSION BY A COMPOUND VERB. 

A Complex Verb 3a (structure: vb + Bd.v) or a 3-item Composite 

Verb derived from a 3a base may be expanded by a Compound Verb from 

any of the Compound Verb classes. 

The general rule governing the choice of a Compound Verb expander 

is that the second constituent of the Compound Verb must be a lexical 

item that can fill the position "vb' if the structure were simply the 

basic 'vb + Bd.v'. In this regard, the first constituent of the 

Compound Verb is irrelevant. For instance, in vb la...,  "vb" may 

be the lexical items ID,r 'drop' or 	'lose grip'; and in vb 

"vb" may be rd.  but not bcj. In the expansion of vb 11..1  the 

Compound Verb r‘ bti occurs before 	but in the expansion 
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of vb MD.* $ it cannot occur before ...mom. Thus : 

re (...) bsr 1U... 'fell and dropped on...' 

but NOT 

(...) 13,r 	in spite of re'(...)  

We may note two points with regard to this general rule. 

Firstly, while it is true that the second constituent of the 

Compound Verb expander must be semantically compatible with the 

Bound Verb occurring in '...vb + 	of the base, not all 

Compound Verbs having a lexically compatible second constituent 

do occur as expander before a given Bound Verb. For instance, 

though de 'tie' is lexically compatible with 	(as in de 

the Compound Verb gbd...de,  'arrest and bind', does not serve as 

expander of vb ma'...; thus there is no Composite Verbtber...de 

Similarly, in spite of s?..ke... (vb ke) 'relate.., about...', the 

Compound Verb r; so does not produce a Composite Verb rO...s? ke... 

Secondly, the general rule stated above may suggest that there 

is greater cohesion between the second constituent of the Compound 

Verb and the following Bound Verb in a Composite Verb than between 

the two constituents of the Compound Verb. It may seem from this 

that what we consider to be a Composite Veib is in fact a Compound 

Verb in which a Single Verb is transformationally joined to a 

Complex:Verb. 	Thus re'(...) bcj 1U... can be seen as re (...) + 

be 1U... rather than 1,' (...) bd + 	(vb + Bd.v). This is not 
.0, 1•MaIMFIRmollnams•I• 

satisfactory since it fails to explain the meaning of many other 

similar structures. 	For instance, pcfn...md de/ftln... in 
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o pcfn 	nS.1 mtr. de vuin 

(He sharpened the cutlass in readiness for their arrival) 

06‘ p9rn 	nSa 	won 'He sharpened the cutlass for them', 

cannot be analysed as 'pOn... + rn de/fUn' - an analysis that 

would totally fail to derive the correct meanings (or any meanings 

at all) from the 3-item sequences of verbal elements. 
8.2 

CLASS II CMPOSITE VERBS 

8.20 	In the description of Compound Verbs, (Chapter 7), the structure 

of certain Compound Verbs was specified as 'vb + specified lexical item' 

or 'lexical item + vb'(e.g. ri...vb, sub-class A; or vb...wO, sub- 

class A). The position "vb" may be filled not only by Single Verbs 

(as in the structure of Compound Verbs) but also by Complex Verbs and 

Compound Verbs. 

For descriptive convenience, this class of Composite Verbs is 

sub-classified as 'A' (the base of_which permits expansion by ANY 

sub-class of Complex Verb or Compound Verb) and '13' (in which the 

expanders are restricted to fewer sub-classes). 
8.21 

SUB -CLASS A 

This includes bases specified in Chapter 7 as follows : 

	

Sub-class A 	: ri...vb ; vb...wO. 

vb 	; vb sg4jd... 

	

teC 	19 vb ; 	vb. 

vb...tadn. 

ansion by Complex Verbs 

ri... 	: Any Complex Verb or expanded Complex:Verb (i.e. Composite 

Verb) with a limit of L. items may substitute for "Vb", subject to the 
following restriction : 
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That the expander must contain in its structure at least one 

Transitive Verb element (Free or Bound),In the Composite Verb thus 

derived, the I NP-obj.' of the expander's Transitive Verb occurs 

mmediately after ri and before the expander. If the expander 

contains more than one 'NP-obj.', only one of them (usually, 

any one) is treated as described. 

The general meaning of the Composite Verb tri."-F expander' 

is, literally : 'find for the purpose of...'. 

Examples: 

(a) Complex Verb expander : 	 as in: 	,q/-11 1?) 

0 r' eni bd l? (You found someone available to go with) 

(b) 3-item expander : (i) 	ni (as in: mu owo' d4 

0 r' owo'mlfda ni (You found some money to take with you) 

(ii) gbe....dtird" de... (as in: „gi...)41 emu dlirci'de re'):- • , 
12 NP-obj.' 

Oriorgemud5rddè 
(You found a friend for whom you could retain the wine) 

or 0 ri gmu gb4 ddrc5 de er4 (rq). 
(You found some wine to retain for (your) friend). 

(c) 4-item expander : k...0 	 (as in: 
, 	, 

kS a le) 14 ega  ti iya r?) -obj.' 

N 0 r'ohun k4 hp le aga ti iya re 
(You found something to coil on the chair near your mother) 

or 0 ri aga k4 a 0 le'ti lyg r9 
(You found a chair on which to coil it near your mother) 

/ 

0 ri iya re k4 a ke 14 ega ti. 
(lit. You found your mother to coil it on the chair by) 

	 : Any Complex Verb or Complex Verb expansion can substitute 

for "vb”. The only restriction on the choice of expander is semantic. 
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The general meaning of 	is 'do what is specified by 

"vb", for a test'. 

e.g. (with )-item expander =  

Mo fi ?gbgn bg w9n dgsi 
(I tried .13, clever trick to help them out, (waiting) 
to see the consequences). 

vb 	Complex Verb expanders may be selected from the whole 

list given in 5.11 with the exception of bn e/pari. One common 

meaning is 'do what is specified in "vb" together with ..' It shares 

this meaning with bervb which is, in fact, its paraphrase equivalent. 

Another meaning is 'do what is specified in "vb" with (an instrument)'; 

it shares this meaning with f12...vb which is also used to pare-

phrase vb 
=•••111MMIN• 

Since the Free Verb Pelt! is obligatorily Transitive, we do not 

regard clause-final ield as a Free Verb and it does not participate 

in Composite Verb construction. 

Composite Verb expansions of the Complex Verbs are also freely 

used to expand vb ibld, the restriction on their choice being semantic. 

Ekamnles  

(a) vb 	= bg...vb 

# expanders : 	; mu ...dg 

e 	0 0 da a ni pblu mi (You held it with me) 

6m4mi dg klIpZ)111:w?n (It made me faint with them) 

.(b) vb plu= fi 

expanders : dg...dtlreo ; 	 1... 

Mo dg a dtirg Pelti agbgra (I stopped it by force) 

bg wa 4 a Ogiri 	agbgra 
(He helped us drag it to the wall by force). 
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vb 	 : Complex Verbs of 11  sub-classes as well as their 

expansions may substitute for vb". Restrictions on the choice of 

expanders are semantic. 

The meaning of vb Ofig... is 'do what is specified in "vb" 

before... When qajil is followed by a 'VP-time', the auxiliary 

ti (perfective) is sometimes semantically required before the 

Composite Verb. 

Examples 

expanders; 	 ; bg.. 	; 

0 . 411 ori 	Ekg 	wa 

,(11e - headed for Lagos before us) 

Mo ti bg a ttin un 	qajd  
(I had repaired it for him before that time) 

0 ti ft Cactinj1.1W 	a pO m6 ar9 said Igb*a yen 
(You had greedily gathered it with yours before then) 

lo vb ; wg vb : All Complex Verbs (except 2a(B)y"and biLqe/pari'of20) 

and their expansions (except the 5-item Composite Verbs) freely occur 

as "vb". 

The meaning of 19 vb  is 'go for the purpose of doing what is 

specified in "vb"'; while the meaning of w4 vb is 'come for the purpose 

of doing what is specified in "vb". 

Examples : 

, 	 ; 	 de...sII ... expanders ; b'spi 	1 ! 13.1. 	ta 

Lo/rg V's. 4. 9 	(Go/come and spoil it) 

Mo 19/w4 b4 w9n ta lee 	(1 went/came to help them tackle him) 

619/14 ft igh6ya ddrof 	Inim s' 

(He rent/came and awaited them with boldness on the way to the farm). 
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vb...taS :- All Complex Verbs and their expansions (up to 4-item 

Composite Verbs) may occur as expanders, though the freedom of such 

occurrence is limited by semantic restrictions. The meaning of tii:n 

is 'to be finished' (vb.. tzl:n = 'do what is specified in "vb" to 

completion') and the expander must be semantically compatible with 

that meaning. 

xamples  : 

expanders: dL..k7j4 ; fi2...ki...k4 ; 

0 d/C. a klifjg tan (You finished crossing over it) 

0 (ti. ft9w(Lsil a a tdri ki... 
(You h7a1D finished bending it with your hand before...) 

o hami ft Itry, 	6 tl'OgAri 
(When he had finished helping me to pull it against the wall 
'with his machine...) 

8.212 Expansion by Compound Verbs. 

Six of the seven structures ('vb + specified lexical item' or 

'specified lexical item + vb') cited at the beginning of 8.211 can be 

expanded by Compound Verbs from any of the sub-classes A - H in 

Chapter 7. The only one that restricts the choice of expanders is 

ra.,..vb which txcludes all members of Compound Verb sub-class 'C' 

from the position "vb". This is because at least one 'NP-obj.' is 

obligatory in the structure of the expander of 	 and neither 

constituent of Compound. Verb 'C.' is a Transitive Verb. 

Examples 

expander 
‘ 	% 

ri vb ........t.s.:...... 	: Mo ri 9eld? b6 se 
(Bananas were available for me to peel and cook). 

: Mo bO o s'e 4 (I peeled and cooked it as a test). 

Mo b6 o sl) peld isu (I peeled and cooked it with yams). 
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vb...sggjti Mb bO o se Will tir 
(I peeled and cooked it before yours) 

Won 19 borgOi se (They went to peel banana for cooking) 

wa-  vb 
	

'I 	 came 	'I 

vb..t(t 	9n ti boqgidi nge se tan 

8.22 
	 They have finished peeling off the bananas for cooking) 

Sub-Class B 

The bases are specified in Chapter 7 as follows : 

Sub-class A : ra...vb 	vb...j7 ; vb...pa ; vb...ta. 

C : ..vb. 

• D vb 	 we. 

• E : fa...vb ; 	 vb...ktira ; 
8.221 

Expansion by Coalplex Verbs. 

ra...vb 
	

The Complex Verb expanders are : 

sub-class 1 : d...ni ; 	; 	; pa41,414141 4, 

The 'NP-obj.' of each of these is the same as the 'NF-obj. 

of ra. In the resultant Composite Verb, it is preposed to 

the Complex Verb expanders ; e.g. 

Mo r won .22  mi 	(I bought and hid them 
— sub-class 2a : ti...19/wg only. 

e.g. O'ra g t' EkOwg (He bought it from Lagos 

. sub-class 3a : 1? Vra 11 only. 

e.g. lelo ra g 19/W s' il. (I bought and took it home). 
••MIONII 

The 2b Complex Verb ciZn...w; to test 	used idiomatically 

after Single Verbs and Verb sequences in the sense of 'try as 

a last resort to do something one wonld normally not do.' 

lo vb 
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In this sense, it is an expander of r...vb e.g. 

0 mga ra 'yW,) dgn 
(You will eventually resort to buying even mud) 

vb... 	Expanders :- sub-class 3a : vb 	; vb 
vb 	; vb 	; vb ni 	; vb pc'?. 
e.g. No 	e 14 's j9 

(I put it on my laps to eat) 

A kci won 1:)'? j9 (We gathered them and ate them 

vb...PaExpanders 	(As for vb... j 

e.g. Vicin ad: e s 	ka_. (They put it down for slaughterinc,  

Expanders :- (As for vb... j9 with the exception of vb  

Ja...vb 	Expanders :- sub-class 2a : ti1...wg only. 
'1 3a lo/wa si 

e.g. No j.t' htfrwg I came from there quarrelling) 

6,14.  wg s'il‘(He came back home quarrelling). 
vb r 	Expanders 	sub-class 1 : 

it 	2b: dd...kojg 

3a: vb...p 

3b: kg 	; vbs...pa 
e.g. 6' dg co re 	vg 

(He held his child by the hand as he came) 

Won dg odO riLit k9j4 lo 

(They crossed the stream as they went) 

Expanders :- sub-class 1 : dg...ni ; pa...da ; 

As with rIt...vb, the object of f. is also 

the object of the expander Complex Verb. 

In the resultant Composite Verb, the 'NP-obj. 

is preposed to the Complex Verb ; e.g. 

ho f 	g ni (I pulled it along) 

sub-class 24: ti1  ...1o/wg only. 

e.g. No f• g 	 (I pulled it from there 
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sub-class  2b :  

e.g. 0 fit 	1./Z) (You even resorted to pulling it) 

sub-class 3a  : 	 only. 

vb... 11 ; vb...k6rO  : No complex Verb expanders are permitted. 

: Expander :-All Complex Verbs of 3b, 3a and 2b(A), 

(except bli...01/4),  and the following 2a 

Complex Verbs: 

fi1...vb  ; fi2...vb  ; and mu ...vb. 

All sub-class 1 Composite Verbs are excluded 

for semantic reasons. 

The general meaning of 	is 'do what is 

specified in "vb" with no profitable consequence'. 

e.g. A t4 defn an A nil q44 ni). 
(le simply tested him for nothing) 

Composite Verb expansions of the 2a and 3a Complex Verbs listed 

above may also serve as expanders provided they are semantically 

compatible with the constituent that is lexically specified in the 

structure of the base. The number of such expansion forms being in 

turn used as expanders in this is very small for two reasons; and we 

shall take the case of vb...,4 to illustrate. 

First, collocational incompatibility rules out a large number of 

possibilities. For instance, six expanders are listed above (p.300) 

for 'vb....W. Theoretically, these six can be further expanded in 

their occurrence before a to produce 28 4-item Composite Verbs. But, 

of these 28, only five are actually syntactically well-formed, producing 

from vb....4 the Composite Verbs: 
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I s  
0 se e mo bua fun mi j9 

I 

(He cooked it with beans for me to eat) 

< 
vb s1 

2 	
: 	0 bit epo 	i 	ml .„12 

(You put oil on it for me to eat) 

vb 	 : 0 se win 21 ftin mi 
(You cooked them together COtime to eat) 

vb 	 0 A '91711 0 mi.? 	ml j? 

(You mixed beans with it for me to eat) 
,11 	k  

Vb si 	j? 

The last of these is syntactically well-formed and produces 

intelligible sentences which are however rejected by informants as 

clumsy. The sentence: 

Mo k6 won 	ps? j? 

(I collected them in a plate to eat) 
is perfectly normal for us but rejected by most informants who would 

rather omit IA) or break the sentence into two loosely co-ordinated ones: 

No Ice' won s'indwo p 	: _ mo 	je win 

This, then, is a second factor further reducing the number of Composite 

Verbs ultimately derivable from the Compound base. 

8.222 Elxpansion by Compound Verbs  

rh...vb : No Compound Verb expander among those listed in Chapter 7. 

vb...ji Theoretically only sub-class 'C' Compound Verbs are 

syntactically excluded from the position uviansince then 

expander must contain a Transitive VerV. But of all the 

examples of Compound Verbs listed in Chapter;  7, only 

so...A(E) and dh...b6 (F) are expanders of vb...jf as in: 

    

111•111110•111111.41.411•MINVIMO 

     

     

vb 1 
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Wsfn da 559 bo oUnje won je 

(They covered their food with cloth as they ate it) 

N'igb orO na'a, 179n mAa A so 

(At the time of the festival 
a hanging position to eat). 

isu rO je (ni). 
I 	1 

they normally tie yams in 

vb...pa : No Compound Verb expander among those listed in Chapter 7. 

	

vb...tl : Expanders 	 ; 	; m4...so (sub-class A) ; 

• ; so...r(1) (sub-class E); dl...bO (sub-class F); 

• ; 	; 	 ; 	(sub-class G). 

ja...vb : No Compound Verb expander among those listed in Chapter 7. 

	

vb..1$/wS: Expanders 	fO 1c9ja'...; fa mi)...;  sg tZ?...(sub-class B); 

je...yer ; mu...34 (sub-class B) ; da...b6 (sub-class F) ; 

all of sub-class H. 

No Compound Verb expander among those listed in Chapter 7. 

: Expanders :- bd...4/sb ; 	; f4/f9n...mu ; 

; pa...j, ; rO...j7/mu ; p...j7 - all of 

sub-class 

vb...ktir6 : Expanders ;- Any Compound Verb the second constituent of 

which is an Intransitive Verb signifying motion; 

e•ge 
	fo dide ; 

or 	jS...bc; ; 	of sub-class IBt. 

Expanders - Compound Verbs from all sub-classes. 

The restriction on the choice of expander seems to be 

entirely semantic. The meaning of vb...nb. is as 

indicated in 8.221. 

j'a bc; of sub-class 'C' # 
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8.3. Five of the Compound Verbs with the structure 'vb + specified 

lexical item' are not capable of expansion into Composite Verbs either 

by Complex Verb expanders or by Compound Verb expanders. These are : 

; 	(both of sub-class 'D') 

vb...j? ; vb...pe (both of sub-class 1E1) 

vb....W.? 	(sub-class 'H"). 

8.4. 	 CONCLUSION 

Our material may have excluded possible verbal sequences. This 

is very likely for two reasons. Firstly, I have excluded what seemed 

to be possible 	verbal sequences if and whenever they were rejected 

by some native speakers other than myself. The reason for this is that 

they may very well be dialectal forms not normally used in the Standard 

dialect here described or they may be 'linguist's examples' believed to 
be normal only because I constructed them. Secondly, it is hardqy 

possible for a single native speaker, aided by information provided 

by two Dictionaries, three or four modern grammars and three other 

native speakers, to enumerate all the verb forms of a language. 

However, the possibility that the Composite Verbs considered in 

the above sections may not constitute the full list of such verbal 

sequences only serves to underline the weakness of all earlier grammars; 

for not a single one of these grammars recognised the odcurrence of 

such sequences in the syntax of the language. 

The omissions cannot be many; and they are hardly likely to fall 

outside all the structural types and derivation patterns outlined in 

8.1 and 8.2. 
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9. THE AUXILIARIES 

9.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Auxiliary has been defined in 3.22; and in 5:022, 

morphological and syntactic reasons were given for regarding 

as non-Auxiliary certain verbal elements that have been 

classified as Auxiliary in earlier grammars. 

In Chapter 1, we criticised earlier grammars for making a 

poor and perfunctory description of Aux. elements and, except 

Delano.  (1958), for neglecting the question of Aux. sequences. 

In 1.143, , we showed that Delano's attention to Aux. sequences 

produces a poor and incomplete description. In the following 

description, a few items are included which have not been on 

the traditional lists; and at least two etirely new Aux. elements 

are listed as a rtsult of our recognition of the homophony of 

elements that are in every way syntactically distinct: these 

are brf41/b e and inclal/mda.2. 

The Auxiliaries are: 

(i) M; le; m4a4; ma1  4; ti; 

(ii) ktikti; de; si; tie; kin; salt; 	. 

(iii) a; 4; ylO; bAd; b6A2; b41 4  bh6 (or sometimes 1.)'‘...%.s/''ba 

The grouping here is anticipatory of the description that 

follows later in this chapter since nothing can be gained by 

random listing. 
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• It is necessary to explain the not-so-obvious features of 

this list. 

M is an Aux. element with two syntactic realizations: 

(a) A (phonetically, a high-tone homorganic nasal whose place 

of articulation is determined by the initial consonant of 

the following verbal element). In 2-item clusters, it 

occurs after all Intensifiers, after one Modal - bge 

and after two Pre-emptives sl and ti. 

(b) In 2-item clusters, maa 2  occurs after all other Aux elements 

with which M co-occurs (see Table 4. in 9.2), and in the 

Secondary (clause) Pattern (traditional 'Imperative Mood'). 

With the exception of Crowther (1852) earlier grammars failed to 

recognize this perfect complementary distribution. This is 

partly responsible for much of the chaos in Bamgbo9e's class of 

'Preverbs'. The arbitrary setting up of a separate 'Verb group' 

class for as well as its use as the sole criterion for classi-

fying 'pry-verbs' seems to stem from the assumption that it is 

special in away that no other Aux. element is. Seen in 

1 complementary distribution with maa2  , the basic distribution of 

the syntagmeme of which niis a realization is not strikingly 

different from that of some other Pre-emptive auxiliaries% 

• 

'In spite of the complementary nature of ('and mBP  2  noted here, 
we follow orthographic convention in this  study nnd  spell them 
differently as n and Ella respectively. 
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7e 1 
 is given the superscript '1' to distinguish it from j. mita 

It is syntactically different from mgg2 in at least two ways. 

First, it has a negative form (a suppletive element nii) which it 

shares with two synonymous but syntactically different Aux. elements 

IL AI). As we show in 10.211 (a and b), this form of negation is 

totally different from that used by mga2. Secondly, alga' may directly 
2 

precede raga as in: 

	

Win mgal  m4a2 j lit' 	yi 19 

(They will be fighting from now on). 

NO other auxiliary can be juxtaposed to itself in an auxiliary cluster 

, in Yoruba. If our raga and maa2  are taken to be one and the same form, 

it will be the only auxiliary that can precede itself. Finally, maga' 
2 

is semantically different from mga : while the latter has the same 

meaning as 11,1  the former shares a common meaning with g, zillo  with 

which it also shares the suppletive negative form. 

is a syntactic and semantic unit although it has 

parts which phonetically resemble other auxiliary unitsr It has a 

,2 
variant n which has the same negative form and collocates with the 

same adverbials. It also has the same meaning. One aremple of the 

occurrence of n is sufficient at this stage: 

Win g 19 	kC.4kan 
(cf. Win max' 19 n'Igbitkiikan) 

Common negative for both: 

Win kli 19 	: 'They never go (at all) 

1* In Appendix V, we examine alternative ways of describing the 
4ructure of mgag. We also consider the possibility of merging 

and ri2  of this study into a single xi form. 

'They do go occasionally' 
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The relationship will be further illustrated in later discussion 

fsee 9.411). 

is an orthographic form with the phonetic forms Lj66], 

[j641], 	Ko]. Whenever this Aux. element occurs clause- 

initially, one of the first two phonetic forms is obligatory. 

bgAl  and bAe : Bamgbove (1966) records a 'preverb' 

'would/should/could have" (p.69). The example cited in the 

work indicates that one of our two baa forms is intended. The 

author seems to us to be wrong in three ways. Firstly, in all our 

material, the Ef is long (phonemically double in Bamgboe's type 

of analysis; e.g. tdd, p.69 of the same work); and we cannot 

conceive of any speech sequence in which it could be short. 

Secondly, the illustrative example given for the occurrence of 

this form is HabS ri...n  (p.69) where the pronoun a occurs before 

the item. A substitution of other non-emphatic pronominal forms 

would show that the 'preverb' is consonant-initial and that the 

form with i is 3 Pers„Sg. Thirdly, there is syntactic under-

differentiation in recognizing only one form. In our analysis, 

13661  is that form which always requires an intervening low-tone 

syllable between a 'Subject Noun and the auxiliary bAcl; bele 

requires no such intervening low-tone syllable but, like most 

other Aux. and Full Verb elements requires an obligatory 

intervening high-tone syllable. A second distinction is that 

bga2  requires an obligatory clause-initiato bi3  or til  (see 

3.421: Bound Clauses) while bAA1  does not. Semantically, 

In this study, mar is regarded as the base form. 
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there is also a difference between the two (see 9.712,, F, G). 

9.1 AUXILIARY SUBLASSES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL POSITIONS IN 

AUXILIARY CLUSTER 

Any direct sequence of more than one Aux. element is an 

'Auxiliary cluster'. An Aux. cluster may be constructed from 

elements of the same Aux. class or from elements of different 

classes; 

There are three classes of Aux. elements. These are: 

(0 The Pre-emptive Aux. The list of elements of this class 

corresponds to list (i) in 9.0 above; 

The Intensifier Aux. The list of its elements correspnds 

to list (ii) in 9.0; and 

The Modal Aux. The list _of its elements correspnds to 

list (iii) in 9.0. 

Their characteristics are stated in 3.221 above. 

In an Aux.-cluster containing members of more than 

one of these classes, the order is always: 

Modal + Intensifier + Pre-emptive. 

9.2 CO-OCCURRENCE POSSIBILITIES OF INDIVIDUAL AUXILIARIES IN AN 

AUXILIARY CLUSTER 

For two reasons, it is necessary here to consider the 

syntactic possibilities of individual Aux-elements outside their 
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three classes. 

First, while all three classes are syntactically 

compatible as classes and in the order indicated in 9.1, 

not all individual members of different classes are syntactically 

compatible: some always occur in mutual exclusion. 

Secondly, the compatibility or incompatibility of 

individual Aux. elements, even outside the boundaries of 

their classes, affects the construction of Aux. clusters. 

The Rules of Aux. cluster formation, as stated in this 

section and in 9.3, are based on the syntactic compatibility 

of individual elements rather than of classes. 

The following Table.shows what individual Aux. elements 

co-occur in the simplest Aux. cluster (2-item cluster) and 

in what syntactic order the co-occurrence is permissible. 

Elements arranged vertically are those that precede (and the 

notation 'element 	marks this); those on the horizontal 

axis are those that follow (the notation I+ element marks 

this). 

(TABLE 4 : next page 
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lg.:: square Earl:a:A '4.1  indicates that co-occurrence of Aluz elci:lents is 
possible. The cluster will thus be constructed by tracing - an ele:aent on 

the vertical 	to a,sciurre where 	occurs and .
following this element 

by the one dominating the square on the horizontal a:aL7 (e.g. ti 	mf,ali). 

blank tiquare indicates that no such co-occurrence is possible; 
e. . there cannot be a cequence: 1.6 vi6. 
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At this point, and from material presented in Table 4, 

two general Rules of Aux, cluster construction may be formulated. 

Rule 1: Given an Auxiliary element in a clause, its expansion 

is done by a left-hand addition (or a pre-positioning) of another 

Auxiliary element which is syntacticallycupable of preceding it. 

Rule 2: In the construction of a 2-item Auxiliary cluster, no 

element can precede itself. 

Rule 1 seems rather arbitrary since it may equally well be 

said that the expansion is by a post-positioning of an Aux. 

element. The stated Rule is, however, preferable to its 

altennative for two reasons. First, the expansion of the VP 

from a given Full Verb is also by a left-hand addition of an 

Aug. element. In this case, there can be no alternative way of 

describing the expansion' since the Full Verb, and not the 

Auxiliary, is the obligatory VP element in the clause. If the 

initial expansion of the VP by an Aux. element is achieved 

by means of a pre-positioning operation, it seems feasible to 

postulate further expansion in the same direction. Secondly, 

in the statement of semantic uses of Aux. clusters (9.7,.  beim 

we regard the modification of the Full Verb and 'Aux. + Full 

Verb' by the semantic content of any Aux. element as also a left 

hand operation. This is not only intuitionally satisfactory; 

to regard it otherwise would make the statement of meaning of 

Aux, clusters in a VP totally chaotic. 
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Rule 2 is not, like Rule 1, an arbitrary Rule. As evident 

in Table 4. where all permissible 2-item clusters are set out in 

the order of syntactic co-occurrence, no Aux. element can be 

juxtaposed to itself. 

9.3 INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF AZalLIARY CLUSTERS 

9.30 	We OA',  first deal with clusters formed by elements of the 

same class (9.31-9.33) before considering clusters formed by a 

combination of elements from different classes. 

9.31 CLUSTERS OF PREe.EMPTIVES ONLY 

The order of syntactic precedence among Pre-emptive 

elements is as follows: 

3 	2 	1 	FULL VERB) 

maan 

• 1 man 

By 'order of syntactic precedence' we mean, whenever clusters 

of these elements are formed, an element listed under apy 

of the figures 2 to 4. normally precedes elements listed 

under a lower figure. Thus, in any Pre-emptive cluster, M or 

=tan: does not precede maa or fl or ti. This does not work 

with perfect regularity; but the few exceptions noted below 

(in the next paragraph) and which may be due to inter-dialectal 

or other influences, have variants which are regularly formed 

and which alone serve as the bases of further expansion. 

4. 

ti 

1(1 



2-item Pre-emptive Clusters 

There is a total of 142-item Pre-emptive clusters 

(see Table 4). The element M is the only one which cannot 

be pre-posed to another Pre-emptive to form a 2-item cluster. 

Two of the fourteen Pre-emptive clusters may be described 

as irregular. These are : 

le ti .nd ma ti. 

Vie consider these to be irregular because, in their structure, 

ti is preceded by elements which would be expected to follow 

it in accordance with the'order of syntactic precedence' stated 

• at the beginning of this section. It could be argued that the 

'order' itself, as set out above inadequately represents the 

attested sequence of auxiliaries that it should have been 

presented in a way that makes the syntactic position of ti 

1 variable in relation to le and maa It appears to us that, 

by doing that, we would be ignoring a valuable generalisation 

made possible:by: the fact that ti may. precede all Pre-emptives 

except 4. Given our present approach, ti le and ti maat  are 

'the regularly formed 2-item clusters. 

One of the irregularly formed clusters, maxi/  ti, Ia always 

synonymous with the regularly formed ti ma; but the other, 

 

• has only one of the two meanings of ti le (se P.373 

 

• 

below). 
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The irregularly formed clusters have a common Negative form 

with their regularly formed counterparts in the speech of many 

speakers of the Yoruba standard. This common Negative is based 

on the regularly formed clusters as follows: 

ti le 

leti 

ti aufal  
Neg. In 	tfi nff 

maa ti 

In the speech of many others, mostly speakers whose native 

dialect is Qyo, the irregularly formed clusters have different 

Negative forms distinguished from the regularly formed ones 

as follows: (Br,  regular'; nnmArked . 'irregular') 

ti le -(R) 	: 

le ti 

ti mgal  (R) i 

1 maa ti 

Neg. 	tii is 

. la) le tfl 

kt; tii 

-konij tjj 

3 - item Pre-emutive clusters  

In the further expansion of a 2-item auxiliary cluster, 

Rules 1 and 2 on cluster formation (see 9.2) leave the way open 

for certain ungrammatical auxiliary clusters. A combination 

of both Rules still allows the construction, for example, of 

the ungrammatical 

.2  a maa  from le maa; 

Neg. w 	tfi le 

e 
maan 
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'1 
or '-yio ti maa 

, 
from ti maz

1  

    

The following Rule is a necessary supplement to Rules 1 and 2: 

Rule 3:  In expanding an Auxiliary cluster to a cluster with 

more than two elements, the expander must be an element which 

is capable of preceding EACH of the constituents of the base 

cluster when these constituents are used alone. Any element 

that does not normally precede a given Auxiliary in a 2-item 

cluster cannot precede that Auxiliary in any cluster even if 

there are other intervening Auxiliaries. 
i e-.Lley- 

3y virtue of Rule 3, there is no pore chance of producing 

ungrammatical 3-item clusters like those cited above; i.e.  

*mgan le mga2; *ylO ti mgal. Taking the example of 

2 
*mgari le mg a, while the 2-item clusters le mga2  and mgag le are 

well-formed, as in: 

, 2 
0 le maa 14? 	He may be going' 

and 4 rucari l  Ia 	'We are usually able to go', the 3-item 

'clfl'an le m462  is ungrammatical given that M (= mga2) cannot 

be preceded by mgag in a 2-item cluster. Similarly, any 

cluster.of more than two elements is ungrammatical if any of 

the elements involved occurs before another element which it does 

not normally precede in a 2-item cluster. A combination of Rule 2 

and Rule 3 will have the effect of preventing the construction 

of an ungrammatical cluster in which one Aux. element occurs more 

than once. 
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/ 1 or ;-yio LI man from ti mga/  

    

The following Rule is a necessary supplement to Rules 1 and 2: 

Rule 3: In expanding an Auxiliary cluster to a cluster with 

more than two elements, the expander must be an element which 

is capable of preceding EACH of the constituents of the base 

cluster when these constituents are used alone. Any element 

that does not normally precede a given Auxiliary in a 2-item 

cluster cannot precede that Auxiliary in any cluster even if 

there are other intervening Auxiliaries. 

By virtue of Rule 3, there is no more chance of producing 

ungrammatical 3-item clusters like those cited above; i.e. 

, 2 	f‘ 
*m 	

,
gan le maa ; -yio ti mgal. Taking the example of 

, 2 	 e 2 
*mr.f.,ali le maa, while the 2-item clusters le maz and m4a4 le are 

well-formed, as in: 

Crle mga2  lo 	'He may be going' 

and A  Elan le lo 	'We are usually able to 	', the 3-item • 

mAn le man2  is ungrammatical given that M (= mga2) cannot 

be preceded by mgari in a2-item cluster. Similarly, 

cluster.of more than two elements is ungrammatical if any of 

the elements involved occurs before another element which it does 

not normally precede in a 2-item cluster. A combination of Rule 2 

and Rule 3 will have the effect of preventing the construction 

of an ungrammatical cluster in which one Aux. element occurs more 

than once. 

any 
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An important implication of Rule 3 is that the Aux. 

element that may be used to expand a given Aux. cluster is 

selected from a list of elements which ALL constituents of the 

base cluster have in common as preceding them individually in 

the formation of a 2-item cluster. This list represents a kind 

of 'highest common factor' as shown by the following example. 

, , 
Let us say that the 2-item cluster si maan were to be expanded 

by Modals. The element si can be preceded by six Modals in the 

formation of a 2-item Aux. cluster. 	The six Modals are: 

• 12 
a, a, ylo, baa , baa , baa. 

On the other hand, mgari can be preceded by only two: 

baa , baa. 

(See Table 4). Of the elements that may precede si and mar( when 

they occur as individual elements, only two baa and baa, are 

shared. Accordingly, only two 3-item clusters can be constructed 

from si Eagan by nodal expanders; and these are: 

la:e412  1 mAa4;  bill 4 m4ari. 

It is merely a matter of convenience to state Rule 3 while 

discussing the construction of Pre-emptive clusters. In fact, as 

the above example with the expansion of II ragarf shows, it applies 

to the construction not only of Pre-emptive clusters but of all 

Aux. clusters having more than two items. 

List of 3-item clusters:  Of the 14 2-item Pre-emptive. clusters 

on Table4-, the ten containing si and ti cannot be further expanded 

by Pre-emptives given that no Pre-emptive can precede these two 
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elements. The remaining four produce 9 3-item clusters as 

follows: 

01 1 mee 	 si m6.a1M; ti man M. 1 
• 1 	. 	 ,1 maa le 	si MS:a le; ti Maa ie. 

. 0 . mean le 	II mAari le;  ti mean le. 

le M 

The actual 

by Rule 4. 

• • Si le M 	; meal  le M. ti le M 

is 
form of M that is used in these clustersAspecified 

Rule 4: (a) If ANY of the elements preceding M in the new 

cluster normally selects the maa
2 
 variant, then 

2 
M —> maa ; 

(b) otherwise, M —> A 

Examples: 

2 (a) ti/ 	n (expander: pea ) : 3-item cluster = bAA2  ti/si n. 

: Intensifier): 	 Intensif.ti/s1 A 

e.g. me ti/ii A. 

. 	, 2 (b) (i) 	A (expander: yiO): 3-item cluster 	ylo ti/71 maa 

(ii) le maa2  ( 	bAA.2): 	 = baa le maa 

4-item Pre-emptive cluster, 

None of the nine 3-item Pre-emptive clusters can be 

expanded into a 4-item Pre-emptive cluster. Eight of them are 

impossible because their first constituents are either ti or 4 which 

cannot be preceded by any Pre-emptive Aux. element. The ninth, 

1 . 	. 2 
maa le maa is theoretically expandable but the two 4-item clusters 
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0 1 . 	2 	1 	2 
resulting from the expansion (*si maa le maa ; *ti maa le maa ) 

are rejected as being phonetically clumsy. Indeed, the 3-item 

1 	2 mrC.a le mSa is acceptable to all informants only as a barely 

tolerable sequence. Although they are syntactically well-formed, 

the synonymous forms with the Modals a and viO are normally used. 

9.32 CLUSTER OF INTENSIFIERS ONLY 

The 'order of syntactic precedence' in the Intensifier sub-

class is: 

5 	4 	3 	2 	1 	0+ FULL VERB) 

makn tie de kiik6 

It 
saa 	 sl 

2-item Intensifier cluster  

Table 4 presents all the 16 2-item Intensifer clusters. 

The element si is the only one with irregular syntactic behaviour: 

it does not occur after ken s and t*, as may be expected from 
•••11•0•0 

the normal 'order' of Intensifer elements stated above. 

3-item Intensifier cluster 

Of the 16 2-item Intensifier clusters, the six containing 

me_ cannot be expanded by any Intensifier Auxiliary: any expansion 

will, by virtue of Rule 1, require a left-hand addition of the 

expander and, as Table 4 shows, no Intensifier Aux. can precede 

ma. The remaining 10 are expanded as follows: 

(a) Expander = me: 

All the 10 2-item Aux. clusters can be expanded by the pre- 
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positioning of me to produce 10 3-item Intensifier clusters. 

Examples: ma sakklikti; me kAn ti. 

(b) Expander = IcAn, sa: 

Since kan and sa are mutually exclusive, neither can 

expand any cluster containing the other. Similarly, by Rule 2 

and Rule 3, neither can expand a cluster containing itself. Thus 

the six 2-item clusters containing kan and s'aa cannot be expanded 

by either element. Of the remaining four clusters, the expansion 

of si kuku by kart or saa is barred by Rule 3, given that neither 

of them precedes si in a 2-item cluster. The remaining three 

clusters - 

tie kdkti; 	di; di kUkti - 

can be expanded into 3-item Intensifier clusters by kAn and s'a. 

Six new clusters are thus produced; e.g. 

kAn tie kUkti; S' ea •tii kuku  

(c) Expander =  ti: 
••••••1•111.111 

e Rule 3 prevents the expansion by tie of the cluster si kuku 

and gkr of the six clusters containing ken and sa'a given that tie 
.1=••••• 

cannot precede si ken and si in a 2-item cluster. The expansion 

of two other clusters - ti i di and ti i kdkd - is prevented by 

Rule 2. Thus, of the 10 2-item clusters, the only one that can be 

expanded by tii is di kdkd; and the cluster produced is: 

tie i 	kdk6 

There is thus a total of 17 3-item Intensifier clusters 

produced in the manner described in (a)-(c). 
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4-item Intensifier cluster 

The 10 3-item Intensifier clusters containing me. cannot 

be expanded by any Intensifier Aux. given that no Intensifier 

precedes me. But the remaining seven are regularly expanded, 

and produce nine 4-item clusters at follows: 

(a) Expander = me: 

All the seven 3-item clusters can be expanded by ma, 

yielding 	me ken tie kat': me saa tie k6k6 

ma ken tie de 	ma sea tie de 

me ken de 	 me sa de kL6 

me. tie de kilk6. • • 

(b) Expander = ken, sge: 

The last cluster in (a) is produced by the expansion of 

a base: tie de ktikti. The same base may be expanded by ken or • 

sa to yield two 4-item clusters: 

On tie 	kUk6 	se tie de klikd 

5-item Intensifier cluster? 

No Rule bars the expansion of the two 4-item clusters of 

(b) above by me. The resultant sequences are syntactically well-

formed but rejected because of their length; 4-item clusters of 

the (a) type above are used instead. 

9.33 CLUSTER OF ropas ONLY 

Normally, all Eodals are mutually exclusive. As shown in 

,2 
Table 4, however, the cluster yio Wla is possible. This is a 

literary form that owes its survival to the influence of the Bible. 
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,,2 	,1 In speech, baa maa is used. 

The cluster ylo baa cannot be expanded. 

9.34 CLUSTER OF AUXILIARTR FROM DIFFIRENT CLASSES 

The normal 'order of syntactic precedence' among all  

auxiliaries is: 

10 	9 	8 	7 	6 	5 	4 	3 	2 1 (+FULL VERB) 

MODALS m 	kn ti i di 	klacil 	miC.arl la m 

sa 	Si 	ti 

INTENSIFIERS 	 PRE-EMPTIVES 

Subject to Rules 1, 2 and 3, (9.2 and 9.31), any Aux. cluster 

may be formed using this sequence. (As noted in 9.31, the only 

clusters which do not conform to this sequence are the Pre-emptive 

clusters le ti and m4a1  ti). The clusters will include not only 

those dealt with in 9.31-9.33, but also the following sequences: 

(a.) Modal + Pre-emptive; 

‘
(b) Intensifier + Pre-emptive; 

,(c) Modal + Intensifier; 

(a) Modal + Intensifier + Pre-emptive. 

In all oases except the literary (and archaic?) ylo ba6 only 

one Modal element is possible in any cluster. Not more than 

three Pre-emptives are permitted. But the number of Intensifiers 

may reach four. Theoretically, then, an A1134 cluster with eight 

constituents may be expected. In speech, however, the Cluster 

hardly ever exceeds six or seven. The underlined cluster in the 

following sentence exemplifies what seems to be the limit acceptable: 
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sa de 11 le mcra lo o 

Six-item clusters are regularly attested in speech but seven-

item ones are found mainly in linguist's examples'. 

9.4 CO-OCCURRENCE OF AUXILIARY AND FULL VERB IN 'VP' STRUCTURE 

9•40 

	

	The normal sequence of the co-occurrence of Auxiliaries and 

Full Verbs is: 

Aux + Full Verb 

This normal order is subject to modification as noted in Table 2, 

(5.11 above) and 9.411 below - 'Irregular Distribution of Ti and 

Such modification depends on what class of Full Verb or 

what individual Aux. element is involved. In this description, 

only the salient modificationsof the sequence stated above are 

noted. Several other possible modifications owe their origins 

to the dialectal background of speakers; and where these are not 

widely accepted inthe literary and spoken forms of the Standard 

dialect, they are ignored here as minor. 

9.41 CO-OCCURRENCE OF AUXILIARIES OF EACH CLASS WITH FULL VERBS 

9.411 	INDIVIDUAL PRE-EKPTIVES AND FULL VzABS 

Co-occurrence with Single Verbs: 

Whenever a Pre-emptive co-occurs with Single Verbs, the 

order is: 	Aux. + Full Verb 

Any Pre-emptive other than N may precede all Single Verbs 

.2 
except ni 'BE'. The element M is incompatible with the Single 

Verbs in the following list. 
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List: 

The Single Verbs fall into two classes: 

(a) Those that always exclude a preceding:M; 

(b) Those that permit a preceding 1.1 when they occur as 'vb° in 

the Complex Verb (3a) phrase Vb sit'  i (lit. 'Vb in addition to 

e.g. dgra si i  'become more bentitiful' (lit. 	good in addition 

to it'). 

Using the 'lexicon' in Appendix I for reference, the following 

is a complete list
2 

for each of (a) and (b). 
, , 

(a) 	13 1(1) 	ba (1) 	b?2(B) 	bikita(B) 

de3(5) 	eA1(2) 	(161(4) 	dil'7(B) 

4(1) 	g*A1) 	glinwe(B) 	gagbe(2) 
. gbajtim6(13 gb 	 . 1 el(B) 	A4(B) 	Jan (B) 

j73(1) 	ilni(B) 	j?2(1) 	Am4( 2) 

kere(B) 	kin( 1) 	0,1(A2) 	k 2
o (1) I 	. 

kil1(5) 	kil2(5) 	kiine(B) 

ktindan(2) 1e2(A1) 10(A1) 	141(5) 
m?1( B) 	na'6nC(2) 	ni2(5) 
	

n(B) 

pa
l(B)  

p 1  (B) 	142(1) 	pegede(B) 

14111(2) 	 pd(B) 
,2 
ri (1) 	runi(A1) 	se (1) 

sin1  (B) 	kii(B) 	se2(5) 	Al(B) i 
A(1) 	sO(B) 	taay?(2) 	td140a(B) I 	 I 

2w
e are, however, not sure of the relationship between V! and the 

following listed verbs which do not occur in the idiogct of any of 
the informants: bWg.h, tunn, yere. - 
The figures and letters after each item refer to the group in which 
it is listed in Appendix I. A figure such as '(1)' should be reed 
as "Transitive 1"; letters refer to Intransitive classes. 



17(B) 

sunwip(B) 

yun(B) 

Two points of observation may 

List (a) continued 

tan(B) 

1,
wa B) 

... 325 - 

terribelti( 2) 
• 

yA4(1) 

ei2
(B) 

 

wo(B) 

.1 ye (B) 

(A in this list is always replaced by be
1 after M; and this is 

the only position in which b?
1 

occurs). 

	

(b) buril(B) 	czlra(B) 

	

fere(B) 	ga(B) 

.1 
gb(,)n (B)  

di(A1) 

0(13) 

kere(B) 

1(B 	
%1 

na (B) po (B) 

wOnl (B) 

dini(B) 

% gun3  (B) 

ktIrti(B) 

Al(A1) 

wilwo(B) 

be made in connection with 

the above lists. First, all Single Verbs of (b) have a semantic 

feature in common: attribution. 'Attribution' is a semantic 

feature by which the quality or attribute of 'NP-subj. (to which 

any of these Single Verbs is related in the clause) is specified. 

Secondly, the distinction made, in 9.0 and later in this section 

.1 	. 
between n and n Is further confirmed by the fact that all Verbs 

in (a) and (b) may regularly be preceded by n2  (or can) but not 

4 	. by n ei.e. M). 

Co-occurrence with Complex Verbs  

As indicated in Table 2 (5.11) most Complex Verbs of the 
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2a(B) sub-class may be split by Pre-emptive Auxiliaries. The 

only information lacking in Table 2 is the form of M that is 

selected in each case. 

In sentences of Primary Pattern, 

A n 

in all cases except firif Vb, te Vb and gb04 Vb. Whenever 

these three are split by M, and whenever any Complex Verb of 

sub-class 2a(B) occurs in Secondary Pattern, 

2 
M 	maa . 

All individual Pre-emptives may regularly precede Complex 

Verbs of any sub-class except 2a(13). In the 2a(13) sub-class, 

there is need to set up the following groups on the criterion of 

how freely they can be preceded by Pre-emptives 

(1) Those that can be preceded by ALL Pre-emptives: 

(a) d‘ + Vb 	
. . 

mOomo + Vb 	
. 
nikan + Vb 

14 	i 

.1 	S. (b) jog + Vb 

	

	jumo + Vb 	kcikci 4+ Vb . 

tete + Vb 	ttinb 	+ Vb. 

In the case of those listed as (b), whenever they are 

preceded by M, a double occurrence of M (realised as n ) is 

obligatory one before and the other after the first OBoudd) 

element of the Complex Verb- as described below under 

'Irregular Distribution of M and man". 

e.g. tj2j9 + Vb' becomes 'M + 	+ M + Vb', as in: 0 	0 

Wcin joo ri se e l'qwq beey1' • • 	• 

'Right now, they are doing it together. 
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(2) Those that are normally not preceded by ANY Pre—emptives: 

(a) se3 + Vb 

(b) sese + Vb; sib‘a + Vb phir 

The two listed under (b) may be preceded by man. In both 

cases, a double occurrence of the preceding Aux. is obligatory; 

and the result is: 

	

/2 	 .2 
+ sese + n + Vb, as in: 

Win 4 sès rrqe 	ni 	'It's only recently they've beencbingit' 

it 
/2 

+ sglA + n + Vb, as in: 

	

/ 	./0 
49n n saba Ata e e 	'They usually do it'. 

None of our informants uses these forms; but they are well known 

forms used by many educated speakers of standard Yoruba especially 

if their native dialectal background is that described in E. C. 

Rowlands (c) a 'Oyo' as distinct from Lagos and other 

dialects. (see 'Irregular Distribution of M and maan' (three 

paragraphs below) for Rowlandgs distinction between 'Oyo' and 

'Lagos' dialects). 

(5) Others: 

The co—occurrence of a preceding Pre—emptive with the 

remaining 2a(B) Complex Verbs is tabulated here. 

(Notation: '+' means 'the Complex Verb listed on the left 

CAN be preceded by the Pre—emptive listed 

above. 
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cans that the double occurrence of M as 

described for 1(b) is permitted. This is an 

'Oyo' dialectal form used by many speakers of 

the Standard dialect). 

dede Vb 

NO 
feree + Vb 

I 	14 

gbd + Vb 

A . 1 
jaja + Vb 

papa + Vb 

tun + Vb 

fi3  + Vb 

+ Vb 

gbe4/ti2  + Vb 

se5/ti3  + Vb 

to + Vb 

ti 	maa
1  / . maan 	le 	LI 

Co-occurrence with Compound Verbs  

All individual Pre-emptives precede Compound Verbs of 

all classes, subject to the modification noted below concerning 

the irregular distribution of M and mann. 

Co-occurrence with Composite Verbs  

Where a Composite Verb is initiated by a Bound Verb of a 

2a(B) Complex Verb base, this initial Bound Verb may be split 

from the rest of the Composite Verb by the Pre-emptive Auxiliaries 
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that are noted at the foot of Table 2, and the realisation of 

in such cases is as described above. With other types of 

Compouite Verb, the Aux, element regularly precedes the Composite 

Verb. 

Irregular Distribution of 'M' end 'mean' 

Any cluster involving more than one occurrence of the same 

Aux, is excluded by Rules 2 and 3 (9.2, 9.31 above). But in two 

cases, a sequence of (forms of) the same Aux. does occur within 

the same VP, although not as a cluster. The two cases are: 

'M... + M...' 	and I 	.2 
mean... + n ...1  

The environment in which this irregular type of sequence is 

permitted is normally a VP with a minimum of two Full Verb 

elements — i.e. a Complex Verb, a Compound Verb, or Composite 

Verb expansions of them; 	 2. although in the case of imAari... n 

a sequence of le (aux.) + Single Verb is also a possible 

environment. 

Examples: (exponents of M and maan are underlined) 

0 (a) i o
/ 
 n bZ ono re 4 s ere (m...n... + Complex Verb). 

'She is playing with her child' 

o n 14 'l u' 	 (M...M... + Compound Verb). 

'He is drumming towards us' 

e 

	

iii o n ba wa a fi ir9 ri jo o 	(M...M... 

'He is helping us weld it with his engine'. 

	

e 	 '2 (b) i Wcin ma' 	wa g It ere p9 (mgan...n ...+CtImplexVerb). 

'They usually play with us for long' 

+ Composite Verb). 
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I ii. on mann 	u u kin a 	 i o 	se ran%  , 

'They are in the habit of roaming about' 

.2 
+ Compound Verb). 

iii Tan man br17wa 	fi ero 	je; o (mn aa...n
2

+ CompositeVerb). 

  

'They usually help us weld it with an engine' 

iv kje e 	e se tan? 	(maan...n2 	
+ aux + singleVb). 

'Do you usually find it possible to finish?' 

As the examples show, the second occurrence of the Aux. 

within, the VP is assimilated by the preceding vowel. This 

assimilation is common. It is, however, notobligatory, as there 

are many speakers (of what in our judgment is sub-standard Yoruba) 

who use the non-assimilated n in these positions. 

The occurrence of ribefore a second Full Verb element (or 

after le as in (b) 	optional. The exemplificatory sentences 

above would be no less grammatical if the second occurrence of 

Aux. were deleted. 

This irregular distribution is touched upon in D3.I of 

Bamgboe (1966). There the second occurrence of N is treated 

as 'an optional junction consisting of an addition of a high-

tone syllable to the final syllable of [the] verb.  or its 

complement, if another Verb - follows it' (p.67). There is no 

recognition that the additional 'high-tone syllable' is an 

assimilated form, of r( or that there are two different forms 

one being the expOnent of the 'verbal particle' and the other 

a variant of mAc4. Why the additional 'high-tone syllable' 
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is treated as 'an optional junction' is not explained; but 

it is presumably because in the illustrative examples, the 

additional high-tone syllable may be deleted. 

E. C. Rowlands (c) treats this irregular distribution 

of auxiliary elements with greater understanding. The 

points relevant to the present discussion may be summarised 

as follows: 

1. In some two-verb sequences, 'the vowel preceding the 

second verb morpheme is extended on a high tone'. This is to 

be distinguished from a similar phonological sequence in the 

language (cases of FV Vn.2  analysed in Chapter 6 of this 

study). 

2. The extension occurs if and only if the first of the two 

verbs is preceded by a' or 'by the high-tone assimilated vowel 

prefix (usually represented in the orthography by '1') which 

gives 'habitual' meaning...': this is away of describing what 

is recognized here in our study as 

3. Noting three 'sub-dialectal' variants - one with (non-

assimilated) before the second verb, another with rf. assimilated 

before the second verb, and the third with no n at all before the 

second verb - Rowlands suggeststhat 'the absence of a repeated 

prefix is a characteristic of 'Lagos' as opposed to 'Oyo' 

speech' (though his example of an informant who usalonly that 

form is a 'speaker of Abiokuta Eather than Lago9 origin'; 
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while'an 'Oyo' speaker from Shaki' normalt(used the form with 

the assimilated prefix and that with non-assimilated ri only as 

'a minor variant of his own form'). 

4. 'We clearly have to deal here with variants of a high-tone 

prefix with 'progressive' or 'habitual' meaning'. 

There is syntactic justification for accepting the 

suggestion in (4). The auxiliaries which normally express these 

two meanings are M and mazc respectively; but in several instances, 

each is replaceable by ic and thus a phonetic merger of two 

syntactically and semantically distinct forms results. However, 

the Negative forms of n+ Vb reflect the basic forms M and mean 

just as do the adverbials that collocate with them. It is thus 

clear that,although there is only one phonetic form z, there 

are two underlying syntactic and semantic forms. This is why, 

.2 
for clarity, we distinguish between n and n . 

The alternation of a form containing ri (assimilated or not) 

before the second verb with a form containing no n at all may be 

due to cross-dialectal influences; but, for our purpose, it is 

sufficient that both forms are freely used in Standard Yoruba. 

9.412 INDIVIDUAL INTENSIFIERS AND FULL VERBS 

With the exception of mil and ktikti, all Intensifier elements 

regularly precede any Full Verb - Single, Complex, Compound or 

Composite. 
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( a) r:22:, The element ma is syntactically irregular only 
, before two Complex Verbs - t62  Vb and fi3 Vb. Otherwise, it 

normally occurs, like any other Intensifier element, before 

all Full Verbs. 

,2 Whenever it precedes to Vb and fi3  Vb which always 

	

occur in Dependent clauses, a repetition of 	is obligatory in 

the accompanying Free clause (the Maptin clause). 

Examples: 

% 
Ki e ma to de ni mo m`a ti le'itkan mi o 

'I certainly got my thing done before you came'. 

Titi 4 m4 fi de 'bir ki) m& s'eni 	mO 
'Nobody noticed anything till he came right up here'. 

(b) klikd: The element ktik4 cannot precede the following 2a(B) 

Complex Verbs: 

dedeVb; 	Vb; k4k4 Vb; 

papa Vb; saIia Vb; 

But it normally precedes all other Full Verbs - Single, Complex, 

Compound or Composite. 

9.413 INDIVIDUAL MODALS AND FULL VERBS 

Except in the following cases, any Modal may precede any 

Full Verb other than the Single Verb ni 'BE'. 

All the exceptions are 2a(13) Complex Verbs. (In the 

following list, the term 'clause-bound Complex Verbs' is 
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used to describe: 

; ri4/'e4  Vb; gbe4/-2  fi3  Vb 	 ti Vb; 

se3  Vb 2 • se5/ti3  Vb; t62  Vb. ) j  1 

The List  

(i) a cannot precede 

gbadi) Vb. and all clause-bound Complex Verbs exceptthb. 

(ii) 4 and vio cannot precede 

.2 
to Vb; gb0d4 Vb; siafa Vb. 

(iii baa cannot precede 

02 
Vb; gb00 Vb. 

(iv) bie cannot precede 

gb0d4 Vb; and all clause-bound Complex Verbs. 

(v) b4A cannot precede 

	

,2 	 3 

	

to Vb; fi Vb. se 	 Vb; gbitildijo Vb. j  

A permissible co-occurrence that is probably not so obvious 

is 	 ba fi4/1 e4  Vb 

as in the attested phrase: 

	

idlkildi e 	fi/se ra 4... 

'For whatever reason you may have caned him...' 

(The attested sentence had se4; but would be equally well-formed 

with fi4). 

(vi) US cannot precede 

f4re,I 2Vb- sise Vb. gbadb Vb. sabh Vb; 
It 	t 	 II 

and all clause-bound Complex Verbs. 
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9.414 CHANGES IN THE PHONETIC FORM OF AUXILIARIES CO-OCCURRING WITH 

OTHER VP ELEUINTS 

Some auxiliaries have more than one phonetic form. The 

different phonetic forms are used as indicated in the following 

description. 

.1 	,2 
n or n . This is basically a high-tone nasal which retains 

this phonetic form before a Single Verb, in a positive VP. In 

these positions,it is homorganic with the first consonant of 

the following Full Verb element. Between two Full Verb elements, 

it is normally assimilated by the final vowel of the preceding 

Full Verb element; but in a type of idiolect which we regard as 

sub-standard, assimilation may not take place. (see 9.411 above). 

m4o1  or ma2. This is often reduced to ma, especially in 

informal speech. 

O i .. This is often reduced to 	n speech but not in the written 
••••••• 

form. 

The forms (ja), D60 are the only ones used whenever the 

'NP-subj.' to which yio Vb is related is 3 Pers. $g. They can 

also be used after any other 'NP-subj.'; but this usage is 

clearly a reflection of the written form. The normal forms in 

the circumstance are [A, Eioa and sometimes (A. 

9.42 CO-OCCURRENCE OF AUXILIARY CLUSTERS WITH FULL VERB 

9.421 	Clusters of each Aux. SUb-class in co-occurrence with Full Verbs 

All Pre-emptive clusters normally precede Full Verbs; but 
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where the cluster contains 121 or m an there is the option of 

.1 	,2 infixing n or n after the first element of the Full Verb. 

Intensifier as well as Modal clusters normally precede 

Full Verbs of any class. 

	

9.422 	Clusters of mixed Aux, sub-classes in co-occurrence with 

Full Verbs  

Auxiliary clusters formed as in 9.34 may all regularly 

precede Full Verbs of all classes. If the cluster contains M 

,2 "1 or man, an optional d or n be embedded in the Full Verb as 

indicated in 9.411. 

9.5 THE AUXILIARY IN RELATION TO NON-VERBAL CONSTITUENTS OF THE CLAUSE 

	

9.51 	The Auxiliary in relation to immediately preceding NPs  

The onset of a positive VP is normally marked by a high-

tone on the last syllable of the NP (or any other element) 

preceding the VP (see 3.111, v). When certain Auxiliaries occur 

as the first element of VP, the following modifications are 

necessary. 

a) ba and bgi. With these two Modals, the preceding NP 

obligatorily ends on a low tone. If it is a non-emphatic 1st or 

2nd Pers. Pronoun, Singular or Plural, the obligatory low tone 

is on the pronominal element; and the 1 Pers. Sg. Pronoun can 

only be m (rather than the basic mo). If the preceding NP is a 

Pers. Pl. (won) or any Noun or qualified Noun, an extra low- 

tone vowel intervenes between the NP and the auxiliary. The 
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intervening extra vowel has the same quality as the final 

vowel of the NP3. (The case of the 3 Pers. Sg. Pronoun is 

isolated for later consideration). 

Examples: 

	

0 ba 19 	 (NP = 2 Pers. Sg. Pronoun: '0') 

b6'a 19 	(NP = Zikf) 

e 	e 
(b)

l  
n or

2  
n . lithe preceding NP is a non-emphatic 1st or 2nd 

Pers. Pronoun, Singular or Plural, it may take a low tone instead 

of its usual mid tone. The resultant clause is a free variant 

of the form with the basic mid tone. This probably results from 

cross-dialectal influences. 

Example: 

	

Lo n lo 
	

Mo n 19 'I'm going' 

(c) g: whenever the preceding NP is a non-emphatic 1st or 2nd 

Pers. Pronoun, Singular or Plural, it takes an obligatory low-

tone. The form of the 1st Person Sg. is ma (rather than the 

basic mo); while the 2nd Pers. Sg. is wa - both due to regressive 

assimilation by a (m'a 6 from mO + A; wh 	A from 	'wtl? or `to + g). 

Examples: 

	

Wit I; 19 	'I shall go' 

4 10 	'You will go' 

The 3rd Pers. Plural form won has a high tone in this position. 

3 
This is the reverse of the regular rule by which NP ends on 
high tone or induces an extra syllable on high tone. 
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(d) a, vio: The juncture between these and a preceding NP 

is not marked by tonal change; the NP retains its normal 

lexical tone. All non-emphatic pronominal forms other than 

won (they) are excluded from the pooition immediately 
•••••••111.111,. 

preceding a. 

Examples: (NP underlined) 

WTI a la ra won j?... 	'They usually assemble...' 

re 64 s'is‘ Ore oo se Aic: 

	

	 tire s  i 	I 

'Ayo will do his work; Ori will do his'. 

Preceding NP Non-emphatic 3 Pers. Sg. Pronouns: 

Before all auxiliaries apart from the following exceptions, 

the non-emphatic form of the 3 Pers. Sg. Pronoun is o. 

The non-emphatic form of the 3 Pers. Sg. Pronoun preceding 
. 

a is a. 

Example: A'  alo 	'He will go' 

LIS! : NP as 3 Pers. Sg. Pronoun is not overtly expressed. 

T.J. Bowen (1858) offers an explanation: 

"The particle '641... is frequently preceded in all 

persons and numbers by the pleonastic pronoun yi, he, 

she, it...". (parag. 134, p.29 of Grammar section). 

In present-day Yoruba, however, there is no 'pleonastic 

pronoun' 	and there is no suggestion in Crowther (1852) that 

was a compounding of different forms. In addition to this, 

the 3 Pers. .Sg. pronoun is idiosyncratic in its syntactic 
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relations with several other syntactic elements of present-day 

Yoruba; and we do not see any need to seek a far-fetched 

historical explanation of dylit whith will fail . 	to throw 

much light on the other idiosyncratic relations. 

bAA1  and bAh: Before these, the 3 Pers. Sg. Pronoun is i. 

If one accepted Bowenls explanation of the structure of 2LLi, 

perhaps it could be said that the same 'pleonastic pronoun' 

recurs here. This would be the only way in which his 

explanation helps beyond the structure of zia. But he himself 

did not see the 'pleonastic pronoun' as recurring in what he 

cited as iba (p.31, Grammar); and we do not see any need to 

find historical justification for the occurrence of i as the 

-form of the 3 Pers. Sg. Pronoun before 'pa and bAh in present-

day Yoruba. 

The non-emphatic form of the 3 Pers. Sg. Pronoun does not 

co-occur at all with a. 

9.52 	The Auxiliary in relation to Adverbial Phrases or Clauses 

In basic clause structure, advetbials normallyoccur after 

VP or after the NP complement if the Full Verb of VP is 

Transitive. 

There are few cases of Adverbials collocating with one 

and only one Auxiliary. The only ones known to us are: 

(t) l'owA bayi, 'right at this moment', which co-occurs only 

with M or clusters containing M. 
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(ii) liNti-NP (where NP is a word or phrase denoting past 

time; e.g. hrul 'yesterday'; sè t'd'k0E1 'last week'). 

The meaning of 	NP is 'since NP'; and it co-occurs 

only with ti or clusters containing ti. 

ni NP VP (e.g. K'a ni won wa) 'If NP VP', which 

01 co-occurs only with b
1

aa . 

This is a syntactic fact which, in our view, seems more relevant 

to the use of the adverbials concerned than to the syntactic 

use of the auxiliaries. 

9.6 SYNTACTIC RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED BY CLAUSE PATTERNS AND TYPES 

ON THE USE OF AUXILIARIES 

9.61_ 	PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PATTERNS 

Individual Auxiliaries in Secondary Pattern 

Pre-emptives: 

Only the following Pre-emptives occur in clauses of 

Sedondary Pattern. M and i occur in Positive as well as Negative 

Secondary Pattern clauses; while ti occurs in Negative Secondary 

/2 Pattern only. The form of M is always 

e.g. ma 1? 
	

'Get going' 

In the Positive, si normally retains the consonant though 
01111111M. 

this is not a rule. In the Negative, the consonant is obligatorily 

deleted. 
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Examples: 

e e 	e 
Positive,: 	duro si9hun : a sia til le t611 

'Stay there for the time being: we aren't yet rdady'. 

Negative: Ma I ktirO 

'Don't' leave that place for the time being'. 

The farm of U in the Negative is 6. 	see 10.211, A, 1(0); 

e• • 	mkt tii lo 
	

'Don't go yet'. 

These three, as well as all other, Pre-emptives occur in 

clauses of Primary Pattern, Positive or Negative. 

Whenever si is used, there is an optional element rig in 
IM•••• 

final position within the clause; e.g. 
, 	. 

Mo si da won duro (ra) 

I have stopped them for the time bdingl 

Si dUrci 	(mil) 

'Stay there for the time being' 

Intensifiers: All Intensifiers occur in Secondary as well as 

Primary Patterns, Positive or Negative.  

Axamples: 	(with sQt and klikt1) 

Primary: 	WOn sfika 19 
	

'At least, they did go' 

*1 kali 19 
	

'Rather than do something else,theyment' 

Secondary: 	sa 19 
	 I C 

	
in any case' 

klikti 19 
	

'You'd better go' 

WI: Whenever the Intensifier n occurs inANY type of clause 

pattern, the end of the clause is marked by the following tono-

syntactic features: 
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(a) An extra syllable, with the same phonetic quality as the 

last vowel of the normal clause, is added at the end of the 

clause. This syllable is given a tone which is phonetically 

between a mid tone and a low tone of Yoruba. Phonemicallpit 

may be regarded as a mid tone or a low tone. I can think of 

no good case for regarding it as either; but to achieve an economy in 

the inventory of tones, there seems to be no reason for recognizing 

it as a fourth tone in Yoruba. 

(b) If the last syllable of the clause without mh is the 

'emphatic' o or the particle ke, the extra syllable is optional. 
4 

Without an extra syllable, the tone described in (a) falls on 

o or the vowel of ke. 
1=011.• 

Examules: 

Mai ma wg o 
	

'Please, don't come'. 

0 ma ri se e 
	

'You have certainly become prosperous'. 

In D3.2 of Bamgbo” (1966), IA is regarded as the sole 

marker of a 'system' of Emphadis in the verbal group. The 

justification is that all occurrences of IA are in clauses marked 

by the kind of tono-syntactic features described in (a) and (b) 

above: while such clauses may occur without mla, IA cannot occur 

without them4. The observation is valid; but, in our view, it is 

relevant only in a detailed description of the use of msa and not 

in the over-all classification of verbal elements. The rather 

4  Bamgbose (1966), p.89, foot-note 46. 
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chaotic treatment of 'preverbs' (auxiliaries) in that work 

puts rea out of its proper syntactic context and concentrates 

on its tono-syntactic idiosyncracy, once again justifying 

the criticism that the basis of categorization is phonological' 

where it might have been more usefully syntactic. 

Modals: All Modals occur in Primary Pattern only. 

Auxiliary Clusters in Secondary Pattern 

If an Aux, is individually excluded from the Secondary 

Pattern, then _Ixar cluster containing that Aux. is also extluded 

from clauses of Secondary Pattern. Thus, no cluster containing 

a Modal or a Pre-emptive other than M, Si and ti ever occurs in 

the Secondary Pattern. On the other hand, clusters containing 

combinations of 1. qi, ti with one another or with Intensifiers, 

and clusters involving combinations of Intensifiers alone, may 

be expected to occur in Secondary Pattern. In fact, and for 

reasons not clear to us, not all such clusters do; and we list 

those clusters that actually have this privilege of occurrence 

in the following three general statements. 

(In any of the three statements, a permutation of any 

two or more of the auxiliaries in a left-to-right order will 

produce all the clusters that occur before the Full Verb in 

Secondary Pattern. The symbol'(' means that the Aux. following 

may be deleted; while 	1.1  means that only one of the enclosed 

elements can occur at a time in the cluster). 
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The Statements: 

1. (ti'4 (kati (1.: + Full Verb. 

2. (g21 (ti (ci (N + Full Verb. 

sae 
3. ( kan ( 	(0. (M + Full Verb. 

tie 1 

There are only two clusters involving ti in the (Negative) 

Secondary Pattern: 

tie tii 

0% saa 

„.• 	• 	.% 
Maa tie tii 19 

.0% 
Mae saa tii 19 

Sea ma di 19 

'Don't bother to go yet' 

'Just don't go yet' 

9.62 FREE AND DEPENDENT CLAUSES 

Dependent Clause Auxiliaries: 

There are three auxiliaries which occur only in Dependent 

clauses. These are the Modals: 

(a) bg2  which occurs only in clauses with the initiator In or 

(1  (i.e. b13-clauses) - see 3.421 

(b) ba which occurs in Dependent clauses initiated by LT (see 

3.421). These clauses are henceforth referred to as 

clauses'. 

(c) lAgt which occurs in Dependent clauses initiated by kl1  

(i.e. kl clauses) 	3.421. Whenever a kil-clause occurs 

. 
as subject of a sentence derived by T-Emph., 	a Is 

deletable; e.g. 

(Tori) 	e (b ) le 19 ni a 	fun yin l'owO 
4 

'We gave you money so that you might go'. 

'LT- 
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Any Aux. cluster in which these Modals occur is also 

restricted to Dependent Clause structure. 

Free Clause Auxiliaries: 

All other auxiliaries occur in Free Clauses. In addition, 

some of them also occur in Dependent clauses as follows: 

1. I:Al-clause: 	M (as e), le, meal. These intervene between 

se/ti and the Free Verb. 

N 
e.g. (a) (A ri h win)bi won se n ws) • 

'(We were picking them) as they fell'. 

	

(b) (A fe 'ma) 	e se le/mea se e • . 

'(We wish to know) how you can/will do it'. 

(ii) All Intensifiers except 01 can precede the 

Bound Verbs le/ti in this clause type. 

, 
e.g. (A fi 'mO) bi e de se/ti mu u kuro 

'(We wish to know) how you also removed it'. 

(iii) The Modal b 	can occur in this clause type; 

it always precedes the Bound Verbs se/ti. 

e.g. (A el) bi 	 ?e e 

'(We know) how you could have done it'. 

(2 
2. In -clause: mean occurs in this clause type, intervening 

between the Bound Verb (se or) and the Free Verb. 

, 	I 
e.g. (Mo se e) bi won se/ti mean se e 

'(I did it) as it is usually done' 

3. -clause: Whenever the initiator is ti, the Modal b•Cif3,2  is 

obligatory before the Full Verb of the clause; but whenever 
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e3 

it is the variant bi bge is deletable. The deletion of 

bge in this position makes it appear that some of the 

auxiliaries normally following it in a cluster are also free 

to occur in a 1313-clause, 

These auxiliaries are: 

\ 
fi, ti, 

e.g. Bi" e (bat) i lo l'Ola, (k bur)  
I 

'If you go tomorrow, (it's still alright)' 

•1 4. ki -clause: le occurs in this clause, probably as a result 

of the deletion of Wag. 

i 	
A 	/ 	 A% 

e.g. ki. (bM) le 19 (ni a fe fun yin ni kaa) 

'(We gave you a car) so that you might be able to go' 

,2 
5. ki -clause: The Pre-emptives M (as maa ), le, fi, 	; and 

the Intensifiers t4,jii, 	kiik6 all occur before the 

Full Verb of this clause. 

e.g. (Mo fi) ki 7 11 17 

'(I want) you to be able to go' 

, 2 6. k -clause: (i) The Pre-Emptives M (as maa ) and A occur 

between the Bound Verb tO and the Full Verb in this clause. 

e.g. Ki e to le I? 	'before you can go' 

( 	All Intensifiers occur before tg in this 

clause although the use of mi and kali here seem to be 

substandard. 

e.g. Ki 7  ti to l? 	'before you even set off to go 
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7. K1 -clause:  All Pre-emptives, the Intensifiers ti 
.111•=111•1=• 

kiikti, and the Nodal 	occur before the Full Verb 

in this clause. 

• , 
e.g. 	K' a ni 7 	?, (i baa dara) 

'(It would be good) if you could go'. 

pe-clause: 	All Pre-emptives, all Intensifiers except rA, 

and the rodals a, ,y2_.2.  and baa , occur before the Full Verb 

in this clause. 

e.g. (A gb4) pe mga o s'Amirik‘a 

'(We heard) that you were to go to America'. 

9.7 SEMANTIC USES OF THE AUXILIARIES 

9.70 	INTRODUCTORY 

Our aim in this section is to state the semantic uses of 

the Auxiliaries. This is a difficult task in several ways. 

First, the Auxiliaries are all Bound Verbs. In contrast 

to Most Free Verbs which can occur as whole utterances and may, 

by virtue of that, be more easily glossed as lexical items, 

Bound Verbs are difficult to interprete in isolation. This 

seems to be a general problem of semantic interpretation and 

may not be peculiar to Yoruba Auxiliaries. For instance, in 

a general observation of 'Semantic Correlations', R. H. Robins 

(1964) notes: 

"...it is a question to be answered empirically 

to what extent independently statable meanings 
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can be usefully ascribed to bound morphemes 

in isolation; and it must be borne in mind 

that the isolation of a bound form is an 

activity of the analyst, not of the speaker 

of the language."' 

In spite of the difficulty arising from stating the meanings of 

Bound forms, we shall attempt a statement of the semantic uses 

of Yoruba Auxiliaries given our view (see p.76 above) that a 

grammar needs to indicate how the linguistic forms classified 

are used and interpreted. 

The second difficulty is that if the answer is empirical, 

the statement of meanings is likely to be vague. We note, 

however, that the statement of mecning — even of Free forms--

in linguistic descriptions generally lacks the precision of, 

say, syntactic analysis; and this is no sufficient reason for 

linguists to ignore the representation of meaning. Pending 

the development of a good semantic theory, semantic statements 

are likely to continue to lag behind syntax and phOnology in 

their degree of precision. In our view, in any case, a vague 

semantic statement is better than none. In the statement of 

semantic uses in the following sections, we however attempt to 

make our interpretation less emprirical by relying, to a limited 

extent, on the evidence of adverbial forms that collocate 

5  R. H. Robins (1964), P.278. 
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with particular auxiliary forms. Collocable adverbials may, 

to some extent, be relevant to the samantic interpretation 

of the Auxiliaries; since the total range of the distribution 

of a given Auxiliary is probably what we sub-consciously use 

as our reference in its interpretation even in cases where no 

adverbials occur within the clause. For the following reasons, however, 

our reliance on the evidence of collocable adverbials to throw 

light on the semantic use of the Auxiliaries is less than might 

be expected. 

1. The same adverbial may collocate with several different 

Auxiliaries. In such case*, it is of limited help in explaining 

the differences of meaning between one Auxiliary and another with 

which the same adverbial collocates. 

2. Where the collocable adverbial is ,a clause, the clause itself 

contains a VP with an Auxiliary. Where the VP contains no 

Auxiliary, the absence of an Auxiliary is itself semantically 

significant.' 	In clarifying the use of an Auxiliary, it seems 

methodologically wrong to use a form with another Auxiliary which 

also requires clarification. 

The third and, perhaps, most important problem is the form 

in which the semantic statements are presented. Two forms of 

presentation have been tried and we prefer the latter. 

The first is to accept from traditional grammar some 

arbitrary categories of meaning and see how Yoruba Auxiliaries  
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are patterned to express these. This, in effect, is what 

we criticise in certain earlier Yoruba grammars: accepting 

categories like Mood, Tense, etc., and their subcategories 

as if they were linguistic universals and attempting to see 

how Yoruba expresses all of them. 4e object to this on two 

grounds: 

(a) It is premature at this stage in the study of human languages 

to determine what semantic categories are universal. 

(b) By this approach, we may have more categories than are 

actually expressed by Yoruba forms while certain meaning types 

actually expressed by the language may be ignored. 

As a practical measure, we reject categorial labels Like Tense, 

Aspect, Mood, etc. The traditional treatment of Yoruba in terms 

of these produces at best neat generalizations. But, in fact, 

these generalizations are often irrelevant and always inadequate 

in the detail of usage and meaning presented. 

A second form of presentation is to take each Auxiliary 

and describe, as fully as possible, the range of meaning expressed 

by it. Since our present study proceeds from Form to Meaning, 

this is the solution we adopt. There are two likely objections 

to its use. 

The first is that a statement of semantic uses based on 

the distribution of each individual Auxiliary is bound to be 

uneconomical since several Auxiliaries are synonymous. In 9.71, 
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we avoid making uneconomical statements by grouping together 

all forms that may be substituted for one another in a VP 

without changing the basic meaning of the VP. Any slight 

differences of usage may then be treated as peculiarities of 

the particular member of the group. Auxiliaries which do not 

fall into any groups are treated individually. 

The second objection is that the statements of usage made 

for (groups of) individual Auxiliaries do not give any information 

on the use of the Aux. clusters. Certainly, the use of the 

categories of traditional grammar cannot solve this problem 

either. In 9.72, we examine three possible ways of accounting 

for the semantic content of Aux. clusters; and propose a Rule 

('Rule B') for the interpretation of Aux. clusters within the 

VP. 

9.71 USES OF INDIVIDUAL AUXILIARIES 

9.710 	We make a distinction between the uses of Intensifiers and 

the uses of the other two Aux. sub-classes. There are semantic 

links between members of the two Non-Intensifier classes; whereas 

no Intensifier expresses any meaning that can be identified with 

the meaning of any nodal or Pre-emptive. Furthermore, while 

collocating adverbials may sometimes be useful in validating 

semantic features Assigned to a Modal or Pre-emptive, Adverbials 

are totally irrelevant to the syntactic use and semantic inter-

pretation of Intensifiers. 
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9.711 INTENSIFIERS 

Intensifiers may be semantically classified as 

A Intensifiers with clause-level relevance; and 

Other Intensifiers. 

This is a rather tenuous distinction to make because, 

strictly speaking, every verbal element has a semantic contri-

bution to make in the interpretation of the whole clause. It is, 

however, a justifiable distinction and seems useful in specifying 

the meanings as we do below. 

A Intensifiers with clause-level relevance:  rah, si, 4 

(i) WI: The tono-syntactic features described as obligatory in 

the occurrence of rial in 9.61 (see under 'Intensifiers') seem to 

give syntactic justification to regarding rA as having clause-

level relevance. 

Semantically, ma emphasises what is stated in the Verb or 

sequence of verbal elements immediately following it; but the 

obligatory mid or low tone 30 or extra syllable terminating any 

clause in which mA occurs emphasises the certainty which the 

speaker feels about the whole statement. 

Earlier grammars of dictionaries did not attempt a 

description of ifs semantic use; but their translations and 

grammatical labels are significant. 

Abraham (1958) 	• • m4 'definitely' 

Bamgbo” (1966) 	• • IA 	'emphatic preverb' 
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Bowen 1858) 	ea 'adv. very, truly, well'. 

Delanc! (1953) 	ma 'neg. part. a maa ran or-ise • , 

(vb) low?' - i.e. 'as a 'neg. part', 

it helps the verb'. 

It is impossible for us to see any-

thing 'negative' about it (his examples 

and the entry for ma show that it is pia. 

rather than the Negator m41 that the 

author intends). 

Examole,' of the Use of 'ma': 

• • 
0 ma dun mi o 	(It certainly gives me much pain). 

) de; si. Semantically, these serve to relate the content of 

the VP in which they occur to the content of an immediately 

preceding clause uttered by the same or another speaker. 

In most occurrences, they are variants of each other, 

the duplication within the language being attributable to probable 

cross-dialectal contributions to the Standard dialect. 	But as 

Table 4 (9.2) shows, the distributional similarity is not 

complete: de. occurs in a few clusters where si is excluded. 

Ex-1 les: 

(a) Mo kcf gbogbo w?n j?; mo 4/s1 da.  'n4 sun win 

'I gathered them together and burnt them'. 

(b) 0 e 4/S1 m6e 1? 

'If you don't go, who cares?' 

Traditionally, these are treated as clause conjunctions; 
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the following quotation from Abraham (1953) is illustrative of 

this: 

Isi A a verb meaning and in addition': it forms the 

first element of compound verbs. In practice, Si joins 

two verbs in successive clauses in the sense of 'and')". 

B Other Intensifiers: kan, sa, ti, kiIkti. 

(i) kAn specifies that the meaning expressed by the following 

VP sequence is the only activity (or state, or quality) that the 

speaker intends to attribute to the preceding NP or, in Secondary 

clause pattern, to the person to whom the utterance is addressed. 

Examples: 

(a) Wda 	Waruwo 	ni 

'They are merely letting off steam' 

(b) Ian third jit4' 	'If- you could only keep still'. 

In meaning as well as in phonetic form, this is closely 

related to the word for 'one' as in 

15.,kan (noun); kan (adj.); nikan (Full Verb); 

all these occurrences of kan bdar low tone in several major 

dialects. 

Abraham (1953) records this auxiliary as an extension of 

"K6 B. reached". This is clearly a mistake: the example given 

(On B: n, 

0 	• 
"Yioo

,, 
 kon ri mi fin 	he'll disregard my orders..." — 

is syntactically and semantically different from the other cited 

occurrences in which !can is a Full Verb often followed by a 
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NP-obj. 	Bamgboe (1966) records khn as a 'preverb' translated 

as 'only'. Bowen (1858) and Delano (1958) do not record it at 

all. 

(ii) sat has two semantic uses: 

(a) It may mean: 'what is semantically specified in the 

following verbal squence is all that the speaker intends to 

specify. This is probably the meaning referred to when Abraham 

(1958) and Bamgboe (1966) - p.70, gloss it as 'just'; and Bowen 

(1858) as "adv. ...only". 

In the sense that it specifies the content of a following 

verb or verbal sequence as contrasting with all others that can 

equally well follow it, it is partially synonymous with kAn. 

Examples: 

Seh fi vid stile 	(All that is required is that you 
leave us alone) 

Wgn s'a dti-rd je'l 	(They did no more than stand still) 

(b) It may also mean: 'what is specified in the following verbal 

sequence is a certainty'. This is that aspect of its meaning 

that is glossed in Abraham (1953) as "for sure" (saa A, 2). 

Examples: 

6 slat &Ira ju tend 19 

'It is certainly/at least better than mine' 

Ma sea s. ma b$ won de 

'For sure, I'll get there with them'. 
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(iii) tie (with an alternative form tile) specifies that what 

is semantically stated in the following verbal sequence is as 

simple as that and that there is no need to conceive of any 

meaning more complex. Thus, it covers a semantic area in common 

with Ian and saa: that which is specified as 'only X, and no more'. 

To express this meaning, all three are interchangeable; e.g. 

don kan/s6a/tie dtir6 j 

(They did no more than stand still). 

But the total semantic area covered by tie is not co-terminous 

with kan or sa. The feature we represent as 'simple' in the 

above semantic statement for tie is not shared by sAll or kin; and 
11•••••01111.1. 

in the clusters sAA tie and kan ti, not only is this semantic feature 

represented, the clusters do not signify a re-inforcement of the 

meaning 'only' which its constituents have in common. 

Examples: 

Bio kan tie 19 (lit. If the only thing you do is simply to go) 

W4n sà ti lo (lit. For sure, they did nothing harder than to go I 	• 

ktikti has two semantic uses one of which is clearly a recent 

innovation: 

(a) It may mean: 'committed only towhat is stated in the following 

verbal sequence, in preference or contrast to any other thing'. In 

this sense; it is translated as 'rather' in Bamgbole (1966) - p.70, 

and Bowen (1853). Abraham (1953), however, translates it as 

"actually did: really did". 
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les: 

Mb 4 kali ta 4 	'I'd prefer to sell al 

6 kali bur4 jg 'It is unmistakably bad right through'. 

(b) The more recent usage has, in addition to the above meaning, 

the sense: 'and there is no doubt about it' or, depending on 

the context, 'and there's nothing anyone can do about it'. 

Although we have no statistical proof, this usage seems to be 

common only among youpg people. 

Examples: 

1. X : Gelb yi'kb dera a 

'This head-tie is decidedly not good' 

Y 	iw9 ni kb wh 	mo ktik4 n lo 'rikan mi 

'You may not like it; but there's no doubt that I 

always use it and that's all that matters'. 

2. X : Ng b rb pe 014 gb(I pe mo fi tri i 

'Perhaps Olu didn't hear I would like to see him?' 

Y 	6 k4k4 gb9; kb fl 'we' ni 

'There's no doubt he heard; he only didn't want to come'. 

9.712 NON-INTENSIFIER AUXILIARIES 

Some Non-Intensifierf.Auxilieries fall into easily defined 

semantic classes. In order that the statements of uses may be as 

economical as possible, we shall describe their semantic uses in 

groups before discussing the use of individual auxiliaries that 

do not seem to fall into any classes. 

,rx 



Auxiliaries nsed in the exnression of Tine Orientation  

These are vlb6,mda(P-Auxiliaries) and the absence of these 
• 

elements (for easy reference, we can it 'zero')in the VP. 

The 'Time' content of the Yoruba VP is either ITTUR::: or NON-FUTURE. 

lice of the 1F-auxiliar5.es': 

They indicate Future Time. "Puture Time" here is future only in 

relation to a Time of Reference specified or implied in an accompanying 

clause or understood to be synchronous with the time of encoding if 

there is no accompanyime clause. In terms of ordinary leno.i.aDe- indepen-

independent Time, the Time of Reference may be : 

PAST, indicated in the underlined clause of 

A 0.) 1 10i6 ven p4 ya kd 
'We knew that day that he would diet; 

PRENT, indicated in the underlined clause of 

• 
0 04 wa Void bAbyl p4 ylb kd 

'We are now sure that he will die'; 

or the absence of an accompanyinfr clanse as in 

Ylb kti. He will die'; 

or FUTURE, indicated in the ur.,derlinecl clause of 

mb n )Pbh vPn by( bb 6b 1e4 

The -auxiliaries indicate 'time after the Time of Reference'. 

.ilyprin7es with a 'R.I.:SENT 

'he will come' 

It 
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Since no F-auxiiiary occurs in Secondary Pattern, the expression of 

Future Time in the VP is confined to clauses of Primary Pattern. 

Sisnificance of 'zero' in the VP. 

The absence of the F-auxiliaries in the Yoruba VP indicates that the 

'time' element expressed is NOU-FUTURE; i.e. in terms of language-

independent Time, Present Time or Past Time. 

The use of 'zero' in the VP involves two kinds of 'non-futurity': 

(i) 'Non-futurity' = either Past or Present Time  
5* When the Ftll Verb occurring after 'zero' is a Stative , the kind 

of 'non-futurity' indicated in the VP is undefined : it is either Present 

Time or Past Time but there is no indication within the VP as to which 

one is intended. 

Examples: 

0'  ogre 	'It is/was good' 

0 jakci 	'He is/was in a sitting position'. 

An accompanying Present or Past Time Adverbial (e.g leriWayi fat this 

moment'; 	'yesterday') is required to indicate precisely what semantic 

area of non-futurity is intended. 

(ii) Past Time only: 

When the Full Verb occurring after 'zero' is a non-Stative Verb, the 

time element expressed in the VP is Past Time; e.g. 

Acin 19 39.4 	'They went there' 

A f 	's9 ra 	'We washed our clothes'. 

In spite of the semantic significance of 'zero' before Ftal Verbs, 

it is not useful to represent it as an auxiliary element since this will r6se 

5* fiStative" is here used to describe two types of verbs: 
(a) any Full Verb having the semantic feature described as attribution" 

on p.198 (i.e. any single verb that can occur in the environment 
0'- 'He...' in answer to the question: KA' 116 le/ti r(? 'How is 
it?')- e.g. dAra 'is good'; dirti. 'is dirty'; 

0) any FZIll Verb denoting an action as well as the state resulting from 
that action; e.g. 0064 'lie prostrate'; &MIS* 'lie down'; 
ddrO 'stand'; jako 'sit'; kdnl 	'kneel'; sin 'sleep'; vi 'put/ 
have on (clothing; shoes)'. 

We owe the term to Velmers (1964). But whereas in that paper, "stative 
verbs in Yoruba" is explained as "verbs that refer to the activities of 
the sense organs or the mind and the will" (p.4), we use the term here to 
describe some verbs that do not obviously refer to such activities. 
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problems while solving none. Among the problems that would be raised is 

the one that, syntactically, 'zero also occurs before the Full Verb in 

Secondary Pattern; but in that position, it does not signify Past Time. It 

will thus be the only auxiliary that changes its meaning as clause patterns 

change; for M and a retain the same meaning in both clause patterns. 

The expression of Time in the VP is largely irrelevant in the semantic 

function of all other auxiliaries. 

B. Auxiliaries used to express Habitual Action: 

, 2 
These are mg:an; 	and the cluster a 

All these three auxiliaries are used to specify that the content of the 

following Full Verb or verbal sequence takes place habitually or periodically 

A collocating adverbial may specify the frequency or leave it vague. 

Of the three, a mKa2  is found mainly in literary usage. a and mAari, 

which are used in speech, do not have exactly the same distribution. The 

use of a, which is normally found in narratives, usually anticipates an 

immediately following sentence in which the auxiliary itself recurs, unless 

it is followed by the Intensifier si or de. 

e.g. 179n a j9; w9n a mu; w9n a 51/4 bia 19 Ain arg,-i14 

'They usually eat, drink, and take some provision home to their people.' 

/2 mSan or its variant form, n , is the most common of all three and is used 

in normal conversation. 

e.g. (i) Inn 910a. mgazi/A2 	bl were 

'Policemen sometimes behave like mad men' 

(Ii) 	maxi/i2  (16 'ko t§li 

'They used to keep a farm'. 
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The effect of collocating adverbials (e.g. l'ojoojrim? 'daily'; 

tl ri 'in the past') is to define the regularity of the periodic 

action or the time during which the action was habitual. Without 

them, however, the auxiliaries still clearly express the meanings 

specified above. 

Auxiliaries of this group also share a common syntactic 

feature: 
e 

the same Negative form k
•
ii or,ki) mgari serves for all 

    

three of them (see 10.211, MI, lb). 

C. Auxiliaries used to express continuity 

These are M and si 

M: In clauses of Primary Pattern, M semantically defines the 

content of the following Full Verb as continuing at the time of 

encoding if no Time Adverbial follows. When it collocates with 

an adverbial signifying Past Time (e.g. Pang 'yesterday') or 

Present Time (e.g. l'cv.,4 bgayi 'right at this moment'), it 

defines the content of the Full Verb as continuing at the Time 

specified by the adverbial. 

Examples: (i) hnri se 4 	'They are doing it' 

	

.1.) Win ri s'is4 	bayi a 	a. 	a 

'They are working at this moment' 

(iii) Wcin 	l'sgn '6116 

'They were working yesterday afternoon' 

In clauses of Secondary Pattern, M signifies continuous 

activity if no Time Adverbial follows; e.g. 

Ma rin qbd 	'Keep moving on' 
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But whenever Time Adverbials signifying periodicity (e.g. l'ojoojtiM9' 

'daily'; 	kPZ2kan 'from time to time') occur in the clause, 

M signifies habitual action; e.g. 

Miia mu gbf kan l'Narl'a.14 	'Take one spoonful every morning'. 

0.: In clauses of both Patterns, it signifies that the content of 

the following verbal sequence is in a continuing state at the time of 

reference: but implies that it is expected to cease. 

Bamgbope (1966) cites it as: preverb"fl; L 'still'"; and 

Abraham (1958) as "ii B. (verb used adverbially)...up to the present"  

&amass: 

(i) OI 1; Id 	'He is still able to breathe' 

(ii) Si meta 19 
	

'Keep on going (till you are asked to stop)'. 

In general M and qi collocate with Time Adverbials signifying 

Present or Past Time but not with Future Time Adverbials. In the 

use of §i, the reason is clear: the meaning defined by §1 has 

relevance (from Past Time) only up to Present Time. M on the other 

hand, collocates with a Future Time adverbial (as far as we know) 

only when the Full Verb is 19 'go' or bZ2 'come'; e.g. 

b 36'19 	o 	'You will have to be going tomorrow' 

b z 1).9 l't)la? 	'Will you be coming tomorrow?' 

If it does in these cases, it is not clear why it should not in other 

cases. 

D. The Use of 'ti'  

The auxiliary ti signifies that the content of the 
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following verbal sequence has been brought to an end and no longer 

continues. It occurs mainly in the Primary Pattern although its 

Negative form (tii) occurs in the (Negative) Secondary Pattern. 

It collocates with Past Time adverbials, signifying that 

the content of the following verbal sequence was perfected by 

the time specified in the Adverbial; e.g. 

(i) 6 ti le e tail 1 t' 14ta 	'It's three days since he finished it' 

(ii) 6 O. se e te:n k' a to' de 	'He had finished it by the timemerrived' 

Vihen it collocates with no Adverbial at all, it signifies that the 

content of the following verbal sequence was perfected before Present 

Time. 
e% 

The meaning of tii is mainly that stated above for ti; but 

it is to some extent complicated by its characteristic environment: 

Negation, or Question; e.g. 

(i) KO (I) tii lo 	 'He hasn't yet gone' 

(ii) m4A tii 19 	 'Don't go yet' 

(iii) w(lh tii 19? 	 'Have they gone yet?' 

E. The Use oftle' 

The auxiliary le is used in two senses. 

1. Capacity: It is generally used to signify 'capacity' (usually 

potential.  capacity) of the content of the following verbal sequence 

to happen; e.g. 

(i) No le se 4 	 'I can do it' 

(ii) 0 1 sr 6 	 (You have a capacity for talking too much 

2. Permission: It is also used to request or grant permission to 
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do what is specified in the following verbal sequence; e.g. 

(i) q‘ ma le gun lqk4' yin 19? 	'Nay I go on your cycle' 

(ii) 0 le kdgbogbo won (t'o bEg fe) 

'You may take them all (if you wish)' 

In this usage, le cannot be preceded by any auxiliary other 

than Intensifiers; but it may be followed as usual by N. 

.1 F. The Use of '134 '  

This auxiliary indicates that the content of the following 

verbal sequence could have been realised but was not actually 

realised. 

,.1 
Clauses linked to the baa - clause fall into two semantic 

types: 

1. Those that specify the consequence that might have followed 

if the content of the verbal sequence in the b Arfa -clause had been 

realised. These clauses always contain a VP with another occurrence 

of ba. 	 .1 In this sequence of two linked lAa. -clauses, the second 

is always the one that expresses the consequence while the first 

is always synonymous with a 143-clause; e e w e 

O b so , bat jiy 

Ii 
o bAA e 4,1D WIA jlyb. 

'If you had done it, you 
could have been punished'. 

2. Those that specify the reason for not actually realising the 

content of the verbal sequence in the baa -clause. They are either 

-clauses (Dependent) or Free clauses often linked to the 

clause by Ogbd6 'but 
	

'however'. 
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(i) A bcfg.  14 4 k' a ni a ro ti abg: 

'We could have beaten him, if we had not considerd his 

father's position'. 

(ii) X bg 14 xi; Ogbin a ro ti b4b.S. rl 

'We could have beaten him; however we considertilhis 

father's position'. 

'S4gbOn' is deletable in this position, as in the proverb: 

bi 7144 a 134. 'Id 

(The wild pig might have been allowed in domestic 

premises; but if so he would ruin cities). 

(The proverb is used to warn of the bad consequences that might 

follow if people were suddenly transferred to higher positions for 

which they had not been prepared). 

In expressions that are not fixed, a deletion of 'AgbOn' usually 

necessitates two structural changes: 

(a) The order of occurrence of the b 1-clausein relation to 

the linked clause is no longer fixed: either can precede the other. 

(b) The verb ni is normally required at the end of the linked 

clause. 

Thus, the exemplificatory sentence (ii) above could become: 

A bgSI  6 14 d :  a ro ti baba re ni 

OR A ro ti bb r ni 4 1:) 14 

,,2 
G. The Use of baa 

This auxiliary signifies that the content of the following 

verbal sequence is not actually realised but it is conceded that it 
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might be realised. Generally, the bf3-c1ause in which it occurs 

defines a condition in which something specified in a collocated 

Free clause will take place or would have taken place. Since 

,2 
ba'a always occurs in a bi -clause, it cannot be specifically 

stated that the defining of a condition is a semantic feature 

,2 
of b6a rather than of bOtf...bSg.  

The Free Clause collocated with a boa -clause always 

specifies the consequence that should follow if the condition 

'02 
defined in the baa -clause was created; e.g. 

(i) B'/T' o bga.9  19, 0 gbg 

(If you go, you are doomed) 

(ii) BVT' o balA K 	Oljrun, CjC) Id) nll 	$'aye) . 	- 

(If you were God, the earth would have no rain). 

H. The Use of 'Do  

The meaning of ba may be stated as a sequence of the 

following features: 

(a) the content of the following verbal sequence may possibly be 

realised; 

(b) at the time of encoding it is not yet realised; 

(c) the consequence of realising it is stated in the collocated 

obligatory Free Clause; this consequence is the opposite of that 

normally anticipated. 

bat is translated in Bamgboqe (1966) 7  p.70, as "even if". This 

is an English equivalent which seems adequate for all the 

occurrences of bra. 
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e.g. b b4a da gbogbo owe; 	 o 	ri i gba 

'Even if you were to stake all your money on it, you can't get it'. 

Although bd, 1366 2  and ba all share the semantic feature 

'unrealised', this would not justify grouping them in a single 

semantic class. The F-auxiliaries and le (potentiql capacity) 

all contain the same semantic feature, 'unrealised'; but the 

feature 'Time element' which the F-auxiliaries share with 'zero' 

is certainly a more relevant feature of them than the feature 

'unrealised'. 

I. The Use of be6 

be6 always occurs in a kil-clause and it is difficult to say 

to what extent the meaning associated with ki...baa  is due to 

IA6 only rather than to the structure of the whole clause. 

The sequence ki...b6.4,  however, indicates the purpose of the 

activity designated by the collocated Free clause. 

0  
e.g. A gun gi ki a baa ri i 

'We climbed a tree so that we might see him'. 

9.72 USES OF AUXILIARY CLUSTERS 

There are three ways in which we think the meaning of an 

Auxiliary cluster may be explained. 

1. It is possible to regard Auxiliary clusters as constituting 

units of meaning which are substitutable for individual Auxiliaries 

in the environment: 	 Aux 	Full Verb 

. 1 
By this, a cluster like si maa would be considered as replacing 
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M in the following sentences: 

1 (a) Min ri*  19 
	

'They are going' 

(b) Vbin 	m6a1  lo 
	

'They will still go'. 

Such a semantic interpretation is the probable goal (or 

basis?) of the syntactic representation of Aux. clusters in 

Delano (1M) which treats clusters like yio ti, ti ri, etc., 

as exponents of Tenses in exactly the same way as the indWidual 

eN Auxiliaries ,x42, ti and n (pp. xxiii—liii). 

As a semantic (or syntactic) explanation, this is unaccept—

able. In the first place, the individual elements with whichthe 

clusters are supposed to contrast are themselves constituent parts 

of the clusters in which they retain the meanings they have as 

individual items. For instance, ti has the same meaning 

('perfective') 	: 

2(a) Mo ti lo 	'I have gone' 

(b) Mo ti 1-1 19 	'I have been going'. 

Iny analysis that regards ti n as a unit of meaning (and of 

structure) in contrast with ti is unsatisfactory because it fails 

to see the pattern of recurrence of ti and similar elements in the 

language. Secondly, it is much less economical than our alternative 

analysis that recognizes only the individual Auxiliaries and 

postulates a few rules by which clusters may regularly be derived 

from them. As an instance of the uneconomical nature of the 

approach, it may be pointed out that Delan9 (1958) lists 32 units 

(called 'Tenses') — an inventory that could be much enlarged if the 
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work did not stop at an inexhaustive list of mere 2-item clusters. 

Thirdly,this,kind of semantic statement would have the implication 

that native speakers learn the large number of possible Aux. 

clusters of the language as units of usage in much the same way as 

they learn the individual constituents. This would be a ridiculous 

suggestion. There are patterns of syntactic construction and of 

semantic usage which would be overlooked by this type of explanation. 

2. Alternatively, we may regard the meaning of a VP with the 

structure: 	 Aux. (cluster) .1- Full Verb 

as simply the aggregate of the meanings of its constituents. Given 

no further qualification, this would present the semantic inter- 

pretation of 	Aux (cluster) 4. Full Verb 

in an unordered way. Of course, we see nothing in the meaning of 

(3)- Mo ri 19 	' 'I am going' 

which suggests that in the interpretation of ri I?, the 'progressive' 
•••••••••••••11 

meaning of n precedes or follows the meaning of 1? go'. But this 

explanation would lead us to accept that, in the interpretation, 

for instance, of ti ITAn 4. Full Verb in 

(4) A ti mgari 19 	'lie have been in the habit of going',  

the semantic explanation would be equally satisfactory if it 

derived 4 from 

(5a) A ti 19 	14e have gone' 4. maan'Habitual' 

or from 

(5b) A mar 19 	We are in the habit of going' 4- ti 'Perfective'. 

In our view, the meaning of (4) is explained by (5b) and not by (5a). 
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This, however, is a matter of intuition; and, since this has 

not beensubjected to any objective test, we do not consider it 

a very good reason for rejecting the explanation of the meaning 

of 	Aux cluster + Full Verb 

as simply the aggregate of the meanings of the constituents. 

This counter—intuitive explanation is, however, less acceptable 

to us than the third possibility. 

3. As a third possibility, we may start by regarding the meaning 

of 	 Aux + Full Verb 

as ordered and involving the modification of the Full Verb by a 

preceding Auxiliary. This is justified by the fact that the Full 

Verbt and not the Auxiliary, is the syntactically and semantically 

obligatory element in the VP. Thus, the following Rule may be 

proposed for the interPretation of 	Aux. + Full Verb. 

Rule A: 

In a VP containing only one Auxiliary and a Full Verb, the 

meaning of the Full Verb is modified by the Auxiliary in accordance 

with its semantic significance as described in 9.71 above. 

It is feasible to go further, as in the case of the syntactic 

description of Aux. cluster structure (Rule 1, 9.2), and propose 

a Rule which interpretes semantic modification of the Full Verb 

by elements in an Aux. cluster in the same direction as stated in 

'Rule A' — a left—hadd semantic expansion of the Full Verb. Thus, 

the following Rule may be proposed for the semantic interpretation of 

Aux. cluster + Full Verb. 
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Rule B: 

In a VP having the structure Aux cluster + Full Verb, each 

Auxiliary within the cluster semantically modifies only the 

verbal sequence directly following it. 

Implications of Rule B  

(i) The Rule implies that, in the sentence (4) discussed above 411•Ir 

A ti m6.ar lo 	'We have been in the habit of going' 

i modifies only the meaning of mitaal 19 and not of 19; and 

justifies the explanation of (5b) rather than (5a). 

(ii) The semantic structure of a VP with an Aux. cluster is a 

hierarchical layer of meanings starting with the Full Verb and 

expanding left-wards. 

(iii) No two Auxiliaries semantically modify each other. Rather, 

every auxiliary not in cluster-finAl position is semantically 

related to a sequence of which the Full Verb is the semantic core. 

(iv) It would appear that (iii) implies further that the Pull Verb 

functioning as VP constitutes a semantic whole that is then 

further modified by an expander auxiliary; and that each such 

expansion constitutes a mere enlargement of the semantic whole 

without affecting its basic unity. There seems to be syntactic 

support for this in some aspects of Negation. For instance, the 

Negative-Nominalizat ion prefix 'A- is freely combined with 

Aux. (cluster) + Fall Verb sequences as it is with single verbs 

(or any other Ftll Verb); e.g. 

'the inability to go' from le 19 'can go') 
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fl 
'the fact of not having gone' (from ti lo thave8pnel). 

It may, of course, be argued that it is the auxiliaries that are 

nominalised and not the whole VP. Not only would this explanation 

be counter-intuitive; it would fail to explain the negative-

nominalization of mA. (itself a Negator) in lal-mal-19 which occurs 

.% 	. 
in: 	Mo sl 	 rl? 

'Did you ever know me not to go?' 

Our explanation is that auxiliaries (and particles sharing some of 

their distributional characteristics6) combine with the Full Verb 

to produce a unit of meaning which is then treated like basic 

semantic verbal units in the language: namely, Single Verbs. 

Thus ma lo is syntactically treated like Single Verbs and has the 

negative-nominaliser' prefixed to it. 

Of these three possible ways of explaining the meaning of an 

Aux. cluster within a VP, we are inclined to accept the third as 

the least unsatisfactory. But it does not account for the 

explanation of ALL Aux. clusters. 

Two Aux, clusters are exceptions to the application of 'Rule B'. 

These are the irregularly formed le ti and maa
1 
 ti which are smantically 

substitutable for their regularly formed variants ti le and ti maa 

If 'Rule B' operates without exceptions, the meanings of the 

6  For ways in which mal is like an Auxiliary, see 10.11. 
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irregularly formed pair should be different from the meanings 

of the regularly formed clusters. For instance, with le ti 

and ti le occurring before the same Full Verb (e.g. lo'go'), 

we should expect the following different meanings: (1+1 

marks the fixed sequence of features specified before and after) 

(a) le ti lo 	• 'Potential capacity' + 'Perfective! + 19. # 

(b) ti le 1? 	'Perfective' +Totential Capacity' + 19. 

One of the two meanings of ti le + Full Verb is regularly 

formed as in (b); 

e.g. .A ti le e e bay( 

eWe have now acquired the ability to do it) 

But the meaning it shares with le ti + Full Verb is that 

specified in (a); 

e.g. 	Wen le ti 10 (k' a to' d) 
4 

Won ti le 19 (k' a td de) 

'They may have gone (before we arrive)'. 

1  
With maa1  ti and ti maa occurring before the same Full Verb 

(e.g. 19'go'), we should expect the following meanings: 

(c) mAal  ti 19 : 'Futurity 	'Perfective' + 19 

(d) ti ma1  10 : 'Perfective' + 'Futurity' + 19. 

Both sequences however express the meaning specified by (c). 

The synonymy of le ti + Full Verb with ti le + Full Verb 

may suggest that the second explanation presented above (that 

the meaning of an Aux. cluster is an aggregate of he meanings 

of its constituents — NOT NECESSARILY IN AN ORDERED SEQUENCE) 
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is preferable to the third. In order to justify the third 

explanation, it would be useful to compare the meanings of 

clusters in which the same constituents are differently ordered 

syntactically; and these are the only two such cases in the 

language. If these two cases also prove to be the only exceptions 

to the application of 'Rule .3', this is enough to cast doubt on 

the plausibility of the third explanation presented above. But 

the second explanation is no good alternative. Not only is it 

counter—intuitive in contrast to the third explanation which is 

intuitionally satisfactory, it will also not explain why 

ti le + Full Verb has two different meanings; and why one of them 

(that which is specified above as 'Perfective' + 'Potential 

capacity' + Full Verb and translatable in English as : 'have been 

able to + Full Verb') Puts together the meanings of the individual 

constituents in a way that reflects the syntactic order of 

elements within the cluster while the other meaning reflects a 

different syntactic order. If the meanings of clusters were 

simply an aggregate of the meanings of the individual constituents 

in an unordered sequence, then the choice between the two 

interpretations of ti le + Full Verb is presumably a random choice; 

which, in our view, is not so. It would also be necessary to 

explain why, in all clusters other than ti le, only one choice 

is always made among many possible ways of ordering the sequence 

of meanings of the individual constituents. For instance (taking 

another 2—item cluster rather than probing the much more complex 
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multi-item clusters), why in 16 + M (e.g. WO 16 ma 19 

'They may get going'), the semantic interpretation is always 

ordered to reflect the syntactic sequence of the constituents 

and not the other way round. The meaning of AM + Full Verb  

is always 	'Potential capacity' + 'Progressive' + Full Verb; 

and never 'Progressive' + 'Potential capacity' + Fall Verb  

which would result in a meaning translatable in English as: 

'is having the ability to + Full Verb'. 

The first explanation proposed (that Aux. clusters 

constitute units of meaning) would be able to deal with the 

synonymy of 11 ti with ti 16 and of ma' ti with ti ma' by 

suggesting that these are units to which the language ascribes 

certain semantic interpretations and it is a coincidence that 

two such units have the same meaning. The weaknesses of this 

wAy of explaining the meaning of clusters have been pointed out 

above and we do not consider it as a feasible explanation of the 

meaning (or syntactic structure) of Aux. clusters. 

In conclusion, we accept the third explanation because it 

satisfactorily accounts for the interpretation of all clusters 

other than the exceptions pointed out here. The fact that many 

(largely non-9y9) users of standard Yoruba treat the irregularly 

l 
formed clusters - 16 ti and ma

ea ti - in Negation as if they were not 

different from their regularly formed synonyms may also suggest that, 

While these two pairs of regular and irregular clusters do occur, 

for many users of the standard each member of the pair is 

not really different from the other. 
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10. 	NEGATION OF THE VERB PHRASE 

10.0 NEGATORS OF THE VP. 

There are two Negators which operate on the VP within 

clause structure. These are: 

KO and MAA 

Their Phonetic Forms: 

KO has four phonetic forms. 

(i) Ik61 which sometimes occurs in slow or formal speech, and 

always in clause-initial position (where the 3 Pers. Sg. 

Pronoun subject is not overtly expressed). We regard this 

as the base form. 

(ii)1.61 - i.e. with a deletion of 10. Wherever [Id)] occurs 

in a position that is not clause-initial, it may be replaced 

by LO] which is the more commonly used form. 

(iii) An assimilation of [6] by the vowel immediately preceding 

it. This occurs only when KO is preceded by a non-

emphatic form of a Pronoun; e.g. a 'we' 

A sa 19 = A 1? = A k6 19 'We didn't go'. 

(iv)Lki] - a syntactically conditioned form of KO which occurs 

.2 only before n , 

 

and 21..9.  (see 10.2 below). 

 

The conventional orthography (often inconsistently phonetic) 

represents kO and IA differently but fails to represent the other 

two phonetic forms at all. To represent them all as kO in this 

study will create some difficulty for the reader; but we also 

do not follow the inconsistency of conventional ortalography in 
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representing some of the spoken forms while ignoring the others. 

Without claiming any merit for our practice as an orthographic 

device, we shall spell all four forms of KO as they occur in our 

speech. 

MAA is normally realised as [4.63 but sometimes, especially 

in fast speech, as Dma:j. It is spelt throughout this study as 

m. 

10.1 PROBLEMS OF STATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEGATORS. 

10.11 The Problems 

There are two problems in attempting a neat and adequate 

statement of the distribution of the two Negators. 

Firstly, though both of them indicate negation, they do not 

share syntactic characteristics. While KO has a fixed position 

within the clause relative to VP, MA1 can occur in any of several 

positions within an Aux-cluster or between two Full Verbs,as 

several Pre-emptives do. According to the definition of VP in 

3.111, KO lies outside the VP, but MAA is very clearly included 

in it. Furthermore, though MAA has a negative meaning, it creates 

a cluster which behaves like a syntactically positive sequence in 

that it may be negatived (like any positive verbal sequence) by 

KO. As an example, the following three sentences may be contrasted: 

(a) 0111 le 19 'Olu can/may go' 

(b) 01A l ma, 19 101u may fail to go' 

(c) 01-6 le mal. 19 	'Olu cannot fail to go' 
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All these suggest that MIA sharessome characteristics with 

the auxiliaries. But it can also be seen in terms of g rather 

than of the auxiliaries. It is in complementary distribution 

with KO which never occurs in Secondary Pattern where MIA freely 

occurs. In clauses of Primary Pattern where both may occur, Kb 

precedes the VP - a position in which MAA cannot occur; while MIA 

freely occurs within the VP - a position from which, in present-

day Yoruba, KO is totally excluded. Furthermore, they express 

the same meaning. 

The first problem, then, is about the syntactic status of 

Mil. In view of its apparent distributional similarity to the 

auxiliaries, is it to be syntactically analysed as an auxiliary 

element? Or is it to be considered as a non-VP element (Negator) 

like Kb? 

The second problem is that a combination of Negators within 

the same VP sometimes produces a double negative meaning (i.e. 

two verbal elements within the same VP are negatived by the 

occurrence of the two Negators) and sometimes a mere reinforcement 

of the negative meaning that an occurrence of one Negator alone 

would have produced. 

The only existing Yoruba grammar that recognizes that a 

problem is raised by the distribution of Kb and Mil is Bamgboye 

(1966)1. There the problem is not stated but the analysis 

presented shows that the author did not fully recognize the 

1 
Bamgboye (1966), D8.44. This is repeated in Bamgbove (1967) p.38. 
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complexity of the problem. A "Double System of Polarity" is 

postulated to account for the Double Negation in a sentence like; 

b le ma. l? 	'Olu cannot fail to go' 

(negator elements underlined) 

The analysis is unsatisfactory. Apart from making false claims 

with regard to what is possible in the language2  it fails to see 

that while the three forms with possible double negation - 

labs'. rra, kd le ma, kO gbOcli? ma - 

are syntactically alike, klbS, ma  is semantically very different 

from the other two. While the other two express double semantic 

negatives, aba ma  (even in Bamgbor's examples) expresses only 

one negative meaning and the deletion of one of the Negators would 

still leave the one negative meaning intact. Thus, the "Double 

System of Polarity" is no more than an explanation of the "double 

negation" involved only in the two sequences: 

gb04 mah, kip le ma.; 

and shows no awareness of the problem of apparent  double negatives 

with the meaning of a reinforced single Negator. 

, • 2"When the preverbs iba, iba,g*dsq,Id, lb and fgre.  occur in 
the verbal group, there is a system of double negation. This 
means that the preverb and the verb following it may be separately 
or jointly turned into the negative". (Bamgbcqe (1967), p.38. In 
fac:t, this is impossible with three of the six 'preverbs' listed: 
* kib ma.  (from 1b6h); *kb ki...m&e  (from ki); and * kb f4ri mAa 
(from f4r4)  are not possible Yoruba sequences and will not produce 
grammatical sentences. 
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10.12 Suggested Solution  

As a solution to the first problem (the syntactic status 

of MAIL we classify HAA as a Negator and not an auxiliary for two 

reasons: 

(a) If considered as an auxiliary, it would be the only auxiliary 

that is almost exclusively restricted to the Secondary Pattern 

and Dependent clauses. 

(b) It would be unlike any other auxiliary in its freedom of 

co-occurrence with verbal elements - with potential capacity 

to precede all but a few Free clause Full Verb elements as 

well as all auxiliary sub-classes (including Modals; e.g. 

it precedes 'Oa as in; 

Ki'a ma b&g./bi's. 'so that we may not..,') 
.04 

In view of this freedom of co-occurrence, MAA would constitute 

an auxiliary sub-class by itself. 

In recognition of the different syntactic roles of Kb and 

M& (both of which we consider as belonging to the same class: 

Negator), we give them different labels for the purpose of further 

description. Thus Kb is the Primary Negator, and Mil the 

Secondary Negator. 

As a solution to the second problem, we distinguish between 

two syntactic features of the VP: "REINFORCED NEGATION" and 

"DOUBLE NEGATION". 

REINFORCED NEGATION describes a sequence of two Negator 

elements operating on the same VP, provided this sequence is. no 
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split by gbM or le. The first of the two Negator elements 

is always a deletable Primary Negator. Semantically, Reinforced 

Negation produces only one emphatic negative meaning; and a deletion 

of the first Negator would produce the same meaning only with a loss 

of emphasis. 

In the following examples, compare the sentences of (1) with 

the corresponding sentences of (2) from which the first Negator 

has been deleted. 

Examples: 

1.a. KO (q) m6,e. 19 9 
	

'Who cares whether he goes or not?' 

b. Ki b6.6 mha ri i 
	

'He surely wouldn't have found it ...1  

c. KO kl r jpn 	'He doesn't eat in the afternoon'. 

2.a. K1 O(d1) m61. 19 '9 

• , , 
b. I baa maa ri i 

c. K1 x jeun lq?sgn 

'It doesn't matter whether he goes or not' 

'He wouldn't have found it 

'He doesn't eat in the afternoon'. 

DOUBLE NEGATION: Whenever gbeeldOr  or le intervenes between 

the sequence of two Negators, the feature is Double Negation. 

Semantically, two verbal elements in the VP are separately 

negatived. 

Examples: 

(a) 0 O gb00 ma. 19 	'You must not fail to go 

(b) 0 16 má A ri i 	'You cannot fail to find it' 

A deletion of the Primary Negator (0) from these sentences 

would produce different meanings with only one verbal element 

negatived. 
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From the structure of Reinforced Negation, it is clear that 

the Primary Negator is not always a semantic negator. Whenever 

it is followed by another occurrence of the Primary Negator or by 

the Secondary Negator without an intervening 0440 or le, it serves 

merely to intensify a negative meaning that is already present in 

the clause and does not have a negative effect on that meaning. 

10.2 DISTRIBUTION OF nu, NEGATORS IN CLAUSE STRUCTURE  

10.21 NEGATION IN PRIMARY PATTERN CLAUSES. 

10.211 FREE CLAUSES OF PRIMARY PATTERN 

A. DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRIMARY NEGATOR, 161  

A Free clause of Primary Pattern may or may not contain an 

Aux. (cluster). Whenever no Aux. (cluster) occurs, the VP is 

merely a Pal Verb. 

A.I. Occurrence with VP containing no Aux. 

The Primary Negator always precedes the Full Verb - Single, 

Complex, Compound or Composite3; and its phonetic form may be any 

of the four realizations of ib, except 	1 e.g. B leO/6/4 19 

'Yon didn't go'. 

3 
In nominalized-verb forma, ttmere is evidence suggesting that in 

the history of the language, KO PROBABLY intervened between the 
two elements of a Compound Verb. The. following are just a few of 
such nominalized-verb forms: 

ItkOgbil, 'a badly behaved child' (from ki, Akh) 
hwierf 'that which is seardhedfor and not found' (from wa, ri 
4#4.gbowl5 'that which is done without due reward! from .1.41, gbiow6) 

The low-tone third syllable of each of these nominals_clearly 
represents an assimilation of IC] (Kb). Since these lie outside 
our present subject, they are of no,. direct interest to us here. 
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The negation of the Full Verb lie 'to be' sometimes involves the 

'"‘ " use of the 4 kij form of the Primary Negator. The negative form 

is ki i qe, which is formed as if the Positive base were n qe. In ------- 

one type of usage, however, qe is negatived, like all other Full Verbs, 

by lc?). In this usage, the negative sequence kO §8 NP is always 

synonymous with I bgg' qe NP. e.g. EZ qe 	w g rl bi o'qe icdun 'mai) 

= I bgicqe 	bgg 	 ri dun 'ni) 'You should have been 

in that position (to know how much it hurts)'. 

All Full Verbs occurring in Free Clauses may be preceded by 

the Primary Negator, except the following Complex Verbs: 

• f2'r4i Vb; 	Vb; AA Vb. 

The form of the Full Verb is itself not affected by Negation 

except in the following cases where the Positive form of the Full 

Verb is replaced by a suppletive element in the Negative: 

wa to be; exist': replaced after Negator by s . 

jq, ni 'to be 	 90. 

A.II ..;,J.Oacurrence  with VP containin/ Auxiliaries. 

The Primary Negator always precedes the single auxiliary or 

the first in an Am:. cluster. Since the Primary Negator is not 

uniformly phonetically realized before all auxiliaries, it is 

necessary to consider the forms that precede different Aux-elements. 

1. Individual Auxiliary Elements. 

(a) 2Ls_ii_1412(labelled '7-auxiliaries'): 

All three auxiliaries are replaced in the Negative by a 

suppletive element nii which is always preceded by any of the 
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phonetic.  forms of kb other than EW 
1 In addition to the regular negative form, ko n there is 

an accepted form which pre-poses kl to n'I) without any need for a 

suppletive nii. This occurs only when zi...12 is a single auxiliary 

in the VP or in any of the 2-item clusters: 

yro + Intensifier; ii.O1 11; ylO mea2. 

The resultant negatives are rarely used in speech and are preserved 

mainly in religious texts. (The negatived VP is underlined in 

the following example). 

e.g. Bee ni mo zi bilra rdlbindmi pa': 

Won  ià ylO 	w1 ibi ‘isind mi (Psalm 95, verse 11) 
1 

(And I swore in my anger that they would not enter py 

place of rest). 

(b) a, mAari; A2  (labelled 'H-auxiliaries' for easy reference): 

Of these three, a does not appear at all in the Negative. 

The most frequently used form in the Negative is A2; and the 

phonetic form of the Primary Negator commonly used before it is raj, 
although Deol is also used by some people. After EA], A2  is often, 

but not always, assimilated as [i], the choice not to assimilate 

being free of any grammatical considerations but possibly due to a 

stylistic desire to sound 'correct', 

e.g. A ki 33. ri win 'We never see them'. 

mar c may also be used in the Negative to serve for all three 

H-auxiliaries. It is normally preceded by L4], v)1 or the 

assimilated form of the Primary Negator. Sometimes, however, 
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maan ay be preceded by ki i/n which is itself, structurally, a 

  

composite form of KO + 11-raux. This occurrence is, however, not 

semantically different from ki 	or kb mAari. 

Examples: 

Won kif de l' . 1.1c; 'They never arrive punctually' 

Won man' de l' 'asIkO 

Won kll mean de ll'a.skIk6 

.2 In forming the Negative of the irregular form maan 	n  

(see 9.411 above), the Primary Negator regularly precedes man' 

as described above (or the negative form derived from n2  is used 

instead of mgari); while A2  intervening between two Pull Verb 

elements is not affected. 

• I e.g. Won ki n le wa g paca 'They don't usually drive us back' 

(from WOn mAan'le wa A pal.) 

(C) bAA1  is preceded by the Lkl) form of the Primary Negator; 

and the low tone which is obligatory on the last syllable of the 

preceding NP in a Positive clause is replaced by the normal tone it 

would have when lexically isolated. 

e.g. E ki bAg 19 'You wouldn't/shouldn't have gone' 

(This auxiliary also uses an alternative form of Negation 

by the Secondary Negator - see B.II below). 

(d) Intensifier Auxiliaries: All Intensifiers may be 

preceded by any phonetic form of the Primary Negator other than iklj. 

e.g. A kONA mb, gips; '9 'We really didn't hear of it'. 
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(e) a: Only the reduced form of 	i.e. i.e. i, is used in the 

Negative. This is normally preceded by [kbj but sometimes by [63 

or the assimilated form. 

e.g. A kb 1 sUn 'We are not yet asleep' 

(I) 
e% 

: The form used in negation is tii. Any of the 

    

phonetic forms of the Primary Negator, except [klj may precede 
eN 

tn. 

eN 

The relationship of tii to ti is not clear. Phonetically, 

it is partially similar to ti; syntactically, it is always aubsti-

tuted for ti in the Negative whenever ti is not in a cluster. But 

it contrasts with ti in questions as the following example shows: 

11J1'e ti ri i ? 'Have you found it?' 

kj1 1 tii ri I ? 'Have you found it yet?' 

(g) Any of the phonetic forms of the Primary Negator 

other thanDal may precede 

e.g. A kO/Va le lc? We can't go'. 

(h) M cannot be preceded by a Primary Negator. All clauses 

in which M is the only auxiliary are negatived like Full Verbs 

before which no auxiliary occurs. 

A.2. Auxiliary Clusters  

In the negation of 'Aux. cluster Full Verb', the Primary 

Negator directly precedes the first auxiliary in the VP; and the 

choice between [a] and the other three phonetic forms of the 

Primary Negator is determined by that auxiliary except in the 

following cases. 
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(a) Whenever ma'ari or A2  occurs with any auxiliary, the phonetic 
form of the Negator is always determined by daA or O. 
(b) Whenever ti is preceded by ie, or mStj (producing irregularly 

formed clusters A ti, M61  ti), the negative forms of the 

regularly formed variants (ti fe,  ti dud-) are used by many people, 
on the irregular clusters. to the exclusion of negative forms based 

e.g. (i) Pos. Wn mgal  ti 1?)  

win ti mdle.1  1?) 

Neg. Wn 1co ti nub?  
(ii) Pos. Won le ti 19)  

4 

Win ti ie 1?) 

Neg. W?nk:'o til l 19 

'They will have gone'. 

'They will not have gone'. 

'They may have gone'. 

They cannot have gone'. 

As noted on p.315, however, many other speakers, notably 

native speakers of the 0,9 dialect, use negative forms based on 

the irregularly formed clusters. Thus, 

(iii) Pos. Wiln mfia ti 19 	'They will have gone'. 

Neg. Wra k nif tfi 1? 'They will not have gone'. 
(iv) Pos. WOn ie ti 19 	'They may have gone'. 0 

Neg. Won Io le tii-l? 

When the negative forms with Aux-clusters containing ti occur in 

questions, the form of ti is always ti and never tli. 

e.g. ii*q4" won k ti nLi ma 1?  b&41? 'Isn't it likely they are 
-on their way now?' 

B. DISTRIBUTION OF Mid.. SECONDARY NEGATOR, 94610  

B.I. Occurrence with VP containing no Aux. 

Except in Double or Reinforced Negation, the Secondary Negator 

never precedes a Verb Phrase in the Primary Pattern. However, it 

intervenes between the Bound Verb and the Free Verb in the 

following sub-class 2a(B) 

aa Vb 

jajt. Nb 
fi4/53e4/vb  

Complex: Verbs: 

feree Vb 

444 Vb 

gb44/ti2  Vb 

gbfqd Vb 

Ni,114 Vb 

e3 Vb 

'They cannot have gone'. 
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The following sentences exemplify the less obvious cases on 

the list: 

j144 Vb 	 0 944 ma 114kkan yi' 

'For once, you managed not to cry 

gb44/ti Vb 	 yi; l'O'gbeiti mi4 n 	 p411) n'ibf) 

'It's only in your place that it has no value; 

(it is highly valued here) ,  

(T6r1 bee ni) a file iaI kire n'il‘ • 

'(That's why) we didn't leave home' 

B.II. Occurrence with VP containing Aux. 

Only two auxiliaries can be followed by the Secondary Negator 

in a Free Clause of Primary Pattern. These are b441  and le. In 

any VP in which these are followed by a Full Verb, the Secondary 

Negator may intervene between the auxiliary and the Full Verb. 

Eiamoles: 

1)44 	0 la ma 19 'You Shouldn't have gone' 

14 	a 	0 le ma 19 'You may fail to go' 

In any Aux. cluster inwhich le is first element, Nil may 

be preposed to any other member of the cluster; e.g. 

14 ti : 14 ma til. 

Similarly, in clusters in which bAttl  is first element other than 

those involving the Intensifier ea, Nil may be preposed to any 

other member of the cluster. 

e.g. bgi 41 : 	big ma 1 

ba.1 	1)4.i, Ida 1mik4 

't)11:1 k4kti. ma  is 

Ele
3 
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10.212 DEPENDENT CLAUSES OF PRIMARY PATTERN 

A. 	DISTRIBUTION OF Tht PRIMARY NEGATOR. 'KO'  

A.1. Occurrence with VP containing no Aux. 

Whenever the Primary Negator occurs in a Dependent Clause, 

it always precedes the Pull Verb as in a Free Clause. 

In addition to firWVb, sjs Vb and „tajli Vb which cannot be 
Mill••••••••1•1 

preceded by the Primary Negator in any clause type, the 'clause-

bound' Complex Verb t62  Vb is also never preceded by the Primary 

Negator. 

Eiamules of the occurrence of the Primary Negator in Dependent Clauses  

(i) Bi o 19 (91*.r6 19) 'If you don't go (someone else will)' 

(ii) (A gbi) 	w9n'o wi. ,(We heard) they didn't come' 

A.II. Occurrence with VP 'containingAux. 

Whenever any of the (Free Clause) Aux. (clusters) discussed 

in 10.211 A.II occur in Dependent clauses, their negation by the 

Primary Negator is as stated in that section. 

e.g. (A eia) ped  w9n 6 nfi'l war  (We admit) they won't be able to come'. 
- 

.(The underlined portion is the Negative form of-yfb/Vm4a i wa 

occurring as in Free clauses of Primary Pattern : 10.211 A.II) 

The auxiliaries that are of interest in the present section 

are the three Dependent clause auxiliaries listed in 9.62 : 

ba and IAA:. -bile always occurs in a 1)13-clause where, for 

Negation it is always preceded by the Primary Negator. The 

phonetic form of the Primary Negator in this position is UO), 
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or the assimilated form. Any cluster in which bge occurs, except 

the literary ya bgg, is also regularly preceded by these forms of 

the Primary Negator. The cluster yro bgA takes the negative form 

of ba mital  (1. leo bill flu.). 

Examples: 

(i) Mi'w9n b bag id, g;j1y1 piipb 

'If they don't come, e shall suffer a lot 

(ii) T' Ol b b64 ti le w‘, a k!eran 

'If Olu cannot come we shall be in trouble' 

fie and bed : The Primary Negator does not occur with either 

of these.4  

B. DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECONDARY NEGATOR. qlkil 

Occurrence with VP containing no Aux. 

The Secondary Negator never precedes a Full Verb in a Dependent 

clause of Primary Pattern, but may intervene between the Bound Verb 

and. the Free Verb in a few Complex Verbs. We may add to those 

listed in 10.211, B.I. the following 'clause-bound' Complex Verbs: 

fi3  Vb : Titf cc fi mie wimi (kb 	f;ri IrtZracnn) 

(Till things reached a point Where he stopped coming, 

(he said nothing to anybody)). 

4 
We note that in "footnote 56" (p. 97), Bamgbose (1966) records 

"nbie wh 	 !Even if she's in the husband's house ..." 
as an. instance of the anomalous use of leo as "an exponent of the 
positive term". We have not yet found any native speaker who 
considers this as a Standard Yoruba form. 
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.0% 	/ / 
o Vb : Xi o to maa ku (w9n a l'ebo s'ertl) 

§ 

In order to save him (they must try everything they know)" 

B.II Occurrence with VP containing Aux. 

Whenever A occurs in the VP of a Dependent clause, it can 

be followed by the Secondary Negator; e.g. 

(i) 3' d' bta le ma gb4 bAlu mi (Ise xi, 4 

'If he can stop playing football (his fractured leg will heal)' 

(ii) p4 ? le ir gb? '(WS know) you may not hear it'. 

Dependent Clause Auxiliaries: Of the three, bge cannot be preceded 

or followed by the Secondary Negator. The other two, however, do 

not co-occur with the Primary Negator and the only way to negative 

any clause in which they occur is to use the Secondary Negator 

as follows: 

: The Secondary Negator always intervenes between bQl. and a 

following verbal sequence (Pull Verb, or Aux. (cluster)+ Pull Verb); 

although in bgA Intensifier, the Secondary Negator may precede or 

follow the Intensifer; as in: 

• •% \ #% 
o baa de maa ge e 

'Even if you don't do it' 
o bgA ragsl d; qe 4 

Of all 2-item Aux. clusters involving bg4, only ba maan  
cannot be negatived: in spite of the Positive form: 
• S % e% .% 
0 baa mean 19 nwigba milwa lwois? Even if you usually go 

ten times a week', 
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there is no syntactically corresponding Negative: 

* b b6.'a raga mAari 19 

The Secondary Negator may intervene between bag, and a 

following verbal sequence (Full Verb, or Aux. (cluster) + Full Verb); 

or, alternatively, precede bh4 in the VP. In the latter case, 

the Modal is more commonly ba rather than bha% 

Examples: 

(i) KZ a bh6 rgh le se 4 'In order that we might not be able to 

do it' 

(ii) Ki 1 m6b. 	 'In order that you may not die suddenly'. 

10.213 COMBINATION OF NEGATORS WITHIN A VP  

The syntactic features described as Reinforced Negation and 

Double Negation in 10.12 are possible only in clauses of Primary 

Pattern. There are only two possible combinations of Negators, 

with the first constituent in the combination always a Primary 

Negator: 

(i) Primary Negator + Secondary Negator : Kb (...) Ma 

(ii) 
If 	+ Primary Negator : always as kil) ki 

10.22 NEGATION IN SECONDARY PATTERN CLAUSES  

Here, there is only one clause type - the Free Clause, since 

all Secondary Pattern clauses are Free clauses (see 3.422 above). 

10.221 THE PRIMARY NEGATOR AND THE SECONDARY PATTERN  

The Primary Negator never occurs in clauses of the Secondary 

Pattern. 

.a4 b: 
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10.222 THE SECONDARY NEGATOR IN SECONDARY PATTERN  

All Negation in clauses of the Secondary Pattern are done 

by the use of the Secondary Negator. 

I. Occurrence of the Secondary Negator with VP containing no Aux. 

Any Full Verb (Sivgle, Complex, etc.) occurring in Secondary 

Pattern is directly preceded by the Secondary Negator. 

e.g. (i) Mith 19 	'Don't go' 

(ii) lia, bit é 	'Don't spoil it' 
_ 

/I. Occurrence of the Secondary Negator with VP containing Aux. 

The Secondary Negator always precedes the Aux. (cluster) 

except when the first (or only) Aux. element in the Positive is 

silt; in that case, the Secondary Negator may precede or follow silt. 

The form of ti after the Secondary Negator is always til. 

Examples: 

(i) Nama yi ljti s'itgiiit 'Don't be cheeky to elderly people' 

(ii) ma (ti") til 19  'In fact, you shouldn't go yet' 

(iii) MEG. sfilt tl mi'qub4 
'Just don't push me down' 

Sta. mia ti 	i ml, tlubt, 
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11. CONCLUSION  

The aim of this study, as stated in 1.0, is a descriptive 

grammar of the Yoruba Verb. In Chapter 1, we attempt to show that, 

in a variety of ways, earlier grammars have failed to provide a 

satisfactory representation of the Yoruba Verb system. This failure, 

in our view, makes the study presented in Chapters 3 to 10 a worth-

while exercise. 

In Chapter 3, the syntactic position of the Verb Phrase in a 

clause is defined. A distinction is drawn between Auxiliary verb: 

elements and Full Verb elements. Aux. elements are sub-classified 

as Pre-emptive, Intensifier, and Modal; while Rail Verb elements 

are sub-classified as Transitive and Intransitive. A distinction 

is also made between Free Verb elements (those that can occur as the 

only verbal element in a clause) and Bound Verb elements (those that 

cannot occur as the only verbal element in a clause). In 3.42, 

clauses are classified along three dimensions in which they affect 

the distribution of the verbal elements. First, clauses may be 

Free (Independent) or Bound (Dependent): a Free clause may occur 

alone as a full utterance; but a Bound clause is obligatorily 

joined to a Free clause to make a full utterance and includes in its 

structure a 'clause-initiator'. Different kinds of Dependent clauses 

relevant to the distribution of the verbal elements are listed (3.421). 

Secondly, a clause may be of Primary Pattern or of Secondary Pattern. 
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The Patterns are defined in terms of the relation of a NP to the 

VP: in Primary Pattern, the HP is in 'Subject relation' to the 

VP and is not deletable; in Secondary Pattern, the NP is in 'Hortative 

relation' to the VP and is a deletable element in the structure of 

the clause. Thirdly, a clause may have a Basic or a Derived 

Pattern: the Basic structural pattern is one that is not the result 

of the application of a transformation, while the Derived structural 

pattern is one that results from the application of a transformation. 

In Chapters 4 to 8, the syntactic distribution of Full Verb 

elements is discussed in four separate sub-classes: Single Verb 

(Chapter 4), Complex Verb (Chapter 5), Compound Verb (Chapter 7) 

and Composite Verb (Chapter 8). The Single Verb is a Free Verb 

occurring as the only verbal element in a clause. The Complex 

Verb involves a sequence of two Full Verb elements - of which at 

least one is a Bound 'Verb - within the same VP. In a Compound Verb, 

there is a catenation of two Free Verbs within the same VP. A 

Composite Verb is a sequence of more than two Full Verb elements 

within the same VP; it is derived from Complex and Compound Verbs 

by operations stated in Chapter 8. Chapter 6 deals with the 

catenation of Full Verb elements with nominalized forms of other 

Full Verbs. 

In Chapter 9, the Auxiliary is discussed in three sub-classes: 

Pre-emptive, Intensifier, and Modal. The structure of Auxiliary 

clusters is also discussed. 

In Chapter 10, the Negation of the Verb Phrase is discussed. 
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Two Negators are recognized: a Primary Negator, Ko, and a 

Secondary Negator 

 

Two syntactic (and semantic) features 

 

of Reinforced Negation and Double Negation are described. 

In this analysis, a number of questions arise and we have 

suggested answers or, at least, attempted to justify our own 

procedure on issues from which such questions arise. We list 

here four such questions which seem to us to be of considerable 

importance to the analysis presented in Chapters 3 to 10. 

1. Studying the Verb in isolation  

Since the Verb is not altogether an autonomous system but 

interacts with other constituents of the clause or sentence in which 

it functions, the question arises as to whether it can be studied 

in isolation and, if it can, to what extent. 

This question is raised in 2.2 where, for three reasons, 

we reached the conclusion that the verb can and should be studied 

in a degree of isolation that does not totally exclude a consideration 

of other parts of the clause or sentence in which the Verb normally 

operates. All through this study, we have had recourse to other 

constituents or features of clause structure in our description of 

the characteristics and distribution of verbal elements. For 

instance, the syntactic relationship of a Full Verb element to a 

following NP has been the sole criterion of classification of 

individual Full Verb elements (Table 1, 3.225; and the whole of 

Chapter 4); the nature of the clause - Free or Dependent, Primary 
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or Secondary - as shown in Chapter 9, influences the syntactic 

distribution of Auxiliaries; while, in Chapters 6 and 7, it is found.  

necessary to consider the deep structure of the sentence as a whole 

in order to clarify the syntactic structure of the VP and its 

relevance to the semantic interpretation of the whole clause. 

2. The scope of the syntactic label 'VERB' 

Since this study is specifically concerned with the Verb, we 

have found it necessary to ask the question: 

What is a "Verb" in Yoruba? 

To some analysts, this may seem an unnecessary question; for 

it could conceivably be argued that whatever elements the analyst 

regards as 'verbs' are, for that reason, 'verbs' for the purpose 

of his analysis provided he consistently regards them as such. 

This, in our view, is the kind of argument that can justify the 

practice in Ward (1952) and Bamgbose (1966) of offering no justi-

fication whatsoever for including certain syntactic elements in a 

class set up by fiat and labelled as "verb'
,1  . A rigorous definition 

of terms is probably not an essential pre-requisite to a grammatical 

analysis since the characteristics of members of a class arbitrarily 

set up may help to define the class label. 

We have, however, defined the syntactic class described as 

"verb" in the above study because we wish to make it clear what 

exactly we are writing about. We have no satisfactory precedent 

1. c.f. Ward (1952) para. 144, p.76 and Bamgbove (1966), Dl(a), p.67 
where the authors simply start discussing the 'verb' without a 
definition or clarification of the syntactic scope of that label. 
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to refer to for a clear definition of the 'verb' and have, therefore, 

had to state the characteristics listed in 3.11 to define elements 

of the VP as a whole. 

Some traditional grammars indeed provide some definitions 

of the "verb" in Yoruba. These definitions are purely notional_ 

and difficult to work with. An example is the definition in 

Delano (1965): 

"If a word tells us what a person does or something about 

a thing, or explains or clarifies our thought concerning 

. certain objects, that word is a verb" - p.7. 

However, we do not see any advantage in the avoidance of 

definition by the two modern grammars of the Yoruba Verb - Ward 

(1952) and Bamgboe (1966)2. The practice in these two grammars is 

to list forms that are considered to be 'verbs'. But, since these 

lists are far from exhaustive, the lack of definition makes it 

difficult to know what other unlisted elements of the language are 

to be classified as verbs. In the case of Ward (1952), the author 

probably finds no reason to define 'verbs' since she is primarily 

concerned with providing notes for the teaching of Yoruba, especially 

to European learners. The lack of a definition of the 'verb' in 

Bamgbove (1966), however, enables the author to classify elements 

2 Bamgbop (1967) is, of course, one of the 'modern grammars': but 
since it is only a summary of Bamgbop (1966) with no modification 
of the treatment of the Verb, it is sufficient to refer to the 
1966 version only. 
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as verbs when, within the framework of his methodology, they 

cannot be classified as anything else. An example of this will 

be discussed in detail here. 

The clause initiators ki and ue'are conveniently classified 

as verbs in B 3.114 (p. 35). In D 3.21, ki is further classified 

as 'preverb" and, perhaps because the assigning of verbal status to 

ki must have seemed ridiculous, an attempt to justify the classi- 

fication is made in Appendix I with the implausible conclusion 

that 

"in a ki clause (ALONE OF ALL CLAUSES), the subject- 

predicator structure is partially discontinuous, with 

the preverb ki PRECEDING THE SUBJECT" (capitals ours) 

Meanwhile, in the sub-classification of verbs, 	is totally left 

out of the list of Pi.everbs, Free Verbs, Bound Verbs, or Post Verbs. 

If it were to be included on any list, it would inevitably be 

classified as a Post Verb in view.of such sentences as: 

1. 	wd pe ? o wS. 'We were delighted that you didn't came' 

A gbi-p4 d' k 	'We heard that he died' 

The distributional similarity to k(would be obvious as in the 

sentences 

?. d'doXa ki wa 'It's good that you should come' 

Wcin f41Zdi kif 'They want him to die' 

This similarity would lead to one of three conclusions on the 

syntactic status of ki: 
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(a) like pl is a Post Verb; 

(b) neither ki'nor 21 is a Post Verb or a verbal element 

at all. In view of clause-transpositions like: 

	

3.Pd 7 	yen 	wd 'It was the fact that you didn't 

come that delighted, us' 

	

o' 	ni wcin niq 'It's his death they want 
0 

both ki and Pe are clause initiators of the type that 

Bamgbose labels in the same Appendix as subordinating 

conjunction' (p. 149); 

(c) There are at least two homonymous but syntactically different 

ki'forus, one of which occurs in Free Clauses and is therefore 

to be differentiated from that which has a similar syntactic 

distribution to 22.. 

Of these three conclusions, (c) would be very helpful; but 

would still not resolve the syntactic status of ki'and 1Z; to 

do that, a choice would have to be made between (a) and (b). 

In view of the distributional dissimilarity of 1Z (and De) to 

Bamgbo?e's Post Verbs3 - a dissimilarity shown by sentences of 

the type in (3) above'- it would be indefensible to regard ki or 

Zas a Post Verb. (b) together with (c) would provide the only 

satisfactory solution. But classifying ki and pi as clause 

3 "The complete list of post verbs is: 
si 'into', le' 'on', k 'on', d6 'for one's arrival', ni 'in' 
- Bamsbop (1966), D 3.5, p. 78. 
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initiators would expose the weakness of Bamgbor's classification 

of sentences as Simple and Compound. The Simple sentence is 

described as "one in which there is no linking element" while 

the Compound type is characterised by the presence of a "linking 

element" (A 1 and A 2, pp. 28-29). There are three linking 

elements: 

elgbin 'but', tabi 'or', yAlh ...-Waf 'whether 	or' 

These always link "two or more simple sentence structures" to 

form a Compound Sentence. The Simple sentence is sub-classified 

as Single or Complex, the characteristic structure of the Complex 

Sentence being a Free clause preceded by one or more Bound clauses. 

The problem raised by this type of classification of sentence 

structure is that ki and 2L like Bamgbose's three "linkers" also 

"link" two simple sentence structures; 

e.g. 0 y9 (ki) 9 19 'It is fitting (that) you should go' 

A 0? (p4) 19 'We know (that) you heard' 

But they are different from the three "linkers" in that there is 

a kind of syntactic cohesion between them and the following simple 

sentence. This can be demonstrated by the kind of clause-

transposition shown in the sentences (3) above and by the fact 

that the clause initiated by ki or pi can be replaced after a 

Transitive Verb by a P. They share this feature of syntactic 

cohesion with the initiators of some Dependent clauses in Bamzbose's 

Complex sentences; e.g. the initiators in his examples 

to ba d9j9 9dun 
	

kO td6 19 
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ClauseSinitiated by ki and 'thus participate in sentences that 

cannot be regarded as Complex sentences or Compound sentences as 

far as Bamgbove's definition goes. The problem of classifying 

both elements is solved by conveniently shoving them into the 

class of verbs in B 3.114 where clause structure is discussed. 

In section D where verbs are discussed, 22!is, again conveniently, 

left out; ki'is classified as a preverb and a most unconvincing 

argument follows in Appendix I, with the conclusion that ki'is 

the only verb in the language which has a post-posed instead of 

the normal pre-posed subject. 

This, in our view, means that the lack of a definition of 

the scope of a syntactic label, while it allows the term to be 

"non-committal" as Ward claims 4, leaves room for much vagueness 

which, as in the example of ki and 21 given above, enables the 

analyst to include any syntactic item that cannot be easily classi- 

fied. The paucity of morphological evidence in the Yoruba VP makes 

it necessary to rely on syntactic (including tonal) evidence in 

the Yoruba clause to define the "verb" fairly clearly so that it 

may be clear what the study is about. Not only have we, on the 

strength of the syntactic evidence available, attempted a statement 

of the defining characteristics of verbal elements operating 

within the VP (3.11), we have gone further to draw a line between 

two major classes of verbal elements - Auxiliaries and Full Verbs. 

4 Ward (1952), para. 147.  p.76 
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The evidence used for the latter is partly syntactic (3.22) and 

partly morphological (3.22; 5.022, 1) 

3. Difficulty arising from the Free/Bound Verb distinction  

The fact that certain verbal elements may occur as the only 

verb of a clause While others are obligatorily accompanied by 

other verbal elements in the VP makes it necessary to distinguish 

between what are labelled in this study as Free Verbs and Bound 

Verbs. This, however, raises two questions. 

In the first place, there are a few cases where it is not 

easy to say whether a verbal element is a Bound Verb or an occurrence 

in a Full Verb cluster of a form which in some sentences is clearly 

a Free Verb. An example is 1U which occurs as a Free Verb with 

the meaning of 'best', but in a verbal sequence like fO 1U 'fly 

against' is not indisputably a Free Verb. The question arises: 

When are two such occurrences of the same phonetic form 

to be regarded as a recurrence of the same syntactic 

element (bearing in mind that they bear a partial 

semantic similarity to each other) and when are they 

to be regarded as syntactically distinct elements? 

Our solution relies again on syntactic evidence. If elements 

like 1U in a 'cluster' of Full Verbs were Free Verb elements, the 

'cluster' of Full Verbs would be a Compound Verb (Chapter 7) with 

plausible underlying structures in which IU (or similar elements 

concerned) would be the Free Verb of one of the clauses. Where 

no such underlying structure exists, elements like 1U in the 
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cluster are regarded as Bound Verbs. 

A second question arises from the fact that all Auxiliary 

elements are Bound Verbs while some Full Verbs also belong to 

that class. In many cases, this raises no problem because the 

Full Verb status of some Bound Verbs is clear from the syntactic 

characteristics listed in 3.22; for instance if a Bound Verb is 

followed by a NP, it cannot be an Auxiliary. In a few cases, 

however, it is not so easy to distinguish the Auxiliary from the 

non-Auxiliary Bound Verb. The question then arises: 

When is such a Bound Verb a 1\111 Verb and when is it 

an Auxiliary? 

In 5.022, the problem is discussed; and our procedure is to rely 

on morphological (5.022, 1) as well as syntactic (5.022, 2) 

evidence which, in our view, helps to draw a fairly clear 

distinction between the two verbal sub-classes and classify the 

few verbal elements the status of which is in doubt. 

4. Homophony  

Homophony of verbal elements is very common in Yoruba. 

Dictionaries and grammars do ndignore this in the listing of 

Full Verb forms. This study, however, goes beyond plain lexical 

items and lists homophonous but syntactically distinct forms 

wherever syntactic evidence justifies this procedure - whether 

with Free Verbs or with Bound Verbs. It seems to us that earlier 

grammars have under-differentiated syntactic forms and this has 

contributed to their inadequate representation of the Yoruba Verb 

System. 
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, In the present study, we have distinguished between bag'.1  and 

1 	, 2 	,1 	/2 
baa ; maa and maa ; n and n because the members of each 

pair are syntactically and semantically distinct. One aspect 

in which they are syntactically distinct, for instance, is 

Negation (see 10.211 and 10.212). We have also recognized (5.11) 

a set of Bound Full Verbs which are described on p. 149 	as 

'syntactic markers' but some of which are homophonous with Free 

Verb elements. A complete reliance on syntactic form rather 

than on meaning may replace under-differentiation of forms with 

over-differentiation. This is probably the case in our distinction 

#1 
between to and to where both elements have similar meanings. 

But even if, from a semantic view-point, these are regarded as 

instances of over-differentiation in our analysis, the differentiation 

seems to be syntactically justified. 

The answers proposed to the questions raised above represent, 

to a great extent, an original contribution to the study of the 

Yoruba Verb. But there are more important ways in which the 

analysis presented in Chapters 3 to 10 is original and more far-

reaching than any earlier analysis. 

In the first place, most earlier grammars have unaccountably 

described the Yoruba VP in a way that suggests that it has only 

single-item non-auxiliary verbal constituents. In Ward (1952) 

and Delan9 (1965)% a few sequences of two non-auxiliary verbal 

5 Ward (1952) pp. acq - 116 , Delan9 (1965), p. 94 . The use 
of the term "Compound Verb" in Abraham (1958) does not necessarily(4) 
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elements are listed with no attempt at systematic description. 

Bamgbose (1966), in the definition of Bound Verbs and Post Verbs6 

implies without any further elucidation that two non-auxiliary 

verbal elements may occur Within the 'same VP; while in Appendix 

III, p. 158, a few examples are given of the derivation of sequences 

of Free Verb elements within the same VP. Similarly, earlier 

grammars, with the exception of Delano (1958) and BamgboTe (1966), 

have described the auxiliary constituent of a VP in a way that gives 

the impression that only single-element auxiliaries occur within 

the VP. Delan9's exemplification of auxiliaries stop at 2-item 

clusters; while Bamgtoe gives no indication whatsoever as to the 

number of items permissible in an auxiliary cluster; and, in fact 

says nothing at all about the structure of auxiliary clusterg. 

The Yoruba VP, however, may contain up to five Full Verb and up to 

seven Auxiliary elements. The construction of these multi-item 

clusters is not left to chance but is subject to rules. The 

5 continued. 
imply a sequence of two verbal elements. The term is not defined; 
but in V (1), p. XXX, we find the statement: "When a compound verb 
consists of verb + noun ..." which shows that the term sometimes 
refers to a sequence VP + NP. 
6.  Bamgbose (1966), D 3.3; and D 3.5 respectively 
7. By such statements as: 

"Unrestricted preverbs do not exclude any preverb ..."(D 3.22) 
and "Preverbs are found in the following sequence for which eight 

places have been set up ..." (D 3.25), 
Bamgbop gives the impression that auxiliary clusters are used in 
Yoruba; but in no part of the grammar are these statements further 
developed. 
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analysis presented above, in our view, fully describes the derivation 

of Full Verb as well as Auxiliary clusters. In Chapters 5 and 7, 

the structure of the simplest Full Verb clusters (the 2-item 

clusters) is discussed in form of the Complex Verb and the Compound 

Verb. Chapter 8 shows that larger Full Verb clusters are derived 

from these two classes of 2-item clusters and describes the 

operations by which permissible clusters are derived. In Chapter 

9, the construction of Auxiliary clusters is fully discussed and 

(in 9.4) the co-occurrence of individual Auxiliaries and Auxiliary 

clusters with Full Verbs is described. 

The description of the sequence of verbal elements labelled 

in Chapter 6 as Catenative Pattern 1 (CP1) is, in our view, an 

original contribution to the grammar of the Yoruba Verb. This is 

not the first time attention has been drawn to the type of CP1 

containing the vn.2 of our description (6.11 above). But, as 

pointed out in 6.5, attention has been drawn only to its phonological 

structure. In Chapter 6, we have described three kinds of this 

sequence of verbal elements (FIT + Vn.),explaining their syntactic 

structure and their role in the semantic interpretation of the 

clause in which they participate. Our procedure in the explanation 

of the syntactic and semantic role of CP1 sequences is transformational. 

Not only has this facilitated the explanation, but, in ways pointed 

out in 6.3, it helps to resolve ambiguity in some sentences containing 

CP1 and to establish paraphrase equivalents among sentences containing 

Vn.2, Vn.3  and Vn.4  in their CP1 sequences. 
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Our analysis of the Complex Verb V-tr + n in 5.241 will 

probably go a long way to clarify the syntactic status of ni 

occuring in this position in Yoruba. On pp.177 - 185 we have 

attempted to show that V-tr. -ni.  is transformationally derived from 

four different structures. This is not the first study that 

regards 	as a verbal element. Not only does Bamgboiie (1966) 

classify 	as a verbal element (a Post Verb D 3.5), it also 

regards it as the second element of "a verbal group structure" 

transformationally "derived from another verbal group structure 

consisting of one verb and a following nominal group complement 

which has the structure: head plus nominal qualifier" .8  Ile 

however, go much further to show (in 5.244), first, that there are 

three other underlying structures producing V-tr. + nl  and, secondly, 

that not all syntactic occurrences of V-tr + nl derived according 

to Bamgboqe's description_ are instances of a "verbal group structure". 

The four different syntactic occurrences are exemplified by the 

following sentences 1 to 4_ (17-tr 	is underlined) 

1. 0 fUrn mi 	ow ci 'You gave me money' 

(base: fil ...V-tr.) = 0 ft owe; ficn mi. 

2. 6 rilii)14 	aye. 'He is courting his friend's wife' 

(base: V-tr + NP]. + NP2 - possessive) = rifi aya '9ri? 4. 
/ 
0 kan mi ni k&la‘ 'He struck me with a baton' 

(base: V-tr + 	.) = dkah k6AdS mci mi. 

8 Bamgbofe (1966), Appendix III, (d). 
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4. 	01if. tObi lt es i 101-a's legs are fat' 

(base: NP1 + NP2 - poss. + V-intr.) = Es 014 tdbi 

In 5.241, we have specified the transformational operations 

by which v-tr 	ni is derived from the four different bases, 

and have adduced syntactic evidence to show that ni in Yb + ni in sen-

tences of the type of (4) and some of type (2) in the above examples 

is not a verbal element. We noted also that in those two types of 

sentence in which ni is not accepted as a verbal element, the base 

forms from which Vb + ni is derived are not only syntactically, 

but also semantically, similar. Syntactically, both base forms 

involve a sequence of 'NP1 + NP2 poss.'. Semantically, NP1 must 

be a physical porLion of NP2; 

e.g. ?se mi 'my leg' 

We attempted to show in 5.241 that, in sentences of the type of , 

examples 2 and 4 above, this sequence would not produce a Complex 

Verb vb + ni. That is, ni in the following sentences 2 (a) and 

4 (a) is not a verbal element: 

mi 11 74 'He kicked my legl(= 0 gba esse mi) • • 

Mo tObi 	es e 'My legs are fat' (= Es mi -VW.) . 	 • 	• 

Our syntactic test is the application of T-Emph. which will Show 

that l' Ts..7 is a syntactic unit (easily separable from the "vb"), 

and that it behaves syntactically as a place-adverbial because the 
Al 

sentence derived by T-Emph. requires the syntactic markers Lb.a and 

.2 as in the sentences 2 (b) and 4 (b): 

2 (a) 

4 (a) 
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2 (b) 

	

L' es e 	o'doditi glad ml ('It was on my leg that he 
I 	1 

kicked me') 

4 (b) 	L' e ni mo gbe/ti tdbi ('It's in the legs that I am fat') 

Our syntactic classification of Single Verbs in Chapter 4 is 

another original contribution to the study of the Yoruba Verb. 

In particuirin., no grammar has ever drawn attention to the classes 

of verbs labelled as 'Intransitive A l' (4.311) and Intransitive 

A 2 (4.312). Not only have they been syntactically identified in 

this study as classes different from others, they have been shown 

to influence the meanings of clauses in ways that lend semantic 

support to their syntactic classification. Verbs of 'Intransitive 

A l' class permit clause structures that express the meaning 

'causative' or 'non-causative'. Verbs of 'Intransitive A 2' class 

are used to signify feelings of pain, relief, etc., pertaining to 

the body. 

Finally, the treatment of Negation in Chapter 10 of this study 

is a new approach that proposes a solution to the problem of 

describing the occurrence of two Negator elements within the sRme 

VP sometimes resulting in a Double Negative meaning and sometimes 

a Reinforced Negative meaning. Two non-verbal elements, K6 and 

MIA are set up as Primary and Secondary Negators respectively. A 

sequence of the Primary and the Secondary Negators with an inter-

vening gbdi  or le constitutes Double Negation; while a direct 

sequence of both or -a double occurrence of the Primary Negator 
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within the same VP constitutes Re-inforced Negation. 

Our argumentin 2.2 above is that the Yoruba Verb can be 

studied as a semi-autonomous sub-system of the language, with 

the concession that the autonomy of the verb as a sub-system is 

so incomplete that results must be regarded as tentative and 

related to the results of the study of other sub-systems. In 

the light of this, we regard the analysis resulting from the 

present investigation as tentative and expect parts of it to be 

validated or modified by results of investigation into other sub-

systems and, particularly, into the history of the Yoruba language. 

In particular, we expect the following types of study to yield 

valuable information that may improve the analysis presented in 

this work. 

An investigation into the semantic interaction of collocated 

clauses would almost certainly improve our knowledge of the semantic 

uses of the auxiliaries. Similarly, a thorough study of verb 

nominalization is likely to throw more light on the VP. Among 

questions to ask would be one on the range of distribution of verb-

nominalizing prefixes some of which seem to attach only to Pull 

Verbs (e.g. 5,-) while others seem to attach freely to any first 

element of the VP. The answer is likely to throw some light on 

the syntactic status (Full Verb, Auxiliary, etc.) of certain verbal 

elements. 
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justification of 'Divide and conquer'. A broad, though 

shallow, study of the whole language is necessary to provide 

an over-all picture. However, the limitations of such a 

study (which are understandable) must be recognised. The 

lack of thoroughness which was a characteristic of all earlier 

grammars called for a deeper and more meaningful analysis of 

narrower portions of the language. It is in partial fulfilment 

of this need that the present study has been done? 

9A. cladele Awobuluyils: Studies in the Srntax of:the Standard Yoruba Verb, 
(Columbia University Ph.D. thesis, 1967) has not: been referred to in the: 
above study because we have not yet seen a copy of it. An abstract of it, 
in. Assertation Abstracts, Oct. 1967, vol.213„ no.4, P.1417-A, which came. 
to our notice after the present: study was completed, however shows that 
the claim to originality made for the analysis presented in Chapters 5 
- 10 above is not affected by Awobuluyi's 1967 study. Apart from 
'evaluating the contributions of earlier writers in very general terms in 
its first (introductory) chapter', and'offering a(syntactic) definition 
of the Verb at the beginning of Chapter V, it: seems(judging from, the 
Abstract) that it has little: else in common with our present study. It 
seems to have: ignored the same questions that earlier grammars have neglected: 
(e.g. clusters of verbal elements). It appears, however, to challenge 
the setting up of what we here regard as an Auxiliary (Verbal) sub-class 
by 'rejecting the claim that: proverbs are. a class of verbs'. 
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APPENDIX. I. 

1. This is not intended to serve the purpose of a Dictionary 

of Yoruba Verb elements. It is merely a list of verbal elements 

used in verb classification in some chapters of. the above study. 
of 

In those chapters, we avoided both the listingt4ALL members of a 

Full Verb class (wherever there were many of them) and the trans-

lation of many verbal elements as a practical measure to save space 

and to focus attention on the points of syntactic analysis 

.
presented. 

2. The list below is compiled largely from Abraham (1958) and 

DelanT (1958). Compounded forms (e.g. Verb + Verb or. Verb + Noun) 

have been excluded where they can be shown by syntactic devices 

to be more than minimum verbal elements. We have also added some 

verbs not cited in any of the two Dictionaries. 

3. Verbs are listed here in classes outlined in Table 1 (3.223). 

TRANSITIVE VERB ETRMENTS. 

CLASS 1. (NP-obj. obligatory or optional : 

elements marked t*t require optional NP; if not so marked, 

NP-obj. is obligatory) 
B. 
a2:touch; strike 	 b 5  : (Bd v in 

bga. find; overtake 	bg2 	(Bd. v) accompany 

*b41  reproduce (animals) 	b44 	cut; take share of... 

be-'slice 	 bg1 
	

beg 



6 

fa2 

f42 

fi2 

mfb2 

mfb2 

scrape 

woo 

(Bd.v) use 

skip over 

speak 

fen /fun blow (trumpet) 

fin3 	give 

fin4 	(Bd.v in vb + fin...) 
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be2 	:(Bd.v in be...wb 'visit') bi 	: push 

mbi2 vomit 	 hi 	ask 
, 

mbil give birth 	 b12 	(only in idiom bialt / 
in b/(NP) 'to be angry') 

142 	enter 	 b9 	worship 

b64 	feed 	 45 	make smooth 

(Bd.v in bh...v-tr) 	bi3 	insult' curse 

vomit (babies only) 
	cut4 

(Bd.v in de...kern) 	di5  
'turn in the direction of' 

Strike, hit (in di..m6..).de 

betray. 

create 

throw down in a struggle 

de 	contribute 	 mdi9 	cease 

10 	 d4 	, -(Bd.v in di...ni/s1) 	12 	(Bd.v in di.1.k9ji 
'pass over') 

2 	(Bd.v in din wb 'test') d63 	put on (a cap or crown) 

1 de 	tie 	 de2 	(Bd.v)Illanding one's 

2 arrival' 
de del1  make device for 	 tease 

2 	 catching game a1  tie up 	 din2  fry 

' d62 	prick, drive into 	dh 	scramble for 
with force 

dh,n2 	give pain to 

If J.  -like 

1 fi 	(Bd.v) take, put 

fi3 (Bd.v; syntactic marker used in 
ti -01. qualifying Time Nom.) 

01 	wash 

0n2 	carry (heavy weight) 

fu(n) (only in idiom fu(n)'ra/ 
ara fu(n)(NP)thave 

premonition') 
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G. 

4hn 

sit 

scorn 

trim off 

gin 

g4 

cut off 

disgust 

ell? 

gun3  

GB. 	2 
*gbh 

climb 

pierce 

admit, receive 

g'dn2  

gb h4 

pound 

wrap 

gbe sweep gbe kick 

gbh serve as support for gb4 carve, dig 

gan plant 	sow gbo rub, scrub, squeeze 

*gb62  bark gb63  (Bd.v in 	b6...m6 

ofgb0 

enin 

he hear 

strike foot against 

.4 2  gbn 
'strike against') 

scoop out liquid 

11.1142. distribute hi3  hack off 

hetn2 	break from a larger body (branch, leaves, etc.) 

	

oglan 	shriek i 	 he 	snatch, size 

heh61 	peel off 	 scratch 

je give pain to 	 disentangle, solve 

(Bd.v in Ji...4.2." 	*je2. 	eat 
'strike lightly against') 

	

j93 	assume title 	 *j411 	respond to 

	

*j12 	(Bd.v in ddifi on J1  'forgive') 

steal 	 j1n2 	trip someone from behind 

	

2 	 *2 39 	resemble 	 jh 	exceed 

1"khl  count, reckon 	 kh2 recall things while one 
is in a state of deliridm 

(Bd.v in vb + kA...) 'round' 

khn2  touch 	 hammer 



build 

mu 

ml2 swallow 

4n92 

1144 

mi2 

know 

stick to, to be sticky 

suck, drink 

(Bd.v in m43 + vb) 
'cause to do' 

(Bd.v in vb + m6...) 
'close to 

take seize 
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kAn2 

butt 	 1dmn4  (Bd.v in (14 khn...'interfere 

(only in idiom: kAn':14/oJi kAn (NP) 'to be anxious') 
	with') 

k41 	yet 

k11 	press tightly together 

ki 	greet 

k62 	collect 

kb2 	meet 

k92 	write 

k61 	exchange knowledge 

*163 
 hang teach/learn) 

ktui2 paint 

	

L.141 	lick 

14 	transplant (crop) 

	

lb2 
	

announce  

k42 	set delicately 

kl 	address by oriki 2 

kin 	to be near to 

k63 	embroider 

kb 	refuse, reject 

3 
,16.9 	sing 

k62 	build 

kun 	dismember Animn1  

kin 	(Bd.v in di kin...'interfere 
with') 

163 	chase 

lb2 
	

use 

lb? 	n ,vb +14...) against 

N.nh2 beat with whip 

(only in idiom: ni 
ara ni (NP) 'to be 

ni2 hurt by means of 

nb3 	feed 

pa2 	crack 

pa6 	rub on to 

spend 

be 

have 

n4 	fill up 

pa5 	kill 

pb 	call 

era/ *ni2  
uneasy) A  

A-nr 
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A- p42 	. profitable for 	*pfl 	to be late 

. 2 skit round *PI) 	' vomit 

carry on the back 	pqa 	draw liquid 

wrap - 	 P40 	.flatter, praise 

	

*rk3 	buy 	 ra3 	rub 

rhn3 	assist - 	 rhn4 	infect, spread to 

rin5 	to be effective on 	' rin3 	send 

sew' 	 rb2 	take care of 

re 	 re pare 	 render tired 

44 	 , e plaster I. 	 r 	see 

rin2  ' tickle 	 - rin3 	press 'down, 

rb2 Stir 	 - rb3 	think 

	

:g-z04 	relate story 	 2  ro3 	remove weed from 

ro4 	give pain to 	 re 	put roof on 

re 	 r114 . :tie cloth as women do 	 :.,appease 

2 
r9 	-poUr:. 	 ro3 	forge metal 

45  re relate (dream) 	 carry 

haft 

eagsauce only) 

' chew 

run2  

r4n2 

(only in idiom: ind run (NP)) 
'give stomach pain to' 

chew 

:el2 spread out to dry 	san 	repay 

64n2  tie 	 ab 	cook 

642 	 43  miss 	 s 	run stick or thread 
through 

813 	strike against 	
se deny 

- 2 strain liquid 	 sf 	(Bd.v in vb + 
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843 	BE (with Negator only) AsIn2 	serve 

sln3  ask for repayment 	81n4/81 accompany (on a trip) 

21,4Fiai precede • 	 sin3/si bury 

sin3  (04343) run thread through sin4 	incise 

'3 4 so 	tie 	 *02 descend 

	

*691 	speak say 	 )(594 	dig into 

80 	drive compulsively 

make a complaint 

dm 	aim at 	 min 	prick 

'94 	pick up, select 	042 slash 

	

an 	rinse 	 On2 	opt down (bush, etc.) 

On4  bite, eat without 	tite5 	do 
proper condiment 

*01)2 offend: 	 912 	mistake 

an as 4111,n2 	 seo 	fit loosely 

00 	watch 	 *9u 	defecate 

On chip off 

	

Tata5 	sting ta6 	tie into a knot 

ta7 	pierce, puncture 	ta8 	stretch from one prop 
to another 

tti 	grope for 	 thn2 deceive 

0 	treat tenderly 	0 	press down 

t9 	pick pieces together 	t11 	(only in idiom: oJA ti (FP) 
'to be ashamed') 

t13 	push 	 t14 	Odor in vb + tl...) 
'by the side of...' 

ti3 	scrape off for eating 	ti 	hit . hit 

44  

	

.t61 	to be enough 	 t 2 	follow 

tease 

895 	(Bd.v in 89...dh/di  

disgust 

	

	

...  
'turn into') 041 
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deal out in small 	t 4 	pick (leaves) off branch 
quantities 

thi 	propel (boat) 	 02 	(only in idiom: ara ti 
'(NP)feels comfortable 

th 	calm down 	 01' 

*tu3 	spit 

*wh3 	drive a vehicle 	0,4 	dig 

140 	look for 	 44.4 	prepare (food) 

w42 mimic 	 w12 snatch 

xwi 	say 	 win 	press down with force 

wb look 	 wb3  wear 

w114 	scoop out 	 W9 

	

.3 	rub on 

measure 	 w,n2  

4114  throw down without 	4115  catch 
much concern, sprinkle 

wh 	please 

.yb,3 became 	 yb,4, comb 

Ytt5 	sketch, draw 	 yá1 	borrow, lend 

*yis.2 hasten 	 yi3 	carve (image) 

2  X-76.4 	to be ready 	 yhnpick out, elect 

y42 put roof on 	 y4 	stop 

*y42 	lay(eggs) 	 y43 	to be intelligible to 

*ye 	suit 	 y4 	(Bd.v in 	 'honour') 

ein2 praise 	 yin2  take in small quantities 

*A2 rejoice 	 yhn 	saw off 

CLASS 2.  (NP-poss. obligatory or optional :'*'11. optional) 
B.baani waste (Deland, 1958) 	barb, beg alms 

bira swear, vow 	 bl?r4 deceive (Deland, 1958) 

(Bd.v in th...i§  'scrape 
together') 
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D. 
dabard : confuse 	 *dgki : keep quiet 

dnkun 	cease 	 *dide 	rise 
t 

butcher 	 *clatr4 	stand 

P. 
flran 	to be fond of 

GB. 
*gbdan enjoy 	 *gbhgbe forget 

H. 
hLatdrd 	write in Arabic script, write illegibly 

J.  
*Ad 	confess t 

*jakci- 	sit, 

Jame 	point out. 

jinki 

44 

endow with 

release 

K. , 
keji 	second, be in 	*4hin 	come last, outlast 

support of 
kin, 	hawk hawk (wares) 	*kojg 	pass, surpass 1 

klindUn 	cherish (sweet things) 

L.  
*14,61'Asf 	lack 

M.  
Taira 	prepare for 

N.  
n6Ani 	care about 

P. 
*pM4 	meet 	 plti 	be with 

pinnu 	resolve, determine 	*polongo gossip, 

expect 
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S. 
74dtd 	: despise 	 *sbro 	: to be difficult 

T. 
taari 	push headlong 	*taay7 	surpass 

spite 	 t6j11 	take care of 

t?r? 	beg for 

Y. 
*yda/yVida allow 

CLASS 5  (+ vn.1). 

Full list given in 4.23 (P•129) 

CLASS 4 (NP-place obligatory or optional : 
D. 

	

*del 	arrive 

GB. 

	

*gb22e 	inhabit, live 

J. 

	

ja 	to break through 

K.  , 3 
ka 

L.  
144 	(Bd v in vb + le...  

'upon' 
R. 

1.6 	go to 

(Bd._ v in vb + 	*kiri 
'upon' 

l*r = NP optional). 

roam 

S.  (1 	 el si 	(Pd v in vb + si ...) 
'to, towards' 

T.  issue from (Bd v in, 
vb +  

*san. sleep 

W. el *wa 	come 

Y. 
4trirni visit 
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CLASS 5  (+ other NP types). 

Full list of Free Verbs of this class is given in. 4.25 (Pp.132-153). 

f 	f5 In addition to those Free Verbs, the Bound Verb nl5  in vb + ni... is 

a member of this class. 

INTRANSITIVE VERB ELEMENTS. 

CLASS Al. (Potentially Transitive: + NP-obj. or NP-poss.) 

a) potentially 1+ NP-obj.'  

b3 ba 	: (Bd v inbh...jPspoil° be : ferment 

ba3 	weave 	 be 	burst, puncture 
.1 bo - 	cover 	 bo' 	peel off 

bci 	boil 	 bd3 	cast off foot-wear or clothes t 	 I 

bij 	breaks  cut 

,2 da 	pour 	 dh5 	compel to move 
,2 	 ,4 da 	(Bd v) 'alone' 	 da 	snap 
..11 	 . da 

 

(Bd .v in da',...ddrOlstop') 	2 de 	shut 

ddh 	to be shiny 	 de 	easy, soft 
I 

,1 di 	block 	 di (with etis  'ear' only) deaf 

dint 	less 	 d9 	mince 

.2 La 	pull 	 f 	wide 

f 3 	blow 	 Li 	sway, throw 

,1 fy 	break 	 fyin 	scatter 

fon2 	 ,2 lose quantity 	 fun 	squeeze 

G. 
,1 ga 	spread or set delicately ge 	cut 

B. 

D. 

F. 
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GB. x  
gbil 	fry 	 gbi3 	rise, lift 

gbb 	shake, sway 	gbb 	thrive 

gbbn 	shake 

11.  1 hi 	narrow, tight 	ha 	scratch 

hh 	germinate 	 hi 	dislodge 

bun 	shrink, weave 

lose grip cut into pieces 

j42 efficacious (medicine) jil 	shake, swing 

wake 	 j62 	burn 

jb 	leak 	
12 	sieve off refuse 

4121 	move to and fro, throw 

K. 
ki1 	drop out of position, ki2 	fold 

pluck . 
kin 	drip 	 kin3 	break, snap 

kbl 	spoil, decay 	
'2 kh 	bustle, shake, stir 

kin 	full 

lh 	survive 	 1h3 	rich 

i 142 h4 	split 	 stand out conspicuously 

lb 	stick together 	lbi 	to be bent 

lb 	grind 	 161 	to be twisted 

lh 	strike, beat 	in 	have holes 

M. 	
move, sway 
	 dive, immerse in liquid 



S. 
#3 san 

Yi 

fling, swing 

dislodge 

se 	snap 11 

yi' 	open up 
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N. 
nh 	: stretch tl ni 	: shut 

,2 nu 	: wipe off 

P. 
pa7 	(Bd v in pa(...)dh/d/ 	pa', (with on 'head') bald 

mc." Pz?) 
pin 	branch into parts 	1)6 	to be mixed 

H. .2 
ra1  ra 	disappear 

w ran2  (with °Su'. 'eye') to be 	ran 
dilated 	 A. re 	fall off 	 re 

kl ry 	fall 	 r7 

.2 re 	squash 	 re3  t 	 1 
• 1 ri 	sink 	 rin 

ro 	drip 	 r? 

1 	 ,2 rg 	crackle 	 ry 

,3 	 2 no 	twist 	 no. , 
.1 	 .2 ru 	to be in .a muddle 	ru 

run 	perish 

S. 1 	2 san /sin crack, make a cracking noise 

perish 

spin 

snap shut 

Wet 

cut into pieces 

to be grated 

fall in showers 

rush 

cave in, 

sprout 

to be rumpled 

iL se 	to be blocked 	 cc 	gush out 

sin 	cover up 	 so' 	to be suspended on. rope or 

	

, 2 	1 fruit stalk .  59 	to be thrown up 	 sin . san 

.2 su 	sprout to life in large numbers 

/5 	 1 su 	spill out 	 sun 	leak or flow out 

.1 sun2  burn 	 S1111 	move from a position 
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0. : take a round shape 

T. 
tb 

 1 
ta1  , " 	sell 	 : shoot 

ta2 ta3  jerk, knock off 	 scatter 

ta4 	project, protrude 	tan1 	spread 

tLa2  to be alight 	 ta:11 	come to an end 

A. -4 	bend 	 ty 	spread out 

,2 ty . 	lose one's importance 	t‘i.5- 	shut 
,1 tO 	to be in. order 	 t9 	straight, correct 

tu2 dislodge 	 tu 	to be loose 

tu2 gush out 	 t 	(Bd v) happen repeatedly 

we 	coil 

wy 	tiny 

w9 	drag 

wdll 	stop suckling 

wun_ = hun 

wash 

wo' 	crash 

wirn2  to be hacked off 

= hu  

Y. .1 ya 	turn aside 	 ya 	tear 

yanI roast 	 ya!hl 	lose covering (like hair, grass vetc) 

' 
A 	get dislocated 	 yi 	turn 

'1 y1117 	shoot (guns only) 	yin. 	twist 

Ycii 	become replete 	 A 	to be fine-grained 

Y9 	escape 	 Yi 	slip, melt 

,2 yun 	itch 

b) potentially 	NP-poss.' 

Full list is given in 4.311 (13.137) 



/1 
:b? 	escape 

bu 	(Bd. v in bizse/pan)  

.1 bu 	roar 

brigia to be on a large scale. 

be2 frivolous 
.2 bix9 	stoop 

2 bb full of leaves (of trees only) 

D. 6 da 
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CLASS A2. 

Full list ts given in 4.312 (pp. 140-142). 

CLASS B:  (always IIITRANSITIVE). 

B. 
ba : perch ba1 : hide 

ba2 

by1  

b9. 

bikita 

..2 b9 

.2 b9 

bu 
.2 bu  

(Bd v in t...ba  'bow') ealgs'a reach puberty 

(always preceded by 
Aux. M)=1A 'exist' 

bound, bounce 

feel concerned 

(always preceded by 
Aux. 12).wg 'come' 

drop 

mouldy 

burst 

bad 

.1 da 

.13 da 

(Bd v in pa...a)  

(Bd.v- in dgku 'die 
suddenly') 

travel 

black 

crawl 

(Bd v in f4r“ + vb) 
almost 

fly 

float  

to be clean/clear 

rouse oneself 

dgra 	good_ 

return 

.inhabit 

du 	flee 

d' 1 	sweet 

firg 	to be light 

fin 	to be clean 

.1 fo 	to be clear 

Lu 	grow 

Bd. v in. ded4 + vb)  ' chance Ahlm 
to' 

(NP-subj 	'hand' ) 
to be at leisure 

prostrate 
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ficn/funfun white 	 : to be light 

fi4 	(Bd v; Subj. always 
an Adv-Reason) 

G.  
ga 	tall 	 gan 	stiff 

gi 	foolish 	 g1 	lie in ambush 

gu 	to be spoilt 	 giafl 	belch 

6n2 	pregnant (animals only) gan3 	tall 

.1 gun 	straight 	 glin4N. 	sit like a king 

GB. .1 gba 	spread 	 gbaj-64 famous 

a gba 	grow fat 	 et)6:2 	move oneself aggressively 

a gbe 	to be lost 	 gb4.4 	(Bd vl Subj. always Adv.-place) 

gin, 	dry 	 gbin 	sigh 

.1 gbo ripe 	 gbdnA hot 

gbdri:'n big; 	 ebbbrO wide 

gbOOdO (Bd v- in Li2AAL +' vb) 	gbiril 	knowledgeable 
II 	I must 

gbonde defecate 	 gbun 	wet, in a rotting state 1 	I 

H.  
ho 	froth 	 h 	flee 

snore 

J . ..1 	 2 ja 	fight, struggle 	A. 	smooth 

JO 	effective 	 ja 	(Subj.=ojil 'eye') see great 
trouble .. .. (DI v in.  ihjh + vb) 	jgb 	become thin 

manage to 
in3-- 	obtain unsuccessful result j7. 	roam (animals only) 

. 
J,- wear off 

1 deep, far 

joro 	become lean 

(Bd v in bsa...je 'spoil') 

ji-n-dri act obstinately 

..1 jo 	to be in good condition 
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: assemble 

ju 	worm-eaten 

4(i?) 
. 1 	• 
JUMO 

: (Bd v in j9j9 + vb) together 

(Bd v in jUmi + vb) together 

     

IC. 
kan2 sour 	 ke 

.2 k4re small 	 ky 

4.r6 	to be wanting 	 ki t 	I 

kO3 	(Bd v in k4/s...kO) 	ko ,1 

korO bitter 	 k91  

k(k) (Bd v ilykqki + vb)'first' ki13-

die 

ktin'a fail 
	

kinl 

kt5rO 	leave 

cry 

spread (fire only) 

thick 

lose freshness 

crow 

make booming noise 

grumble 

kneel 

short 

L. 

	

- le 	hard, difficult 

,2 

	

19 	warm 

ly 	lazy 

M. , 	 1 ml 	breathe 	 mo 	limited to a stated quantity 1 
,1 	 ,2 mo 	clean, clear 	 mo 	(Bd v in pa...m(i) 1 	 1 

,1 mit)ci4 (Bd v in mWM,;)  + vb) 	mu 	sharp 
intentionally 

N. _ 
nA 	petty (person only) 	nf6r 	(Bd_v in d6...ni  'grip') 
. 	 .1 nikan (Bd v in nikan + vb) 	nu 	to be lost 

alone 
P. 
pa 	to be in a state defined by a following Adv., e.g. 1(;)4, gini 

pa8 (Bd v in vbs + pa) tight PlapN, 	pa v in 1.1p.h. + vb)  contrary to 
expectation 

/1 pe 	to be complete 	 pegede finally come through 

% pole 	increase 	 pole 	wear wear rpele part of Yoruba women's 
outfit pin 	terminate 	 p0 	(Bd v in. Wyj:...po) 



.1 
PY 

P? 

R.  
ra 

ra2 

ran

re 

ri 

. 2 rin 

,1 
ro 

rorb 

ry 

.1 

S.  
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: plentiful, cheap 	p 	: (Bd v in vb + 	together 

crawl 	 pla. stupid 

. pupa light-skinned, red 

+2 hover 	 ra 	rotten 

.1 to be of stunted growth ra 	crawl 

ran catch fire 	 to be of stunted growth 

k2 to be friends 	 ri 	to be attacked by fruit disease 
. 	 (fruits only) #  

seem 	 riri dirty 

get soaked 	 ro2 	difficult 

.2 stand 	 ro 	sound 

y1 nasty, bitter 	 r 	wither 

tough 	 ryra 	act cautiously 

1 become lean 	 ru 	froth, foam 

s4,bb, 	be in the habit of 	san 	be in a better condition 
(Bd vin,s6ba. + vb) 

•• 	 0 	 % 1 Si' 	(Bd yin d4...si'spare', sin 	have tried one's best (in praise 
yg'...si' 'honour') 	 only) 

'1 	 2 sin 	sneeze 	 so 	swell (usually of scars) 

sd 	break wind 	 sy3 	sprout 

sun* good, pleasing 

'..1 sa 	fade 	 yaki fail to fire off (guns and plans I 
only) 

yako stray 	 n flow, 

se 	posssible (only in CP1) se3 	(Bd v; subj. always transposed 1 	 1 
Adv-purpose) 

ye4. 	(Ba v; subj. always transposed Adv-Reason or Noun signifying cause) 

( " ft 
	 Adv4lanner) Ye

5 



T. 
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s6
1 : originate 

,1 
YT 	well out of a place 

%1 si 	stale 

so' 	malignant 

yubil 	fall 

: become fulfilled 

(Bd v in Tyy7 + vb) recently 

flee 

become dark 

ta5 	move oneself aggressively t661A wash parts of the body before 
prayers 

t616kh poor 	 tan 	to be someone's relative 

tete 	(Bd.v in tte + vb) 	t
2
i 	reach a sticking point 

A  early 
tia  (Bd.v; = gbP) 	 t0 	(Bd_ v; = ye5) 

11 U 	stale 	 tiro 	walk tiptoe 

.2 to 	(Bd v; always 3,9 a 	tObi 	big, 
ki)-clause) 

tbrO 	to be in settled condition (water, community) 

ty 	hop 	 tu1 	spring out of confinement 

ttinle: surrender 

tiinb 	(Bd v in 	+ vb) 
	

tunra reach old age 
increasingly 

tuti 	become cold or. cool 

1 	 . 
wb. 	BE, exist 	 w 2a 	crouch, cling to 

we 	drizzle 	 we2 play light-heartedly with some- 
! 	 1 

1 	 one of opposite sex 
wo 	to be petrified 	 wy 	drop 

.2 
wy 	go into hiding 	 we 	drizzle 1 

crooked 	 wyn
1  costly 

swell 	 wt11O useful 

wilwo 	heavy 

W9 

.2 



Y. 
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.2 	 . 1. ya 	: split 	 yan 	: propitious 

2 	 yan yan 	march 	 eager 

. 3 
yan 	yawn 	 yang;in to be boastful 

.1 ya 	survive 	 yi. 	tough 

yo 	leap 	 y62 	move sluggishly 

lin3  yun. 	to be of stunted growth y 	pregnant 
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APPENDIX II  

OBJECT FORMS OF THE PRONOUNS. 

I. Without their ususl syntactic features of tone and vowel lenghtening 

the Object forma of the Pronouns are: 

Sg. 	 P1. 

2 	73- • 

3 	 wEla 

(In this outline, 'V' stands for 'a vowel having the same quality 

as the vowel of the preceding transitive Verb; [') for low tone; 

[/3 for High tone; r-3 for hypothetical absence of all tones. The 

Mid tone is represented by the absence of any tone mark). 

2. The tone of the Object Pronoun is determined by the tone of the 

preceding Transitive Verb. 

(A) If the tone of the Transitive Verb is Low or Mid, all object 

Pronouns take a High tone. 

e.g. (Transitive Verb = 1U 'brat' OR pa 'kill' ; obj. pron.=3 Sg). 

Mo 1U 	'I beat it'. 

Mb pa g 	'I killed it'. 

(33) If the tone of the Trsnsitive Verb is High, Object Pronoun takes 

a Mid tone. In the 2 Pl., an obligatory mid-tone 'Vl intervenes 

between the Transitive Verb and the Object form of 2 Pl. 

e.g. (Transitive Verb . ri 'see' ; Obj.Fron. - 2 Pl.) 

Mo ri i -yin 'I saw you'. 

3. In the conventional orthography, the syllable 'V' in the 2 Pl. form 

is not represented. 
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IPPENDIX III  

POSSESSIvE FORMS OF lab PRONOUNS_ 

I. 	Without their usual syntactic features of vowel lengthening the 

possessive forms of the Pronouns are: 

Sg. 

2 	(r)e 

3 	(r)e 

via 

yin 

won • 

(In this outline, tone mks and the symbol '41  have the same 

values as described in Appendix II ). 

2. 

	

	(a) The tone of the Possessive form of a Pronoun is determined by 

the tone of the last syllable of 'the preceding lexical item in the 

ways described in A and B below. 

(b) In all cases, except when I Sg. and 2 Sg. occur after a Low 

tone element, IV' obligatorily- intervenes between the Possessive 

Pronoun and the preceding element. 

(A) If the last syllable of the preceding element has a Low tone, 

the intervening 'V' takes a Mid tone. In I Sg. and 2 Sg. where 

there is no intervening IVI, the pronominni forms retain their 

mid tone. 

e.g. (Possessive Pron.= I Sg. OR 2 Pl. , preceding element qru 
'luggage' 

I Sg. Ira ml 'my luggage' 

2 Pl. Ira u-yin 'your lagguget 
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(B) If the last syllable of the preceding element has a Mid tone or 

a High tone, the obligatory intervening 1r takes a Low tone in 

I Sg. and 2 Sg. ; and a Mid tone in 3 Sg, and all Plural forms. 

e.g. (Possessive Pron.. I Sg. OR 2 Pl. 

Preceding element = Tja 'fish' : ending Mid tone; 

oju 'eye' : ending High tone). 

I Sg. lja 
	

'my fish' 

'my eye' 

2 Pl. eja a-yin 
	'your fish' 

oju u-yin 
	

'your eyes' 

As in the case of the Object pronouns, an inte 

represented in the conventional orthography. 

 

'Vl is not 
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APPENDIX IV 

RULES OF STRUCTURAL DERIVATION THAT APPLY TO  

CATENATIVE PATTERN I : 6.22-6.23  

In the following statement of 'Rules', 

(a) = Surface Structural pattern. 

(t) = Underlying structural pattern. 

(c) = Rules of structural derivation of (a) from (b). 

Notation is as explained in fn. 2 of chapter 6. 

Non-Instrumental Pattern 'A' (6.221) 

(a) NP + PT +Vn 

(b) [ NP + FY 3 * [ V-tr. + NP] 

(c) (i) Nominalise 'V-tr.' of (b) by the appropriate 

prefix 	Vh.2, Vh.3, or Vh.4. (obligatory). 

(ii) Delete NP in the constitute following 

(obligatory). 

	

2. 	Non-Instrumental Pattern 1B1  (6.222) 

(a) NP + FV+ Vn. 

(b) + EV 3 	[ NP + V-intr. 

(c) (i) Delete V? in constitute following tiet (obligatory) 

(ii) Nominalize 'V-intr.' of (b) by the appropriate 

prefix (obligatory). 

	

3. 	Non-Instrumental Pattern 'C 1' (6.2231) 
(a) NP 1 + EV + yn. + NP 2 

(b) [ NP I + PV 3 * [ V-tr. + NP2 

(c) Nominnlize 'V-tr" of (b) by the appropriate prefix 

(obligatory), 
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4. 	Non-Instrumental Pattern IC 2' (6.2232) 

(a) NPI + FV + 1P2 + Vn. 

(b) [ NPI + FV ] * [ V-tr.' + NP2 3 

(c) (i) Nominnlize 'V-tr.' of (b) by the appropriate 

prefix (obligatory). 

(ii) Re-order [ Vn. + NP2 3 as [ NP2 + Vn. 3 

	

5, 	Non-Instrumental Pattern ID' (6.224)  

(a) NPI + FV+ET2 + Vn. 

(b) [ NP2 + V-tr. + NPI 3 * [ NPI + FV-tr. + 1W2 

(c) (i) Delete NP2 of constitute preceding 1*1  (obligatory). 

(ii) Nominalize "V-tr. of that constitute by the 

appropriate prefix (obligatory). 

(iii) Delete ]PI of constitute following '*'(obligatorY), 

(iv) In the resultant [ Vn. + NPI + FV-tr + NP2 

transpose Vn. to final position in construction 

(optional). 

Note:- The actual surface pattern of ID' results only from an application 

of the optional 'Rule' iv. However, the result of the application 

of (iii) is an actual sentence which is a stylistic variant of 

the product of (iv). 

	

6. 	Instrumental Pattern 6.U) 

(a) NPI + FV + Yh.4 (where Vn = nominalized form of Complex 

Verb, fi2...Vb) or 

NPI + FV + Vn.2 (where Vn nominalized form of Single 

Verb or of Complex Verb, fi2...Vb). 
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(b) [ EPx([ fi2  + UPI + Vb ] ) + FV 3 

(C) 	A: Primary Rules: 

(i) Nominalize [ fi + NPI + Vb ] by Vh.2 and Vh.4 Prefixes 

only. (obligatory). 

( 	Result: [ ( [ Vh.(prfix)-fi + NPI + Vb 	+ FV 

(ii) Re-order [ Vn-fi + NPI + Vb ] as [ NPI + Vn-fi + Vb 3  (obligatory) 

Result: EJ NPI + Vu-fl + Vb ] + FV] 

(iii) Re-order Result of (ii) so as to transpose V after 

EPI (obligatory). 

Result: NPI + FV + Vu-fi + Vb 

(iv) If and only if Vu. = Vn.2, 

Delete fi and transfer Vn- prefix to "Vb" (optional). 

B: Secondary Rules  

Treat FV as 

(i) Optionally Transitive if and only if it is one of : 

pe#  ,  to , ye , ya 
(ii) Obligatorily Transitive if and only if it is ODA of : 

ni rZ? 

']P-obj.' after ni = ara after xi)= 9rUn unless they are 

affected by the localized application of T-ni 2 (see 5.241 p.179) 

(iii) Intransitive if and only if it is one of : 

glAdAn 	, Oro , 

Notes on 6: 

I. The transposition Rule 'Ali' is a very common optional rule 

in Yoruba: whenever a norinnlized verb is followed by a 'NP-obj.', that is 
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not a non,-emphatic Pronoun, this trunsposition regularly takes place; 

e.g. killdwe 	we kiVa  'the reading of books.' 

2. The application of 'Aiii results in some actual well-formed 

sentences that are semantically close to the sentence ultimately 

generated; e.g. 

Bata fifi rin 

However, we mark 'Aiii' as "obligatory" rather than "optional" for two 

reasons: 

(a) The choice of FV in any actual sentence resulting from the 

application of 'Aii" would be limited to only a few of the 13 verbs 

involved. 

(b) The choice of Vn at that point will similarly be restricted to 

Vn.2 excluding the semantic alternative Vn.4. 



APPENDIXIT 

ON THE STRUCTURE 

1. -Ae ecan be made for considering the mclariof the above grammar 

an an auxiliary cluster with the two constituents ma and ift:; although 

one of the main problems woad be to determine which th  is in 

construction with which riform to produce the cluster mEla n. 

Our analysis may recognize only one common form mAa (henceforth 

referred to as ma*) and only one common r( (to be referred to as 

This woad mean that wherever mka occurs in the language, we are dealing 

with one and the name syntactic form. Similarly for Z*, it would 

an that wherever n occurs in the language, we are dealing with one 

and the same syntactic form. On the other hand, the analysis may 

/ 	e 
recognize two forms each of maa and n as is done in Chapter 9 above. 

This means recognizing mtCai: mda2, and 	re. A third possibility is 

. 1 	2 	I 3 to recognize three of either : i.e. there may be maa : maa 	maa 

f1 and- 

Those three possibilities are discussed in 3 below; but before 

that, it may be useful to see how ourtaii is described or represented in 

earlier grammars. 

2. lm‘aris  in earlier ammars: 

The three grammars in which mAadfeatures at all are W 	(1952), 

Eelan? (1958), and Bamgbofe (1966, 1967). 

Ward (1952) writes m4arf of the present grammar as mAa 	as in 

0 ma rile 4 'He usually does it' 
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(parag. 328 (c); P. 148). But this sequence only incidentally appears 

in a few examples illustrating the 'Habitual' use of mga. No 

consideration is Eaven to the fact that mga is here followed by 

Dolan (1958) records ti mbt A  (Tense 15) in which our mar is 

written as a sequence of raga and 	The grammar pays no attention 

whatever to ma. A which, again, is only incidentally included in the 

cluster ti 114:P  A on which attention is focused. 

Bamgboqe (1966) treats our mar l as a combination of the "verbal 

particle (i.e. A / with the bound verb m‘a" (1)8.411, iv; p.91). 

In two of these three grammars, the structure of plari is not 

described. In Bamgboqe (1966) where it is described, the grammar 

does not recognize any problem of description. This is understandable, 

given that the grammar recognizes only one mAa and only one 

How many forms J.L.r: and A do we need to recognize in an adequate 

description of Yoruba? 

Since the problem we are now considering derives from our 

recognition of more than one mAa and more than one n, the following 

question may be asked: 

by recognizing two forms mAa and two forms A; is the grammar 

not in fact over-differentiating grammatical forms and by 

so doing, raising a problem which could be avoided by simply 

recognizing only one form mg:a and only one form as Bamgborit 

does? 

In our view, it would be inadequate to recognize only one mk. 

It seems obvious that there is a semantic difference between the two forms 



mga occurring in: 

1(a) 6.  miia s6a, 	'He will sleep' 

and 1(b) YIO ma sUn 'Hs will be sleeping'. 

in 1(a) marks 'Futurity' in the verb phrase while mda in 1(b) 

marks 'Continuity'. 

In Bamghele (1966), mga is glossed as 'be going to' (p.69). 

This seems to suggest that what we see here as different meanings, 

'Futurity' and Continuity', could be seen as only one. However, 

Bamgbo90 (1966) seems to be inadequate on this issue. 

In the first place, the English gloss of mAa as 'be going to' 

.(13.69) does not adequately interpret 411 occurrences of mks. The 

phrase 'be going to' suggests to us that the content of the verb 

occurring after 	has not yet been realised but is expected to be 

realised. This is the meaning of mils in sentence 1 (a) above. This 
" 

Same meaning is expressed by 4.2 and a both of which are glossed in 

Bamsbo3e .(1966) -as 	But there is something of the "Continuous" 

in the use of maa as in: 

(2) las fA g, 	'Keep pulling it' 

(cf. Fa 	'Full it'); 

and this probably explains wily in Bamgboie (1966), mda is glossed not 

as 	but as 'be going to'. The interpretation 'be going to 

probably represents an attempt to find a kind of highest common factor 

between the features of 'Futurity' and 'Continuity' denoted by mAa. 

But the moaning 'be going to' is not obvious in the sentences 1(b) and 

,(2) above. In fact, it would be wrong to interpret mEla as 'be going to' 



in: 

	

Yi; 	sUn 	ti bEfAf, a 114 

'He'll be sleeping when you get there' 

because the action denoted by sail 'sleep' will already be in progress 

and not just going to begin. 

Secondly, as pointed out en p.307 above, Yoruba has a sequence 

ma ma as in: 

	

,(4) Ticin 	mal.a Ja n' 	bfiA d4 
(= 	yA/g.  mg.a j;, 	ti 9 b4A de 'bi.)) 

'They'll be fighting when you reach there'. 

If our grammar were to recognize only one Eia, the sequence ma mga 

would make this the only auxiliary that is juxtaposed to itself in 

the formation of alrfiliary clusters. Perhaps the grammar would proceed 

to describe this as a case of syntactic reinforcement similar to that 

described for Negation in 10.12 above; but this would still ignore 

the two different meanings expressed by rufa even in this sequence. 

In this case, recognizing two forms, ma (marker of Futurity) and mAa2  

(marker of Continuity) would simplify the description and adequately 

account for the two types of meaning expressed by mEfa. 

Perhaps a stronger case can be made for recognizing only one n 

than we can make for only one gill. For instance, in all its occurrences, 
I- 

ii denotes 'CONTINUITY'. From this, we could argue that the traditional 

distinction made in Yoruba grammar between the 'CONTINUOUS' and the 

'HABITUAL' is unnecessary, given that the 'HABITUAL' could be seen as 

'CONTINUITY with intermission'. If our grammar recognized only one form 

DJ  the structure of maxi could be described as maa2 
	

a case of 
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syntactic reinforcement in which two forms of the M postulated in 9.0 

above are juxtaposed to each other. 

Although this description of the structure of ma ri would be simple 

and reasonable, for the following reasons it seems better to recognize 

two different forms n: 

In the first place, by recognizing only one form 	we shall be 

ignoring the fact that there is ambiguity in a sentence like:* 

(5) 	6 ic 3'04? jibmo ti 
(a) 'He ustially talks/talked more than I like(d)' 

(b) He is/was talking more than I like(d)'; 

and that the ambiguity can be traced to the fact that may be interpreted 

in two different ways. 

Secondly, there are two syntactic reasons for postulating two 

fonus 

* 9 native speakers were separately asked to interpret sentence (5) in 
Yoruba or English. Of these, 7 are highly literate - a physician 
Mrs. 0.A. OW, a linguist (Dr. A. Afolayan), an Assistant Librarian 

at the University of Ife Library (Mr. Deji Adelabu), and four under-
graduates from different departments of the University of If', Nigeria - 
and 2 have very little formal education. 

3 of the 9 (including one of the two with little formal education) 
said straight-away that the sentence had the two meanings given above. 
To the remaining 6, the ambiguity was not immediately obvious; 5 of 
them immediately interpreted it as 5(a) while the remaining I spontaneously 
interpreted it as 5(b). However, as soon as a relevant situation was 
described in which the meaning they did not immediately see was the 
only interpretation possible, each of the 6 to whom a second meaning 
was not immediately obvious readily agreed that these two interpretations 
of (5) were normal. 
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A verb like wa 'come' does not occur after n in the 

expression of the "continuous"; instead, the verb 	is 

used. Thus, to express the meaning Be is coming', we 

have the sentence 

ga) C( z bs); 

but not 

6(b) wa. 

6(b), of course, is a well-formed sentence of Yoruba; but it 

means 'He is in the habit of coming'. Similarly, in 

expressing continuity', the verb A 'be' is not immediately 

preceded by ri; instead the verb :121 is used after Ur. Thus, 

7(a) cr rf be 	 'He is there'; • 

but not 

7(b) w'a n' 

Again, the sentence 7(b) isa well-formed variant of the 

more commonly used 

8. cr ma i wl n1  ib73 	'Be is usually there'. 

It seems from these examples that n having the meaning of 

'continuity' has a different syntaotic distribution from ri 

having the meaning 'habitual'. 

(ii) In Negation, there is also a difference between ri expressing 

'continuity' and riexpressing 'habitual'. The sentence 

9. Olu n lo 'Olu is going' 
'Olu usually goes' 

has two Negative forms corresponding to the two different 

meanings. Thus, 
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0( ) 0111'0) lo 

is the Negative form when the meaning intended in the 

Positive is 'Olu is going' 	i.e. where the verb is marked 

for the 'continuous'; and 

tO(b) 016 kl I Oat A)19 

is the Negative form when the meaning intended in the Positive 

is 'Olu is in the habit of going' - i.e. where the verb is 

marked for the 'habitual'. 

Taking all these into consideration, our practice in 

this study is to describe two different riforms : Al  marking 
,2 

the 'continuous', and n marking 'habitual'. Of course, by so 

doing, we are ignoring a third possibility, viz: that of 

f 	1 recognizing three different forms mAa kmria marking 'Futurity', 

, 3 mga2 marking 'continuous', maa occurring only in ma A) and 
three different forms ri (Al  marking 'continuous', A2  marking 

'habitual', A3  occurring only in m4aA). If we had adopted this 

third possibility, the structure of ma ll would then be mAa3  + 43. 

This seems implausible because, while the recognition of m4a3  

and n further increases the total inventory of grammatical 

forms, none of the two additional forms has any independent 

occurrence or menning of its own. Thus, there would be no 

other need for them in the grammar than to explain the structure 

of mAarit. 
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. An examination of 5 possible descriptions of the structure of lingalP 

, 	, 
Given maa 	

2 A 
 maa n and n 	4ari' may be explained 

as a cluster in which one of the forms ma is in construction 

with OM of the forms nc Alternatively, it could be described 

as a single auxiliary which is anomalous in structure. That is, 

it could be structurally described as: 

(ii) mAal  + A2  

(iv) mga2  + 

Any analysis considering ga
l  
'will, shall' as a constituent 

  

of mAari seems rather weak on the semantic ground that while 

/ 1 	 e• 	. 0  maa is largely synonymous with a...2 and a (marking Futurity), 

4 has no element of 'futurity' in it. For instance, in the 

sentence 

11. A max 19 	'We usually go', 

the action has been taking place in a past time and continues 

with intermission up to a later time; but there is no 

indication whatever as to what will happen in future time. 

It does not seem plausible to describe max as a cluster of 

two elements one of which has a meaning that appears to be 

in no way related to the meaning of the whole cluster. No 

other auxiliary cluster in the language behaves like that. 

For this reason, descriptions (i) and (ii) above are 

considered implausible. 

Description (iv) (mia4 = mga2 d) can be more easily 

justified than (iii). The meaning of mgari is the same 
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. / 

as that of n
2 
 (both mark the 'habitual'). It could be 

.1 	/2 
argued that because the homophony of n and n leads to 

ambiguity, users of the language prepose mi;a2  to A2  to 

form a cluster which is not at all ambiguous. While this 

seems to us highly plausible, we hesitate to adopt it in the 

2 
present study.-2cAAyl,analysis that considers mAp as a constituent 

of m4aA is weak on the grounds that this would be the only 

case in which dta
2 

occurs directly after the subject -NP 

in a clause of Primary Pattern. At the same time, it would 

/ 2 
also be the only case in which maa is followed by any 

auxiliary in the language. For those reasons the descriptions 

(iii) and (iv) above are weak. 

We would, therefore suggest that while it is plausible 

to describe aidi as m4E1F+ A2, this, or any other description 

of mearl as an auxiliary cluster, is not fully satisfactory. 

The description (v), by which mEf.a is considered as a 

single almiliary rather than a cluster, is also weak in the 

sense that this is the only auxiliary having two portions 

that are homophonous with other auxiliaries in the language. 

This, however, is the description we adopt in the above study. 

We note that m/fto has two Negative forms : kl i and, kb eAari. 

The more commonly used of these is kJ. i which is the Negative 

/2 
form regularly derived from n . This seems to suggest, of 

course, that A2  is present in m4ari and is probably the 

dominant element. It seems to us, however, that mtla4 is 
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relatively new in the language: for instance, it is not 

recorded in any of the grammars antedating Ward (1952). 

As an innovation, its purpose is probably to enable speakers 

avoid the ambiguity inherent in the use of nr. In that role, 

it is needed only in Positive constructions since there is 

no corresponding ambiguity in the Negative. The result is 

that at the present stage in the development of Yoruba, while 

ragAri is increasingly being used for 62  where ambiguity is 

likely to arise, kl I (the regularly formed Negative for 

.2. 
n ) continues to be used to negative the meaning expressed 

.2 
by n or m4all. However, many people use kO m4ari. as the 

Negative form of mAarf. The attested form k6 mllarrappears 

clearly to be based on the recognition of man' as a single 

auxiliary. If mAarfwere a cluster, maa + a, the Negative 

form could not be 16:m4S11(; for_there is no sequance k ma 

in the language. It is for this reason that we prefer to 

describe mtlari as a single auxiliary in spite of the fact that 

its phonetic structure makes it suspicious. 
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